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Abstract 

The two current approaches to increasing computer speed are giving individual pro- 

cessors the ability to exploit instruction-level parallelism (ILP), and hamessing mul- 

tiple processors to work together on a single problem. The first approach has worked 

well so far, but more and more investments in instruction scheduling hardware seem 

to be producing diminishing returns. Parallel processing, on the other hand, has 

tremendous potential, but has been disappointing in practice. One reason is that 

parallel computer designers cannot afford to put the same resources into building 

processors as the makers of commodity chips, wbo command a much larger mar- 

ket. Therefore, most parallel architects have turned to off-the-shelf microprocessors, 

which do not support parallel processing well. 

blultit hreaded systems based on datafiow principles promise a solution to the 

problems inherent in many of today's parallel machines. A multithreaded proces- 

sor supporting a program execution model designed according to such principles 

would be a better building block for parallel machines than today's ILP processors, 

because multithreading and dataflow address the problems facing contemporary par- 

allel machines, such as latency and synchronization. Acceptance of such systems in 

a world ruled by commodity systems requires taking an evolutionary approach, in 

which the multithreaded machine is initially emulated on an existing multiproces- 

sor based on off-the-shelf microprocessors, while still achieving good performance, 

and then transformed into more powerful versions by gradually replacing the stock 

components with custom hardware. 

This dissertation is about EARTH (Efficient Architecture for Running Threads), 

a multithreading model suitable for such an evolutionary approach. The thesis 

begins with a study of program parallelism which identifies important properties 

which affect the design of a multithreaded system. The EARTH mode1 is defined 

a t  several layers of abstraction, and several implementations along the evolutionary 



path are discussed. The Threaded-C language, used for expressing algorithm in the 

EARTH model, is presented, and several applications are written in this language 

to illustrate its use. 

Experimental results show that EARTH lives up to its name, that it can run 

parallel programs efficiently, and that this efficiency improves as the machine moves 

along the evolutionary pat h and custom multit hreading hardware replaces off-t he- 

shelf hardware piece by piece. 
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Résumé 

Les cieux approches actuelles utilisées pour accroitre la vitesse des ordinateurs con- 

sistent à donner à chaque processeur la capacité d'exploiter le parallélisme niveau- 

instructions (PNI) et à charger plusieurs processeurs de  travailler ensemble sur un 

même problème. La première approche a bien fonctionné jusqu'ici, mais les in- 

vestissements grandissants dans le matériel d' ordonnancement des instructions sem- 

blent semblent donner des résutats décroissants. Le traitement parallèle, d' autre 

part, offre des possibilités intéressantes, mais a été décevant dans la pratique. Ceci 

s'explique par le manque de ressources des créateurs d'ordinateurs parallèles par 

rapport aux fabriquants de puces de produits qui ont accès à un marché beaucoup 

plus grand. Par conséquent, la plupart des architectes parallèles se sont tournés vers 

les microprocesseurs déjà disponibles qui ne conviennent pas bien au traitement par- 

allèle. 

Les systèmes de multithread basés sur des principes de flux de données 

promettent une solution aux problèmes inhérents à plusieurs machines parallèles 

d'aujourd'hui. Un processeur multithread soutenant un modèle d'exécution des pro- 

grammes conçu selon un tel principe serait un meilleur fondement pour les ma- 

chines parallèles que les processeurs PNI d'aujourd'hui, parce que le multithreading 

et le flux de données adressent les problèmes auquels font face les machines par- 

allèles contemporaines, tels le temps d'attente et la synchronisation. L'acceptation 

d'un tel système dans un monde où règnent Ies produits systèmes exige une a p  

proche évolutive; la machine multithread est initialelement émulée sur un multipro- 

cesseur utilisant des microprocesseurs présentement disponibles, tout en réalisant 

une bonne performance d'exécution, et puis ensuite, elle est transformée en versions 

subséquantes de plus en plus puissantes par substitution progressive du matériel 

courant par des composantes matérielles faites sur mesure. 

Cette dissertation porte sur EARTH (architecture efficace pour exécuter les 



threads), un modèle multithread approprié à une telle approche évolutive. La 

thèse commence par une étude du parallélisme de programme qui identifie les pro- 

priétés importantes qui affectent la conception d'un système multithmd. Le modèle 

EARTH est défini avec plusieurs couches d'abstraction, et  plusieurs implantations 

sont discutées tout au long du parcours évolutif. Le langage Threaded-C, utilisé pour 

exprimer des algorithmes en modèle EARTH, est présenté, e t  plusieurs applications 

sont écrites dans ce langage pour illustrer son utilisation. 

Les résultats expérimentaux prouvent que EARTH fait honneur à son nom; 

qu'il peut exécuter des programmes parallèles efficacement, e t  que cette efficacité 

s'améliore au fur et  à mesure que la machine évolue en remplaçant progressivement 

le matériel existant par des pièces fabriquées sur mesure. 



Contribut ions 

The main original contributions of this research are summarized as follows: 

1. The design and construction of a tool for analyzing the parallelism in pro- 

grams, and a study, using this tool, of representative benchmarks, identifjing 

fundamental properties that point to the need for rnultithreaded architectures; 

2. A definition of the EARTH (Efficient Architecture for Running Threads) Pro- 

gram Execution Model, an abstract model describing a way to  divide a parallel 

program into threads and the operations performed on these threads; 

3. Definitions of two E-4RTH Virtual Machines, one based on global addresses 

and one based on frames, which present specifications of operation sets cor- 

responding to the abstract operations of the Program Execution Model, a t  a 

level of detail sufficient for implementation of a real systern; 

4. Detailed specification and high-level design of a custorn hardware Synchro- 

nization Unit providing efficient support for the EARTH Program Execution 

Model; 

5. Development of a tool for accurate simulation of an existing off-the-shelf mul- 

tiprocessor, and the use of this tool to: 

(a) Measure the performance of the multiprocessor with a greater number of 

processors than available ~11th the current hardware; 

(b) Measure the performance of the multiprocessor augmented by the custom 

hardware Synchronization Unit, thereby demonstrating the efficiency of 

the EARTH model when there is hardware support for multithreading; 

(c) Measure the performance of the multiprocessor, with and without the 

custorn SU, with different processor parameters to confirm the benefits 



of the EARTH mode1 on processors built after those used in the multi- 

processor platform; 

6. A study of possible extensions to EARTH and Threaded-C which could im- 

prove both runtime efficiency and programmability- 

As in any project developing a cornputer system, many peopIe were involved in 

E4RTH's design, implementation and experirnentation. The following contributions 

are not the exciusive work of the author, but the author played a major role in their 

execu tion: 

1. -4 definition of the Earth Architecture Model, describing an architecture appro- 

priate for executing prograrns under the EARTH Program Execution Model; 

2. A definition of the Threaded-C language, an explicitly threaded language ex- 

tending standard C with EARTH operators; 

3. Coding of V ~ ~ O U S  benchmarks in Threaded-C so that they may be tested on 

EARTH platforms; 

4. Implementations of EARTH on several off-the-shelf platforms, and experi- 

ments showing the performance achieved by Threaded-C benchmarks on these 

platforms. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The 1980s saw the popularization and commercialization of parallel processing. 

What \vas mostly confined in the 70s to university project laboratories moved to 

industry as computer architects tried to bring the benefits of parallelism to the mar- 

ketplace. Many companies were formed durhg the SOS, and their cornpetition led to 

a diverse set of approaches to t.he problem of dividing a task among many proces- 

sors. However, commercial parallel processing lias failed to  live up to its promise. 

Most of the high-flying parallel computer companies have gone bankrupt or have 

re-oriented themselves toward specialized markets and applications. 

There are several reasons for this. First, today's microprocessors are highly com- 

ples and require a huge investment, which can only be recovered through high sales 

volumes. Therefore, most parallel computer makers have had to turn to the "killer 

micros" (161, off-the-shelf processors built for the workstation and persona1 computer 

mass markets. These chips generally dont  offer good support for multiprocessing. 

Second, parallel cornputers have been notoriously difficult to program, so that their 

market bas been limited to a small number of institutions witli both the computing 

needs and the available programming resources to justify buying one. 

Nevertheless, there is still a need for parallel processing. Predictions that a 

certain level of performance would be "enough" have time and tirne again been 

proven wrong. Even though today's microprocessors have performances rivaling last 

decade's supercomputers, applications expand to consume the available power, and 

increases in power lay the ground for new applications to  be created. Furthermore, 

some useful applications are NP-complete, creating a potentially unbounded demand 



for computing power. .4n application which is barely feasible on a aven state-of- 

the-art cornputer becornes much more viable if it c m  be run a hundred times faster- 

It is only a question of whether that can be done sufficiently cheaply [104]. 

Therefore, where should architecture go from here? Will the present trends in 

processor evolution lead to any significant improvements? If not, what path should 

be taken instead? Will parallel machines always remain a t  the mercy of the "killer 

micro" market, or is it possible to serve both domains at  the same time? It  is the 

goal of this research to find answers to these questions. 

1.1 ILP and Multithreading 

-4 traditional von Neumann processor has a single program counter which always 

points to the next instruction to be executed. -4 processor built strictly accord- 

ing to this principle can execute a t  most one instruction per cycle (IPC). Modem 

microprocessors go beyond this by esploiting Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP), 

parallelism through the simultaneous execution of individual instructions that are 

near each other in the instruction stream. Both VLIW (Very Long Instruction 

Word) and superscalar processors allow multiple instructions to execute simulta- 

neously, while still presenting the programmer with the appearance of a sequential 

program counter. 

A superscalar processor is programmed bÿ the user as if it were a single- 

instruction-per-cycle processor with the same instruction set. Correct functional 

behavior of the code is described by the semaritics of a sequential, instruction-by- 

instruction execution of the same code. However, the  processor can dynamically 

choose multiple instructions to execute at the same time, and may even issue in- 

st ructions out of order, provided the sequential semant ics are preserved. When 

instructions execute simultaneously or out of order, the hardware checks to ensure 

that only independent instructions are executed concurrently. The number of in- 

structions executed in a given cycle can Vary from cycle to cycle, and depends on the 

number of instructions available for execution and the dependences between them. 

In a VLIW processor, instructions representing basic operations are combined at  

compile time into %ery long instruction words" of fixed length. These long words 

are scheduled at  run time using an ordinary program counter, which reads and 

executes them sequentially unless there is a branch. Typically, each field of a VLIW 



instruction, corresponding to one basic operation, is sent to  a different functional 

unit, depending on its location in the instruction. There generally are restrictions 

on how operations can fill instructions (e-g., each VLIW instruction can consist of a 

floating-point add, a floating-point multiply, two integer operations, and two load- 

store operations). If the code requires a different balance of operations, or if not 

enough independent operations can be found to fill the long instructions, then some 

fields are filled with NOPs. 

VLIW and superscaiar have succeeded in breaking the 1-IPC barrier, but not 

by much. In spite of al1 the extra functionai units, and al1 the extra hardware to 

aHow simultaneous execution, most processor designers have not been able to achieve 

even 2 IPC on representative benchrnarks, despite having potential issue rates of 4 or 

even 8 IPC. There are several reasons for this. -4s will be shown in the next chapter, 

the number of independent instructions within a single basic block (a sequence of 

instructions that is always entered a t  the beginning and exited a t  the end, with no 

branches to or from the middle) is limited. This problem is exacerbated by the fact 

that al1 the additional hardware needed to support out-of-order execution adds so 

much extra complexity to the processor that the number of stages in the fetch and 

execution pipeline is usually much higher than in a simple RISC processor. 

Getting parallelism beyond that available in a basic block requires looking be- 

yond conditional branches wben scheduling instructions. A hardward-based a p  

proach, for instance, would be to use branch prediction, so that the processor can 

specvlatively execute instructions beyond the branch and rnove the results of those 

instructions into the permanent CPU state once the branch outcome is known. Un- 

fortunately, branch prediction is not always correct, and given the large number 

of pipeline stages between instruction fetch and resolving a conditional branch, a 

misprediction exacts a large penalty. 

Therefore, it is not likely that the current path of processor development, which 

attempts to extract more and more parallelism from a single thread of code, tvill 

yield many more architectural improvements (those not due merely to faster docks). 

There are ambitious designs on the drawing boards for processors capable of exe- 

cuting larger numbers of instructions simultaneously, as many as 16 or more, but 

experience with present processors is not promising, and suggests that additional 

hardware is likely to produce diminishing returns. 



Severd architecture research projects have shown that rnultithrded proces- 

sors [41, 651 can find and exploit more parallelism than processors that look only 

for ILP. A rnultithreaded processor differs from a single-thread processor in that 

the machine mode1 allows the concurrent execution of instructions from different 

locations in the code. -4n advanced single-thread processor may allow different in- 

structions to execute simultaneously, but these al1 corne from a single thread of 

instructions. -4 multit hreaded processor, in broadest terms, has "hardware support 

for multiple program counters" [114]. By allowing execution from different sections 

of code, a multithreaded processor has more places from which it can extract ILP. 

Multithreaded machines are surveyed in Chapters 3 and 9. 

1.2 Fundament al Issues in Multiprocessing 

From the discussion in the previous section, it can be concluded that getting more 

parallelism than the small-scale parallelism offered by the current-generation su- 
perscalar and VLIW processors will require esploiting multiple threads of control 

simultaneously. Some recent proposais (included in the surveyed in Chapter 9) seek 

to boost uniprocesor performance by using multithreading (with some speculation) 

to expose more parallelism than just ILP, but they still try to extract this paral- 

lelism from sequential code. This will make their immediate acceptance more likely, 

but it will also limit how much parallelism the)- can ultimately get. 

Going beyond that will require running threacis on multiple processors, which 

will require a paradigm shift on the part of mainstream programmers. Unfortu- 

nately, while multiprocessors have been proposed for decades, there are some fun- 

damental problems with multiprocessing which most designs have not adequately 

addressed. Arvind and Iannucci [9] identified two "fundamental issues" of multipro- 

cessing: latency and synchronization. Several other important issues are bandwidth, 

programmability and manufacturability. These five issues are elaborated below. 

1.2.1 Latency 

One fundamental problem is based on a simple fact about today's technology: For 

non-trivial applications, it is physically impossible to keep al1 data required by the 

computation close enough to the processor to be instantly accessible a t  all times. 



For the purposes of this discussion, "instantly accessible" can be taken to mean 

'kithout causing deiay," which for RISC processors means a very small number of 

cycles, preferably one. 

The traditional solution for uniprocessors has been to form a rnemory hierarchy, 

consisting of most of the following: registers, on-chip caches (single-level, two-level, 

or hybrid-access [121]), off-chip caches, main memory, and secondary storage (disks 

and tapes). Elements higher in the hierarchy are placed physically closer to the 

CPU than those below. This proximity means both that the storage locations closer 

to the CPU can be accessed more quickly, and that they are less numerous than 

storage locations further away. The hierarchy is generally effective because most 

prograrns exhibit tempoml localzty [110]. In most cases, objects which have been 

accessed recently are more likely to be referenced again in the near future than 

objects which have not been accessed recently. Therefore, it is useful to  keep these 

objects closer to the CPU. 
This technique breaks down when there is more than one processor, because the 

rnernory hierarchy can no longer be viewed as a simple pyramid with the CPU a t  the 

apex. Instead, the "hierarchy" becomes a set of pyramids, whose bases must merge 

at some level in order for sharing of data to occur. For al1 but so-called "embarasç- 

ingly parallel" applications, whose computations can be divided into independent 

sections running concurrently without any need for communicatioa or cooperation, 

data is likely to be needed by different processors a t  different times. Due to the 

dispersa1 of processors, data cannot be kept physically close to al1 processors a t  the 

sarne time. If a processor requires a datum not close to it, it will have to wait 

for that datum to be fetched from somewhere else in the system, such as another 

processor. 

How the  processor handles this latency affects performance significantly. Mul- 

tiprocessors based on traditional processor designs typically stall while waiting for 

data to return from the remote fetch. The penalty, in terms of cycles lost, of this 

stalling is generally more severe than the cost of a cache miss on a uniprocessor, 

because the data will have to corne from further away. The problem increases as 

more processors are added, first, because the average distances, and hence latencies, 

between processors increase, and second, because if the application is spread among 

a greater number of processors, then more of the data needed by each processor will 

be located on remote processors. 



1.2.2 Bandwidth 

One cannot successfully treat the latency problem without dealing with another 

problem: banduridth. Since it takes longer to send a signal over an IC pin than along 

a wire in the interior of the chip, it follows that the throughput on that pin will 

be lower than the throughput along the wire. The fact that IC pins must be much 

larger than internal wires restricts their numbers, which causes external throughput 

to drop even further relative to internai througliput. 

A simple calculation will illustrate why latency can't be separated from band- 

width considerations. Suppose that in a particular application, 30% of ail operations 

are loads and stores (which is typical for numerical applications), and that 10% of 

these require going off-chip (e.g., they miss the cache, wnte through the cache to 

external memory, or  perform explicit communications with remote processors). A 

10% miss rate is a reasonable assumption for applications with large working sets; 

it can even be seen on uniprocessors, and is more likely to be the case on large-scale 

parallel processors, for the reason given a t  the end of Section 1.2.1. Suppose that 

an average of 8 CPU cycles are required in the actual transfer of data to or from 

the CPU (a reasonable assumption, given todafs aggressive clock rates). Then 3% 

of al1 instructions executed will occupy the CPCvs external interface for 8 cycles. .4 

processor running under these conditions will not be able to execute, on average, 

much more than 4 IPC, no matter what latency-handling mechanisms are installed! 

1.2.3 Synchronization 

If processors are working together on a non-embarmsingly-parallel application, there 

are times when one processor will require data created by another. They will have 

to coordinate their activities so that the producer of data knows where and when 

to send the data, and the consumer knows when the data has arrived. 

In the simplest class of multiprocessors, called SIMD (Single Instruc- 

tion/Multiple Data) machines [34], instructions are fetched from a single global 

instruction Stream and broadcast simultaneously to al1 processors. Thus, every pro- 

cessor performs the same operation simultaneously, but on different data. These 

instructions generally include communications operations which allow processors to 

transmit data to one another. Since al1 processors are controlled by the same in- 

struction, they al1 must transmit data, or receive data, a t  the same time. This rnakes 



synchronization an easy task on such machines, because the programmer (or com- 

piler) is forced tu control every communication event, and every communication has 

a uniform, predictable latency. It is mainly the extreme difficulty in programming 

SIMD machines for most applications t hat has limited their commercial acceptance. 

In the more general MIMD (Multiple Instruction/Multiple Data) class of ma- 

chines [34], each processor is free to execute its own instruction strearn. Since the 

producer and consumer of data are no longer in lock-step, as in the SIMD machines, 

they may be out of sync when the communication is to occur, e-g., either the con- 

sumer will not be ready when the producer sends the data, or the producer will 

not be ready when the consumer wants it. The simplest solution is to have one 

wait for the other, e.g., to have the producer wait for an acknowledgement from the 

consumer before continuing, but this can waste a lot of processor cycles, particularly 

if the communication events occur at  different times on different processors. 

A better solution is to have the processor do some other work while waiting 

for the response, much as an operating system will swap to another process while 

waiting for a page to be read from disk. But this imposes its own costs. The largest 

overhead, and the focus of the paper by Arvind and Iannucci, is the time to perform 

the context switch, Le., to Save the state of the current computation (as contained 

in the registers) and load the state of the new computation into the registers. 

1.2.4 Programmability 

As previously mentioncd, SIMD machines did not gain wide popularity because they 

were difficult to program. They are hard to program because most problems can't 

be expressed as a uniform homogeneous computation over an array of elements, 

which is what SIMD machines are designed to do. But SIMD machines are only the 

worst case of a problem facing al1 parallel machines: ease of programming. Simply 

put, for general applications it is difficult to program parallel machines and get per- 

formance anywhere near the theoretical performance level of the machine (generally 

the performance of a single processor multipliecl by the number of processors). 

In some cases, poor performance on parallel machines may be due to an inherent 

lack of parallelism in the application itself. These cases are discussed a t  length in 

the next section. Sometimes, these can be improved by modifying the algorithm or 

restating the problem, but other times the problem simply cannot be parallelized. 



Usually, howvever, applications are difficult to parallelize because there is no uni- 

versa1 model for parallel machines. For decades, sequential machines have al1 been 

based on the von Neumann model, with its program counter, arithmetic units: reg- 

ister(s), and addressable memory, augmented by indirect addressing and the use 

of a stack. The basic model has remained unchanged through aii the architectural 

enhancements over the years (Wtual memory, caches, pipelining, even superscalar). 

This has made it possible to write programs that are essentially portable from one 

machine to the next, and for programmers to becorne used to a common paradigrn 

of programming. On the other hand, there are many different models for parallel 

machines; for instance, the memory hierarchies looks quite different (to the pro- 

grammer) on shared-memory and message-passing machines. 

Since there is no uniform model for parallel computing, designing an efficient 

portable paraliel programming language is practically impossible. Thus, program- 

mers are forced to concern themselves with specific details of the target machine, 

and must extensively modify code written for other parallel machines. It is as if 

the machine had no compiler, and programmers were forced to write in a machine- 

specific assembly language. Attempts to develop languages that "abstract away" al1 

details of the parallel machine from the programmer have not solved the problem, 

because the great differences among the models require that so much be abstracted 

from the user that efficient code cannot be generated. (Languages like Fortran and 

C have been successful because they do not abstract too much away; the differences 

in sequential models are sufficiently insignificant that it is possible to abstract away 

cnough low-level detaiis to make the languages useful while giving the programmer 

access to enough details to generate efficient code.) 

Another reason for the difficulty in programming parallel machines is that most 

do not adequately address the problems of latency, bandwidth and synchronization 

already discussed. Programmers must spend extra time trying to tune their pro- 

grams to compensate for the weaknesses of the  architecture. If machines did not 

have these deficiencies, programmers could spend more time concentrating on the 

high-level details of the program. 

This idea is illustrated in Figure 1.1. In this graph, there are three architectures 

(A, B, and C) with identical peak performance levels, represented by the top dashed 

line. The horizontal avis represents the amount of programmer effort required to 

achieve a particular level of performance (plotted on the vertical axis) for a given 
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Figure 1.1: Performance Payoffs for Different Architectures 

application, which we assume has enough parallelism to make this effort worthwhile. 

Architecture C exposes most of its details to  the programmer, requiring a lot of effort 

to fine-tune the program to get the most speed. Ultimately, given enough program- 

ming, machine C can run the application the fastest. However, if users decide that a 

given fraction of peak performance is acceptable (represented by the bottom dashed 

line), then programmers will be able to reach "acceptable" performance much more 

quickly with architecture A. 

1.2.5 Manufact urability 

Even if one can overcome the fundamental problems just discussed, and design a 

parallel architecture that can deliver good performance, one also has to be able to 

build this machine in today's cornpetitive market. Manufacturers of single-thread 

processors have squeezed everything they can out of RISC technology by pouring 

enormous resources into design efforts. Even with advanced C-4D tools, a state-of- 

the-art processor takes hundreds of person-years to develop. This investment can 

only be recouped through high-volume sales, mostly in the workstation and high-end 

PC uniprocessor markets. 

If the processors in parallel computers don't match the high-end microprocessors 

in performance, or a t  least come close, the benefits of combining processors in paral- 

le1 will be erased by their inferior speed. This situation is what Eugene Brooks (161 



called "the attack of the killer micros." If parallel computer makers design proces- 

sors that only work in large parallel machines, they won't be able to make enough 

sales to justify the design costs- They must either settle for inferior processor speed 

and hope that massive parallelism will make up the difference, or else, following the 

old maxim "if you can't beat 'em, join 'em," use off-the-shelf microprocessors. 

klainstream microprocessor manufacturers have responded by putting in some 

basic multiprocessing support in their chips, such as support for local cache consis- 

tency. However, these features only begin to address the problems outlined in the 

preceding subsections. If parallel machines are to become commercially viable, they 

niIl need to be based on processors with more substantial support for parallel com- 

puting. If microprocessor manufacturers are to be persuaded to add these features 

to their chips, then the features will have to give some benefit to  the mainstream 

uniprocessor market. If they don't, they should at  least not interfere with unipro- 

cessor performance, and should present as little cost (in extra chip area) as possible 

so that the costs of their addition can be recovered through increased sales to the 

parallel computer market. 

1.3 An Evolutionary Approach to Viable Parallel 

Processing 

If a large quantum leap to a full-featured microprocessor supporting parallel pro- 

gramming is not commercially viable in today's marketplace, then efficient support 

for parallel processing will have to be introduced gradually. Such steps as can be 

made must be small, relatively risk-free, and produce tangible benefits. Therefore, 

it is most likely that multiprocessing systems will take an evolutionary path. Each 

step along the path should represent a small enough cost to  allow a prototype to he 

built, and should improve upon the performance of the preceding step to establish 

the merits of the features added in that step. Tlie following are the likely phases in 

this evolution: 

1. Use of an existing parallel system, based on off-the-shelf microprocessors, to 

emulate a multiprocessing mode1 well enough to demonstrate its viability. 

2. Construction of a hybrid system, using off-the-shelf microprocessors to per- 

form the regular computations, and custom auxiliary hardware to support 



the instructions unique to the multiprocessing model. The custom hardware 

should improve the perfomance of the machine compared to the first machine 

(the emulated system) . 

3. Design of a hybrid chip containing the original core of the stock microprocessor 

and the extra custom hardware. The combination of the two components on 

one chip should reduce communication delays between the two and allow better 

sharing of common resources, such as caches. 

4. Creation of a fully-integrated processor for a parallel system, one which also 

performs well in a uniprocessor environment. 

The key to the success of such an approach is choosing a good programming 

model which allows programmers to express parallelism without much difficulty 

and without sacrificing efficiency, yet is fully portable along the evolutionary path. 

The latter requirement is crucial, for if programmers, having spent the effort to 

parallelize an application, have to redo this effort to take the next evolutionary 

step, few will bother to  take that step. Users sliould be able to m i t e  an  application 

once, according to the given programming model: as improved versions of the parallel 

machine are introduced, the application should run on the new machines with no 

more modification than recompiling. The model should be simple and efficient 

enough to yield reasonable performance even in the early evolutionary stages, yet 

flexible enough to produce even better results as the new machines are created. 

To summarize, the main question driving this research is: 

What should be the architecture of a parallel computing system which 

can effectively handle the problems of latency, bandwidth, and synchro- 

nization, can provide a sufficiently general programming model, and can 

provide a viable evolutionary path from mainstream architectures? 

We believe that multithreaded cornputers based on the datafbw model of commu- 

nication and synchronization (241 have the potential to satisfy these requirements. 

Multithreading by itself addresses the latency problem, because the processor can 

esecute instructions frorn another section of code when one instruction is blocked 

by a long-latency operation. On the other hand, dataflow scheduling provides an 

efficient form of synchronization. It states that any instruction is eligible for execu- 

tion as soon as the operands it requires are ready. The two paradigrns are combined 



to  get bot h the latency-tolerating capabilities of multithreading and the flexible 

synchronization of datafiow. 

1.4 The EARTH Project 

The EBcient Architecture for Running THreods (EARTH) [60, 61, 59, 831 project 

a t  McGill University is intended to demonstrate that a programming model meeting 

the requirements in Section 1.3 c m  be designed and implemented. Table 1.1 lists the 

major milestones in this project. EARTH is a large team effort; four professors, two 

post-doctoral fellows, and more than a dozen graduate students have been involved. 

EARTH began in the Fall of 1993, when the author, Prof. Guang Gao (McGill) 

and Prof. Herbert Hum (Concordia University) developed a model for the efficient 

implementation of multithreading on off-the-shelf microprocessors with minimal ad- 

ditional hardware support for multithreading. Each of the three had previously de- 

signed multiprocessors based on dataflow prïnciples [37, 62, 1221 (see Section 3) and 

knew the tradeoffs associated with such machines. The -&CAPS (Advanced Com- 

piler~, Architectures and Parallel Systems) group at McGill and Concordia formed 

a partnership with GMD (Gesellschaft für Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung) in 

Berlin, which loaned a nultiprocessor called MANNA [17], developed a t  GMD, to 

-4CAPS. 
Development of an emulator on an off-the-shelf multiprocessor, the first stage 

in the evolutionary path, began in earnest in Spring, 1994, after the machine was 

delivered to McGill.' At that time, the Threaded-C language was defined as  the 

target language for application and compiler writers. Most of the design and imple- 

mentation of the runtime system and back-end compilation environment (described 

in Chapter 7) was done by Dr. Olivier Maquelin, who joined ACAPS in 1994 after 

previous research in dataflow (821. Some benchmarks were running by July of that 

year, and the MTA-MANNA system was shomn at  Supercomputing '94. 

Subsequent work has focused on porting the EARTH model to various machines, 

l Pnor to 1995, this project was cailed the Multi-Thrcaded Architecture (MTA). However, this 
name is currently used by Tera Corporation for their multithreaded machine (see section 9.1). 
Private discussions with Burton Smith revealed that both groups independently started using the 
acronyrn "MT.4" at about the same time c i r a  1992. We have changed the name of our machine 
to avoid confusion (and because we like the new name better). 



Time 
Sept. 1993 
Sept. 
Mar. 1994 
Jul. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Feb. 1995 
Feb. 
Feb. 

Apr. 
-4ug. 
Jul. 
-4ug. 
Sept. 
Mar. 1996 
Nov. 1997 
Jan. 1998 
Apr. 
Jul. 
-4ug. 
Oct. 
Nov. 

Event or design 
First MTA position paper 
Partnership with GMD established 
2-node Mini-MANNA installed at McGiI1 
First programs on EARTH-MANNA-D 
MTA-MANNA demo a t  SC94 
First i860 simulator (SEMi) 
Project formally renarned EA4RTH 
First "portable" version of EARTH 
First EARTH-Gto-Threaded-C t ranslator 

SEMi extended to MANNA simulation 
20-node MANN.4 installed at McGill 
EARTH-MANNA-S implementation 
Polling watchdog on EARTH-MANNA-S 
Polling watchdog added to SEMi 
EARTH on SP-2 
EARTH on 4node Beowulf 
EARTH on 6û-node Beowulf 
EARTH on Sparc SMP Cluster 
Functional design of SU complete 
Portable EARTH on PowerMAKNA 
SEMi extended to SU simulation 
EARTH-POW~~LM-~NNA demo at SC98  

Participants 
Hum, Theobald, Gao 
ACAPS, GMD 
GMD, ACAPS 
Maquelin, ACAPS 
-4CAPS 
Theobald, Mueller 
ACAPS 
M aquelin 
Xue, Tang, Ouellet, 
Hendren 
Theobald, Marquez 
GIMD, ACAPS 
Maquelin 
bf aquelin, Theobald 
Theobald 
Maquelin, Cai 
Cheng 
Theobald, Cheng 
Cheng 
Theobald 
Heber, Theobald 
Theobald 
Ca4PSL, GMD 

Table 1.1: Milestones in the EARTH Project 

t uning the irnplementations for bet ter performance, and experimenting wit h archi- 

tectural enhancements. A separate language development effort is running in par- 

allel, with the goal of creating a higher-level parallel language without the need for 

explicit threads, and wxiting a compiler to translate this language to Threaded-C. 

Major participants in the language effort include Prof. Laurie Hendren, Haiying Cai, 

Pierre Ouellet, Xinan Tang, Xun Xue, and Yingchun Zhu. Other institutions that 

have been involved in the EARTH project include the University of Delaware, the 

University of Southern California, and GMD. 



1.5 Contributions 

-4s in any project developing a computer system, many people were involved. The 

following original contributions are solely or primarily the work of the author: 

The design and construction of a tool for analyzing the parallelism in pro- 

grams, and a study, using this tool, of representative benchmarks, identifying 

fundamental properties that point to the need for multithreaded architectures 

(this study actually preceded the start of the EARTH project); 

.4 definition of the EARTH (Efficient Architecture for Running Threads) Pro- 

gram Execution Model, an abstract model describing a way to divide a parallel 

program into threads and the operations performed on these threads (rvhile 

the EARTH model was CO-developed by Gao, Hum and the author, the author 

provided the forma1 definition) ; 

Definitions of two EARTH Virtual Machines, one based on global addresses 

and one based on frarnes, which present specifications of operation sets cor- 

responding to the abstract operations of the Program Execution Model, a t  a 

level of detail sufficient for implementation of a real system; 

Specification and high-level design of a custom hardware Synchronization Unit 

providing efficient support for the EARTH Program Execution Model; 

Development of a tool for accurate simulation of an existing off-the-shelf mul- 

tiprocessor, and the use of this tool to measure the performance of the multi- 

processor with more processors than available with the current hardware (to 

measure scalability), a custom hardware Synchronization Unit (to test the 

efficiency of the EARTH model when there is hardware support for multi- 

threading), and with different processor parameters (to confirm the benefits of 

the EARTH model on processors built after those used in the multiprocessor 

platform); 

A study of possible extensions to EARTH and Threaded-C which could im- 

prove bot h runtime efficiency and programmabili ty. 

The following contributions are not the exclusive work of the author, but the 

author played a major role in their execution: 



1. A definition of the Earth Architecture Model, describing an architecture appro- 

priate for executing programs under the EARTH Program Execution Model; 

2. -4 definition of the Threaded-C language, an explicitly threaded language ex- 

tending standard C with EARTH operators; 

3. Coding of various benchmarks in Threaded-C so that they may be tested on 

EARTH platforms; 

4. Implementations of EARTH on several off-the-shelf platforms, and experi- 

ments showing the performance achieved by Threaded-C benchmarks on these 

platforms. 

1.6 Synopsis 

This dissertation is organized as follows: 

Before building a parallel processor to run a class of applications, one should 

analyze the applications to know both how much parallelism is intrinsic to  each ap- 

plication and what architectural properties are necessary to achieve this parallelism. 

Chapter 2 reviews a study performed by the author for this purpose, based on real 

applications. (A survey of previous studies is provided in Appendix -4.) The results 

show that most applications have enoagh inherent parallelism to keep a t  least a 

moderately-sized parallel cornputer usefully busy, but very little parallelism e'ùsts 

at  the instruction level, meaning that the ILP techniques discussed in Section 1.1 

will not produce the desired performance. 

EARTH has its roots in the dataflow model of computation. Chapter 3 ex- 

plores the history and evolution of dataflow. It begins tvith a review of basic data- 

flow concepts, and surveys the machines designcd according to dataflow principles, 

focusing on those mxhines most related to EARTH. The chapter then discusses 

multit hreaded machines based on dataflow, particularly the multithreading work 

a t  McGill which preceded E,4RTH, and includes a sunrey of other dataflow-based 

rnultithreaded machines in the literature. 

Chapter 4 defines the most fundamental properties of EARTH, the Program 

Execution Model (PXM) and Architecture Model. The first model describes how a 

program is divided into threads, how these threads are created, coordinated and 

synchronized, and how they share data. The second mode1 describes, in general 



terms, the structure of a multiprocessor appropriate for this model. The chapter 

concludes by discussing possible future extensions to the models. 

The PXM defines, in general terms, the types of operations on threads that  need 

to be performed for effective support of parallel programs on EARTH. More infor- 

mation is needed so that designers can have a target for implernentation. Chapter 5 

fills in important details about these operations, including how data and threads 

are addressed globally, and provides a complete specification of EARTH operations. 

This is called an EA RTH Virtuaf Machine because it is still more abstract than 

a complete instruction set. (-4 complete instruction set for EARTH would be in- 

appropriate, as  that would tie EARTH to a particular processor.) An alternate 

virtual machine (addressing scheme and set of operations) is proposed; both virtual 

machines are consistent with the specifications of the PXM. 

Chapter 6 defines the Threaded-C language. Threaded-C extends ANSI- 
standard C with functions corresponding to the EARTH operations defined in C h a p  

ter 5 .  This allows programmers to wnte applications for EARTH in a high-level lan- 

guage, though one which is explicitly threaded by the programmer. The language 

is illustrated through prograrnming examples. 

The next two chapters present several implementations representing various 

points along the evolutionary path listed in Section 1.3. Chapter 7 represents the 

first step, the emulation of the EARTH mode1 on an off-the-shelf multiprocessor 

without specialized hardware support for EARTH. Two implementations based on 

the GMD MANNA machine are described, one in which each node has two proces- 

sors: and one in which each node has a single processor. The chapter describes the 

runtime system (software which supports the E-4RTH operations) and the compiler 

(which compiles Threaded-C code with the help of an off-the-shelf compiler for the 

MANNA'S processor). 

Experiments on a 20-node MANNA show that the EARTH operations operate 

very quickly, and latency and bandwidth measurements are far better than com- 

mercial parallel machines using comparable technology. Experiments with eleven 

benchmark applications show that the multithreading support provided by EARTH 

imposes only moderate overhead costs on the code, as measured by comparing mul- 

tithreaded code mnning on one node witb sequential code. Furthermore, most of 

these programs have good (nearly linear) speedups up to 20 nodes, showing that  the 

EARTH implementation on MANNA is good for many applications, even though it 



is only the 6rst evolutionary step. 

SEMi, a simulator for the MANNA with high timing accuracy, is aiso presented 

in this chapter. SEMi is used to extend the speedup curves of selected benchmarks 

to 120 nodes, six times what is available on real machines. The accuracy of SEMi 

gives confidence that these results are a reasonable estimate of the performance of 

these benchmarks on a large MANNA, if one were constructed. 

Chapter 8 considers the remaining evolutionary steps of Section 1.3. The second 

and third steps involve developing special hardware to support EARTH operations 

more efficiently, either as a separate module or as a component added to  a micropr* 

cessor core a t  the chip Ievel. Complete interface specifications for this component 

are given, along with a high-level block design. The S E M  simulator is augmented 

to simulate this hardware, and the selected benchmarks are run on the new sys- 

tem and compared to the original (software-only) configuration. The results show 

that each evolutionary step leads to substantiai speed improvements in individual 

EARTH operations, reductions in Iatencies between threads and in multithread- 

ing overheads, and improvements in speedups for al1 applications. With hardware 

support, many of the applications tested have high speedups even on 120 nodes. 

The end of the chapter discusses the possibilities for the final evolutionary step (to 

full-custom hardware). 

The dissertation then reviews other multithreading systems (excluding those 

already covered in Chapter 3), including both architectures and software-based sys- 

tems (Chapter 9), and presents our final conclusions (Chapter 10). 

There are several appendices. Appendix A surveys other studies of parallelism 

related to Chapter 2. Appendix B is a complete list of the data types and operators 

of the  Threaded-C language. -4ppendix C recapitulates some of the experimental 

results of Chapters 7 and 8 to allow a direct cornparison of different implementations 

of EARTH on MANNA. Appendix D presents the results of an auxiliary study which 

uses the SEMi sirnulator to modify the performance parameters of the MANNA 
hardware to be more consistent with current off-the-shelf systems. The experiments 

from Chapters 7 and 8 are repeated; the results show that the efficiency of the 

EARTH mode1 and the benefits of hardware support are applicable to contemporary 

systems as well as the older MANNA hardware. 



Chapter 2 

Parallelism in Computer Programs 

In the introduction, i t  was shown that exploiting parallelism is a worthwhile pursuit 

because there is a need for cornputers of greater and greater power. However, before 

attempting to build a parallel processor to run a class of applications, one should 

analyze the applications to know both how much parallelism is intrinsic to each ap- 

plication and what architecturai properties are necessary to achieve this parallelism. 

This section reviews a study performed by the author for this purpose, based on real 

applications. (-4 survey of previous studies is provided in -4ppendix A.) The results 

show that most applications have enough inherent parallelism to keep a t  least a 

moderately-sized parallel computer usefully busy. 

This section is divided into four parts. The first part describes the SITA tool, 

developed by the author to study program parallelism. -4n abstract mode1 of exe- 

cution on parallel machines, called the Dynamic Control Dependence Tree, is also 

presented. The next two parts present the expcrimental results obtained with this 

tool. The section closes with a discussion of the conclusions that can be drawn from 

the SITA studies. 

2.1 The SITA Tool 

The current study is based on an analysis tool developed a t  McGill, called SITA 
(Sequential Instruction Trace Analyzer) [1l6, 119, 1201. Like some of the previous 

studies, the SITA tool analyzes traces of machine-language instructions generated 

from executed code, rather than analyzing the high-level source code. Figure 2.1 

shows conceptually how SITA works. 



Exccution on i d d  machine Tncc-driva sirnulnuon 

Figure 2.1: Trace Simulation Methodology 

In the flowchart, the left fork rcpresents the compilation and execution of a pro- 

gram on an ided machine with a given set of architectural characteristics. Lacking 

such a machine, one can mode1 it using trace simulation, as shown in the right fork. 

First, a benchmark program is compiled into an executable file using a conventional 

sequential compiler. Then the executable code is run through a trace generator, 

which produces a program trace. This trace consists of a stream of operations r e p  

resenting the actual sequence of instructions esecuted (not the static object code). 

Finally, the trace scheduler, modeling a machine with the same architectural features 

as the "ideal machine" in the left path, determines the time a t  which each individual 

instruction appearing in the trace would be esecuted on that ideal machine. The 

trace scheduler produces statistics on parallelism which should predict the behavior 

of the code on the ideal machine. 

Figure 2.2 illustrates the operation of the trace generator and scheduler. Part 

(a) shows a fragment of Sparc executable code: a simple loop. The trace generator 

produces a dynamic stream of instructions as shown in part (b). For each executed 

instruction, the trace gives the opcode, PC address, the load or store address (if 

any), and the outcome of the conditional branch (if any) . The trace scheduler reads 



SI : Id C%r2+%rll, %f O 
S2: Id C%rS+%rlI ,%f 1 
&: fmuls %fO,%fl,%f2 
Sq: st %f2,C'/ir4+%rlI 
S5: S U ~ C C  %r1,4,%rl 
S,j: bgS1 
S7: nop 

a) Executable code 

si: 
s2: 
s3: 
s4: 
s5: 
s'j: 
s7: 
si: 
s;: 
s; : 
si: 
si: 
s;: 
s;: 
sy : 

Id C%rS+%rlJ ,%fO 
Id C'/,r3+%rl] , %f 1 
fmuls %fO,%fl,%f2 
st %f 2, C%r4+%rlI 
subcc %r1,4,%r1 
bg S1 

='OP 
Id C%r2+%rll ,%f O 
ld C%r3+%rîJ , %f î 
fmuls %fO,%fl,%f2 
st %f 2, I%r4+%rll 
subcc %r1,4,%rl 
bg S1 

nop 
Id C'/,r2+%rll, %f O 

b) Dynamic trace 

c) Scheduling (al1 dependences) d) Scheduling (no false dependences) 

Figure 2.2: Packing Parallel Instructions: -4n Example 

the operations from the stream and packs them into parallel instructions (PI). As 

the scheduler reads each operation in the trace, it inserts the operation into the 

earliest PI possible, while simuitaneously respecting the dependences between that 

operation and al1 previous operations. The following types of dependences between 

operation Sj, inserted into PIi, and a later operation Sk may exist: 



Flow dependence: if Sk reads a storage Location (register or memory cell) 

which was most recently written by Sj, tlien Sk can be scheduled no earlier 

than PIiL1. 

Anti dependence: if Sr, writes a storage location which was most recently read 

by Sj ,  then Sk can be scheduled no earlier than PIi- (It is assumed that the 

write and read can occur simultaneously, and S, will read the proper value.) 

Output dependence: if Sk writes a storage location which was most recently 

written by S,, then Sk can be scheduled no earlier than PIi+i (assuming that 

the storage location is read by a later instruction). 

Control dependence: if Sj is the most recent conditional branch in the trace 

whose outcome must be decided before it is known whether or not Sk wi11 be 

executed, then Sk can be scheduled no earlier than PIi+i. 

Figure 2.2 (c) shows how SITA would pack these operations into PIS if al1 four 

dependence types listed above were obeyed. (It is assumed that  al1 memory accesses 

take one cycle). Plain arcs are drawn to show the flow dependences between oper- 

ations. The arcs with small marks (e-g., frorn S4 to S5) indicate anti dependences. 

The dashed line represents a barrier caused by the conditional branch at S6, which 

may prevent future operations from being scheduled before that barrier.' Paral- 

lelism is defined as the total number of sequential operations divided by the total 

number of PIS required by the scheduler. 

The SITA tool is extremely flexible in the features it can model. Some features 

relax the dependence constraints, increasing the opportunities for exploiting paral- 

lelism in the program. Ot her features tighten the resource limitations, forcing some 

instructions whose dependences have been satisfied to wait for resources to become 

free. The following subsections describe some of the architectural features which 

SIT-4 can model: 

2.1.1 Memory Renaming and Disambiguation 

-4 compiler can't always tell whether or not two memory accesses refer to the same 

location. A conservative analysis would assume that any two memory references 

'For operations SI-S3 and Ss, there are dso output dependences between correspondmg oper- 
ations in different iterations; these have ben Ieft out of Figure 2.2 for clarity. 
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could refer to  the same memory location, in which case a dependence would exist 

between them. Thus, for instance, a conservative scheduler would have to assume 

that a fiow dependence might exist between S4 in one iteration and SI in the next 

iteration, making it harder to overlap separate iterations of the loop. However, SITA 
can check the addresses in the trace to determine whether two memory references 

really conflict. This models the potential effects of perfect compiler alias-analysis. 

A false dependence (anti or output) exists between two operations when one must 

follow the other, not because the latter requires data produced by the former, but 

merely because the latter needs to reuse a storage location (register or memory cell) 

used by the former. An example of this in the code sample is the use of register %rl  

for the loop index, which cannot be updated (by S g )  before being used to construct 

a memory address (by 54). Thus, overlapping the iterations of the loop body, as in 

software pipelining, is impossible. False dependences also frequently occur in main 

memory, either through the update of data structures (such as arrays) in place, or 

the sharing of the stack by different procedures at  the same cal1 depth. 

The inhibiting effects of false dependences can be eliminated by ensuring that 

each register or mernory location is written only once. In the CPU, false dependences 

can be reduced by creating extra physical registers, and dynamically mapping reg- 

isters in the instruction stream to  these physical registers. This technique, called 

register renaming, is used in many state-of-t he-art RISC processors to boost paral- 

lelism. False dependences in the memory can, in principk, be eIirninated by only 

assigning to each variable once, as is done in programming languages such as Sisal 

[31]. False dependences in the stack can be eliminated, by organizing the mern- 

ory frames for procedure invocation in a tree-like structure, as proposed in several 

dataflow and multithreaded architecture models [2 1, 92, 991. 

Infinite renaming, in which a register or memory location can be renamed any 

number of times, is equivalent to  ignoring al1 false dependences between objects 

of a particular type. For instance, if register renarning is applied to the trace in 

Figure 2.2(b), then S5 can be executed in parallel with SI and S2 of the same 

iteration, as the anti dependence with S d  no longer exists. This moves operation 

Ss up as weII, so the conditional-branch barrier has moved up by 2 PIS. If perfect 

disambiguation is also used, then the iteration issue rate increases to once every 

other cycle, raising parallelism to 3, as shown in Figure 2.2(d). 



(BEGINNING) 

3: ( lwp body) 
j := j+l; 

a) CFG b) CDG c) DCDT 

Figure 2.3: Control De pendence 

2.1.2 Control Barrier Elimination 

In many of the previous parallelism experiments, the schedulers made pessimistic 

assumptions about the effects of conditional branches on the instructions that fol- 

lowed. The most conservative assumption is that if a conditional branch instruction 

is placed in PIï,  then al1 instructions appearing Iater in the stream can be scheduled 

no earlier than However, this restriction goes b e o n d  the definition of con- 

trol dependence in Section 2.1, because not al1 future instructions are truly control 

dependent on that branch. 

This point is illustrated with the code fragment shown in Figure 2.3, in which a 

small "loop bodyyy does some calculation inside a simple two-dimensional loop. Part 

(a) shows the loop drawn as a Control Flow Gmph (CFG). The code is partitioned 

into basic bloch, each block being a maximal set of contiguous instructions which 

is only entered a t  the beginning and exited at the end. (Each set is maximal in the 

sense that if either the instruction following or preceding the block is added to the 

set, it no longer satisfies the definition.) The basic blocks are connected by arcs, 

which connect a basic block to al1 of its possible successors. 

Only some basic blocks end with conditional branches, and each of those con- 

ditional branches only affects certain basic blocks. For instance, both block 3, the 



body of the inner loop, and block 4, the end of the body of the outer loop, end with 

conditional branches. However, block 4 is not controi-dependent on block 3; block 

4 will eventually execute once a t  the end of the loop no matter how many times the 

inner loop executes. The CFG can be converted to a Control Dependence Graph 

(CDG)  [32] which conveys this information, as shown in part (b). In this graph, the 

arcs labeled "to 2" whose source is block 4 (for simplicity, the arcs are shown as a 

single arc which forks) indicate that if the conditional branch a t  the end of block 

4 is taken (Le., to  block 2), then one more instance of each of blocks 2, 3, and 4 is 

guaranteed. 

What this means for code execution is shown in part (c). This  part shows a 

Dynarnic Control Dependence Tree (DCDT) [119], which is produced by dynamically 

unrolling the CDG according to the outcome of each conditional branch. The tree 

shows the control dependences between particular instances of basic block. A block 

is only control-dependent (according to the definition in Section 2.1) on its parent 

in the DCDT. Therefore, two blocks that do not have a direct ancestor relationship 

are control-independent, and could run in parallet provided there were no other 

dependences (flow, anti or output) to impede them. For instance, what Figure 2.3(c) 

shows is that while instances of the inner loop would have to be executed sequentially, 

the outer loops could be run in parallel. (This is assuming there are no other 

dependences. Given the fact that the loop counters i and j are shared and updated 

in place, a machine would have to use register or memory renaming, as described in 

Section 2.1.1, in order to exploit this parallelism.) 

SITA supports the following options (listed in order of increasing power): 

The most pessimistic assumption is that al1 future instructions are control- 

dependent on a given conditional branch. 

rn If procedure separation is used, the barrier created by a conditional branch 

only affects other instructions in the same procedure, and those in procedures 

called by that procedure. 

Control-dependence analysis uses a CDG, generated by SITA, to limit the 

effects of conditional branches to those instructions that a r e  truely control- 

dependent on them. 

With the speculative execution option, SITA can mode1 t h e  behavior of a 



machine which tries to execute instructions before the conditional branches 

on which t hey are control-dependent have been executed. 

The oracle [go] makes the most optimistic assumptions by ignoring control de- 
pendences entirely, and provides an upper bound on parallelism by measuring 

the effects of flow dependences only. 

SIT.4 norrnally optimistically assumes resources are infinite and al1 operations are 

uniformly fast. However, the user can specify constraints on the window size, laten- 

cies, and number of processors. 

Normally, SITA assumes that an operation from anywhere in the trace can be 

placed in the earliest P I  possible, subject to data and control dependences. In 
theory, the last operation in the sequential trace could be packed into the first PI. 
However, the user can spec i l  a limit on how far apart two operations can be packed. 

This mode1 is based on the assumption that the parallei machine can only look so 

far ahead of the program counter when looking for operations that are ready to be 

executed, much as today's out-of-order superscalar processors do. With a limited 

window size, SITA conceptually keeps future operations from the trace stream in 

the window and packs them into PIS from the window. MThen the trace stream fills 

the window, the analyzer must "issue" the lowest-numbered unissued PI, thereby 

making it unavailable for further packing, and remove the operations in that PI 

from the window. 

SITA normally assumes that every operation takes 1 cycle. SITA can be config- 

ured to give higher latencies to certain operations, such as flaating point operations 

or remote memory accesses. It is difficult to obtain accurate rnodeling for the Latter 

from a sequential trace, because the sequential compiler does not partition the data, 

there being only one processor. Thus, the sequential trace provides no notion of "lo- 

cal1' and :'remoten processors. SITA, therefore, models remote accesses statistically; 

it designates, a t  run time, a randomly-selected number of memory accesses, giving 

each a user-specified latency. The ratio of remotc accesses to total accesses is also 

set by the usera2 

'In principIe, data  partitioning could be done by tiand for each benchmark. However, the 
pattern of memory use on a sequential processor may be radically different from the pattern of 
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Program 

DLX 
Industry 
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Description 

TabIe 2.1: Benchmarks Used in the Study 

Test Case 

draft (11 p.) 
recognize "hem 
bca.in 
int p i 3 . e q n  
NATOMS=$ 
N=257 
small 

Tex 
Speech 
Espresso 
Eqntott 
Fpppp 
Tomcatv 

Finally, one can limit the nurnber of processors that SIT-4 models. Normally, the 

trace scheduler places each trace instruction in the earliest PI possible, consistent 

with al1 dependences with earlier instructions. The user can specify a maximum 

width to each PI, thus modeling a finite number of processors. If, after checking 

for dependences, SITA finds that the earliest legal Pi is full, it must place that 

instruction in a later PI, the earliest one which is not full. 

Ops 
( x  106) 

109 
551 
469 

2,770 
277 

3,018 
522 

% of op 

' Text formatting 
Speech recognit. 
Bool. minirnization 
Tmth-table gen. 
Quantum chem. 
Data-parallel grid 

2.2 Experiments with SITA 

FP 
.O4 
4.5 

<.O1 
O 

19 
17 
14 

Seven benchmarks were used in this study. They are presented in Table 2.1. The 

first four are irregular applications written in C. The others are numerical, floating- 

point-intensive applications written in Fortran. 

Ld. 
15 
14 
23 
33 
43 
48 
36 

2.2.1 Control Dependence Experiments 

The first set of experiments measured the effccts of control flow on parallelism. 

Each benchmark was run under four machine models. Al1 four models have infinite 

renaming of registers and memory, perfect memory disarnbiguation, one-cycle oper- 

ations, and infinite resources. The only parameter that is varied among them is the 

sensitivity to control dependences. The experiments explored the various options 

discussed in Section 2.1.2, except speculative esecution, which is covered in a later 
- - -  

rnemory use on a parallel processor. Thus, for dl but highly-regular benchrnarks, a user-specified 
partition is not likely to yield a more accurate predictor of remote memory accesses than SITA's 
probabilistic approach. 



1 Benchmark (1 Omniscient 1 Fine Coarse 1 Smart 1 

Tex 
Speech 
Espresso 
Eantott 

II 1 I I 

Doduc 11 615 1 566 1 32.8 1 4.92 

F ~ P P P  
Tomcatv 

Table 2.2: Effects of Control Dependence 

Oracle 
192 

8,105 
1,224 

43,298 

section. 

a The Smart Supersccrlar model assumes that any future instructions must be 

control-dependent on a current conditional branch, and thus does not allow 

that code to run before the current branch has been executed. 

Datafiow 
5.31 
45.4 
2.81 
2.24 

1 1 

The Coarse Datajlow model performs procedure separation; thus, conditional 

branches only affects future code within t,he same procedure call. 

52.7 
19.2 

4,978 
8,417 

The Fine Dataflow perfoms full control-dependence analysis, as described in 

Section 2.1 .2 .~  

Datafiow 
3.04 
6.30 
1.78 
1.66 

30.1 
19.1 

1,179 
6.014 

0 The Omniscient Oracle model pays no attention to control dependences when 

scheduling code. 

Superscalar 
2.08 
1 .80 
1.47 
1.46 

The results of these experiments are shown in Table 2.2. -411 show very high levels 

of parallelism under the Oracle model. However, for lesser models, there are signif- 

icant differences between the performances of the non-numerical applications (the 

first four) and the performances of the numerical applications. The non-numerical 

applications show a severe loss of parallelism when al1 true control dependences 

are obeyed, especially Tex and Eqntott. The numerical codes, on the other hand, 

continue to have high levels of parallelism with the Fine Datafiow model. This is 

because their control structures tend to be very simple and not dependent on the 

data computed, e.g., a loop with h e d  bounds rather than a loop whose continuation 

depends on data computed within the loop body. 

3 ~ h i s  is similar to the CD-MF model used by Lam and Wilson [77]. 



Omni. 
Ora. 
192 

8,105 
1,224 

43,298 
4,978 
8,417 
615 

Linear % of Frugal % of Smart Stupid - % of 
Ora. 00 Ora. 00 Super. Super. Smart 

Table 2.3: The Effects of Fmgai Use of Memory 

The numerical applications suffer their greatest geometric loss when going from 

the Fine Dataflow to the Coarse Dataflow model. This is mostly because they 

contain two-dimensional loops. As the DCDT in Figure 2.3(c) shows, control- 

dependence analysis often ailows outer loops to run concurrently. Without this 

analysis, al1 iterations must run in sequence. Control-dependence analysis is less 

important for non-numerical applications; only Speech shows a loss greater than 

50%. 

2.2.2 Register/Memory Renarning Experiments 

The second set of experiments measured how parallelism is affected by the reuse 

of registers and memory. The SITA tool allows separate control over the renaming 

of registers and of stack and heap objects.' The first three experiments were with 

"frugal oracles." These oracles are just like the Omniscient Oracle, but they don't 

have full memory-renarning capability The Tree Oracle allows renaming of stack 

variables, to measure the limits of parallelism exploitable by a machine using a tree of 

stacks or some equivalent implementation, but does not allow renaming in the heap. 

The Linear Oracle retains the linear stack model, by not allowing stack elements to 

be renamed, but allows 1-enaming in the heap. The Frugal Oracle has no memory 

renaming. The results of these experiments, shown in Table 2.3, demonstrate the 

importance of avoiding false dependences between operations that reuse memory 

objects. 

41n this study, "heap" includes both dynamically-ailocated and global (static) variables. 

28 



One final model, the Stupid Superscalar, tests the benefits of renaming and d i s  

ambiguation a t  the "low" end of the scale. The Stupid Superscalar is like the Srnart 

Superscalar, but bas neither memory disambiguation nor register/memory renam- 

ing5 Results for this model are given in the rightmost two columns of Table 2.3. 

Both superscalar models have the property that a conditional branch affects the 

scheduling of al1 future instructions. Thus, these machines can generally only find 

parallelism within basic blocks. Indeed, the nghtmost column of Table 2.3, which 

gives the performance of the Stupid Superscalar relative to the Smart Superscalar, 

shows that for irregular code, renaming and disambiguation by themselves produce 

little benefit. Only Fpppp shows a big gain when renaming and disambiguation are 

added, probably due to its large basic blocks and regular code structure. For codes 

with frequent branches, ive must go to more aggressive models, such as the Fine 

Dataflow model. 

2.2.3 Finite Window Experiments 

The next set of experiments demonstrate that restricting the choice of instructions 

to execute to  a small L'window" of instructions near a single program counter can 

significantly reduce parallelism. Two experiments were run, each with an Omniscient 

Oracle whose window has been restricted as described in Section 2.1.3. Window sizes 

of 64 and 2,048 were used. The results, shown in Table 2.4, show that even with a 

2K window, there is a significant loss of parallelism. 

Additional experiments measured the effects of finite window sizes for less- 

capable machine models [117, 1161. In most cases, restricting the window size down 

to 64 ops had little effect on such machines, because their other limitations already 

restricted parallelism to a high degree. 

2.3 Speculat ive Execution and SITA 

The data in Table 2.2 shows that, a t  least for non-numerical applications, there 

is a large gap between what could be achieved by an ideal machine with perfect 

5The Stupid Superscalar is similar to Wali's "Stupid" rnodel [128], except that Wall's mode1 was 
limited to 64 processors, and could only schedule operations from within a window of 2,048 instruc- 
tions. These limitations, however, had almost no additional impact on the Stupid model, since 
register and memory reuse, control dependences, and lack of memory disambiguation generally 
removed alrnost al1 available parailelism except that within basic blocks. 



Table 2.4: The Effects of Finite Window Size 

Benchmark 

Tex 
Speech 
Espresso 
Eantott 

FPPPP 
Tomcatv 

knowledge of every branch outcome, and what could be achieved by a machine which 

is affected by control dependences. This observation and others have generated 

increasing interest in getting more parallelism from programs through speculative 

execution. This means executing the code a t  one or more destinations of a branch 

before the branch outcome is known. 

Omni. 
Oracle 

192 
8,105 
1,224 

43,298 

2K ops 
Window 

62.1 
90.5 
3 
141 

This has pnmarily been used to try to prevent branches from disrupting long 

execution pipelines, as in superscalar machines. For instance, some machines use the 

past history of branches to  predict the most likely destination and prefetch along that 

path. Various branch prediction techniques have been developed [78, 97, 1051. Some 

machines speculate further ahead; one superscalar uses boosting [106] to speculate 

past a branch many instructions before it is resolved, using "shadow registers" to 

maintain two program states? which are made consistent once the branch has been 

resolved. 

, 4,978 ' 
8,417 

With this in mind, ive developed a model of speculative execution appropriate for 

highly-parallel cornputers, and a new model of branch prediction appropriate for this 

new model. This led to a new set of esperiments with the goal of understanding the 

interaction of speculative execution and branch prediction, how they affect program 

parallelism, and what kinds of speculative execution and which branch prediction 

strategies lead to the highest potential amounts of parallelism. 

% of 
00 
32.3 
1.12 
2.86 
-325 

75.6 
86.4 

64 ops 
Window 

12.2 
12.4 
12.9 
19.6 

% of '  
00 
6.37 
-154 
1.05 
.O45 

1.52 
1 .O3 

I 1 

15.8 
22.6 

-317 
-268 



2.3.1 Adding Speculative Execution to the DCDT 

Ideal parallel execution of programs which use control-dependence analysis t o  max- 
irnize parallelism are modeled using the Dynamic Control Dependence Tree, de- 
scribed in Section 2.1.2. The CDG and the corresponding DCDT can be used to 

create a model of parailel execution in which the effects of control dependence are 

minimized. In the earlier section, as a CDG was "unrolled" into a DCDT, vertices 

in the CDG were successively control-enabled, and each new "enabling" of a node 

corresponded to a node in the DCDT. Time can be added to this model. We can 

Say that a node begins execution as soon as it is control-enabled, and that its chil- 

dren (if any) are control-enabled some time later, after its branch or jump has been 

completed. We Say that  an instance of a block is resolved a t  the time that i ts branch 

or jump has been computed. (This could occur before al1 instructions in that  block 

have completed, if the instructions are reordered so that the branch predicate is 

computed before the end of the block.) 

The Fine Dataflow model, described in Section 2.2 -1, is the base case of a machine 

with control-dependence analysis, but no speculation- For this reason, it can also be 

called a O-Level Speculator [119]. Suppose a machine begins running according to 

the model, and starts executing blocks 2, 3, and 4 at the  same time. If the branch in 

block 3 is taken (destination is 3), then another instance of block 3 will be initiated. 

A O-Level Speculator would have to wait until the first instance of block 3 is resolved 

before starting another iteration. 

However, a speculative machine could assume tha t  the branch a t  block 3 \vil1 

be taken, and start executing the next iteration of the inner loop before the first 

branch is resolved. Simultaneously, it may start new occurrences of blocks 2, 3, and 

4 before the first occurrence of block 4 has finished. This would be an example of 

1 - Level Speculation. In general, an n- Level Speculator speculatively executes blocks 

u p  to n conditional branches past the last resolved conditional branch, Le., from 

each resolved branch in the DCDT, it generates the descendants of that branch in 

the DCDT, down n + 1 levels (the first ievel requires no speculation) and begins 

executing al1 blocks in parallel. 

There are two general techniques for predicting the  outcome of a branch: static 

and dynamic. Static predic.tion assigns a most likely outcome to each branch or 

jump in the object code, and this prediction is made every time that particular 

instruction is executed. This prediction can be based on the direction of a branch 



(e-g., backwards branches are always taken and forwards branches are never taken) 

or on statistics gathers from a sample run of the program. 

A dynamic predictor guesses the outcome of a branch or jump by looking a t  the 

outcomes of previous occurrences of that instruction, and possible of other related 

branches. It is hoped that the predictor can learn from and adapt to changing 

branching patterns [78]. The conventional approaches used for sequential processors 

were shoun to be inappropriate for parallel machines, and a new method of dynamic 

prediction, based on the DCDT, was developed (1 18, 1191. However, experiments 

then showed that in almost al1 cases, static and dynarnic prediction produced almost 

the same arnount of parallelism, so this section only reports on experiments using 

static prediction. 

2 A.2 SITA Experiments on Speculation 

For the experiments, only the first five of the seven benchmarks in Table 2.1 were 

used. The last two, Doduc and Tomcatv, show aimost no difference between the û- 

Level Speculator (Fine Dataflow model) and the Omniscient Oracle. In both cases, 

there are a lot of loops in which the loop predicate is not data-dependent on the body 

of the loop (e.g., iteration across a h e d  range). In such a case? a O-Level Speculator 

could iterate and test the loop counter as soon as the loop body begins, so one loop 

iteration could begin every few cycles. Speculating past the test would Save only 

a few cycles, because the initiation of loop iterations would still be constrained by 

the data-dependences involved in the incrementing of the loop counter. Since the 

O-Level Speculator and Omniscient Oracle represent the lower and upper bounds of 

what could be achieved with speculation, speculation has little potential benefit for 

t hese two applications- 

Each of the remaining five benchmarks were run through SITA under an ag- 

gressive speculative execution model (see Table 2.5. In this model, the machine 

speculates an infinite nuniber of levels past each resolved branch, but only executes 

along the branch path chosen by the branch predictor. Like the original Fine Data- 

flow machine and Omniscient Oracle, the speculators have unlimited processors, 

scheduling windows, and register/memory renaming. The results show that specu- 

lative execution can produce significant increases in parallelism. Improvements were 

moderate in only two cases: Tex, which does not have much parallelism in any case, 



Table 2.5: Speculation Success 

and Fpppp, for which the O-Level Speculator already does su well. 

These results assumed that SIT-4 would speculate past an infinite number of 

unresolved branches. Since that would be impossible in practice, a new group of 

experiments was performed to measure the benefits of speculation when limited to a 

finite number of levels. Figure 2.4 shows, for eaçh benchmark, the parallelism result 

obtained by SITA when speculation depth was limited to the number on the hori- 

zontal axis. Three of the five benchmarks achieved the same level of parallelism with 

16 levels of speculation as with an infinite depth. so no experiments beyond 16 levels 

were performed. Beyond 16 levels, Espresso showed only minuscule improvements. 

On!y Eqntott required more tban 16 levels to get close to the performance of the 

infinite-level model. In fact, most of the benchmarks achieved significant benefits 

even from only 2 or 4 levels of speculation. 

Tex 
Speech 

Espresso 
Eqntott 
FPPPP 

2.4 Discussion 

û-Level 
Speculator 

5.31 
43.4 
2.81 
2.24 
1,179 

Infinite 
Speculation 

36.8 
1,192 
53.0 

2,625 
4,166 

The SITA studies have shoum the parallelism theoretically attainable for various 

applications under various abstract architectural models. How applicable are these 

studies to future research in parallel machines? What conclusions can be drawn 

from t hese results? 

One of the main goals of the SITA studies was to  see how much parallelism could 

potentially be exploited in various applications. The first question to ask is: how do 

the results produced by SIT-4 apply to parallel machines? -4fter all, SITA calculates 

parallelism by scheduling the instructions from a trace generated by the execution 

of a sequential program. The control structures might be significantly different in a 

parallel version of the program. 

Infinite/ 
O-level 

6.93 
26.3 
18.9 

1,172 
3.53 

Omniscient 
Oracle 

192 
8,105 
1,224 

43,298 

Oracle/ 
Infinite 

5.14 
6.80 
23.1 
16.5 

4,978 1 1.19 
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Figure 2.4: Finite Speculation Depth 

However, SITA allows one ta remove many of the artifacts of programming in 

a sequential language. A11 models reported in this section, escept the Stupid Su- 

perscalar model, assume adequate renaming mechanisms, single-assignment use of 

memory, and effective alias analysis, and thus ignore the effects of false dependences. 

XI1 models, except those covered in Section 2.3.3, allow code from different parts 

of the program, no matter how far "apart" in the sequential sense, to execute a t  

the same time. As a result? models such as the Fine Dataflow machine were able to 

achieve impressive amounts of parallelism for some of the applications. 

But this reveals a limitation of these studies. High parallelism was possible under 

the numerical applications because the control structures are simple, and they are 

not likely to be substantially different in a parallel machine. The non-numerical ap- 

plications, on the other hand, are more problematic. We found disappointingly low 

amounts of parallelism for some of the irregular programs under the Fine Dataflow 

model. Other studies have seen similar results. 

However, it is possible that some of the control dependences which throttled the 

performance of the Fine Dataflow model on these applications may also be simply 

due to sequential programming. Some applications, like Tes, intuitively seem to 

have much more potential parallelism than found by our Fine Dataflow model (5.31) 

or Lam and Wilson's sirnilar Multithreaded mode1 with control-dependence analysis 



(6.18) [77]. This program performs the layout of an 1 l-page document, and it would 

seem that each paragraph could be formatted independently, with its final vertical 

position deterrnined a t  the end of the program. Obviously, there are control and 

data dependences which prevent this from happening, but many of these may be due 

to the programmer's assumption of a sequential execution model, not to inherent 

sequentiality in the application. 

This has important implications for future directions in architecture. It is some- 

times believed that to exploit maximum parallelism, we only need to rewrite existing 

algorithms in a better language, such as a functional language: so that an  efficient 

compiler can extract al1 the available parallelism without being burdened by such 

sequential artifacts as memory reuse. But the Fine Dataflow model gets poor re- 

sults, even though it eliminates false data dependences, and represents what could 

be achieved by an efficient parallel running well-compiled programs. 

This would suggest that in many cases, large-scale parallelisrn will not be 

achieved merely by rewriting existing imperative-Ianguage programs in different 

languages. They must be redesigned cornpletely, starting a t  the algorithmic levei. 

Whether this is best done by having the programmer mite programs with an explicit 

parallel machine mode1 in mind, or use a more abstract programming paradigm, such 

as logic programming, is an interesting and ongoing area of research. 

In some cases, the Omniscient Oracle may give a hint of what could be achieved 

with a suitably-programmed parallel machine. Our oracle models, Like oracles in 

other studies [go], ignored control dependences entirely. While the results obtained 

from the oracle are an upper bound, and may be unrealistically high, we believe 

that suitably-designed programs with appropriate parallel algorithms can get par- 

allelism results which are much closer to the oracle, -4s an esample, consider the 

Eqntott program. This program is dominated by calls to a quicksort routine, which 

is inherently sequential. The co~trol  dependenccs force the swapping of elements on 

either side of the pivot element to occur sequentialIy- Removing these control de- 

pendences, as the oracle does, permits most of these swaps to occur in parallel. The 

only serializing is between different levels of rectirsion in quicksort; this seriatizing is 

caused by the jiow dependences. But this behavior represents what would happen 

under an efficient parallel sorting algorithm, which would allow many swaps on the 

same level of recursion to occur simultaneously. 

If such changes are impractical, then one should consider some sort of speculation 



for programs with irregular control flow. SITA showed that this can significantly 

improve program performance. 

One other important result from the SIT.4 studies was the importance of execut- 

ing code from different sections of the program at the same time. Performance was 

severely degraded when instructions for parailel execution were limited to a small 

window near a single "program counter." This is because the parallelism within a 

basic block is limited (as shown by the performance of models such as the Smart 

Superscalar, which only has good results for programs with unusually large basic 

blocks such as Fpppp). This does not bode well for machines with a single thread 

of control, such as the superscalar and VLIW machines, and suggests a reason for 

their poor IPC ratings as reported in Section 1.1. 

To corne closer to the performance levels suggested by SITA, architects will need 

to consider execution models which permit greater flexibility in the scheduling of 

parallel instructions. The next section describe two such models, the datajfozu model 

and the rnultithreading model. 



Chapter 3 

Predecessors of EARTH 

Section 1.2 identified several key issues which designers of multiprocessors need to 

face, such as latency, synchronization, and programmability. It was argued in pre- 

vious chapters that SIMD and MIMD approaches to parallelism do not adequately 

solve al1 of the major problems. It is Our belief that rnultithreaded architectures 

derived from datajlow principles have the potential for addressing the problems 

inherent in these other machines, thereby fulfilling the promises of efficient multi- 

processing. 

This chapter traces the evolution of ideas leading to the EARTH system. The 

E-4RTH program execution model, presented in the next chapter, can trace its 

roots back to the dataflow machines designed at MIT in the 70s and 80s. Therefore, 

Section 3.1 sunreys dataflow concepts and traces the evolution of dataflow machines, 

focusing on those that can be considered ancestors of EARTH. Experience with real 

dataflow machines have shown that certain properties make efficient implementation 

difficult, as shown a t  the end of Section 3.1. Recognition of these shortcomings have 

1ed to attempts to combine dataflow with traditional von Neumann processing. in 

a way which aliows characteristics of each model to compensate for weaknesses in 

the other. This is covered in Section 3.2, which includes a survey of multithreaded 

machines most relevant to EARTH. 
Multithreaded machines based on conventional von Neumann principles, rather 

than dataflow, have beeo investigated for a long time and are still an ongoing area 

of research. Some of these machines are surveyed in Chapter 9. 



3.1 Dataflow Machines 

Dataflow machines [41, 471 are a radical break from traditional von Neumann com- 

puters. The latter have a single program counter which determines which instruction 

to execute next. This imposes a total order on the instructions. The order in which 

two instructions are executed is fixed, even if there are no dependences between 

them and a tool like SITA (see Section 2.1) would Say that they could execute in 

either order or a t  the same time. In the dataflow model, on the other hand, there 

is only a partial order between instructions. The fundamental principle of dataflow 

is that any instruction can be executaà as long as its operands are present. 

Programs are represented abstract ly by dataflozu graphs, w hich capture this con- 

cept. Dataflow graphs are covered in the first subsection. The remainder of this 

section describes various designs for machines that execute programs based on data- 

flow graphs. 

Traditionally, the two major classes of dataflow machines have been static and 

dynamic. These are covered in separate sections. Both of these classes have specific 

weaknesses, and attempts to eliminate these deficiencies have led to a convergence of 

the two classes. They are identified in this paper as sema-dynamic and are covered in 

the last section. One of the static designs, the argument-fioul machine, is described 

in detail (in Section 3.1.2). For the other machines, it is only necessary to point out 

how they differ from the argument-flow machine. 

3.1.1 Dataflow Graphs 

A dataflow graph is a directed graph. The vertices are called actors and the edges 

are called arcs. An arc from node to riode 1' is called an output arc of node X 
and an input arc of node Y .  Some special edges do not have nodes a t  both ends. 

These are called input arcs, or output arcs, of the graph if the beginning of the arcs, 

or the end of the arcs, respectively, are not connected to any actors. 

Figure 3.1 shows a dataflow graph which cornputes the product of the complex 

numbers (a + bi) and (c  + di). There are four input arcs (the real and imaginary 

components of the tw-O numbers) and two output arcs. -4 token, drawn as a black 

dot in the figure, represents one unit of data. The figure shows a complete set of 

tokens at  the input arcs. The "dataflow" is represented by tokens flowing through 

the graph. 
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ac-bd 

Figure 3.1: Dataflow Graph for Complex Multiply 

The tokens flow according to set rules. ,Arcs sirnply propagate tokens from the 

output of the actor a t  the source end of the arc to the actor at  the destination 

end. If an arc forks, the token is replicated and propagated to each destination. .4n 

actor moves tokens along by "consuming" tokens appearing a t  its input arcs and 

producing tokens on its output arcs. This is called '%ring an actor. Each actor 

has a set of conditions indicating when and how it may fire, called the firing rules. 

These rules include the requirement that there be tokens on a pre-defined subset 

of an  actor's input arcs (usually the whole set). When an actor has met al1 the 

conditions of its firing rule, it is said to be "enabled." When the enabled actor does 

fire, it removes the relevant tokens a t  its inputs and places tokens on some or al1 of 

its outputs. 

The most common actors are simple arithmetic operations, such as add and 

multiply. These actors have simple firing rules: ail input arcs must have tokens 

present, and when the actor fires, al1 input tokens are consumed. Dataflow graphs 

also contain actors with specialized firing rules used to support conditionalsi and 

function calls [8, 24). With the addition of these actors it is possible to support 

loops and other such high-level constructs. 

Dataflow machines are divided into two general classes, static and dynamic, 

based on the relationship between tokens and arcs [log]. In a static architecture, 

two tokens cannot occupy the same arc at  the same time. Therefore, the firing rules 

include a stipulation that al1 output arcs which would receive tokens must be empty, 
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Figure 3.2: Execution of Complex Multiplÿ 

so that t.hey have room to receive the new tokens. In a dynamic architecture, there 

may be many tokens on an arc at a given time. These tokens represent the results 

of different calculations using the same instructions (e-g., different iterations of a 

loop, or different invocations of the same function). It is necessary to differentiate 

between these tokens, so that two tokens representing different calculations do not 

get mixed together. Therefore, each token is given a tag (or color) [8], which iden- 

tifies the function instance and/or iteration number, and the firing rules include the 

stipulation that al1 tokens to be used in one firing of the actor must have identical 

t ags . 
Figure 3.2 shows how an execution might proceed on the graph in Figure 3.1, if 

static firing rules were used. The diagrams show four successive states of the graph, 

representing the following stages of computation: 

1. The tokens are propagated to the multiply actors, enabling them. 



2. Each multiply actor may fire, producing a token a t  its output. 

3. Once the input arcs have cleared, new tokens may be put there. However, the 

multiply actors may not fire, because their output arcs are occupied. 

4. Once the addition actor fires, two multipliers may fire, but the other two 

remain blocked by t heir occupied outputs. 

Execution will continue until two pairs of tokens are taken from the output arcs. 

The example above is a very simple graph. Graphs corresponding to actual 

useful programs are much larger, and contain loops and function caiis. Techniques 

exist for converting programs written in high-level languages to dataflow graphs. 

Conventional imperative languages can be converted to dataflow graphs, but the 

sequent ial semantics of t hose languages tends to limit potential pardlelism. High- 

level languages based on functional language principles, such as Val (231, Sisal [31] 

and Id [94], usually generate dataflow graphs a i th  more parallelism. 

3.1.2 Static Dataflow 

-411 static dataflow machines share the property that in the dataflow graphs on tvhich 

they are based, an arc can only hold one token. Consequently, if there is a section 

of a program which is executed repeatedly (e.g., a loop body or a subroutine), the 

corresponding section of the dataflow graph cannot allow simultaneous execution of 

more than one instance of that code, as the example in Figure 3.2 illustrates. There 

are tmo ways to solve this problem: 

Pipeline the execution of the graph (Figure 3.2 illustrates pipelining, as the 

second set of input tokens can start flotving through the graph before the result 

of the first set of input tokens has been fully computed); 

Replicate the graph. 

Pipelining the graph for maximal parallelism requires that the graph have a 

structure analogous to pipelined processors. The graph must be organized neatly 

into stages, with no interna1 cycles, and al1 paths through the graph must have the 

same length. Thus, shorter paths need to be filled with "identity" actors that simply 

pass tokens along [46, 40)- 



Replicating the graph works well when the number of iterations can be deter- 

mined a t  compile time, as in regular numerical applications, but not when iteration 

counts are determined dynamically, e-g., irregular loops or binary recursion. The 

tradeoff between static and dynarnic datafiow is that static datafiow puts more bur- 

den on the software (programmer and compiler), but reduces hardware complexity 

because there is no need to check tags. 

The following subsections outline the development of static dataflow machines, 

starting a t  MIT in the 70s and continuing a t  McGill University in the late 80s. 

-4rgument-Flow Machines The eariiest proposa1 for an architecture to execute 

dataflow graphs was by Dennis and Misunas a t  MIT [27]. The basic idea was to 

convert a dataflow graph into an essentially isomorphic structure which wodd be 

more amenable to execution on real hardware. Since the main characteristic of 

dataflow graphs is that arguments to actors flow on arcs as tokens, machines similar 

to the Dennis-Misunas architecture [26, 122) are known as argument-pow machines.' 

In an argument-flow machine, each actor is converted to an instruction cell. 

Thus, the abstract graph in Figure 3.1 is transformed into an instruction cell program 

(ICP) as shown in Figure 3.3. Each instruction cell has the following elements: 

An opcode identifies the type of function to be performed, e.g., a floating-point 

multiply. 

O There are storage locations for the operands of each instruction cell. 

O Each ce11 has a destination list, consisting of the result list and the signal list. 

- The result list lists the cells which are to receive the results of the com- 

putation, and corresponds to the output arcs in a dataflow graph. If the 

result list has more than one destination, it corresponds to a split arc in 

the graph. Each element of the list must specify both the destination ce11 

and the position of the specific operand within that cell. 

- The signal list is needed to enforce the firing rules for static dataflow 

graphs. This rule is enforced by requiring a ce11 to send an acknowledg- 

ment to the source of each of its operands. -4 signal arc, represented by a 

'This term was not used originally, but was coined later to distinguish this class of architectures 
from argument-fetch machines, a newer class described in the next section. 
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Figure 3.3: Instruction Ce11 Program for Complev Multiply 

dashed line in Figure 3.3, tells the source ce11 that the results have been 

consumed, which means that the operand storage location is empty and 

ready to receive a new datum. 

Finally, each ce11 has two integer counts, the reset count ( E R  in Figure 3.3) 

and the sync count (&). The reset count specifies the total number of results 

and signals which a ce11 must receive before it can fire. This number does not 

change during program execution. The sync count specifies the current num- 

ber of results and signals which a ce11 needs before it can fire. This number 

changes and typically ranges from O to ER. When the sync count is decre- 

mented to 0, the ce11 becomes enabled (ready to fire). When a ce11 finally does 

fire, the sync count is reset to ER. 

Figure 3.3 shows the initial state of the code, before any tokens have entered. 

(Since sync counts and operands change during execution, a drawing of an ICP 
can only represent a snapshot of program execution a t  a given time.) In this code, 
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Figure 3.4: Instruction Ce11 Program for 2-Input Sort 

there are two input arcs labeled a, two labeled 6,  etc. Since the two arcs labeled 

a represent the same value, they actuallÿ come from the same cell, which therefore 

has (at least) two destinations in its destination list. Both the acknowledgment arcs 

corresponding to  a (one in each of two mult2 cells) will go to that ceil. Each cell 

needs two data tokens, and must have room to output one token, so the reset count 

of each ce11 is 3. Because there are no tokens currently in the graph, al1 output arcs 

are free; since this means no further acknowledgement is needed, al1 sync counts 

start a t  2. 

If maximal pipelining is not needed, then the code may be "linearized" by re- 

moving some of the signal arcs, which will lower the number of signak required 

during execution. For instance, the su62 and add2 cells could signal the producers 

of the input tokens (a, b, c, and d) directly, rather than signaling the rnult2 cells. 

This would reduce the number of signals needed per iteration of the ICP from 12 to 

8. There is a tradeoff: for while this would cut both storage requirements and signal 

traffic, the code could no longer be pipelined. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the role of conditional operators in argument-flow datafiow, 

by showing one possible implementation of a simpie program fragment that sorts 

two numbers, producing the larger number at m u  and the smaller a t  min. First, 

there are instructions with boolean outputs, siich as compare operators. In this 

esample, the comparison operator produces a boolean token indicating whether or 

not z is smaller than y. Second, any ordinary operator can be augmented to accept 

a boolean value as an additional operand. In such an augmented instruction, each 
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entry in the destination list can be tagged T (true), F (false), or U (unconditional). 

Urhen the instruction fires, the special boolean value is used to determine which 

result and signal arcs are used. If the boolean input is T, then only the arcs tagged 

T or U are used. A boolean input of F selects only those arcs tagged with F or  U. In 

this example, identity cells (which output their input unchanged) are used to route 

x and y to their proper destinations. 

Note that there are no signal arcs from the ID cells to the comparison opera- 

tor. Since al1 of these celts depend on the same inputs, the comparison ce11 can't 

possibly receive any new inputs until the ID cells have consumed the result of the 

old comparison and acknowledged their firing to the crcators of x and y. Therefore, 

there would be no benefit to adding signal arcs from the ID cells to the comparison 

cell; no pipelining is possible. Correct pipelining would require additional ID cells 

between the creators of x and y and t.he existing ID cells- 

One possible implementation of a processing element (PE) to execute instruction 

ce11 programs is shown in Figure 3.5. The PE can be divided into 4 pipeline stages 

arranged in a loop. The path in the main pipeline is drawn with a solid line, while 

auxiliary connections (e-g., to memory) are daslied. 

There are five types of memory used in a Processing Element: 



The Operand Memory (OM) has a storage location for every input to  every 

instruction cell. 

O The Instruction Memory (IM) stores the opcodes of the instruction cells. Its 

contents do not change during rua-time. 

a The Destination Memory (DM) contains the result and signal lists for the 

instruction cells, which also do not change during run-time. 

rn The Enable Memory (EM) holds the synç count and reset count of each in- 

struction cell. 

O The A m y  Memory (MM) stores large arrays of data used by the program. 

Broadly, the non-memory units of the PE make up two main sections: the Cell 

Execution section and the Execution Control section. The Ce11 Execution section 

takes ce11 nurnbers given to it by the Execution Control section, fetches operands, 

and produces results. It is pipelined in a manrier similar to  the execution units of 

modern conventional processors. 

What makes dataflow unique is the Execution Control section. In a conventional 

processor, instruction execution is controlled by a simple counter with provision 

for overriding by a jump instruction. In a static dataflow machine, the Execution 

Control section is responsible for sequencing the firing of instructions. It  must 

propagate tokens from one ce11 to the next, keep track of how many tokens each ce11 

has received, ûnd determine when cells are enabled (ready to fire). 

The first module in the Ce11 Execution section is the Cell Fetch Unit (CFU).  

The CFU receives a ce11 number from the Execution Control section, fetches the 

opcode from the IM, fetches the operand(s) from OM, and passes the ce11 number, 

opcode and operands to the next stage, the Functional Unit (FU).  

The CFU also fetches the boolean control value from the OM. The control tags 

in the DM determine whether or not the boolean value has any meaning. If a ce11 

is not conditional, then al1 of its result and signal arcs are treated as if tagged U, 

and the boolean input will not be included in its reset count value. Therefore, the 

CFU can retrieve the boolean bit, and it mil1 be simply ignored by the Execution 

Control section if the cell is not conditional. 

The Functional Unit (FU) decodes the opcode to determine which operation 

to perform on the opcrands, and decides which functional module is to be used 



to  compute the result. There may be several functional modules, such as floating- 

point arithmetic units, integer arithmetic units, and boolean logic units. The AM is 

accessed as one of the modules. Since some o i  these modules rnay be pipelined (e-g., 

floating-point multipliers), the FU must keep track of the scheduling of operations 

in the pipelines, in order to match results with the ce11 numbers that initiated them. 

The F U  outputs the cell number, the result of the operation, and the boolean control 

value which had originally corne from the OM. 

The Result Unit (RU) is the first module of the Execution Control section. The 

RU takes the ce11 number from the FU and fetches the destination list from the DM. 
The RU reads the destination list, and writes the result from the FU into every 

location in the O M  specified in the list, provided that the tag in the list indicates 

the arc is a result arc, and that the tag matches the boolean tag passed d o n g  by 

the FU. For each e n t e  in the list, result or signal, whose tag matches the boolean 

tag from the FU, the RU outputs the specified ce11 number to the final stage of the 

PE. The R U  must write a result into the OM before outputting the corresponding 

cet1 number ta the next stage. 

If the PE is part of a multiprocessor, then the RU also has an interface to an 

interconnection network. In this case, cells may transmit results and signals to cells 

in other processors. Therefore, the destination list must include PE identifiers in 

its addresses. If an entry in the destination list specifies a different PE, a packet is 

formed (containing the PE number, ce11 number, operand number, and the value) 

and sent over the network. When a packet is received from the network, the value 

is written into the specified operand of the specified cell, and the ce11 number is sent 

to  the next stage, just as if it had been in the destination list of a local cell. 

The ce11 numbers from the RU go to the Enable Unit (EU), which controls the 

firing of in~tructions.~ When the EU receives a ce11 number, it decrements the sync 

count for that cell. If the result is non-zero, the new sync count is put back into the 

EM, as this ce11 is not yet ready to fire. If the result is 0, the ce11 is ready to fire. 

The EU continuously looks for enabled cells to fire. When it fires a cell, it copies 

the reset count of that ce11 into the sync count: and outputs the ce11 number to the 

CFU. This completes the cycle. 

The four units described above form a closed loop, and each is independent of 

the others. Therefore, al1 units can operate in parallel, and each individual unit can 

*A prototype Enable Unit chip was designeci and tested at MIT [38]. 
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be pipelined. 

An important property to note is that there are no hazards in a proper datajlow 

program. Pipelining a conventional processor introduces potential hazards. A read- 

after-mite hozard, for instance, occurs when one instruction uses the result of a 

preceding instruction which is closer than the length of the pipeline. Guarding 

against these hazards is a major source of complexity in conventional pipelined 

processors. 

However, the dataflow conventions prevent t hese kinds of hazards in proper 

dataflow programs.3 In a proper dataflow graph, a read-after-write hazard can't 

occur, because if ce11 B requires an operand produced by cell A, then A must signai 

B directly or signal a chain of intermediate cells which signals B. In either case, B 

cannot fire until the RU has sent B's ce11 number to the EU, which will eventually 

fire B). However, the RU will not send B's cell number to the EU until it has written 

the result of A's operation into the Obl, so that B is guaranteed to  read the proper 

data value. 

Argument-Fetch Machines One shortcoming of the argument-flow implemen- 

tation is the need for excess storage for and copying of operands. For instance, the 

complex components in the program in Figure 3.3 must be duplicated. The storage 

overheads in the sort routine in Figure 3.4 are even worse due to the identity ceils; 

if maximal pipelining were not required it ivould be more efficient if x and y could 

be compared, and swapped in place if necessary. 

Argument-fetch dataflow was proposed as a way to address this weakness. In 

an argument-fetch machine, data values are not attached to specific cells, but can 

be stored anywhere in the OM. This means that instruction cells must contain 

references to those locations. Data no longer "flows" from one ce11 to another only 

signals flow. The program in an argument-fetch machine looks much less like a 

dataflow graph, though it is functionally equivalent if it is constructed properly. 

The cornponents of an argument-fetch processor are similar to the argument-fiow 

PE shown in Figure 3.5. They differ in the following ways (terms from Section 3.1.2 

are used even though they may be named differently on other machines): 

0 Each instruction must speci& the address or addresses in the OM where the 

3Loosely speaking, a proper dataflow program is one which is isomorphic to a classical datafiow 
graph, meaning, for instance, that no operation reads an operand until being signaled (directly or 
indirectiy) by the producer of that operand, and the program is fully determinate. 



operands for this instruction are located. The Cell Fetch Unit must perfonn 

this fetch operation as well as fetching the original instruction. 

The Result Unit no longer has to write multiple copies of the result. Instead, 

it writes it to  a specific place in the OM, a location encoded in the instruction. 

It still requires a destination list to  teli successive cells that their inputs are 

ready and t o  tell preceding cells that they can ovemrite their previous results, 

but these are now purely signals. They go directly to the Enable Mernory and 

have no effect on memory. 

0 The interconnection network may or may not support the argument-fetch prin- 

ciple. Fetching an item stored in a remote PE requires either performing a 

round-trip through the network or adding support for shared memory. -41- 

ternately, one could require that interprocessor transfers be done according 

to argument-flow principles, which would make network transfers simple and 

fast, but at the cost of not having a single paradigm cover the entire machine. 

These changes in the execution pipeline make the Cell Esecution section (CFU 

and FU) act more like a regular RISC pipeline. In 1988, the CFU, FU, and result- 

writeback part of the RU were combined into a single unit, the Pipelined Instruction 

Processing Unit (PIPU), and the remaining stages were combined into the Dataflow 

Instruction Scheduling Unit (DISU) [25]. Essentially, those features of the argument- 

fetch machine which are unique to dataflow were placed in the DISU, leaving the 

PIPU with al1 the normal RISC-like features. This made it feasible to implement 

the PIPU with a standard RISC pipeline unit with minimal modifications. 

At the interface between the tivo hdves, the DISU sends ce11 addresses to the 

input of the PIPU, much as the EU sends ce11 IDs to the CFU in Figure 3.5. When 

the PIPU has finished executing a cell, it writes the computation's result back into 

the OM and sends the ce11 identifier back to the DISU. The DISU then looks up the 

signal Iist for that ce11 and updates the sync counts of al1 affected cells. 

This is a natural division for a dataflow processor. The PIPU performs the 

actual execution of each dataflow instructionl while the DISU is responsible for 

al1 the synchronization. This division of labor has since been used in other data- 

flow/multithreading systems, including EARTH. 



3.1.3 Dynamic Datdow 

One shortcoming of static dataflow is that multiple loop iterations and multiple calls 

to the same function are not possible unless code is explicitly replicated a t  compile- 

time. Dynamic dataflow addresses this problem by allowing simultaneous use of 

one section of dataflow code by more than one computation. This is equivalent to 

allowing more than one token to be on an arc of a dataflow graph at  the same time. 

For instance, the 2 x 2 sorting code fragment in Figure 3.4 could be used as the basis 

for a larger sorter using binary recursion. On a dynamic dataflow machine, a large 

sort problem could be decomposed into a large number of 2 x 2 sort operations, and 

al1 of these could be entered into the same piece of code. Many 2 x 2 sorts could be 

executed concurrently (subject to flow dependences). 

Data values can no longer be stored in specific dots in memory, as in the 

argument-flow and argument-fetch machines. Their storage must be as dynamic 

as the code itself. The solution is to keep data bound to the tokens al1 the way 

until they are ready to  be consumed. (By contrast, the static machine in Figure 3.5 

separates data from control in the Result Unit, which wx-ites result values to the 

OM while sending the corresponding signals to the Enable Unit.) 

It is also necessary to keep the various computations from interfering with each 

other. To keep them apart, each token has a tag. This tag, first proposed for 

the U-lnterpreter (or Unraveling Interpreter) [8] has fields identifying the specific 

instruction in the code which is to receive the token, as well as which operand 

it is ("left" or "right"; al1 operations are monadic or dyadic). This is similar to 

the argument-flow machine. Hoivever, there are two additionai fields, one which 

can uniquely identify different occurrences of the same function body, and another 

which can identify different iterations of a loop. Whenever a function is called, a 

new tag field for that function is created. Thereafter, tokens created within that 

function bear that field, except those tokens esplicitly being returned to the calling 

function. Similarly, the first iteration of a loop is given an iteration field of 1, and 

special explicit instructions are provided for generating new tags with an iteration 

field which is 1 higher. 

The Tagged Token Datajlow Architecture (TTDA) [IO], based on the U- 

Interpreter, has a pipeline structure similar to Figure 3.5, with the following im- 

portant differences: 



0 Instead of an Enable Unit, there is a Waiting-Matching Section which con- 

tains an associative token-matching memory Tokens generated as the output 

of dataflow instructions go into this stage (possibly after going through the 

interconnection network). When a token goes into this stage, the associative 

memory checks to see if the other token corresponding to  the incoming token 

is aiready there. If it isl then both data values are retrieved and passed to the 

next stage of the execution pipeline. If the other one is not yet there, the new 

token is placed in the memory to wait for its partner. 

The Result Unit does not write directly to memory, but mercly generates 

tokens with the data values included, and sends these to the Waiting-Matching 

Section. 

While the TTDA has been simulated, other machines based on the same concepts 

have been built. These include the Manchester Machine [48] and the Sigma-1 (551. 

The static dataflow machines in Section 3.1.2 are not able to reuse the same code 

to execute several instantiations of that computation a t  the same time. This makes 

it impossible to execute something as simple as a binary-recursive function,' even 

sequentially. If function j calls itself, tokens belonging to the caller must remain in 

the instruction cells for f ,  which prevents a clean execution of another instance of f .  

Dynamic dataflow, as described in Section 3.1.3, allows simultaneous reuse of code 

blocks, permitting full exploitation of parallelism in recursive functions and loops. 

However, this flexibility cornes at  a high price: the associative token-matching logic 

is simply too complex to be used in a practical machine [98]. 

Proponents of both static and dynamic dataflow have addressed their respective 

shortcomings by adding features which amount to a convergence of the two styles 

of computing. ,411 of them cssentially use static dataflow rules within a function 

and dynamic dataflow to schedule functions, which basically allows parallelism to 

be exploited in recursive functions, but not in loops. We propose, therefore, that 

machines fitting this description, such as the three designs surveyed here, constitute 

a separate class called semi-dynamic dataflow 

4Tail recursion can be converted to an appropriate 
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In the multiprocessor proposed by Rumbaugh [99], functions are executed on s e p  

arate processors called activity processors. Each activity processor has local memory 

which holds the state of one function invocation. called a procedure activation, which 

contains instructions, sync counts and room for operands for one function invoca- 

tion. Within a function body, the activity processor acts much like a static dataflow 

machine. Only one function may be run on an activity processor at a time, so if a 

function is called (using the Apply  operator), the called function must be started on 

another processor. The new processor initializes its local memory with a procedure 

activation for that function, and begins executing that function. The new procedure 

activation has a pointer to the caller so that it knows where to return the value of 

the function. Thus, a t  any point in time the program state is represented by a tree 

of procedure activations. If a function is called and no processors are available, an 

existing procedure activation must be swapped out into an auxiliary swap rnemory. 

The Monsoon multiprocessor built a t  MIT (981 evolved from the dynamic TTDA 
(see Section 3.1.3). Thus, its interna1 synchronization is more similar to dynamic 

dataflow than to static dataflow. When a function is called, an activation frame 

is allocated from general-purpose memory. If a function has n instructions, then 

the frame holds an n x 2 array of values, each value tagged Mth a full/empty bit. 

Each token includes the address of the base of its activation frame. Al1 instructions 

have only one or tuTo operands. Together, these features ensure that any legally- 

generated token corresponds to  a specific place in memory, and if that operand is 

part of a dyadic instruction, then the other operand is easily located. Therefore, 

synchronization is straightfonvard. There are neither sync counts nor an enable 

unit, just a simple mechanism that goes directly to the right place in memory and 

checks the full/empty bit of the other operand if necessary. 

The McGill Data Flow Architecture (MDFA) [42] is an enhanced version of the 

argument-fetch machine described in Section 3.1.2, designed to address the lack of 

recursion in static dataflow. Like the argument-fetch machine, the MDFA performs 

dataflow scheduling in the DISU and instruction execution in the PIPU. The MDFA 
processor includes a new unit, the M e m o q  Ouerlay Manager ( M O M ) ,  which handles 

frame allocation. When a function is called, the MOM allocates a frame from 

memory and sends the frame's base address to the DISU. Thereafter, tokens in that 

function invocation are tagged with this address. The frame itself contains sync 

counts and local variables. Al1 addresses for sources and destinations of instructions 



are coded as offsets from the base of the frame, and the actual base address is added 

to these offsets a t  run time by the PIPU. 

3.1.5 Problems with DataAow 

The dataflow machines discussed in this section offer supenor primitives for fine- 

grain synchronization. However, these synchronizations aren't free, and the CU- 

rnulative cost of fine-grained synchronization can be quite high [36, 62, 88). For 

instance, if most operations in a dataflow program are dyadic, then an average of 

two synchronization ewnts  must occur for every instruction executed- Simulations 

on the MDFA have demonstrated the negative impact on program performance of 

too many fine-grain synchronizations (621. 

Another problem that results from requiring synchronizations between individ- 

ual instructions occurs when the program reaches a sequential section and, due to 

dependences in the application, there are no other instructions outside of this sec- 

tion to execute. If a dataflow execution pipeline such as the one in Figure 3.5 has 

n stages (meaning that if ce11 A signals ce11 B. and B has a sync count of 1, then 

a minimum of n cycles elapse from the time A is fired to the time B is fired), then 

the processor utilization while executing a purely sequential piece of code (e-g., flow 

dependences between every pair of successive instructions) is only !. 
-4 further shortcoming of dataflow machines is that they do not exploit locality 

effectively [88, 891. As described in Section 1.2.1, single-thread processors exploit 

the fact that most data have short lifetimes, meaning most data are consumed and 

discarded shortly after being produced. Therefore, single-thread processors can keep 

most data in a small set of registers, which can be plâced close to the execution pipe 

and consequently made fast. Though experimcnts have shown that such locality 

also exists in dataflow programs [89], this locality is much harder to exploit in a 

dataflow processor, because the indeterminate order of instructions will increase the 

average lifetime of each datum, and make it impossible for a compiler to analyze 

and predict these lifetimes. This is borne out by reviewing the d a t d o w  machines in 

the previous section. The space required to hold the operand memory in Figure 3.5 

or any of the equivalent structures in the other programs is much larger than the 

size of the register sets in a typical RISC processor. Requiring the execution pipe 

to have fast uniform access to such a set can force a reduction in the clock speed 



because of longer delays in the data paths. 

3.2 Hybrid Von Neumann/DataAow Machines 

Hybrid von Keumann/datdow architectures [64] seek to reduce fine-grain synchro- 

nization costs and improve use of locality in dataflow architectures by combining 

dataflow actors into t hreads, or, alternately, to add latency-tolerance and efficient 

synchronization to conventional multithreaded machines by adding dataflow syn- 

chronization to the thread model. Hybrid machines use a datafion4ke form of 

synchronization, but combine two or more dataflow actors into a thread which is es- 

ecuted sequentially, as in a multithreaded machine. This "threading" of the dataflow 

code leads to several benefits: 

The number of synchronizations between dataflow actors is reduced by a factor 

equal to the average number of instructions per thread. For even a small thread 

size, this reduces the cost of instruction synchronization from substantial (even 

greater than the cost of the computation itself) to manageable. There are 

collateral reductions in the signal Iists and the space used for sync and reset 

counts. 

By running a sequential thread, the processor can keep intermediate results 

in a conventional set of registers, both i~icreasing speed and decreasing the 

memory needed to hold the program state (the operand memory in a static 

dataflow machine or the activation frame in a semi-dynamic dataflow machine. 

The Super Actor Machine at  hkGi11 followed the MDFA (see Section 3.1.4) 

and was designed to address the problems encountered with the MDFA (and with 

dataflow in general). This machine may be considered the closest to an immediate 

ancestor of EARTH, and is discussed in detail in the next subsection. This is 

followed by a brief survey of other multithreaded machines and models which are 

derived from dataflow principles. 

3.2.1 The Super Actor Machine 

The Super Actor Machine (SAM) [56,62] approaches the problem of making a liybrid 

design from the dataflow side, so it is primarily dataflow-oriented. A program is 



written in a high-level language and converted into a dataflow graph using one of 

many avaiiable translators. An algorithm is used to analyze the graph and combine 

dataflow actors into multiple-actor units called super-actors 1621. The algorithm 

attempts to minimize the number of synchronization arcs that cross super-actor 

boundaries. The super-actors are then translated into threads that can be loaded 

into the SAM. 

Internally, the SAM has a pipelined execution unit and a datafiow scheduling 

unit similar to  the PIPU and DISU of the argument-fetch dataflow machine. The 

bulk of data  is stored in a standard main memory. An additional unit handles 

remote accesses. 

An innovative feature of the SAM is its Register Cache. The execution pipeline 

has several sets of registers, only one of which can be accessed by a given thread. 

A thread accesses its assigned register with short bit fields, as in a regular RISC 
processor. While the thread is accessing these registers, another unit of the SAM 

can be filling other registers with values that will be accessed by a thread that will 

run later. 

The benefit of this is the elimination of local rnemory latencies. The standard 

dataflow scheduling paradigm eliminates busy-waits because consumers are not en- 

abled until al1 their inputs are ready. However, this does not guarantee that al1 

inputs are immediately accessible to the execution pipe. Failure to guarantee this 

could cause Ioad stalls when a thread tries to access sornething which is in main 

memory. (Dataflow machines get around this problem simply by assuming that 

al1 operand rnemory is quickly accessible, an assumption we argued against in the 

previous section.) 

The SAM solves this problem by adding extra states to the normal dataflow actor 

states (not-enabled and enabled), as shown in Figure 3.6. First, because threads will 

take much longer to execute than simple dataflow actors, there is an "active" state 

which says that the super-actor is currently in the execution pipe. More important 

is the distinction between the "enabled" and "ready7' states. When the last required 

input reaches a super-actor, the scheduling unit changes its state from "dormant" 

to "enabled," as in a conventional static dataflow machine. However, the inputs 

will be located in the processor7s main memory, and would cause load stalls in the 

execution pipe if they were accessed directly. Therefore, when a super-actor becomes 

enabled, an auxiliary unit takes an unused set of registers from the Register Cache 



Figure 3.6: Super-,Actor States 

and begins copying the data from main memory to this set. When all inputs have 

been loaded into the registers, the super-actor enters the "ready" state, there to n-ait 

until eventually being executed by the execution pipe. While the super-actor is in 

the "ready" state, the register set assigned to it must wait and cannot be deallocated. 

When a super-actor has finished, it goes back into the "dormant" state. 

3.2.2 Ot her Datafiow-Based Multit hreaded Machines 

The Multi-Levei Execution model [88] was an early proposa1 designed to address 

the problems of high synchronization overheads in pure dataflow. In this model, 

individual scalar actors in a dataflow graph are combined into macro-actors to 

amortize synchronization overheads. Macro-actors are matched and synchronized in 

a Matching Store Unit  similar to the Wtiting-Uatching Section of the TTD-4 (see 

Section 3.1.3). Internallq-, these actors are converted to microcode and executed 

on parallel functional units using ordinary registers with fonvarding logic. The 

execution of macro-actors is similar to the execution of sequential code on modern 

multi-issue superscaiar processors. 

The Hybrid Multiprocessor (64, 631 combined dataflon* ideas with sequential exe- 

cution to define a hybrid model. This eventually led to Empire, a multithreaded ar- 

chitecture project a t  IBM. This architecture uses local frames: like the semi-dynamic 

dataflow machines in Section 3.1.4. Frame Locations have presence bits indicating 

whether or not the da ta  is valid, and if a thread tries to  read an invalid location. it is 

suspended until the location is filled. Other feat ures include processor ready queues 

with process and packet priorities, and support for efficient process migration to 

facilitate dynamic load balancing. 

Another descendent of the MIT dynamic datafiow work is P-FUSC [92], in which 



sequential threads are controlled with fork and join primitives. The P-MSC p r e  

posal explored the possibilities of constructing a muitithreaded architecture around 

a RISC processor. The synchronization primitives were to be controlled by speciai 

multit hreading instructions added to a regular MSC processor. 

The Datarol processor [5] is a dataflow processor in which each instruction ex- 

plicitly identifies its successor instruction(s). Registers are used for short-tem stor- 

age. Its successor, Datarol-II [67], combines instructions into sequential threads, 

but gives each thread its own set of registers. Each thread has a list of successors 

which are signaled when the thread is finished: the successors are associated with 

dataflow-style counters for controlling threads. 

The EM-4 [102] is based on dynamic dataflow principles, but uses frames for 

local variables, and connects instructions within "strongl y connected" subgraphs of 

a function body into sequential threads. Continuation of this research has produced 

the EMGY processor [70]. The RWGl project [101] of the Real World Comput- 

ing Partnership in Japan aims to build multithreaded multiprocessors with RICA 

(Reduced Interprocessor Communication Architecture) nodes- A RICA node has a 

custom microprocessor with a superscalar RISC core and embedded mechanisms for 

fork-join t hread synchronizations. 

One characteristic of al1 the preceding designs is a custom processing unit. Be- 
cause of the difficulties of building processors with performances approaching today's 

commodity sequential processors, particular for academic and research groups, only 

the EM-4 (among the list above) has actually been built. However, there are other 

projects which have looked at  supporting dataflow-based multithreading with off- 
the-shelf technology. 

*T [91] is a multithreaded design which, like the Argument-Fetch machine (Sec- 

t ion 3.1.2), separates datafiout-like synchronizat ion and instruction execution into 

different units. The difference is that these uni ts are implemented with off-the-shelf 

rnicroprocessors, both of which are user-programmable. A follow-on architecture 

called *T-NG [7] specifies the addition of a network interface unit to each of four 

PowerPC 620s in a "site" where a multiprocessor system consists of many sites- 

Built-in snoopy mechanisms in the processors are used for cache consistency in a 

site, while the tasks for cache consistency between sites are relegated to one of t h e  

four processors in a site. The same processor dedicated to inter-site cache consis- 

tency is responsible for handling split-phase memory requests and synchronizations. 



A completely different approach to multithreading is to build a translator for 

converting multithreaded programs into code which can be m n  fairly efficiently on 

off-the-shelf processors, rather than trying to specify a custom architecture. One 

example of this approach with dataflow mots is the Threaded Abstract Machine 

(TAM) [21]. TAM uses a tree of activation frames, iike many of the semi-dynamic 

dataflow machines, but the memory hierarchy is tailored to standard multiprocessor 

hierarchies. Furthemore, synchronization between threads (e-g., passing data or 

signals) is done in software, using inlets, small user-programmable message handlers 

included in every function. Both conventional and functional languages are trans- 

lated to an intermediate language TLO, which is then compiled for one of several 

target machines. 

This software-based approach yields results quickly, as a translator can be de- 

signed and implemented rnuch more quickly than a custom processor. Other parallel 

systems using this approach are covered in Chapter 9. It is also shown in Chapter 7 

to be one way of implementing our EARTH model. 



Chapter 4 

Definition of the EARTH Mode1 

The previous section presented many possible designs for parallel computer systems. 

In an ideal world, Our desire would be to implement one of these, optimizing al1 com- 

ponents of the systern for achieving large-scale parallelism. In the real world, such 

an undertaking would be difficult and expensive. Parallel machines must compete 

with modern commodity microprocessors, whose thousands of engineer-years in de- 

sign time and billions of dollars in capital costs can be amortized over a large sales 

volume. For this reason, most parallel machines today are based on off-the-shelf 

processors and ot her components. 

Unfortunately, neither these processors nor the programming systems that typ- 

ically run on them provide adequate support for features important to parallel ma- 

chines, such as latency tolerance and interprocessor synchronization. Section 1.2 

argues that this will limit their effectiveness for many applications. But these pro- 

cessors are untikely to include efficient hardware support for paralielism in the near 

future, since they are designed for a highly cornpetitive uniprocessor market. If we 

want parallel systems to make effective use of these processors, we must address the 

problems at  a different level. 

Specifically, we need a parallel programming mode1 which addresses the perfor- 

mance issues important to parallel machines, yet which can be implemented on a 

computer built with off-the-shelf processors. The performance of such an imple- 

mentation may not be ideal, for software cannot always compensate for hardware 

deficiencies. Nevertheless, the establishment of this model can pave the way for 

the addition of better hardware support for features of the programming model not 

supported by current processors. 



The problem statement of t his dissertation proposes an evolutionary or gradua1 

approach to building a full-scale multiprocessor. The basic plan is to  start with a 

parallel system based on stock hardware, and move stepby-step toward a fully c u s  

tomized implementation. Each step should be a viable, functional system offerïng 

improvements over the preceding system, albeit a t  some cost. Intermediate steps 

move some of the functions of the architecture to custom chips or dedicated copro- 

cessors, wit h the remainder being implemented in off- t he-s helf hardware. Software 

for such a system may follow a similar path making use of off-the-shelf packages, 

since compilers and operating systems also require large investments. 

It is important to keep transition costs d o m  for each step of the way. This 

includes not only design costs, but also the costs to the users. Moving an applica- 

tion from one machine to a more "evolved" machine should require no more than 

recompiling. Since this means the application source code should remain the same 

from one end of the evolutionary path to the other, the essential characteristics 

of the model should remain constant over this path. (Of course, as performance 

improves in each step, the programmer rnay modify the code to take advantage of 

these improvements, e-g., to generate more parallelism, but this should not be a 

requirement .) 

The challenge is to construct a parallel programming model which is portable 

along the path wvithout sacrificing efficiency. To elaborate, our goal is to design a 

mode1 with the following characteristics: 

Efficiency: It adequately solves the performance issues discussed in Section 1.2 

(latency, bandwidt h, and synchronization) . 

Programmability: It allows programmers to express parallelism in their applica- 

tions efficiently and easily. This should be true both for applications with 

regular control and data distributions and for "irregular" applications. 

Simplicity: I t  is simple enough to be implemented at the near end of the spectrum 

(using an existing off-the-shelf multiproccssor) wit hout sacrificing the perfor- 

mance gains that can be realized by rnoiing to custom hardware at the far 

end of the spectrum. 

Flexibility: The machines a t  the near end of the spectrum will use commodity 

hardware, and later machines, though custom-designed, rnay still make use 



of existing component designs (e.g., processor cores or modules). This archi- 

tecture should have the flexibility to take advantage of different components 

at different stages in the path, or  even in the same stage to  satisw different 

price-performance requirernents. Therefore, the architecture shail make as few 

specifications as necessary of such features as the instruction set, clock speed, 

bus and memory requirements, etc. 

This chapter presents the Escient Architecture for Running THreads (EARTH), 

a multithreading model meeting these goals [60, 61, 59, 831. EARTH falls into the 

class of hybrid von Neumann/dataflow machines described in Section 3.2. However, 

unlike the designs covered there, EARTH is amenable to the kind of evolutionary 

design process described above. 

It is very important to clarify what EARTH is and what it is not. Since we are 

proposing an evolving series of computers bascd on increasing amounts of custom 

hardware, EARTH does not refer to any specific machine or design in this series. 

Instead, it refers to a particular model of multithreading, as presented in this chap- 

ter, and any machine which can adequately implement this model can be called an 

E-4RTH cornputer. Chapters 7 and 8 give examples of real and simulated machines, 

which implement the EARTH model at various points in the evolutionary path. 

An architecture can be presented at several levels. The most common view of 

an architecture is the Instruction Set Architecture (IS.4), which gives specific details 

of instructions, registers, and their interactions, usuall y including an operational 

semantics with enough detail that the programmer can accurately predict a given 

program's behavior a t  a specified level of detail. The 1s-4 is generally specific to one 

processor or family of processors. Alternatively: one can talk about the components 

of a system a t  a more abstract level, describing, in general terms, the objects visibIe 

to the progammer, the operations which can be performed on these objects, and the 

general method for representing and executing computations on this machine. We 

use the term Program Execution Model ( P X M )  for this abstraction.' Somewhere 

between these two points lies a high-level abstraction of the cornponents of the 

machine and the way they interact, which we cal1 an Architecture Model. 

The PXM for a conventional sequential machine would include an addressable 

memory component, some of which is divided into frames placed on a stack. Pro- 

grams are divided into functions; when the machine executes a function, a frame on 
- - 

'This concept is similar to Valiant's concept of a "bridging model" [127]. 



the stack is assigned to this function for its private use. Instructions are executed in 

sequential order, except when a branch instruction explicitly redirects execution to 

another location. A program counter refers to the next instruction in the sequence 

to execute. The PXM ignores ISA details such as the opcodes of specific instruc- 

tions, and is thus universal for al1 modem general-purpose sequential processors. I t  

is this universality that has made standard programming languages based on this 

PXM, such as C, so portable among ordinary processors. 

We present the PXM for EARTH in the next section. The EARTH PXM extends 

the conventional PXM above with objects and operators specifically for supporting 

parallel multit hreading. We discuss the representation of programs as collections of 

threads, the synchronization among these threads, and the context of each thread. 

This section concludes with a discussion of a memory model and a basic set of 

primitives supported by the PXM. In Section 4.2, we present an architecture model 

for EARTH, a general blueprint for al1 the implementations in Chapters 7 and 8. 

We have deliberately kept EARTH simple to achieve our goal of portability 

from one end of the evolutionary path to the other. The early papers on EARTH 
[60, 611 suggested dividing EARTH into "levels" of complesity, in which higher levels 

support more features. We sought to identify a minimum set of features necessary 

to support efficient multit hreading, so that an implementat ion using off-t he-sheif 

processors would be feasible. The implementations in this thesis are based on the 

lomest level. However, many mechanisms have been proposed over the years for 

espressing parallelism more easily or efficientl- In the last part of this chapter, 

we consider some which couid be added to EARTH, particularly further along the 

evolutionary path where implementations woulci be more efficient. 

The next chapter presents specifications for two slightly different complete sets 

of EARTH operations. These serve the same function as an ISA, in as far as being 

a target for compilation from a higher-level language. However, a detailed ISA is 

not suitable for this project, given our desire for flexibility and platform portability, 

since an ISA would bind EARTH to a specific processor family. Instead, we describe 

an EARTH Virtual Machine (EVM) for each. Each EVM is a partial specification 

of the instruction set of an EARTH machine. The EVM defines a set of instruc- 

tions which must be present in any EARTH cornputer, and defines the semantics of 

these instructions in relation to the EARTH PXM. It leaves open both how these 

EARTH instructions are implemented (e-g., in software or hardware) and how they 



are represented (e-g., the opcodes used) . Since some implementations of EARTH 

use off-the-shelf processors, pre-specified opcodes would Le meaningless to such pro- 

cessors. Illegal-instruction traps could be used, but these are generally inefficient 

because of the operating system overheads involved in processing the trap. Instead, 

the EARTH instructions could be signaled using accesses to memory-mapped 1/0 or, 

in the case of a pure software implementation, could be converted to instructions 

native to the off-the-shelf processor. The EVM only specifies which instructions 

must exist, and describes the semantics of t hese instructions. 

4.1 The EARTH Program Execution Model 

The Program Execution Model for EARTH differs from the PXM of a sequentid 

cornputer in the followïng important respects: 

Instead of a single program counter, there can be multiple program coun- 

ters, allowing concurrent executiou of instructions from different parts of the 

program. 

Programs are divided into smdl  sequences of instructions in a two-level hier- 

archy of threads. 

The execution ordering among threads is determined by data and control de- 

pendences explicitly identified in the program, rather than by program order. 

0 Frames holding local context for functions are allocated from a heap rather 

than a linear stack. 

The following subsections present the EARTH PXM in more detail. The most 

unique aspect of this PXM is its threading model, which is covered first. Section 4.1.2 

discusses the EARTH memory model. The final subsection gives a list of the fun- 

damental objects of the EARTH PXM and the operations on these objects which 

are basic to the smooth functioning of EARTH. Our goal in this section is to  justi& 

the need for each feature of the PXM, rather than merely present it. Therefore, a 

simple example, based on computing Fibonacci numbers, is developed during the 

discussion 



4.1.1 EARTH Thread Mode1 

The EARTH threud model is the most important defining characteristic of EARTH, 

distinguishing EARTH both from conventional parallel paradigms and from most 

other multithreaded machines. What this model has in common with other mul- 

tithreaded machines is the division of a program into multiple sections of code, 

generally called threads. Multithreaded machines based on conventional process- 

ing models divide a program into threads to identify computations which can run 

concurrently; they parallelize a sequential program. Multithreading models derived 

from the dataflow model, such as those in the previous chapter, combine individual 

instructions into threads to reduce and amortize the overheads of synchronization 

and improve data locality ; t hey sequentialize a parallel program. 

Our goal of making E.4RTH's PXM suitable for off-the-shelf processors has led 

to a tw-layer hierarchy of fibers and threaded procedures. The following subsections 

present this two-layer model and describe its individual components. The first 

defines fibers, which are in the lower layer, and shows how their properties are 

essential for an efficient off-the-shelf implementation. The second part gives an 

example of a simple parallel program, and shows the difficulties tha t  this program 

can present for a parallel machine based on a single-layer model. We show how a 

two-layer model is an  effective solution. The remaining parts present the two layers 

in greater detail. 

4.1.1.1 EARTH Fibers 

In ordinary sequential code, the next instruction executed is completely determined 

by the preceding instructions and the input data. The E-4RTH rnodel maintains 

the ordering constraints among instructions within one thread, but  Ioosens the con- 

straints between different threads, allowing the processor to adapt better to runtime 

conditions such as unpredictable latencies. In the EARTH model, a thread is a 

sequentially-executed, non-preernptive, atomically-scheduled set of instructions. ,411 

three qualifiers are basic to the model, and arc necessary for efficient execution on 

conventional processors. Because many other multithreading systerns, such as those 

described in Section 3.2 and Chapter 9, use the terrn "thread" for entities with dif- 

ferent properties, the EARTH PXM introduces the term "fiber" to  refer specifically 



to the type of thread aboveS2 We use the term "thread" only genencally, to refer to 

a block of instructions which can run concurrentiy with other blocks. 

Sequentially-executed means that when a fi ber is executed, instructions within 

the fiber are scheduled according to a sequential semantics. In other words, in- 

structions wit hin the fiber are ordered using an ordinary program counter, which 

increments to the next instruction unless modified by a branch instruction. Both 

conditional and unconditional branches may be used, but only to destinations within 

the same fiber. Modem processors perform sequential execution very efficiently, even 

when there are many dependences among the instructions, and can takes advantage 

of the data IocaIity which is usually present due to these dependences. Techniques 

used by modern superscalar processors to increase the instruction issue rate, such 

as ou t-of-order execution and branch prediction. may be used to exploit instruction- 

level parallelism îüithzn a fiber, so long as the results are the same as executing the 

instructions in purely sequential order. "Sequentially-executed" in t his case does 

not mean "one instruction per cycle," but simply that the dynamic ordering of 

instructions within a fiber conforms to the sequential semantics of the code. 

EARTH fibers are also non-preemptive. Once a fiber begins execution, it remains 

active in the CPU until the last instruction in the fiber is finished. If the CPU 

should stall (e.g., due to a cache miss), the fiber will not be swapped out. This is a 

fundamental design decision based on the goal of using esisting processors. At any 

point in a fiber's execution, there is likely to be some essential contezt (such as live 

register values). O r d i n a l  processors don% support rapid context switching, so if a 

fiber is interrupted, the CPU would have to save the live registers and load some 

registers for the next fiber3 An automatic mechanism for fiber suspension, such as 

one based on interrupts, would have to make conservative assumptions about which 

registers are live and would probably Save a large number of them. This takes time, 

both for the triggering of the interrupt and the swing and restoring of registers, and 

the frequent use of such a mechanism would severely limit system performance. 

-4 corollary of non-preemptive exccution is atornic scheduling. If a fiber cannot 

be interrupted, then it  should not be started until it is guaranteed to  finish with- 

out any major stalls. The EARTH implementation is responsible for making this 

*This te=, like "thread" itself, cornes from the lexicon of textile making. A fiber is typicalIy 
a short strand of material. It is the smallest unit in the "thread model" of textiles. 

3Fibers may be interrupted for special exceptions such as arithmetic traps, but these should be 
assumed to be unusual cases and not normal occurrences such as cache misses. 
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Figure 4.1: Abstract Fiber Execution Engine 

determination (using mechanisms discussed in a later section) and deciding when 

a fiber can start according to this restriction. Borrowing terms from dataflow ( s e  

Section 3.1), we say that when the system decides a fiber is ready to  execute, it 

enables the fiber. Since the CPU may still be busy with other fibers a t  that time, 

there rnay be a delay between the time a fiber is enabled and the time it starts 

running. We cal1 the first state enabled and the second state active. A fiber that  is 

not ready to begin execution is dormant. 

Figure 4.1 shows an abstract model of a machine for executing EARTH fibers. 

There are two pools of fibers, one for dormant fibers and the other for enabled fibers. 

When fibers are enabled, they are moved from the dormant pool to the enabled pool. 

When the Active Fiber Processor has free resources for executing a fiber, it takes one 

from the enabled pool, making it active, allocates the resources needed by this fiber 

and begins execution. When a fiber finishes execu tion, the processor returns it to  the 

dormant pool and frees the resources. The EVhI should specify a special instruction 

marking the last instruction of a fiber, in order to simplify the implementation of 

fibers on off-the-shelf processors, which need to know where the fiber "ends." 

4.1.1.2 E,4RTH Thread Hierarchy 

Figure 4.2 shows a simple recursive prograrn for cornputing the nth Fibonacci num- 

ber. Notwithstanding that this is actually a terrible way to compute Fibonacci 

numbers, it's a good example to illustrate the basic threading model, as well as a 



int fib(int n) C 
int left, right; 
if (n<2) ( /* SI */ 

return 1 /* S2 */ 
) else ( 

left = fibh-1); /* S3 */ 
right = fib(n-2); /* S4 */ 
return left+right; /* S5 */ 

> 
> 

Figure 4.2: Sequential Fibonacci Example 
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Figure 4.3: Cal1 Graph for Sequential Fibonacci 

good benchmark for measuring multithreading overheads, and will be used through- 

out this thesis. (More realistic examples of binary recursion are presented in later 

chapters.) For simplicity, negative inputs aren't checked. Figure 4.3 iltustrates the 

call graph resulting from calling f ib(4) .  

An obvious way to parallelize this program is to run separate function calls in 

parallel. For instance, the call to f ib(4)  could spawn separate processes to  compute 

fib(3) and fib(2), and these could run on other processors. But what should be done 



with the execution of f ib(4)  before f ib(3)  and f ib(2) have returned their results? 

If we want to use the processor for some other computation (such as one of t h e  child 

functions), we must suspend f  i b  (4) and switch to another context. 

However, t his suspension would contradict the non-preemptiveness of E ARTH 
fibers. Furthemore, the commodity processors we would like to use in a multi- 

threaded machine have no mechanisms to  check that data accessed by an executing 

fiber is actuaily vaiid or to suspend the fiber if it isn't, except for normal register 

checks such as register scoreboarding. Register checks are enough for sequential 

computation, because program instructions are in strict sequentiai order, which is 

enough to guarantee data dependences are satisfied. However, if f ib(3) and f ib(2)  

run concurrently, their results are returned at indeterminate tirnes, and f i b  (4) must 

have some way to know that both values have returned before it can add thern. Even 

if f ib(4) rvere to cal1 one of the child functions sequentially and fork the other on 

another processor, it would still need to stall after the sequential return and wait 

for the retum of the value from the paraHel function. 

The solution is to split the function into several fibers, each of which can m n  

non-preemptively- Since the recursive function calls take indeterminate tirne, the 

function body should be split after these calls, into two fibers. The first fiber (JO) 

executes statements SI-S4, that is, tests n and either returns 1 or invokes t h e  chil- 

dren. The second fiber (fl) executes statement Sg7 adding the values produced by 

the children and returning the sum to its parent. Figure 4.4 shows the threaded 

version of the cal1 graph for f ib(4) .  Each instance of f i b  has been replaced bÿ a 

pair of fibers fo and f 1. 

This example shows a tight coupling between fo and fl .  Every instance of fr 

must have been preceded by a corresponding instance of fo, and most instances of 

fo (except for leaves) lead to a corresponding instance of f ."urtherrnore, paired 

instances of fo and f l  need to share some data. For example, both fo and fl need 

access to the partial result variables lef t and right. This exarnple shows tha t  the 

PXM requires something one level higher than an individual fiber. 

This need leads to EA4RTH1s two-level thread hierarchg. In the Fibonacci example 

of Figure 4.4, the f i b  routine is a threaded procedure, rvhile fo and f l  a re  fibers 

within this procedure. Threaded procedures and fibers differ in their contexts, their 

4Throughout this work, an instance of a fiber or procedure is a specific dynamic instantiation 
of a given fiber or procedure, with its own context. 
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Figure 4.4: Threaded Fibonacci 

lifetimes, and their manner of invocation. 

The context of an instance of a threaded procedure is similar to  the context of a 

function cal1 in a conventional language such as Cs5 This context includes both local 

variables and parameters passed to the procedure. Both are accessible by al1 fibers 

contained within the threaded procedure. Variables and parameters persist from one 

fiber to the next, and thus can be used for eschanging values between fibers within 

the same procedure instance. Fibers have a much smaller contex*, consisting only of 

registers and specialized state variables (such as condition codes). Thus, fibers are 

extremely lightweight, and can be entered and exited quickly, making them suitable 

for fine-grained tasks where the overheads of normal function context-switching 

woulci outweigh the costs of the cornputation performed. Register values do not 

persist beyond a fiber's termination, but a fiber can exchange values with other 

fibers in the same procedure by accessing variables in the procedure context. 

Procedures are invoked explicitly by the application program. When the program 

invokes a procedure, the machine creates a context for this procedure, initializing 

the input parameters with the values passed to this procedure. On the other hand, 

' ~ h e  term "threaded proceduren is used, rather than "threaded function," because threaded 
procedures cannot return values, for reasons explained later. 



Figure 4.5: Snapshot of Threaded Fibonacci Context State 

fibers are started automatically, using a mechanism described in Section 4.1.1.4. 

Once a fiber finishes executing, the fiber and its context terminate and are removed 

from the processor. On the other hand, a threaded procedure instance remains 

"live" even if none of its fibers are active or enabled; a threaded procedure must 

explicit ly terminate itself. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates context lifetimes. For clarity, procedure instances are la- 

beled, and multiple instances with the same arguments are subscnpted a, b, etc. 

This figure shows one possible state of a two-processor EARTH computer executing 

f ib (4) .  The topmost instance of f i b  has invoked f ib (3 )  and f ib(21,. The ieft 

child f i b ( 3 )  has invoked its children, and fiber f l  of its first child f ib(2Ia is cur- 

rently running on one proccssor. Thus, f17s context (consisting of a few registers) 

is live. The other child's context is not active. either because it has not been ini- 

tialized or because it has already run and terminated. Similady, the other instance 

f ib(2) ,  has one child whose context is still live and has a fiber fo running on the 

other processor. Thus, two fibers are currently active, and fiue procedure contexts 

are live. Three procedure instances currently have no fibers active, but fiber fi in 

each will run once data from their children have produced values. 



Some objects rnay need to exist outside of a particular frame's context. Ob- 

jects may have a lifetime beyond a single procedure, or may have a size which is 

dynarnic or which can't be determined a t  the time a frame is allocated, or may 

be shared arnong multiple procedures. For this reason, the EARTH PXM includes 

static variables and a heap for allocating compound data  structures such as arrays. 

4.1.1.3 Threaded Procedures 

In EARTH, a fiber is always part of an enclosing threaded procedure. Al1 fibers 

in a procedure share the local variables and input parameters of that procedure. 

When a threaded procedure is invoked, a new frame is allocated in rnernory for this 

particular instance of the procedure. Al1 fibers access this frame through a frame 

identifier (FID), which is part of a fiber's context and is normally kept in a register 

for quick access. This is similar to the frame pointer found in conventional block- 

structured languages. Given a frame identifier, it is possible to access any local 

variable or input parameter in the corresponding procedure instance's context. 

However, there are several essential differences between EARTH procedures and 

conventional functions. The main differences are 

1. Frame ailocation 

2. Invocation and scheduling 

3. Parameter passing 

F'rarne allocation: Conventional frames can be kept on a simple linear stack, due 

to their sequential execution. The state shown in Figure 4.5 would be impossible for 

a sequential implementation of Fibonacci because the twvo functions in the second 

generation, f ib(3) and f ib(2), ,  cannot be active ât the same time. On a parallel 

machine, there can be two sibling procedures active a t  the same time, or even a 

parent and child procedure running on different processors. A linear stack would 

not work in either situation. 

Therefore, EARTH frames are dynamically allocated from a heap. (This was first 

proposed for dataflow [100j and later used in otlier multithreaded systems [21, 911.) 

When a procedure is invoked, the machine must allocate an appropriately-sized 

block of memory from the heap, and initialize the input parameters with the values 
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Figure 4.6: Tree of Procedure Frames with Sequential Stack 

passed to the procedure, before ans fibers in that procedure instance c m  start 

executing. Thereafter, the frame can be accessed via its frame identifier (FID). 

When a procedure t.erminates, the block is returned to the heap's free list. Because 

procedures are explicitly terrninated, no garbage collection of frames is needed. 

To allow the use of libraries and legacy code, the E-4RTH PXM also supports 

conventional sequential functions. A sequential function is called from a fiber in 

the same way it is called from another sequential function. Sequential functions use 

conventional calI/return mechanisms, and a fiber which calls a sequential function 

suspends until the function returns. While this may appear to violate the non- 

preernptiveness property, the digression into the sequential code should be viewed 

as a part of the fiber itself. The sequential code is non-preemptive, and will return 

control to the calling fiber when completed. To guarantee this: no calls to threaded 

procedures are allowed within sequential code- Sequential functions require a stack 

since they may call other sequential functions- The stack is only needed while such 

sequential code is executing, and can be removed when the current sequential call 

is terminated. (How the stack is allocated depends on the implementation.) 

Figure 4.6 illustrates frame allocation for a typical recursive program. Most 

threaded procedures need to communicate with other procedures, such as their 

callers. For this, they need references to the othcr procedures' frames or to variables 

within the frames. If each procedure has the identifier of the frame of its caller, a tree 

of procedure frames is generated as shown in the figure. -41~0 shown are two stacks 



allocated for sequential calls originating from two of the procedure instances, both 

of which are active. This example shows links from children to parents connecting 

the cal1 structure together. Most purely recursive divide-and-conquer algorithms 

will show a similar structure, but the EARTH mode1 is flexible enough to permit an 

arbit rary interconnection pattern among a set of concurrently executing procedures, 

such as peer procedures and producer-consumer relationships, as will be illustrated 

in later chapters. 

Invocation and scheduling: When a sequential program calls a function, exe- 

cution of the caller suspends at  the point of the function ca11 and does not continue 

until the caller returns. When EARTH code invokes a threaded procedure, the fiber 

invoking the procedure can continue to execute. This is one source of parallelism 

in EARTH programs, for invoking a procedure can turn one esecution stream into 

tmo. 

A threaded procedure consists of one or more fibers. One fiber in each procedure 

is called the initial fiber and has the special property that it is the first fiber to run 

when a procedure is invoked. When a procedure is invoked, the system must first 

allocate and initialize the frame, as described above. Once this is done, the initial 

fiber is enabled, meaning that as soon as there is spare processing power, the initial 

fiber can begin executing. Al1 other fibers in the procedure must rely on other 

mechanisms (described in the next section) to become enabled. Once the initial 

fiber has finished, it cannot run again in this procedure instance. 

Since al1 fibers within a threaded procedure share data in a single frame, al1 fibers 

in a given procedure instance must run on a processor or processors with access to 

the same context. Typicall_v, Iocality considerations will require al1 fibers in a proce- 

dure instance to run on the same processor. However, such concerns do not appiy to 

an invoked procedure, which can run on another processor if one is available. The 

implementation of EARTH (whose programmer interface is specified in the EVM) 

may allow the caller to select this processor, or the programmer can ask the E-4RTH 
system to assign processing resources to the procedure instance automatically. In 

the latter case, the system will attempt to assign it  to lightly-loaded resources, with 

the goal of achieving a uniforrn load distribution. The cboice of manual or auto- 

matic selection of a processor depends on the application; some regular applications 

have patterns which are easy to balance statically using manual selection, while 



many irregular applications have a work distribution highly dependent on runtime 

conditions, requiring dynamic load balancing. 

Parameter passing: Threaded procedures, like sequential funct ions, can pass 

scalar values to threaded procedures t hey invoke. However, a t hreaded procedure 

cannot return a value to its caller using a conventional value return mechanism. 

This is because, as stated in the previous section, a fiber which invokes a procedure 

continues to execute: while the semantics of the return statement imply that the 

caller waits until the callee finishes so that the value can be used. Therefore, a 

threaded procedure must send values to its caller using the same mechanism as is 

used to send data between fibers, which is covered in the nedut section. 

4.1.1.4 Fibers and Synchronizat ion 

In EARTH's two-level thread hierarchy, fibers are the smallest unit of scheduling 

above individual instructions. Fibers are non-preemptive, so a threaded procedure 

should be divided into fibers wherever there are likely to be long or unpredictable la- 

tencies. This includes t hreaded procedure invocations, as  in the Fibonacci example, 

and the fetching of data from remote processors. 

Each fiber is part of an enclosing threaded procedure. A given instance of a fiber 

is associated wit h one particular procedure instance. To maintain t bis association, 

the context of a fiber includes a reference to the frame (FID) for this procedure 

instance, normally kept in a register which is loaded once when the fiber begins 

execution. The frame identifier (FID) is essential, for it prevents two active instances 

of a fiber from accessing the same context. For instance, the two active fibers in 

Figure 4.5 are supposed to read different copies of the input parameter n, and this 

is guaranteed because they have different frame identifiers. 

Within the code of a threaded procedure, each fiber is given a unique identifier 

called the instruction pointer (IP). Each instance of a fiber can be uniquely identified 

by a pair (FIDJP) consisting of a frame identifier, to uniquely identify the frame 

for the particular instance of the procedure containing this fiber, and an instruction 

pointer, to specify the fiber within the procedure. As a single unit, the pair (FIDJP) 
is called a fiber identifier. 

When a program is divided into procedures and fibers, there will exist (in most 

cases) data and control dependences among the fibers and procedures. Because the 



EARTH mode1 can allow fibers to be scheduled in arbitrary sequences, the machine 

must check and veriQ dynamically that al1 data and control dependences have been 

satisfied before enabling a fiber. This is done esplicitly using a mechanism adapted 

from the static dataflow machines reviewed in Section 3.1.2. 

Control and data dependences are made explicit in the EARTH code using syn- 

chronization signals and synchronzzation slots. -4 synchronization (or sync) signal is 

sent from one fiber to another, either in the same or another procedure instance, to  

tell the recipient that a specific control or data dependence has been satisfied- For 

instance, the sending fiber may have produced data  required by the receiving fiber; 

since the latter could not run before that data was produced, the producer must teil 

the consumer that the data is now ready. If a fiber depends on more than one datum 

or control event, it needs to be sure that al1 dependences have been satisfied before 

i t  is enabled, since the fiber can't be preempted once started. A counter is used to 

count the iricoming signals so it is known when a fiber is ready to be enabled. 

In the Fibonacci example, each non-leaf instance of fib receives two integers 

from procedures that it invokes. Since fiber f l  adds these integers, it needs both 

before it can start. Therefore, a count of two is associated with fi a t  the time the 

procedure instance is initiated. -4s each datum arrives from a child procedure, the 

count is decremented. When the count reaches O, fl bas al1 the data i t  needs and 

can be enabled. 

In static dataflow (see Section 3.1.2), a count is associated with each actor. 

Rather than associating a counter with each fiber, the EARTH mode1 separates the 

counters from the fibers, which allows reuse of the counters for controlling differ- 

ent fibers at  different times, or allows several counters to control the same fiberm6 

Counts are maintained in synchronization (or sync) slots. A sync dot  is a triple 

(SC, RC, I P )  containing respectively a sync count, a reset count, and an instruc- 

tion pointer. The instruction pointer (IP) binds the sync slot to one of the fibers 

in the procedure. The sync count indicates the number of sync signals that have 

to be received by the sync slot before the specified fiber can be enabled. When a 

sync signal is received, the sync count is decremented. If the count reaches O the 

fiber specified by the IP is enabled and the s y n c  count is set back to the value of 

the reset count. The use of a reset count allows fibers to be enabled multiple times, 

as explained later. 

6An example of the latter is in Section 6.2.3. 



Because sync counts are used for controlling the enabling of fibers, they must 

persist beyond the lifetime of a fiber, and therefore must be part of the context of a 

procedure rather than a fiber. They are, in fact, a type of local variable. However, 

as is shown later, there are some strict ordering constraints between manipulation 

of sync slots and the sending of sync signals. To ensure portability of the EARTH 

mode1 across different implementations, sync slots should not be accessible to the 

user, except through special instructions, defined as part of the EVM, which guaran- 

tee these ordering constraints are obeyed. Since a sync slot is bound to a particular 

procedure instance, it can only control fiber instances within that procedure in- 

stance. Thus, the third element of a slot only needs to be an IF, rather than a 

complete fiber identifier, because the FID is Kmd. 

In the Fibonacci example, each non-root invocation of fib produces a value 

which must be sent to its parent. The sync slot merely counts the number of integers 

received; there has been no discussion yet of data transfer. Sending a sync signal 

is sufficient if both sender and receiver are in the same procedure instance, since 

local variables can be used to transfer the data from one fiber to another. Hontever, 

if sender and receiver are in different procedure instances, special mechanisms may 

be needed to transfer the data, particularly if sender and receiver are on different 

nodes in a distributed memory machine. 

The EARTH PXM provides atornic operations for sending data and a sync signal 

together, which guarantees that the data has been properly transferred before any 

fibers are enabled as a result of the sync. Such a data-transfer/sync-signal operation 

may be initiated by the producer of data, which sends local data  to another location, 

or by the consumer of data, which sends a request for remote data to the system, 

which retrieves the data and copies it into a local location before signaling the sync 

slot. The latter operation is called a split-phase transaction because the request and 

data transfer may occur in distinct phases. 

Figure 4.7 shows a graphical representation of an EL4RTH implementation of 

parallel Fibonacci, which would produce a cal1 graph like Figure 4.4. The code is 

written in a C-like pseudocode since no programming language or EVM for EARTH 

has yet been presented. The new fib procedure takes, in addition to the index 

parameter a, two references r e s u l t  and done, which refer to an integer and a sync 

slot, respectively. After f ib (n)  cornputes the nth Fibooacci nurnber, i t  sends the 

answer to the location referenced by r e s u l t ,  and sends a sync signal to  the slot 
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referenced by done, bundling the twvo in an atomic operation. The local variables 

include twvo integers for holding intermediate results. if f i b  is not a leaf, it invokes 

two instances of itself and passes refereiices to tliese integer locations to the children. 

A single sync slot is init iaked with a count of 2, and a reference to this slot is passed 

to each child. Thus, when the recursive values are computed, they are stored in the 

caller's local variables; after the second value arrives, fiber 1 is enabled. 

The Fibonacci example has been useful for introducing the EARTH PXM, but i t  

is a trivial exarnple which is easily supported by parallel paradigms besides EARTH. 

The EARTH thread mode1 can be used to partition programs in a way suited to a 

particular application. Fibonacci is a simple example of binary recursion, in which 

each fiber is only run once. But many applications require other program structures, 

such as producer-consumer. For example, the pipeline structure in Figure 4.8 illus- 

trates an application in which each of a set of modules reads data from its input, 

transforms it, and sends the result to the next module. 

In this application, it is assumed there is a large set of inputs, and parallelism is 
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Figure 4.9: EARTH Fiber States 

achieved by running the modules concurrently. Each module needs to run repeatedïy 

in order to process multiple data sets. Othenvise, one or more procedures need t o  

be invoked for each input datum. This could impose large overheads, especially if a 

lot of state information needs to be passed to a procedure to get it starteci. I t  would 

be better to invoke the procedures once, and allow a fiber to start again whenever 

new data arrives. Fortunately, this is possible in EARTH. 
The cornplete state diagram for an EARTH fiber is shown in Figure 4.9. When 

a procedure is invoked and initialized, al1 fibers but the initial fiber begin in the 

dormant state; the initial fiber begins in the enabled state (which is why the "invoke" 

arc leads to both states). Any active fiber in this procedure instance can initialize 

sync dots in its frame. Once a sync slot is initialized, any fiber can send sync signals 

to that slot. If a sync count reaches 0, the fiber whose IP is in the slot is enabled. 

An enabled fiber is fired (moved to the active state) when processing resources are 

available to start executing the fiber. -4fter an active fiber is completed, the fiber 

returns to the dormant state, where it can be subsequently re-enabled if the sync 

count retuns to O again. Any active fiber can issue a command to terminate the 

entire procedure, which causes al1 fibers in that procedure to be removed and the 

frame deallocated. 

It is the ability to re-enable a fiber that has already run that makes producer- 

consumer synchronizations possible. Fibers can be pipelined in a manner similar to  

the pipelining used in dataflow graphs in Section 3.1.1. When a fiber has finished 

processing data and has sent its output to the next module, the fiber terminates; 

since its sync count was reset, it can be re-enabled when new input data arrives and 

synchronizes the same sync slot. A real benchmark using this technique is described 

in a later section. 



4.1.1.5 Benefits of the EARTH Thread Mode! 

The beginning of this chapter claimed that the EARTH model addresses issues that 

affect parallel processing as listed in Section 1.2: latency, bandwidth, synchroniza- 

t ion, programmabilit_v, ànd manufacturability. Having presented the basic model, 

we can now show in general how features of the EARTH PXM address these issues. 

Latency : The multithreading in EARTH does not elirninate interprocesor laten- 

cies, but allows computers to tolerate latency by perforrning useful computa- 

tions while long-latency operations are in progress. This is done by ensuring 

that the initiators of such operations and the recipients of the data produced 

by these operations are in different fibers, allowing other fibers to run while 

t hese operations are being perforrned. 

Bandwidth: Latency-hiding is not enough to guarantee a high degree of processor 

utilization. If too many fibers issue remote reads or writes, the network will 
become saturated and limit overall system performance. While good hardware 

is important in applications with high communications requirements, the PXM 

can play a major role as well. The use of frames local to procedure instances 

encourages writing code with locality in mind. Requiring ai1 dependences to 

be satisfied before a fiber is enabled may encourage the movement of data in 

blocks rather than in smaller units, causing network transfer overheads to be 

amortized. The separation of data communication from the  production and 

consumption of this data removes data transfer from the critical path (because 

the processor can switch to another fiber), which may give the  system's trans- 

port layer opportunities to optimize network utilization (e-g., by combining 

data transfers) . 

Synchronization: The EARTH PXM separatcs synchronizations from the compu- 

tation, allowing synchronizations to be performed independently, possibly by a 

separate unit. Processors are not blocked waiting for other events to occur, as 

long as there are other fibers eligïble to run. The fiber synchronization mecha- 

nism enables the use of non-preemptive fibers, lirniting context-switching costs 

to the boundaries of fibers, where they can be more easily controlled. Unlike 

dataflow machines, synchronization costs are contained by restricting the in- 

st ructions wit hin fibers to sequential ordering, where traditional superscalar 



techniques are effective a t  achieving limi ted ILP. 

Programmability: Section 1.2.4 argued that solving the three preceding problems 

can go a long way toward making parallel machine easier to program. The 

EARTH PXM further contributes to ease of programming by providing dif- 

ferent ways of expressing parallelism, such as divide-and-conquer or producer- 

consumer, according to what is best for the application. EARTH ailows tasks 

to be divided into an arbitrary and dynamically varying number of procedure 

instances, and supports automatic load balancing of these instances, which is 

a boon especially to irregular applications. 

Manufacturability: EARTH was designed for efficient execution by off-the-shelf 

processors. The properties of EARTH fibers (non-preemptiveness, sequential 

execution, and atomic scheduling) elirninate the need for fine-grain switching 

bettveen multiple concurrent contexts (as is proposed for some rnultithreaded 

processors) and make conventional sequential processors suitable for EARTH. 

4.1.1.6 Summary of the EARTH Thread Mode1 

Under the E,4RTH model, the instructions of a program are divided into three 

layers: 

1. Threaded procedures, 

2. Fibers, 

3. Individual instructions. 

The upper two layers form E.4RTH's two-layer thread hierarchy. Each layer de- 

fines ordering constraints between components of that layer and a mechanism for 

determining a schedule which satisfies those constraints. 

Individual instructions are at the lowest level. Instructions obey sequential ex- 

ecution semantics, where the next instruction to execute immediately follows the 

current instruction unless the order is explicitly changed by a branch instruction. 

Instruction-level parallelism among these instructions is allowed so long as it is con- 

sistent with this semantics. 

Fibers are collections of instructions sharing a common context, consisting of a 

set of registers and the identifier of a frame containing variables shared with other 



fibers. When a processor begins executing a fiber, it executes the designated first 

instruction of the fiber; subsequent instructions within the fiber are determined by 

the instructions' sequential semantics. Branch instructions are allowed, but only 

to other instructions within the same fiber. Calls to sequential procedures are also 

permitted; such procedure calls are part of the fiber, by definition, even if the code 

is defined elsewhere. A fiber finishes execution when an explicit fiber-termination 

marker is encountered. The fiber's context remains active from the start of the fiber 

to its finish. 

Fibers are non-preemptive; once a fiber begins execution, it is not suspended, nor 

is it s cont ext removed from active processing. Thus, fibers are schedukd atomically. 

A fiber is "enabled" (made eligible to  begin execution as soon as processing resources 

are available) when al1 data and control dependences have Geen satisfied. Sync slots 

and sync signals are used to make this determination. Sync signals (possibiy with 

data attached) tell the recipient that a dependence has been met. A sync slot 

records how many dependences remain unsatisfied; when this count reaches O, a 

fiber associated &th this sync dot  is enabled, for it now has al1 data and control 

permissions necessary to execute. The count is m e t  to allow a fiber to run multiple 

tirnes. 

Threaded procedures are collections of fibers sharing a common context which 

persists beyond the lifetime of a single fiber. This context consists of a procedure's 

input parameters, local variables, and sync slots. The contest is stored in a frame, 

dynamically allocated from the heap when the procedure is invoked. Threaded 

procedures are explicitly invoked by other procedures. When a threaded procedure 

is invoked and its frame is ready, the initiai fiber is enabled, and can only run once. 

Other fibers in the same procedure instance may only be enabled using sync slots 

and sync signals. An explicit terminate command is used to terminate both the fiber 

which executes this command and its procedure instance, which causes the frame 

to be deallocated. Since procedure termination is explicit, no garbage collection is 

needed for these frames. 

4.1.2 EARTH Memory Mode1 

As mentioned in Section 1.2.4, parallel programming is hobbled by the lack of a 

universal program execution model. One of the fundamental issues dividing parallel 



machines is the sharing of memory. Should memory be shared among al1 proces- 

sors, allowing a processor to access any memory location in the system, or does 

each processor have its own private memory, inaccessible to others? To rnaximize 

portability, the EARTH mode1 does not take a firm stand on this issue. 

Most large multiprocessors use either distributed memory or distributed shared 

mernory. Distributed memory architectures have separate memories for each pro- 

cessor, or group of processors. These are separate both physically and logically. A 

process can access data in remote memory only indirectly, by communicating with 

a process that has access to that memory. For this reason, they are sometimes 

called message passing machines. Distributed shared-memory architectures have a 

global address space, which allows a processor to access any memory location in 

the system. Unlike centralized systems, the memory here is distributed among the 

processors, with sorne memory physically close to a processor and the rest with 

other processors. These are also called Non-Unzfonn Memory Access (NUMA) ma- 
chines. Conventional wisdom says that distributed memory scales more easily than 

distributed shared memory, while shared memory cornputers are generally easier to  

program. 

The minimal requirements of the EARTH PXM fa11 somewhere between these 

two options. To support the EARTH PXM, a machine's memory system must have 

the following properties: 

1. -4n active fiber must have direct, low-latency access (through load and store 

operations) both to its private fiber context and to the frame it  shares with 

other fibers in the same procedure instance. 

2. An active sequential function cal1 must have direct, low-latency access both 

to its local Iinear stack and to the frame belonging to the fiber which initiated 

the sequential function cal1 (either directly or through other function calls) . 

3. Instruction pointers are uniform throughout the system. The code for al1 

threaded procedures and sequential functions is accessible from al1 processing 

elements of the machine, and a given IP value has the same meaning on al1 

such elements. The instruction addresses used in sequential function calls must 

be the same on al1 processing elements. 

4. Al1 objects in the EARTH system which may be accessible by more than one 



threaded procedure, including frame identifiers, sync slots, and any data ad- 

dresses which may be bound with sync signals (as descnbed in Section 4.1.1.4) 

must be globally unique and accessible by special EARTH operations. 

The k s t  two requirements are straightforward and ensure rapid execution within 

a fiber. Requirement (1) would imply, for instance, that on a distributed-memory 

machine, a threaded procedure instance can nin on only one processor. Two fibers 

from the same procedure instance could not run on different processors because they 

would not be able to share frarne data. Requirement (2) ensures that sequential 

functions are entered and exited quickly; the second part ensures a rapid return to 

the initiating fiber. 

The third item requires code to be loaded on (or a t  least available to) al1 pro- 

cessors. This guarantees that procedures and sequential functions can be invoked 

on any processing element without any restrictions (other than the first two points 

above). 

The last requirement is critical to the EARTH model, for it allows fibers to 

communicate with other procedures. Consider the Fibonacci example of Figure 4.7. 

m e n  the f i b  ( ) procedure invokes children, it passes references to  local variables 

to its children, and the children mi te  their results to the referred locations using an 

at omic data-transfer/sync-signal operator. If a child is invoked on anot her processor, 

as EARTH allows, then when it does this transfer, the destination argument will 

refer to a non-local location. This reference must be meaningful on the processor 

running the child. 

Therefore, memory references, a t  l e s t  those passed between procedures, must be 

globally unique across the machine, and each processor must be able to  determine the 

exact location of any given memory reference. However, note that the requirement 

above only says that the address must be accessible to the EARTH operation; it 

does not Say that the address must be accessible by normal load/store operations. 

Furthermore, accesses are not expected to be fast, as with the local loads and stores 

in requirements (1) and (2). These "remote" accesses may have long latencies, 

but will not necessarily stall the processor because other fibers may run during the 

accesses . 
If loads and store instructions to remote addresses are not required, then it is 

trivial to form a globally-shared address space by combining a local address with 

a node identifier. Such a pair can be used whenever an EARTH operator expects 



a reference. -4 processor or router that needs to fonvard the message extracts the 

node identifier to find the destination of the message, whiie an SU that accesses 

rnemory extracts the local address. Therefore, if a prograrn, bmed on the EARTH 
PXM, accesses non-local memory locations solely through EARTH synchronàzing 

operations, that prograrn can be supported on a d i s tnb~ted  memory cornputer. 

However, it should be emphasized that EARTH's PXM is neither restricted 

to distributed memory machines nor limited by t hem. Some distributed shared- 

memory machines use local caches, driven by complex coherence protocols, to reduce 

the costs of remote access (Cache Coherent NUMA or CC-XUMA architectures). 

However, even wit h CGNUM-4 machines, t here are situations where EARTH's 

model of fiber synchronization would bring benefits. Shared memory machines still 

need to enforce data and control dependences, and EARTH provides a simple mech- 

anism which is independent of any memory system. .&O? remote latencies will still 

exist in a shared memory cornputer even with the addition of local caches. 

For example, if the producer of some data signals a remote consumer that the 

data is available, the producer likely has updated its copy recently, meaning the 

consumer's cache copy is probably stale. If the consumer tries to read the stale 

data, the load will miss and stall pending the completion of the remote fetch- If, 
on the other hand, the producer sends the data to the consumer using an atomic 

data-transfer/sync-signal operator, the data is guaranteed to be in the consumer's 

local memory, and no miss is possible. Similarly explicit fetches by the consumer, if 

they are likely to miss, can be made on an EARTH machine in a split-phase manner, 

tvith the data being used in another fiber. This would allow the local processor to 

continue execution (or switch to another fiber) in spite of the miss. 

The two EVMs presented in the next chapter are designed to work for a dis- 

tributed memory machine with a globally-shared address space. But these will also 

work for a shared memory architecture. In fact, shared memory might improve 

performance by decreasing the fetch time of split-phase transactions. 

4.1.3 EARTH Operations 

The previous sections presented an abstract model for representing a program as 

a hierarchy of instructions, fibers, and threaded procedures tvhose executions are 

coordinated using sync dots and sync signals. A model for the execution of a 



thread-based program was discussed. This execution relies on various operations for 

sequencing and manipulating the fibers in t his hierarchy. These operations perform 

the following functions: 

1. Invocation and termination of procedures and fibers; 

2. Creation and manipulation of sync slots; 

3. Sending of sync signals to  sync slots, either alone or atomically bound with 

data. 

Some of these functions are performed automaticdl_v, generally as a result of 

other EARTH operations. For instance, the sending of a sync signal to a sync slot 

with a current sync count of 1 causes the slot count to be reset and a fiber to become 

enabled. Eventually, that fiber becomes active and begins execution. But some 

operations, such as procedure invocation, are esplicitly triggered by the application 

code. The purpose of this section is to list and define eight explicit (program-level) 

operations which are essential to a machine implementing the EARTH thread model, 

and argues why these are essential. 

This is still a part of the description of the E-IRTH PSM, su operations here are 

still defined a t  an abstract level. The goal here is to define a cornmon set of primitive 

operations that must be present in any machine that supports the EARTH PXM. 

The arguments are defined in general and minimal terms. -4n EVM, if desired, may 

indude a richer variety of operators or add more arguments to operators to improve 

efficiency or expressiveness. The next chapter presents two different EARTH Virtual 

Machines, one of which is used for the experimental studies in this work. 

The following data types and functions are used by the eight operators: 

FID -4 frame identifier is a unique reference to the frame containing 

the local context of one procedure instance. It  is possible to 

access the local variables, input parameters, and sync dots of 

this procedure, as well as the procedure code itself, using the 

FID, in a manner specified by the EVM. The FID is globally 

unique across al1 nodes; no two frames, even if on different nodes, 

have the same FID simultaneously. 

IP An instruction pointer is a unique reference to the start of the 

code of a particular fiber within a particular threaded procedure. 



It does not specify a specific instance of the fiber. (An FID and 

IP combined do this.) 

PP A procedure pointer is a unique reference to the start of the code 

of a particular tbreaded procedure (but not a specific instance). 

Through this reference, the computer must be able to access al1 
information necessary to start a new instance of a procedure. 

SS This is a reference to a unique synchronization slot, consisting 

of a sync count (SC), reset count (RC), and fiber (F). The first 

two are non-negative integers and the third is an P. The expres- 

sion SS.SC refers to the sync count of SS, etc. However, this is 

for descriptive purposes only; these fields should not be manip 

ulated by the application program escept through the special 

EARTH operators Iisted below. Each SS is associated with a 

specific instance of a procedure, hence a particular FID, which 

can be referred to as FID-O f (SS). 

The SS type must include enough information to identify a sin- 

gle sync slot which is unique across al1 nodes. How much in- 

formation is required depends on the operator and the EVM. 

In some cases, the sync slot may be restricted to a particular 

frame, which means that only a number, identi&ing the slot 

within that frame, is needed. In other cases, a complete global 

address is required (such as a pair consisting of a frame ID and 

a sync slot number). 

T In the list of EARTH operators, type T means an arbitrary 

object, either scalar or compound (array or record). This class 

of objects can include any of the reference data types listed 

above (FID, IP, PP, SS), so that these objects can also be used 

in EARTH operations (e.g.? they can be transferred to another 

procedure instance). Type T can also include any instance of 

the reference data type that follows. 

reference-to-T For each object of type T, there is a reference to that object, of 

type reference-to-T, through which that object can be accessed 



or updated. In accordance with the memory requirements in 

Section 4.1.2, this must be globally unique and al1 processing 

elements must be able to access the object of type T using the 

reference. The term "reference" is used, instead of "pointer" or 

LLaddre~~, '?  to prevent any unwarranted assumptions about the 

kinds of operatious that can be performed with these references. 

The following lists the eight operations, describing the role of each operation, why 

it is important, and the behavior which must be supported by the EVM. The list also 

suggests options which might be added in the EVM. In the list, the "current fiber" is 

the fiber executing the operation, and the "current frame" is the FID corresponding 

to the current fiber. 

4.1.3.1 Thread Control Operations 

Thread control operations control the creation and termination of threads (fibers 

and procedures) based on the EARTH thread mode1 described in the previous sec- 

tion. The primary operation is procedure invocation, as illustrated in the Fibonacci 

example. There must also be operators to mark the end of a fiber and to terminate 

a procedure. No explicit operators to create fibers are needed, as fibers are enabled 

implicitly. One fiber is enabled automatically when a procedure is invoked, and 

others are enabled as a result of sync signals. 

A program cornpiled for EARTH must designate one procedure which is auto- 

matically invoked when the prograni is started. Only one instance of this procedure 

is invoked, even if there are multiple processors. Other processors remain idle until 

procedures are invoked on them. This distinguishes E-4RTH from parallel models 

such as SPMD, where identical copies of a program are started simultaneously on 

al1 nodes. 

INVOKE(PP proc, T a r g i ,  T arg2, ...) 

This operator invoke procedure proc. It allocates a frame appropriate for proc, 

initializes its input parameters to a r g l ,  a r g 2 ,  etc., and enables the IP for the initial 

fiber of proc. The EVM may set restrictions on what types of arguments can be 

passed, such as scalar values only. The system must guarantee that the frame 



contents, as seen by the processing element which executes proc, are initialized 

before the execution of proc begins. 

This terminates the current fiber. The processing element which ran this fiber is 

free to reassign the processing resources used for this fiber, and to begin execution 

of another enabled fiber, if one exists. (If there are none, the processing element 

wai ts unt il one becomes available, and begins execution.) 

This is similar to TERMINATEI;'IBER(), but it also terminates the procedure 

instance corresponding to the current fiber. The current frame is deallocated. This 

description does not specify what happens to any other fibers belonging to this 

instance if they are active or enabled, or what happens if the contents of the current 

frame are accessed after deallocation. The EVM rnay define behavior which occurs 

in these cases, or define such an occurrence as an error which is the programmer's 

responsibility to avoid. 

4.1.3.2 Sync Slot Control Operations 

Sync slots are used to control the enabling of fibers and to count how many depen- 

dences have been satisfied. They must be initialized with values before they can 

receive sync signals. It would be possible to make sync slot initialization an atomic 

part of procedure invocation. But Our experiences with programming multithreaded 

machines have shoum that the number of dependences may Vary from one instance of 

a procedure to the next, and may depend on conditions not known at  compile time 

(or even at the time the procedure is invoked). Therefore, i t  is preferable to have an 

explicit operation for initializing sync slots. (Of course, a particular implementation 

of EARTH may optimize by moving slot initialization into the frame initialization 

stage if the initiaiization can be fixed at compile time.) 

INITIALIZESLOT(SS slot, int SC, int RC, IP F )  



This initializes sync slot dot ,  giving it a sync count of SC, a reset count of RC, 
and an IP  of F. Only sync slots in the current frame can be initialized (hence, no FID 

is required). Normally, sync slots are initiaiized in the initial fiber of a procedure. 

However, an already-initialized slot may be re-init ialized, which allows slots to be 

reused much like registers. (Reusability is explored in a related architecture project 

which is based on E.4RTH [86].) 

There is the potential for race conditions between the initialization or re- 

initialization of a thread and the sending of sync signals to that thread. The EVM 

and im plement ation should guarantee sequential ordering be tween slot initializat ion 

and slot use within the same fiber. For instance, if an  INITIALIZESLOT operator 

which initializes dot is followed in the same fiber by an explicit sending of a sync 

signal to slot, the system should guarantee that the new values in d o t  (placed there 

by the initialization) are in place before the sync signal has any effect on the slot. 

On the other hand, i t  is the programmer's responsibility to avoid race conditions 

between fibers. The programmer should also avoid re-initializing a sync slot if there 

is the possibility that other fibers in the system may be sending sync signals to that 

slot. 

INCREMENTSLOT(SS slot, int inc) 

This operator increments slot.SC by inc. Only dots in the local frarne can be 

affected. The ordering constraints for the INITIALIZESLOT operator apply to 

this operator as  well. 

Although not mandatory for the EARSH thread model, this is a very useful 

operation for procedures where the number of dependences is not only dynamic, 

but cannot be determined a t  the time a sync slot would norrnally be initialized. .4n 

example is traversing a tree where the branching factor varies dynamically, such as 

searching the future moves in a chess game, where the number of moves to search 

at each level is determined a t  runtime. Such an application could be coded in the 

foilowing way (pseudocode used) : 



Initial fiber 

S . .  . S .  

I NITIALIZE,SLOT(~,~~~~F~~~~,~); m = 0; 

. . .  for (al1 potential moves) C 
if (potential move is legal) 

INCREMENT,SLOT(s, 1); 

INVOKE (search-move , 
&results Cm++] , s , . 

. . - 
In this code, an array is allocated for holding result data, and each child is given 

a reference to a different location to which the results of one move are sent. Each 

children sends a sync signal to sync slot s, and fiber 2, which chooses a rnove from 

among al1 the sub-searches, should be enabled when al1 children are done. Since 

the number of legal moves varies from one instance to the next, the total number 

of procedures invoked is not known when the slot is initialized in the initial thread. 

The INCREMENTSLOT operation is used to add one to the sync count in s before 

invoking a child. If, after the first child is invoked, the child sends a sync signal back 

before the loop in fiber 1 perforrns another INCREMENT-SLOT, the count s.SC 

could decrement to O, prematurely enabling Eber 2. To avoid this possibility, the 

count should start a t  1, ensuring that the count is always a t  least 1 provided the 

slot is incremented before the INVOKE occurs. When al1 increments have been 

performed, it is safe to remove this offset, after which the last child to send a sync 

signal back wiIl trigger fiber 2. An INCREMEKT-SLOT with a negative count (-1) 

does this. (Actuallyt a SYXC operation, covered next, mould have the same effect, 

and rnight be more efficient since it doesn't need an argument.) 

4.1.3.3 Synchronizing Operations 

The synchronizing operators give EARTH the ability to enforce data and control 

dependences between procedures, even those not directly related, enabling the pro- 

grammer to create many parallel control structures besides simple recursion. Thus, 



the programmer can tailor the control structures to the needs of the application. 

These operators manipulate sync slots as described in Section 4.1.1.4. Each of 

the following operators sends a sync signal to a specified slot, which is used to count 

dependences. However, there may be fibers which only need to wait for one datum 

or control event, which would imply a sync slot with a reset count of 1. For such 

cases, the EVM may define special versions of the operators which enable the fiber 

directly rather than going through a sync slot, saving time and sync slot space. 

These are optional, however, as the same effect can be achieved with regular sync 

s1ots. 

The static dataflow machines in Section 3.1.2, the designs which inspired 

EARTH's synchronization mechanism, had to avoid the erroneous condition in which 

two tokens try to exist on the same arc at  the same time. There are analogous race 

conditions in EARTH. One example is enabling a fiber while another instance of the 

same fiber in the sarne procedure instance is active or enabled. This could result 

from having initialized the sync slot with too low a sync count, or, conversely, having 

generated too many sync signals for that dot. Another error is sending a sync signal 

to a slot before the slot has been initialized. The exact behavior is left undefined at  

this level. A specific EVM may specify behavior, or even provide a non-erroneous 

interpretation for such an occurrence, or indicate to what extent the programmer is 

responsible to avoid such conditions. 

The first case is not, strictly speaking, an error under the EARTH PXM, but will 

work properly only under special conditions. Figure 4.10 illustrates the situation 

arising from having two instances of the same fiber in the same procedure instance 

simultaneously active. Technically, each fiber lias its own context, so it would be 

possible for the two to run concurrently without interfering with each other. How- 

ever, note that they still share the same frame, and any input data they require must 

come from this frame, either directly (the data is in the frame itself) or indirectly 

(a reference to the data is in the frame), since ail local fiber context except the FID 

itself come from the frame. If both fibers copy the same data and references, they 

will operate redundantly. If each loads its initial register values from values in the 

frame and then updates the frame values, it is possible for the fibers to work con- 

currently on independent data. The figure shows each fiber working with a different 

element of an array x; the snapshot shows the state after each fiber has copied the 

reference to register r2. But correct operation of this code under al1 circumstances 



Figure 4.10: Two Instances of Same Fiber 

requires twvo conditions: 

1. If the hardware ailows the two fibers to run concurrently, it must support 

atomic access to the frame variable i, e.g., a fetch-and-add primitive. These 

are not universal among processors and may require expensive OS solutions. 

2. If the fibers were triggered by separate sync signals bound with atomic data  

transfers (note the first slot in the frame Las a count of 1 and triggers fiber 

l) ,  the two producers of the data (assume in this case that it is sent to x[J) 
must be programmed to send the two values to separate locations in x [J. 

While it is possible to program around these restrictions, it would be better 

if these situaiions were handled explicitly in the PXM. Section 4.3 discusses some 

simple extensions to the E.4RTH PXM which would simplify this example. 

Three basic synchronizing operations are offered by the EARTH PXM: syn- 

chronization aione, and both producer-oriented and consumer-oriented versions of 

synchronization bound with data transfers. 

SYNC (SS d o t )  



This is the basic synchronization operator. The count of the specified sync slot 

(slot.SC') is decremented. If the resulting value is 0, the fiber (FIDJI f (slot), s1ot.F) 

is enabled, and the sync count is updated with the reset count slot-RC. Otherwise, 

the sync count is updated with the decremented value. The implementation must 

guarantee that the test-and-update access to the SC field is atomic, relative to other 

operators that can affect the same slot (including the slot control operators). 

SYNC-WITHDATA(T val, reference-to-T dest, SS slot) 

Section 4.1.1.4 mentioned the importance of binding data transfers with sync 

signals, to avoid a race condition in which a sync signal indicates the satisfying 

of a data dependence and enabled a fiber before the data in question has actually 

been transferred. This binding is done in EARTH by augmenting a normal SYNC 

operator with a datum and a reference. The system copies the datum val to the 

location referenced by dest, then sends the sync signal to dot .  

The system must guarantee that the data transfer is complete before the sync 

signal is sent to dot.  More precisely, the system must guarantee that, a t  the time a 

processing element starts executing a fiber enabled as a direct or indirect result of 

the sync signal sent to slot, that processor sees val at the location dest. (A direct 

result means that the SWC signal decrements the sync count to O, while an indirect 

result means that a subsequent signal to the same slot decrements the count to O.) 

The system must also guarantee that, after the sync slot is updated, it is safe to 

change val (this is mostly relevant if val is passed "by reference," e.g., as is usually 

done with arrays). 

SYNC-WITH-FETCH(reference-to-T source, reference-to-T dest, SS , 

slot) 

The final operator of the EARTH set also binds a sync signal with a data 

transfer, but the direction of the transfer is reversed. While the previous op- 

erator takes a value as its first argument, which must be locally available, the 

SYNC-WITHXETCH specifies a location which can be anywhere, even on a re- 

mote node. A datum of type T is copied from the source to the destination. The 

ordering constraints are the same as for SYNC-WITHDATA, except that ual (in 



the previous paragraph) now refers to the datum referenced by source. 

This operator is pnmarïly used for fetching remote data through the use of split- 

phase transactions. If a procedure needs to  fetch data which is likely to  be on 

another node, the fiber initiating the fetch should not wait for the data, which may 

take a long time. Instead, the consumer of the data should be in another fiber, 

with a SYNC-WITH-FETCH used to synchronize a slot and enabie the consumer 

when the data is received. The next chapter has examples of code using split-phase 

transactions - 

This operation is considered "atomic" only from the point of view of the fiber 

initiating the operation. In fact? the operation typically occurs in two phases: the 

request is fonvarded to the location of the source data (on a distributed-memory 

machine), and then, after the data has been fetched, it is transferred back to the 

original fiber. The SS reference is bound to both transfers, so that the system 

guarantees the data is copied to dest before any fibers begin execution as a direct 

or indirect result of the sync signal sent to dot .  

4.2 EARTH Architecture Mode1 

The previous sections presented an abstract threading model and a set of opera- 

tions performing the necessary functions of this model. This section considers the 

structure and organization of a real machine that can support this model. Since Our 

goal is to support a range of machines containing varying amounts of off-the-shelf 

hardware, we can only present an abstract model of an architectural implementation 

of EARTH. This section also clarifies terms which were intentionally left vague in 

the previous section to  avoid unwarranted or overly-restrictive assumptions about 

the hardware architecture. 

According to the model, an EARTH cornputer consists of one or more EARTH 
nodes connected by a network. Each node has the following five essential compo- 

nents: 

1. An Ezecution Unit (EU) for executing active fibers; 

2 .  A Synchronizutaon Unit (SU)  for scheduling and synchronizing fibers and pro- 

cedures, and handling remote accesses; 
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Figure 4.11: E-4RTH Architecture 

3. Two queues, the Ready Queue (RQ) and Event Queue (EQ), through which 

the EU and SU communicate; 

4. Local memory, shared by the EU and SU: 

5. An interface to the interconnection network. 

This division allows the implementation of multithreading architectures with off- 

the-shelf microprocessors mas-produced for uniprocessor workstations [61], one of 

our primary goals. .4n EARTH computer is shown in Figure 4.11. 

4.2.1 Execution Unit 

The EU executes individual fibers. As stated in Sections 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.6, the 

instructions wit hin fibers are ordered according to sequential sernantics. Modern 

uniprocessors are very efficient at  sequential esecution. Mechanisms such as by- 

passing or fonvarding [71, 1241 reduce hazards due to sequential dependences, while 



small-scale instruction-level parallelism can be achieved with register renaming, out- 

of-order execution, register scoreboarding, and branch prediction [105]. Processors 

using t hese techniques would make good execut ion units for EARTH machines. 

hdost of the instructions executed in the EU are the normal arithmetic, 

load/store, and branch instructions that corne with stock processors. To ensure 

flexibility, the EARTH model does not specify a particular instruction set. Instead, 

ordinary arithmetic and memory operations use whatever instructions are native 

to the EU processors. The context of a fiber is whatever registers are provided by 

the hardware. The EARTH operations specified by the PXM and EVM are for 

synchronization and communication. These are unlikelÿ to exist in any forrn in or- 

dinary processors, but these can be mapped to native EU instructions according to 

the needs of the specific architecture. For instance, on a machine with ASIC SU 

chips, the EU EARTH instructions would most likely be converted to accesses to 

memory-mapped addresses, which would be recognized and intercepted by the SU 
hardware. 

Many details of the EU'S behavior have been left unspecified in the EARTH 
PXM in order to leave considerable latitude in the design of the EU. Nothing in 

the preceding discussions of the EU should be taken to mean the EU is a single 

uniprocessor or superscalar executing one fiber at a time, even though this would be 

a correct implementation. In fact, the EU in the model can have processing resources 

for executing one o r  more fibers simultaneously. This is shown in Figure 4.11 as 

a set of parallel Processing Elenzents (PEs). These elements have the following 

properties: 

1. Each PE runs a separate fiber independent of the other PEs. 

2. Each PE has a logically private context for that fiber. 

3. PEs share access to the memory system. 

4. Al1 PEs share access to the same Event Queue and Ready Queue, though each 

PE accesses the queues asynchronous with the other PEs. 

Consequently, programmers should avoid unwarranted assumptions about concur- 

rent fiber execution. 

The drawing of the EU in Figure 4.11 is only an abstraction. Any structure 



may be used so long as it can adhere to this abstraction. For instance, the Execu- 

tion "Unit" could be a set of conventional processors, each executing one fiber at 

a time (EARTH has been implemented on a system consisting of clusters of Sparc 

processors, as mentioned in Chapter 7). Another possible choice for an EU would 

be a processor which holds multiple register contexts simultaneously and interleaves 

between them [3,4, 1031. Even though such a processor would seem to eliminate the 

need for a non-preemptiveness requirement, such processors still have only a limited 

number of register contexts, and can't afford to have too many of them inactive while 

waiting for hazards to be resolved. The EARTH mode1 would prevent such a situ- 

ation from happening while taking advantage of an interleaving processor's ability 

to  tolerate short-term latencies, such as floating-point operations. Finally, several 

processor organizations have been proposed in which multiple execution pipelines 

feed shared functional units. For instance, Simultaneous Multithreading 11261 has 

demonstrated an ability to use multiple functional units efficiently by sending several 

threads of instructions to superscalar-like instruction scheduling units feeding the 

functional units, provided there are enough independent threads to hide instruction 

latencies. A processor based on such principles would be an excellent platform for 

EARTH, because EARTH's PXM can provide al1 the threads needed whi1e EARTH's 
fiber scheduling policies would reduce the need for these threads. 

4.2.2 Synchronizat ion Unit and Queues 

Off-the-shelf processors are suitable for dynamic scheduling of instructions within a 

single fiber. But they are not good for general-purpose multiprocessing, since they 

do not adequately address the performance issues discussed in Section 1.2: latency, 

bandwidth and synchronization. EARTH's solution is to  separate the tasks not 

supported well by existing processors into a separate unit, called the Synchronization 

Unit, leaving the EU free to perform the tasks it does best. This has its roots in 

the Argument-Fetch Dataflow .4rchitecture [25], discussed in Section 3.1.2). 

The EU and SU messages to each other are buffered using queues called the 

Ready Queue (RQ) and Euent Queue (EQ). These may be implernented using off- 
the-shelf devices such as FIFO chips, incorporated into a custom SU, or implemented 

in software. Various implementations are discussed in later chapters. 

The EU executes fibers as if they were normal sequential code. The SU does not 



execute any user code, so al1 the EARTH operators in Section 4.1.3 are executed 

within active fibers running on the EU. When the EU encounters one of these 

operators, it forwards the operator to the SU, which actually handles the request. 

The EU writes the request to  the EQ, where it stays until being read by the SU. 

The SU processes each event it reads from the EQ. Some events will lead to 

fibers being enabled. Enabled fibers (each fiber is a pair (FID, IP)) are placed in 

the RQ. When a PE in the EU terminates a fiber, it reads the next entry from the 

RQ and begins executing that fiber. If the RQ is empty, then the f E becornes idle 

and must wait until the SU writes a fiber into the RQ. If there is enough parallelism 

in the program, there will usually be at  least one fiber in the RQ, and the EU will 

never be idle. 

4.2.3 Node Memory 

In the EARTH model, each node has memory which is accessible by the SU and 

al1 Processing Elements within the EU. Whether this memory is physically and 

logically local to the node or shared with other nodes depends on the implementation 

(rnemory issues are discussed in Section 4-12). There may also be memory which 

is private to the SU, but some of its functions (such as data transfers) require that 

it use the memory which is common with the EU. 

Memory in most small-scale multiprocessors (as rnight be used for a single 

E,4RTH node) is sequentially consistent, because it is easy to  support in a single-bus 

system with snooping caches.' However, an E-4RTH node can get by with a weaker 

consistency model, so long as it runs correct code which conforms to  the EARTH 

thread model, avoiding the race conditions and other operation errors mentioned 

in Section 4.1.3. The use of synchronizations to order fibers according to data and 

control dependences ensure that fibers can run only when explicit sync signals tell 

the SU that these dependences have been satisfied. Therefore, it is only necessary 

that data accesses be ordered relative to these synchronization operations (as de- 

scribed in Section 4.1.3.3), which makes the minimal consistency requirements 

like weak ordering. 

more 

'This refers only to consistency within a single node. 



4.2.4 Network Interface 

On a multinode machine, the final component of an EARTH node is the interface 

to the network connecting the node to other nodes. To maintain the portability of 

E-4RTH applications across machines with different network interfaces, the EARTH 
model does not provide for direct access to the network by the application code (Le., 

the active fibers). As shown in Figure 4.11, al1 network trafnc goes through the SU. 

-411 the synchronizing operators in Section 4.1.3.3, as well as the INVOKE o p  

erator of Section 4.1.3.1, can specify rernote destinations. Some operations may 

involve both local and remote references, but such operations nill have multiple 

phases, and the message in each phase will have a specific destination. For instance, 

a SYNC,WITH_FETCH operation used for a split-phase transaction will usually 

specify a remote source and a local destination. A message must first go to  the re- 

mote node where the source is located; this node wvill send back a message containing 

the data. 

As with other components of the EARTH architecture, the behavior of the net- 

work is minimally specified to broaden design choices. However, several general- 

izations about the network can be made. First, to allow nodes to operate asyn- 

chronously, there shouid be no synchronization required between sender and re- 

ceiver. For instance, a sender should be able to send a message to another node 

even if the other node is busy and not explicitly waiting for a receive. This implies 

a remonable amount of buffering within the netwvork and the netwrork interface, and 

some kind of automatic flow control. Second, the implementation feither in the SU 

or in the network itself) should guarantee reliable end-to-end transmission. Third, 

to improve performance, some networks may have multiple paths between a given 

pair of nodes or message priorities allowing sonie messages to overtake others. -4p 

plications programs should not assume that messages are received in the same order 

as sent, and should strictly rely on the EARTH fiber synchronization operations to 

guarantee correct program behavior. 

4.2.5 Functions of the Synchronization Unit 

The SU'S primary task is to support the EARTH threading model by implementing 

the operations listed in Section 4.1.3- To implement these operations, the SU must 

perform the following functions: 



EU and Network Interfacing, 

Event Decoding, 

Sync Slot Management, 

Data Transfers, 

Fiber Scheduling, 

Procedure Invocation and Load Balancing. 

This section summarizes eacb of these functions. 

EU and Network Interfacing The SU'S interfaces with the EU are the Event 

and Ready Queues. The SU reads the Event Queue regularly and dequeue events 

from this queue as quickly as possible, in order to prevent the EQ from becoming 

full, which might cause the EU to stall (either by blocking the mite or causing an 

exception in the EU to be generated, depending on implementation). On the other 

side, the SU tries to keep at  least one enabled fiber in the Ready Queue at al1 times 

so that the EU never goes idle. 

The SU also needs to maintain contact with the network, since al1 network 

traffic must go through the SU. The SU monitors the network interface regularly 

and reads any incoming messages promptly, and sends outgoing messages to remote 

nodes whenever the network is available. Tlie interface does whatever protocol 

conversions are required by the network. 

Event Decoding All events (operators) received from either the EQ or the net- 

work are decoded to determine what operation is needed. The SU needs to know if 

the destination is on its node or a remote aode. (For split-phase transactions, the 

SU determines the specific destination of the first uncompleted phase.) For opera- 

tions with remote destinations, messages are sent to the network interface with the 

destination node indicated. Local operations are queued for local processing. 

Sync Slot Management To support fiber sÿnchronization, the SU manages sync 

slots, being responsible for their allocation, initialization, and maintenance. The SU 
decrements slots in response to synchronizing operations, and decides when fibers 

are enabled. 



Local EU sends SYNC-WTH_FETCH(a, b, ss) to EQ 
Local SU reads event from EQ 
Local SU determines location of a, sends request there 
Network transfers message 
Remote SU reads message from network 
Remote SU reads value v from reference a in its memory 
Remote SU sends message to network 
Network transfers message 
Local SU reads message from network 
Local SU writes value v to reference b in its memory 
Local SU decrements sync count of ss, places fiber in RQ 
Local EU reads fiber from RQ 

Figure 4.12: Steps in Split-Phase Transaction 

Data Tramfers The data transfer operations (SYNC-WITHDAT-4 and 

SYNC-WITHEETCH) require reading and writing local memory, and transfer- 

ring scalar data and blocks of data over the network. The SU must ensure that 

each transfer is properly bound with its synchronization signal, so that the ordering 

constraints in Section 4.1.3.3 are obeyed. 

One benefit of the division of labor between the EU and SU is that split-phase 

transactions (remote fetches) do not require the intervention of the EU on the remote 

node. When an SU receives a SYNC-WITHTETCH request from its local EU, the 

SU sends a message to the remote node. The remote SU decodes the message, 

fetches the requested memory contents, and sends the data back to  the originating 

SU. This is illustrated in Figure 4.12. 



Fiber Scheduling The Ready Queue pictured in Figure 4.11 suggests a simple 

FIFO between EU and SU for enabled fibers. However, the only restrictions imposed 

by the EARTH mode1 on fiber scheduling are the synchronization rules implemented 

by the sync slots. A fiber can begin execution any time after the sync count in 

its corresponding sync slot reaches O. While the simplest scheduling policy is a 

FIFO scheduling in which newly-enabled fibers are placed at the end of the RQ 
and the EU always read from the beginning, more elaborate policies are possible in 

implementations that allow efficient random access to this queue [61]. For instance, 

fibers can be prioritized to favor fibers known to be on critical paths, or fibers can 

be scheduled in LIFO order to benefit from register locality. 

The need for register spills and reloads can be reduced by taking advantage of 

temporal locality in the scheduling of fibers. This means that the SU can favor 

(prioritize) fibers in the RQ which are immediately related to the currently e x -  

cuting fiber. (In the Threaded Abstract Machine [21], this would refer to fibers in 

a quantum.) For instance, if the SU determines that a fiber just enabled uses the 

same frame as a currently-executing fiber, and the registers corresponding to these 

frame values are the same, it can put the new fiber at the head of the RQ and 

advance the IP past the (now-redundant) register-loading section of the fiber. If the 

processor has multiple register sets (as in some current off-the-shelf processors), a 

Xegzster Use Cache (RU-Cache) can keep track of which register set is assigned to 

which procedure instance. For example, a register file with n register sets will have 

an RU-Cache of n entries. The RU-Cache would be visible to the SU so that wben 

a new fiber is enabled, the RU-Cache would bc associatively searched for a frame 

identifier which matches the FID of the new fiber. -4 match in the cache would 

indicate that that thread should be prioritized. Moreover, the register set to which 

it is assigned should be included in the RQ entry so that when that fiber identifier 

is read by the EU, the proper rigister set would be usede8 

Procedure Invocation and Load Balancing The final task of the SU is proce- 

dure invocation. Upon receiving an INVOKE request, the SU allocates a frame from 

the heap, initializes the frame with the procedure's input parameters, and enables 

the procedure's initial fiber, taking care to obey the ordering constraints given in 

'This is a simple form of the registering process in the register-cache of the Super-Actor Machine 
[62, 571. 



Section 4.1.3.1. 

That section only stated that procedures are invoked, but did not talk about 

where they are invoked, leaving the details to the specification of the EVM. Since 

the initial procedure begins on only one node, there must be some way to invoke 

procedures on other nodes. Two straightforward choices are to let the programmer 

choose the node or let the E-4RTH1s runtime system or hardware decide. The first 

choice is highly effective for applications with predictable load distributions, for the 

programmer has explicit control over where each procedure runs. 

However, for many applications, especially irregular ones: the programmer may 

not have a good understanding of how to distribute data and the workload of the 

computations, or explicit programmer decision may simply be inconvenient. (An 

example would be the Fibonacci example used throughout this chapter.) For these 

cases, it is best to Let the EARTH system decide where to invoke the procedure. 

The system uses various heuristics based on the current state of the nodes to choose 

what it thinks is the best node to run the procedure. 

4.3 Extensions to EARTH 

EARTH was originally designed to be a programming model that could be easily 

implemented on parallel machines based on off-the-shelf processors. For this reason, 

the operation set was kept to a minimum to reduce implementation complexity, 

while including enough operators to support efficient parallel processing. While the 

results of the next four chapters show that we have largely acliieved our goal, there 

is room for improvement. Our original position papers on the design of EARTH 
[60, 611 suggested dividing EARTH into "levels" of complexity, in which higher 

levels support more features. The PXM presented so far in this chapter reflects, 

with minor changes, level O in the original concept. Certain features were seen 

as having potential benefits, but were postponed pending construction of the base 

machine. 

Experience with implementations of Our base model has shown that while most 

parallel algorithms can be represented in EARTH, some operations which are com- 

mon in parallel programs require sornewhat complex or convoluted programming in 

the EARTH PXM. Some of these were anticipated in Our original paper, while oth- 

ers were discovered while programmers were attempting to port specific programs 



to EARTH. The following extensions to the E-4RTH PXM involve no fundamental 

changes to EARTH and could be integrated into the current mode]. 

4.3.1 Mutual Exclusion and Parallel Reduct ion 

The deterministic nature of EARTH execution makes reduction operations (e-g., 

adding a set of numbers or finding the max of the set) difficult. Consider the problem 

of finding the maximum of n ftoats, each of which is generated by a separate instance 

of procedure Pl, and using the maximum in a procedure Pz. There are several ways 

to do it: 

1. Allocate an array of n floats in Pz's frame, and pass to each instance of Pl a 

reference to a different element of that array. Create a sync do t  in P' with a 

count of n. Each Pl sends its value to its element and s p c s  the slot in Pz. 
Then P2 finds the max in a sequential loop. This is shown in Figure 4.13. 

This does no more work than any other method (n - 1 cornparisons are needed 

in any case), but this can be a bottleneck if getting the final max answer in 

P2 is in a critical path (as in the tomcatv benchmark, used in later chapters, 

in which the reduction in P2 is part of a barrier synchronization). I t  can also 

be problematic if n is unknown or unbounded a t  compile time. 

2. Create a binary compare tree with n/2  leaves (a fragment is shown in Fig- 

ure 4.14). If some of the instances of Pl send values before others, then there 

ivill be some work to do in the tree while other work is still outstanding (as- 

suming there are spare processing resources). This will shorten the amount of 

tirne needed by the sequential part which occurs when the last ( N ~ ~ )  instance 

of Pl returns a value. However, this is complex and requires each cal1 of Pl to 

point to one of the leaves of the binary tree. This implies tramferring point- 

ers to the instances of Pl through P2. The effort might be worthwhile if this 

reduction is performed repeatedly, but would be a large overhead for a single 

event. This technique also has difficulties if n changes from one reduction to 

the next. 

3. Traditional methods for guarding critical sections of code (e-g., semaphores) 

can be employed in the application code. But these impose high overheads on 

fine-grain applications and are an extra burden to the programmer. 



Figure 4.13: Reduction with Single Fiber 

Figure 4.14: Reduction with Binary Tree 

Al1 three methods have been successfully used for benchmarks in EARTH. Sorne 

of the programming effort could be removed by providing special reduction library 

routines. But given the ot her disadvantages cited above, a more natural and efficient 

solution would look something like the abstract dataflow graph of Figure 4.15, in 

which al1 values are sent to a single fiber, which saves the interna1 state (the largest 

value found so far) until al1 values have been sentVg 
- 

'This non-detenninistic merging solution would not work for numencal analysis problems in 
which the order of floating-point operations is important to the corrcctness of the algonthm. In 
such cases, one of the other solutions can be used. 



t 
Figure 4.15: Reduction Mth kiutual Exclusion 

The current PXM cannot support this type of graph, for two reasons: 

1. If two values are sent to  the same place at about the same time, one could 

ovemrite the other before the latter has been used. 

2. The general EARTH Architecture Mode1 allows Execution Units to have mul- 

tiple processing elements. Therefore, there is no way to guarantee atomic 

access to the critical resource (in this case, the partial maximum). 

An enhanced EARTH PXM should include some support for mutual exclusion- For- 

tunately, this is possible with little change. 

One of the higher "levels" in the first EARTH design paper [61] allows sync 

slots to be designated mutually exclusive. If the count in such a slot is decremented 

and it reaches 0, the fiber is fired as usual, but the sync count is not reset. This 

"locks" the fiber, which should have exclusive access to the critical resource (this 

is the programmer's responsibility) . Any subsequent SYNC-LWTHDATA transfers 

involving the same sync slot are placed in a queue without updating the memory. 

When the fiber terminâtes, the slot's sync count is reset, "unlocking" the fiber. 

When this occurs, any pending SYNC-WITHD.4T-4 transfers to the same siot may 

continue. 

4.3.2 Support for Speculative Execution 

Many non-numerical programs, and even some numerical programs, have the poten- 

tial for big improvements in speed if some computation is performed speculatiuely, 



i.e., before its need has been determined [1 191. There are also many applications in 

which the program can search down many paths in the search space sirnultaneously, 

but a success in any subsearch satisfies the search conditions, Le., an OR condition. 

The subsearches can often be done in parallel. The generation of parallel searches 

and speculative procedures and fibers is easy enough, but combining the resuhs in a 

meaningful way is more cornplex, because nondeterminism is required. An efficient 

parallel search creates a race between the subsearches; the (temporally) first sub- 

path to  return a successful result is chosen as the solution to the next higher level 

of the search. 

The previous extension for supporting mutual exclusion can be further modi- 

fied to  support this kind of merging. The mutex mechanism ailows al1 incoming 

SYNC-WITHDAT.4 messages to be processed eventually. -4 modified mechanism 

would permit only one, or perhaps a predetermined number, of such signals to  be 

accep ted, causing al1 others to  be discarded. 

This would be far more efficient if there were a mechanism for killing computa- 

tions whose results are no longer needed (e-g., parallel subsearches still in progres). 

PI procedure that wished to kill some of the procedures that i t  invoked could send a 

signal to those procedure instances, which in turn would have to  kill any processes 

they created, propagating down the cal1 tree until al1 descendents are killed. Most 

of this could be done using the basic PXM, cg., adding a special "kill" fiber to 

each threaded procedure. However, the more such features are built into the PXM, 

the better the hardware support for such operations can be made, leading to  fewer 

redundant or unnecessary computations as supeduous fibers are killed fastet. 

4.3.3 Other Extensions 

Section 4.2.5 suggested that the SU could make some fibers jump to the front of 

the Ready Queue in order to  take advantage of register locality. This would be 

transparent to the programmer. However, priorities could also be made explicit to 

the programmer (or compiler) by introducing a more general priority mechanism, in 

which each thread (fiber or procedure instance) is given a priority level. Thus, one 

could identify critical paths in the code that need to be run quickly, and other parts 

that can be deferred until processor load is light. Such a priority scheme would also 

assist in the speculative execution raised in the previous section. 



1-structures [Il] have been proposeci as a couvenient way of decoupling produc- 

ers and consumers, so that consumers could request data without knowing if the 

data has been produced yet, so long as the consumers know where the data will be 

when it finally is produced. The semantics of 1-structures are similar to the EARTH 
SYNC-WITHIETCH operator; the consumer requests data in a sp1it-phase trans- 

action. The key difference is that the SWC-\ITITHlrETCH operator assumes the 

data is already present at  the specified source location. -4n 1-structure read opera- 

tion, on the other hand, checks to see if the data has been produced, and does not 

return data from that location until it is known to be valid. Presense or absence 

of the data is detemined by a full/empty bit attached to each 1-structure loca- 

tion. This bit starts empty and is set when a producer mites data to that location. 

Multiple reads from the same location can be pending; when the location is finally 

written, the pending split-phase transactions are completed and the data is sent to 

each requester. A recent extension [14] allows these objects to be reused. 

1-structures would simplify some prograrnming, particularly in the beginnings of 

programs where parallei data and control structures are initialized. Several prograrns 

written for EARTH could benefit from 1-structures. The semantics of 1-structures 

are close enough to the EARTH SYNC-WITHJETCH operator that the latter 

could be easily modified to support the former. The remote SU would simply have 

to hoId onto the SYNC-WITHXETCH until the data is written. (The PXM should 

require that  the write be done with a SYNC-WITHDATA operator rather than an 

ordinary store, so that the SU is alerted when the write occurs.) In fact, 1-structures 

have already been implemented on EARTH in software [6] ,  so it is not essential to 

add them to the PXM. However, including them in the P S M  would mean that they 

would be supported in the EARTH hardware or system software, and this support 

would be more efficient than applications-level code. 



Chapter 5 

The EARTH Virtual Machine 

The previous chapter presented the EARTH Program Execution Mode1 (PXM) . 
The PXM consists of a high-level view of the structure of an EARTH computer, 

an abstract model of how a program is divided into threads and how the threads 

are synchronized, and a set of eight fundamental operations which are essential to 

execute the threads correctly and efficiently. -4s stated in the chapter, much has 

been left unstated, ranging from specific details such as how the EARTH operations 

are encoded, to fundamental questions such as if and how memory is shared among 

nodes. The EARTH PXM is intended to be a general model for multithreaded 

execution which is applicable to as many platforms as possible. 

.4n actual implementation of EARTH requires a more precise definition of the 

E ARTH operations. This definition cannot be a comple te Instruction Set -4rchi- 

tecture (ISA), for that would bind the definition to a particular processor family. 

However, it should still fil1 the ISA's traditional role of specifying the interface be- 

tween the programmer/compiler and the hardware. Our goal is to define a common 

set of operations in sufficient detail to permit both multiple hardware platforms and 

multiple high-level languages to be designed around this set. 

A definition at this level is called an EARTH Vzrtual Machine (EVM). .4n 

EARTH Virtual Machine defines the following: 

Memory model: How memory is distributed among the nodes, if and how 

it is shared, how memory locations are represented, what 

operations are available to the processors, and what form 

of memory consistency is supported (if any); 



Thread model: How procedures and fibers (and their contexts) are r e p  

resented, how they are invoked, and how sync dots  are 

represented; 

Data types: A set of data types used by the EARTH operators in this 

EVM; 

EARTH instructions: -4 set of functions based on the EARTH operations out- 

lined in Section 4.1.3, as well as restrictions on their 

use or constraints on their ordering. (Such constraints 

need to be specified so that code generators for EARTH 

can make optimizations, such as code reordering, without 

causing incorrect code behavior.) 

Functions are chosen as the form for representing E-4RTH instructions because 

t hey are a suitable target for compilation. Furt hermore, a function instantiation can 

easily be translated into a form suit able for whatever platform along the evolutionary 

path is desired. For an off-the-shelf multiprocessor without special SU hardware, a 

function call can be left as is (calling a library function) or replaced with inline code 

(see Section 7.1.3). At the other end of the path, where it is assumed the EU has 

builtin support for EARTH, the function call can be replaced with special opcodes. 

This flexibility makes it possible, in principle, t o  compile code in two stages. 

First, a compiler converts a high-level language which supports EARTH (such as 

the Threaded-C language in the next chapter) to native processor code interspersed 

with the EARTH function calls. In the second p a s ,  a post-processor, programmed 

for a specific implementation, converts the E-4RTH instructions to the native equiv- 

alents, whatever they may be. This allows use of existing compilers for off-the-shelf 

processors when they make up the EU. (Direct couversion from the high-level lan- 

guage would probably produce more efficient code, because function calls generally 

require fixed registers for parameter passing, which constrains the ability of the 

compiler's register allocator to optimize.) 

This thesis proposes two virtual machines, both for distributed-memory comput- 

ers. Both machines assume that memory is not shared, meaning that accesses to  

remote memory are not possible using o rd ina l  Ioad and store instructions. Since 

the EARTH model requires explicit communication of data and synchronization 



between specified locations in different nodes, there must be some way to speciL 

remote memory locations to EARTH operations. 

The main difference between the two machines is the n-ây in which memory loca- 

tions are represented. The first uses "global addresses'' to refer to memory locations. 

It is assumed that processors cannot use ordinary load and store operations t o  access 

memory on remote nodes, but that they cac use global addresses, which are unique 

across the machine, to access remote locations indirectly using the provided set of 

E-4RTH instructions. The second virtual machine uses unique "frame identifiers" 

to refer to the contexts of threaded procedure instances, with frame offsets used to 

access individual memory locations wit hin t hese contexts. 

5.1 An EVM Based on Addresses 

The simplest way to make it possible to reference memory locations globally is to 

extend the basic concept of a m e m o l  address to make it global. This is the basis 

of the first virtual machine: tvhich is called EVM-A (an EVM based on Addresses). 

The next section presents an alternative machine based on frames. 

5.1.1 The EVM-A Memory Mode1 

The EVM-A assumes the platform is a nearly-homogeneous system in which ail 

Execution Units are object-code compatible. The number of nodes is not determined 

at compile time, so the code should be designed to work wïth different nurnbers of 

nodes, but the number is fixed a t  the time a program begins esecution. As previously 

stated, memory in this machine is not shared. Instead, each node in the EVM--4 
has its own memory and its own private address space. -4t least some part of the 

address space must be identical on al1 nodes. This part of the address space, called 

the replicated address space, is used for the following: 

1. -4 copy of the executable code, consisting of al1 threaded procedures, sequential 

functions, constants, and static variables (not bound to a particular procedure) 

used by the program, is placed at the sarne address in the replicated space on 

each node. The threaded code is linked assuming that address as the base ad- 

dress. This ensures that any addresses appearing in the executable (branches, 

calls to sequential functions, or addresses of constant data structures) refer 



to the identical object or code on every node. It also guarantees that each 

threaded procedure is associated with a single starting address which is iden- 

tical on al1 nodes, which is important to the function invocation operations 

described later. 

2. In some cases, objects are placed in the replicated space so that they may be 

found by the program in a h e d  location independent of the node. For example, 

if al1 nodes in the machine share some read-only data which is generated a t  

runtime (so that it can't be loaded with the program), this data can be copied 

to a predefined address in each node's replicated space. Subsequently, a thread 

running anywhere in the machine can access the same data by looking up the 

cornmon address. 

.4t least some part of the address space is "non-replicated." This is not to Say 

that the address spaces must be distinct on different nodes; on most platforms, they 

are likely to be identical. It means that this memory is intended for non-replicated 

objects. Mainly, this storage is used for: 

1. Frames holding the contexts of instances of threaded procedures; 

2. Dynamically-allocated objects, Le., a heap. 

Figure 5.1 shows the memory for a four-node EARTH machine based on EVM-A. 

The code (e.g., the procedures f i b  and func2) is replicated on al1 nodes such that 

any given procedure or fiber has the same address everywhere (e-g., address le560 

for the start of func2). Frames for instances of f ib are shown in the non-replicated 

address spaces. 

-4s pointed out in this chapter's introduction, it is essential for fibers to send 

data to rernote locations, which means that addresses must be globally unique. For 

instance, if the instance of f i b  (1) on node 3 (Figure 5.1) sends its result to f i b  ( 2 )  

on node 2, it must be able to specify that location in node 2's non-replicated address 

space. The solution is to create a special type of address, a global address, which 

uniquely identifies a particular local address on a specific node. 

Global addresses cannot be used in load and store instructions, for memory is not 

shared. Even if the SU could be programmed to respond to such requests by asking 

a remote SU for memory contents, the EU would be stalled during this time, so it 

is more efficient to use the split-phase transactions introduced in Section 4.1.3.3. 
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Figure 5.1: EVM-A Address Spaces 

Instead, global addresses are passed to the SU using the EARTH operations. Rom 

any given global address, it must be possible to estract both the identity of the node 

and the local address on that node. The former is needed by the SU on the node that 

originates the EARTH operation, because it needs to know where to forward the 

request. The latter is needed on the node containing the specified memory location, 

since that node needs to access the local contents. 

The non-replicated memory on a node contains dynamic state which is unique 

to that node. This mainly consists of heap and stack areas. For each Processing 

Efement in the EU, there is a separate stack, which permits sequential function calls 

to be performed on that PE using conventional cal1 instructions (see Section 4.1.1.3). 

The heap is used for allocating and deallocating both frames (contexts of procedure 

instances) and blocks of memory (e-g., dynarnically-allocated arrays). 

The latter can be created using conventional memory allocation techniques and 

shared among different procedures. Two procedures on the same node can share an 

object directly using loads and stores (with the object's local address) . Procedures 

can access data structures on remote nodes, but only indirectly through global 

addresses, by using EARTH operations to read and mite these structures. 



5.1.2 The EVM-A Thread Mode1 

The code for a threaded procedure is stored a t  the same address in each node (in the 

replicated space), so this address can serve as a globally-uniform reference to that 

procedure (a Procedure Pointer in Section 4.1.3). The same is true of individual 

fibers within a procedure. A!l information needed by the SU to invoke and initialize 

a procedure, including the address of the initial fiber, must be accessible given the 

address of the start of the procedure. 

Within the code of a procedure, each fiber except the initial fiber is identified with 

a positive number. The initial fiber is not numbcred because no EARSH instruction 

needs to identifjr this fiber; i t  is automatically enabled by the SU during procedure 

invocation. Fibers may have arbitrary numbers, but some implementations may 

produce more efficient code if numbers are consecutive. 

Within a procedure, sync slots are numbered with consecutive non-negative in- 

tegers starting from O. Sync slots c m  only enable local fibers. To support synchro- 

nization with other procedures and other aodes, one must be able to reference a 

sync slot using a global address. From this address, the SU must be able to  deter- 

mine both the frame containing the sync slot and the number of that slot. These 

addresses may or may not point to  the actual storage location of the slot, depending 

on the irnplementation, so user code should not attempt to access sync slot contents 

through these pointers, and should stick to the EARTH operations to manipulate 

slots. 

When a PE in the EU takes a fiber from the Ready Queue, it needs to have 

access to that fiber's context, including its procedure frame. The RQ pairs the 

address of a fiber's code with the address of the frame associated with the instance 

of that fiber. The PE stores this frame address into a register and uses offsets from 

this register to access variables local to the frame, as  in conventional programs. The 

stack pointer for the PE is also part of the context of a fiber. 

5.1.3 Data Types of EVM-A 

Section 4.1.3 defined several data types whicii were fundamental to the EARTH 
PXM. The following are the equivalent data types as represented in EVM-A. These 

are used mithin EARTH instructions, which are executed by fibers. The term "cur- 

r a t  fiber" refers to  the fiber instance currently in the PE executing the EARTH 



instruction, and the "current procedure" is the procedure instance corresponding to 

the current fiber. The current procedure's context is the "current frame." 

fid 

ip 

fibnum 

sptr 

ssnurn 

nodeid 

T 

T* 

A frame identifier is a global address pointing to the base of a 

frame. 

.4n instruction pointer is a regular (local) address to the first 

instruction of the code for a fiber or procedure. Only a local ad- 

dress is needed because the code is stored in replicated memory, 

so an ip is identical on al1 nodes. 

A fiber number is a positive integer which must correspond to 

one of the fibers in the current procedure. 

A slot pointer is a global address referring to a unique sync slot 

wit hin one procedure instance. -4s previously mentioned, the 

code should not âttempt to access a sync slot directly through 

its sptr. 

Certain EARTH instructions in EVM-A can refer to sync slots 

by number rather than by global address. In such cases, the sync 

slot referred to is always in the current procedure, and must be 

less than the number of sync slots allocated by that procedure. 

This is a non-negative integer large enough to contain the total 

number of nodes in the system. If used to specify a node's 

number, it ranges from O to n - 1 (n is the nurnber of nodes). 

As in Section 4.1.3, the instructions defined below use T to 

refer to an arbitrary data type, except that EVM-A restricts T 

only to scalar objects, local pointers and global addresses (Le., 

arrays are not allowed, although pointers to arrays are allowed). 

Movement of compound objects is handled in EVM-A using an 

explicit "block move" operator. 

For each object of type T, there is a local pointer to tbat object. 



T*G For each object of type T, there is also a global address which 

refers to that object. The global qualifier is abbreviated "G" for 

compact ness. 

5.1.4 EARTH Instructions in EVM-A 

One requirement of any EARTH Virtual Machine is that the EARTH instruction 

set contains a t  least the core EARTH operations of Section 4.1.3, implemented 

consistent with the memory mode1 and data t-vpe set for this EVM. Refinements 

and extensions are perrnissible once the basic requirement is met. 

EVM-A extends the basic operation set in several ways: 

1. The basic operation set uses generic sync slot references and instruction point- 

ers. EVM-A recognizes that many operations will involve data and sync slots 

local to the current frame. For instance, a SYNC-WITH-FETCH will usually 

fetch data to a local location and synchronize a local sync dot. Code can be 

optimized by avoiding the need to convert to and from global addresses, or by 

making the SU handle the conversions. 

Therefore, each of the synchronizing operators has two forms, one for local 

references, and one for remote references. In this context: "local" and "remote" 

describe locations relative to the current node. When a fiber refers to a location 

outside of its current frame, the programmer or compiler should conservatively 

assume that that location is on a remote node, particularly if the programmer 

or compiler makes aggressive use of parallelism and load balancing. While it 

is possible, in principle, to use local references to refer to  objects in different 

frames that are on the same node, this should only be done if the programmer 

or compiler is 100% certain of the locality. 

2. The basic synchronizing operators do al1 synchronization using sync slots. 

There are many cases where a fiber has only a single data or control depen- 

dence. While a sync slot with a reset count of 1 can be used, it is often 

more convenient for the fiber which satisfies the dependence to synchronize 

the dependent fiber directly rather than go through a sync slot. This is called 

spawning a fiber in EVM-A. A spawned fiber immediately goes into the Ready 

Queue of the node where that fiber's frame resides, while the spawning fiber 

continues execution. 



1 fibnum 1 Spawn local fiber 

NAME 
sync 

get rsync 

ARGUMENTS 
s s n w  

rspawn 
datasync 
datassync 
dataspawn 
data~spawn 
get sync 

getspawn 

DESCRIPTION 
Signal local sync dot  

get rspawn 
blkmovsync 

fid, ip 
T, T*[G], ssnum 
T, T* [Gf, 
T, T*[G], fibnum 
T,  T*[G], fid, ip 
T*G, T*fG], ssnum 

blkmovspawn 

Spawn remote fiber 
SYNC-WITHDATA, local dot 
SYNC-WITHDATA, remote slot 
Atomic send/spawn local fiber 
Atomic send/spawn remote fiber 
SYNC-WITHS'ETCH, local slot 

T*G, Tf[G], sptr 
T*G, T*[G], thnum 
T*G, T*[G], fid, ip 
void*[G], void*[G], int, ssnum 

Table 5.1: EVM-A Synchronizing Instructions 

SYNC-WITHIETCH, remote slot 
Atomic fetch/spawn local fiber 
Atornic fetch/spawn remote fiber 
Block move wit h local sync 

void*[G],void*[G],int,sptr 
void*[G], void*[G], int, fibnum 
void*[G], void*[G], int(fid,ip 

3. EVM-A provides several functions that are used for converting between local 

Blockmovewithremotesync 
Block move with local spawn 
Blockmovewithremotespawn 

and global addresses, which are not a part of the abstract model. 

Table 5.1 lists the synchronizing operators, which perform the SYNC, 

SYNC-WITHD-4TA and SYNC-WITHPETCH operations. Each basic operator 

type has four variants, depending on whether the synchronization is local to the 

frame or remote, and whether a sync slot is used or the fiber is spawned directly. 

The local variants on1y require the number of the slot or thread. Remote synchro- 

nization requires a global address for the sync slot. Spawning a fiber outside the 

current frame requires a global address for the fiber's frame and the address of the 

fiber code. 

The first three basic types correspond to the SYNC, SYNC-WITHD,4TA, and 

SYNC-WITHJETCH operations in the abstract model. The operations beginning 

with "data-" take a scalar value for their first argument; this scalar is copied to the 

location referenced by the second argument. Operators in the third group (beginning 

with "get-" ) take references to both the source (first argument) and the destination 

(second argument) of a copy. Some address arguments in the latter two groups may 

be local or global. These operators are therefore overloaded, and this is indicated 

by placing the optional "G" (abbreviation for GLOBAL) in square brackets. This 



NAME 
datasync/spawn 
datarsync/rspawn 
get sync/spawn 
blkmovsync/spawn 

Table 5 -2: Common Data Transfer Instructions (EVM-A) 

ARGUMENTS 
T, T*, ... 

blkmovsync/spawn 
blkmov-fsync/rspawn 

allows different types of transfers to be synchronized. For instance, a dataspawn 

can take a global address, meaning that the value is sent outside of the current 

frame but a local fiber is enabled. (The EVM--4 implementation must guarantee, 

at a minimum, that the fiber does not enter the RQ until the remote location has 

been written.) 

The last set of operators (beginning with "blkrnov-") handle the special case of 

moving compound objects (arrays and records), and work with untyped addresses 

and a size count (number of bytes in the object). Since a block move's source 

argument is passed "by reference," if it copies a local object to  another location, 

the copying will be concurrent with the continued execution of the fiber, despite 

the appearance of atomicity. If the fiber modifies the object before the transfer is 

complete, there wiil be a race condition between the transfer and the update, and 

the destination object could end up with incorrect data. 

Although the EVM-A data transfer operations allow ffexibility in choosing the 

location of the source, destination, and sync slot or fiber, nre expect that most of 

the operations used will be initiated by the direct producers or consumers of data, 

and will have the following properties: 

DESCRIPTION 
Send data locally 

T,T*G, ... 
T*G, TSG, ... 
void*, void*, . . . 

1. The sync slot or fiber specified is in the same frame as the destination of the 

t ransfer . 

Send data remotely 
Fetch local copy of remote data 
Copy block locally 

void*G, void*, ... 
void*, void*G, ... 

2. The source, or destination, or both, are in the current frame. 

Fetch local copy of remote block 
Send local block to  remote dest. 

The operations with these properties are listed in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.3 lists the remaining operations of EVM-A, corresponding to the remain- 

ing five operators listed in Section 4.1.3. Sync slot initialization only works on local 



NAME 1 ARGUMENTS [ DESCRlPTION 1 

NAME 
nodeid 
nummodes 
to-global 
make-global 

Initialize local sync slot 
Increment local sync slot 
Increment remote sync slot 
Invoke procedure on specified node 
Invoke procedure, node unspecified 
Terminate current fiber 
Terminate curent  procedure 

init sync 
incrsync 
incrrsync 
invoke 
token 
endJiber 
end-procedure 

tolocal 

1 

ssnum, int, int, fibnum 
ssnum, int 
sptr, int 
nodeid, ip, T, ..- 
ip, Tl ..- 
- 
- 

owner-of 
slot a d r  
frameadr 
i p a d r  

- - -  

Table 5.3: EVM-A -4ddi tional Instructions 

! ARGS 

1 - 
T* 
nodeid, T* 

1 T*G 

Table 5.4: EVM-A Support Functions 

RET. 
nodeid 
nodeid 
T*G 
T*G 
T* 
nodeid 
sptr 
fid 
i~ 

slots. Both local and remote variants of the INCREMENTSLOT operator are pro- 

DESCRIPTION 
Local node number 
Total number of nodes 
Global address referring to local address 
Global address on specified node 
Local address component 
Node number component 
Global address for sync slot (id. by number) 
Frame identifier for current frame 
Instruction pointer for fiber (id. by number) 

vided. Two types of function invocation are supported, one in which the program 

chooses the node where the function is invoked. and one in which the EARTH sys- 

tem makes the decision. (In the latter case, the procedure cal1 becornes a "token" 

which enters a special queue; this is discussed in a later chapter.) 

Finally, EVM-A provides several built-in functions and variables, listed in Ta- 

ble 5.4. The two predefined variables identify the local node number and the total 

node count (runtime constants, not compile-tirne constants). These are useful to 

programs which distribute procedures manually (using the invoke operation rather 

than the token operation). The next four convert between local and global ad- 

dresses. The final three convert local slots, fibcrs and frame into global addresses 

which can be used by remote procedures to refer to these items. 



5.2 An EVM Based on Rames 

The current implernentations of EARTH, presented in Chapters 7 and 8, are based on 

the EVM-A virtual machine. When EARTH was implemented on its first platform 

159,581, a variant of the EVM-A was chosen because t his made code generation easier 

and more efficient. However, there are several shortcomings with the EVM-A: 

1. Frequent conversions between local and global addresses are required. The 

distinction between local and global addresses is made necessary by machines 

in which the combined total of al1 the local non-replicated address spaces is 

larger than the entire virtual address space of one processor. For instance, a 

machine with 32-bit addresses, 256 megabytes per node, and 20 nodes would 

not be able to use a regular (32-bit) pointer for a global address; at least 33 

bits would be required. 64bit  processors may solve this particular problem, 

provided enough bits are provided for virtual addresses, but such machines still 

require manipulating the virtual memory system (as described in Section 7.1.1) 

to avoid explicit conversions. 

As with any pointer-based system, it is easy to write code that generates 

invaIid addresses and then tries to dereference them. This can happen for 

conventional reasons, such as esceeding array bounds, but can also happen 

for EARTH-specific reasons such as attempting to synchronize a sync slot 

after its frame has been terminated and deallocated. Since global addresses 

ha\-e been separated from their relevant contests (e-g., the frames to which 

they belong), it is difficult to perform runtime error detection such as frame 

bounds checking. (...lthough extensive runtime checking would slow down 

a purely software-based implementation of E..4RTH7 such checking might be 

done in parallel in a hardware SU.) 

3. If the assumption made in Section 5.1.4, t h a t  most data transfers synchronize 

sync dots in the same frame as the destination of the transfer, is true, then 

the arguments t o  such operations have considerable redundancy. Two global 

addresses (possibly 64 bits each) are used to specify a destination and a sync 

dot,  yet these two addresses are usually qiiite close together. Removing some 

of this redundancy would free up register space in the EU, reduce the time to 

send messages to the SU, and reduce trafic on the network. 



The early papers on EARTH [61] specified EARTH instructions that use 

frame/offset pairs, rather than global addresses, to refer to memory locations not in 

the current frame. This developed into a virtual machine independent of EVM-A, 
called EVM-F (an EVM based on Frames). Although there are no current imple- 

rnentations of EVM-F, it is being considered for future implementations of EARTH. 
It is currently an incomplete definition, but is presented here to show that the ba- 

sic EARTH PXM can be supported by multiple virtual machines. Many features of 

EVM-F are identical to EVM-A, so only the differences are presented in this section. 

5.2.1 The EVM-F Memory Model 

The EVM-F relaxes the homogeneity requirements of EVM-A by allowing different 

processor architectures to reside in the same machine. This would dlow an imple- 

mentation of EARTH based on a cluster of diverse workstations. Furthermore, no 

part of the address space needs to be replicated on al1 nodes. The only requirement 

for compatibility is that al1 data representations (sizes, bit definitions, endianness, 

record layouts, etc.) must be the same on al1 nodes, to allow data structures to 

be transferred between nodes wit hout costly conversion routines. (Data structures 

with pointers present a problem if the addresses on two nodes are different, unless 

the pointers are explicitly converted. But this problem also exists in EVM--4, unless 

the data structures are stored in the replicated address spaces. EVM-F provides an 

alternative to replicated address spaces, described below.) 

Instead of using global addresses to refer to remote locations, the EVM-F uses 

a frame/offset pair. Each frame is assigned a unique identifier, which is used in 

E.4RTH instructions rat her t han global addresses. As wi t h global addresses, it 

should be possible for the SU to extract from the frame identifier the node number 

and local address base of a frame. Only the SU where the frame resides needs to 

lcnow its local address; the others only need to know the frame's node number. A 
memory location for data is referenced using a frame identifier and a byte offsets 

from the start of the area of the frame reserved for local variables. A sync slot is 

referenced using a frame identifier and the number of the local slot. 

Thus, frames become somewhat analogous to segments in segrnented virtual 

memory, except at a finer level of granularity. With 32-bit pointers, there can be 

up to P2 globally-unique frames. If deallocated frame identifiers are eventually 



recycled, then the addressing space on a 32-bit machine can be exhausted only if 

more than four billion procedure instances are active stmultaneously. 

As wit h segments, t here is the possi bility of checking for violations (exceeding 

frame bounds, accessing deallocated frames, etc.). With a hardware SU, these checks 

could be performed concurrently to avoid slowing the rest of the SU. In a pure 

software SU, these checks would probably be too expensive, but could be switched 

on for debugging. 

In EVM-A, a portion of the address space is replicated on al1 nodes. In EVM-F, 
a portion of the jrame space is replicated. Some frame identifiers refer to frames 

which are assumed to be on al1 nodes, though they May be stored locally in different 

places. -4s nrith EVM-A, these c m  be used for shared data, though, as with EVM-A, 

writing to one frame does not affect the corresponding frames on other nodes. 

Some of these replicated frames have special functions: 

1. At least one frame is reserved for static variables which are not bound to a 

particular procedure instance, Le., t heir lifetime is the lifetime of the program. 

2. Some replicated frames can be designated bruadcust frames, meaning they are 

intended for storing identical copies of shared read-only data  on ail nodes. If 

the producer sends data to such a frame: the SU should send copies of the 

data to al1 nodes, taking advantage of any broadcast capabilities the netwvork 

may have. 

3. Finally, some frame identifiers are used as global labels for threaded proce- 

dures, as explained below. 

In addition, frames can be used to identify heapallocated data  structures such 

as arrays, allowing these structures to be shared among procedures. (This does not 

include structures of fised size declared as local variables within a procedure, which 

are part of the procedure's frame). Special memory-allocation routines are provided 

.that produce frame identifiers rather than addresses. 

5.2.2 The EVM-F Thread Mode1 

The code for each procedure is stored on al1 nodes. The executable codes may Vary 

from node to node if not al1 nodes are object-code compatible, though al1 copies are 

functionally equivalent . -4 frame identifier from the replicated frame space is used 



to refer to this procedure on d l  nodes. Thus, this frame identifier corresponds to 

the PP (procedure pointer) in the abstract PXM (see Section 4.1.3). Note that this 

frame identifier refers to the procedure code rather than a particular instance of that 

procedure, and thus would be used for function invocation operations rather than 

synchronizing operations. Therefore, we cal1 this special frame identifier a procedure 

identifier. 

A fiber nurnber (fibnum in EVM-A) identifies a particular fiber. A fibnum in 

conjunction with a procedure identifier specifies the code for one fiber. A fibnum in 

conjunction with a regular frame identifier specifies a fiber instance. 

5.2.3 Data Types of EVM-F 

Some of the special data types in EVM-F are changed to reflect the use of frames 

rather than global addresses. The hame identifier (fid) is now an abstract value not 

connected to any global address. The types i p  and sptr are eliminated, their roles 

being filled by fibnum and ssnum, respectively, in conjunction with frame identifiers. 

Similarly, the GLOBAL qualifier is eliminated, since there are no longer any global 

addresses. Finally, the oflset type represents the byte offset into the data area of a 

frame. 

5.2.4 EARTH Instructions in EVM-F 

The EVM-F synchronizing operations, listed in Table 5.5, are analogous to the 

operations in EVM-A. Global addresses are replaced with frame identifiers, offsets, 

and slot and fiber numbers. As with the EVM-A equivalents, some destinations 

can be either remote or local (relative to the current frame), so the fid is optional. 

Again, the operators listed in the table are overloaded and the optional arguments 

are enclosed in square brackets. 

The use of frame identifiers allows more optional arguments to be omitted. Both 

the frame identifiers in datarsync are marked as optional. At least one is required, 

since d a t a ~ s y n c  synchronizes a remote slot, by definition. However, if this sync slot 

is in the same frame as the (remote) destination, then the second fid can be omitted, 

since it is identical to the first. If the destination is local, then the first fid can be 

omitted. Only if the destination is remote and in a different frame than the sync 

do t  are two frame identifiers needed. 



rsync 1 fid, ssnum 1 Signal remote sync slot 

NAME 
sync 

spawn 1 fibnum 1 Spawn local fiber 

ARGUMENTS 
ssnum 

DESCRIPTION 
Signai local sync slot 

rspawn 
datasync 
datarsync 
dataspawn 
datarspawn 
ge t sync 

fid, fibnum 
T, [fid,] off., ssnum 
Tl [fid,] off-, [fid,] ssnum 
T, [fid,] off., fibnum 

get xsync 
get spawn 
get~spawn 
blkmovsync 

Table 5.5: EVM-F Synchronizing Instructions 

Spa- remote fiber 
SYNC-CVITHDATA, local slot 
SYNC-WITHDATA, remote slot 
Atomic send/spawn local fiber 

T, [fid,] off-, [fid,] fibnum 
fid, off., [fid,] off., ssnum 

blkmov~sync 
blkmovspawn 
bkmovnpawn 

Atomic send/spawn remote fiber 
SYNC-WITHTETCH, local slot 

fid, off., (fid,] off., [fid,] ssnum 
fid, off., [fid,] O&, t h n ~ ~ ~  
fid, off., [fid,] off., [fid,] fibnum 
[fid,] off., [fid,] off-, int, ssnum 

SYNC-WITHTETCH, remote slot 
Atomic fetch/spawn local fiber 
Atornic fet ch/spawn remote fiber 
Block move wit h local sync 

[fid,] off., [fid,] off., int, [fid,] ssnum 
[fid,] off., [fid,] off., int, fibnum 
[fid,] off., [fid,] off., int, [fid,] fibnum 

NAME 
datasync/spawn 

1 blkmovsync/spawn 1 fib, off-, off., int, ssnum/fibnum 1 Fetch remote block 1 

Block move with remote sync 
Block move with local spawn 
Block move with remote spawn 

datarsync/rspawn 
get sync/spawn 
blkmovsync/spawn 

1 blkmov_rsync/rspawn 1 off., fid, off., int, ssnum/fibnurn 1 Send local block remotelv 1 

ARGUMENTS 
T, off., ssnum/fibnum 

Table 5.6: Common Data Transfer Instructions (EVM-F) 

DESCRIPTION 
Send data locally 

T,  fid, off., ssnum/fibnum 
fid, off., off., ssnum/fibnum 
off., off., int , ssnum/fibnum 

As with EVM-A, we expect that most operations will synchronize a slot or fiber 

within the same frame as the destination, and that either the source or destination 

will be in the current frame. Therefore, these common cases fa11 withiri the list of 

operations listed in Table 5.6. 

The other operations in the EARTH instruction set are the same as those listed 

in Table 5.3, with the following exceptions: 

Send data remotely 
Fetch remote data 
Copy block locally 

1. The incr~sync operator takes a frame identifier and ssnum instead of a sync 

slot pointer. 



2. The invoke and token operators take a frame identifier (acting as a procedure 

identifier) rather than an instruction pointer. 

3. The invoke operator retums a value directly (it is the only function to do so), 

which is the fid correspondhg to the procedure instance. 

The return of a frame identifier by invoke is a useful feature that can simplify 

procedure linkage. In a procedure such as f ib (as presented in the previous chapter), 

procedures need to  send data to the procedures that invoked thern. This is simple to 

do because the invoking procedure can p a s  global addresses pointing to its variables 

and sync slots to the invoked procedure. However, once the callee has been invoked 

and started, it is more difficult to send data from caller to callee because the calier 

doesn't know where the callee is located. Some of the EARTH coding examples in 

the next chapter show how this is done. But if the invoke operation returns the 

frame identifier right away, the caller knows right away how to send data to the 

procedures i t invokes. 

There are several ways to implement this. What they have in cornmon is that 

the SU can assign a frame identifier for a frame on a remote node before that frame 

has been allocated. One method is to allocate ranges of frame identifiers for specific 

node numbers on each SU. Another is to keep, in each SU: a small pool of frame 

identifiers pre-allocated for each remote node. In either case, the invoking procedure 

may try to transfer data to or from the frarne whose fid it just received before the 

frame has actually been allocated on the remote node. The implementation must 

buffer these requests until the frame allocation is finished. 



Chapter 6 

The Threaded-C Language 

The previous chapter defined two possible "virtual machines" implementing the 

E-4RTH Program Execution Mode[ on distributed-memory machines. Each defines 

a set of primitive EARTH operations that are supported by the implementation. 

These operations serve as an  interface between a high-level language and the machine 

code. The machine code (both ordinary instructions and the translations of EARTH 
operations) may vary widely, given our desire for portability along the evolutionary 

path, but compilers can assume these operations exist for al1 versions supporting 

a given EVM and target these operations. In principle, a compiler could include 

EARTH operations in its intermediate representation, which is used to separate the 

high-level language's structure from the code generation details. 

Once a particular EVM has been defined, the next logical step is to develop a 

high-level language which supports the EVM, so that applications can be written 

for EARTH. The simplest approach is to present the EARTH constructs directly 

to the programmer. The programmer thus has control over the partitioning of 

programs into threads, the distribution of tasks among the processors, and so forth. 

It is straightforward to translate the program to the EVbI layer by mapping the 

EARTH constructs to their EVM equivalents. 

The EARTH group took this approach, developing a language called Threaded-C. 

This is ANSI-standard C with extensions corresponding to the EARTH operations 

and other constructs defined in EVM-A. A C compiler, written for the EU processor 

(and typically off-the-shelf), translates the regular C into native EU instructions, 

while provisions are made for converting the Threaded-C extensions. The Threaded- 

C language may be used as a user-level, explicitly-threaded programrning language. 



Threacled-C is also suitable as a compilation target for another high-level lan- 

guage. Part of the EARTH project team has been working on translating non- 

threaded languages, such as ordinary C or E.4RTH-C [52], a parallel language 

designed for EARTH but which hides threading details from the programmer, to 

Threaded-C. One important part of this work has been the development of an effi- 

cient algorithm to partition a procedure into fibers automatically [ll 11. 

Several dialects of Threaded-C have been written. The first version was written 

specifically for the MANNA multiprocessor [17]. This platform is very flexible and 

coding can be done at  a very low level. Even the on-chip memory-management 

unit can be manipulated, something nonnally restricted to the OS kemel. Several 

features of "EARTH-MANNA Threaded-C" make it unsuitable for larger architec- 

tures such as high-end IBM SP-2 machines. In particular, that machine bas the 

problem mentioned in Section 5.2; the aggregate address space is t a o  large to fit 

in an ordinary address. This led to the introduction of explicit global addresses in 

both EVM-A and Threaded-C. 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to this version of Threaded-C. It begins 

with an overview of the essentials of Threaded-C, based on the description of EVM- 

A in Section 5.1. Since Threaded-C extends standard C with objects and operators 

corresponding to the elements of EVM-A, the presentation in Section 6.1 assumes 

familiarity with both C and EVM-A. Section 6.2 presents examples 09 Threaded-C 

programs, al1 of which are used in the experiments described in latet  chapters. A 

complete list of Threaded-C keywords, data types and operators is in Appendk B. 

6.1 Overview of Threaded-C 

Threaded-C constructs correspond very closely to objects and operatioas in EVM-A. 

Keywords, data types and operation names specific to Threaded-C are in uppercase 

to distinguish them from standard C. EARTH operations in Threaded-C are writ- 

ten as function calls, and their names and semantics are almost identical to the 

operations listed in Tables 5.1, 5.3 and 5.4. 



6.1.1 Data Types and Qualifiers 

While a rich set of data types are listed for EVM-A in Section 5.1.3, most of these 

conveniently map to standard C data types. Only the following types and qualifiers 

are added: 

GLOBAL The GLOBAL keyword is a type qualifier, much like the C const 
keyword. It indicates that a pointer should refer to a global 

address rather than a local address. For instance, the fol- 

lowing lines declare x to be the global address of an int and f 

to be a function taking a global address (of a fioat) as its argument: 

int  *GLOBAL x 

void f (int *GLOBAL) 

SLOT This is the data type of a synchronization dot.  

SPTR This is a shorthand for a global reference to a SLOT. The following 

two declarations are equivalent: 

SPTR ss 

SLOT * GLOBAL ss 

THREADED This is the data t-vpe of al1 threaded procedures. 

A global address is associated with a specific node, so an EARTH operator can 

determine the node ID containing a specific address. One cannot dereference a global 

address directly. -4n operation such as *x is iilegal (where x is the int pointer defined 

above). On the other hand, standard pointer arithmetic is allowed. For instance, 

(x+k) would be a global address pointing to the kth elernent of an array of integers, 

assuming x is the address of the base. Pointer arithmetic always produces addresses 

on the same node; data structures cannot span multiple nodes unless components 

are explicitly linked with global addresses. 

Since the interna1 form of a global address is implementation-dependent, there 

are special functions corresponding to the conversion functions in Table 5.4. The 

most common are TO-GLOBAL and TOLOCAL, which convert between local and 

global addresses. Programmers should use t hese macros and not make assumptions 



about the intemal representations of these pointers. ' Other functions are listed in 

Appendix B.4. 

6.1.2 Structure of Threaded-C Code 

Programs written in Threaded-C look very similar to ordinary C programs, with 

some small differences. 

First, threaded procedures don't return data. The function name is preceded by 

the keyword THREADED, rather than a data type declarator. Threaded procedures 

currently cannot be declared static (this might change in the future). &O, the 

toplevel function is called MAIN (upper case) rather than the standard lower-case 

"main." (This function only executes on one node; no other nodes run fibers until 

procedures are explicitly invoked on that node.) 

Second, the body of a normal C function is defined as a compound-statement 

in the reference manual of Kernighan and Ritchie [69]. A threaded procedure has 

a more specific structure called a threaded-procedure-body. Using the same style as 

Kernighan and Ritchie, this is defined as follows: 

t hreaded-~rocedvre- body: 

{ decloration-Listvr fiber-List threaded-procedure-tenninator ) 

fiber-list: 

statement-list 

statement-List fiber-delimiter fiber-list 

fiber-delimiter: 

END-THREAD ( ; THREAD-integer: 

'If the global address space in a particular machine is small enough to fit in a regular pointer, 
then the EARTH irnplementation on that machine may use regular pointers for globd addresses, 
in which case the GLOBAL keyword is ignored. However, programmers should always use the 
GLOBAL keyword to ensure portabiiity. 



The declaration-list, defined in Kernighan and Ritchie, is normally optional. 

But if sync dots are used in a threaded procedure body, then the declanztion-List is 

required, and the first item declared m u t  have the form 

SLOT s ~ ~ c S L O ~ S [ c o n s t a n t - q r e s s z o n ]  ; 

This declares the number of sync slots used in the procedure. This must be 

the first declaration in the procedure bodye2 

The procedure body consists of one or more fibers. The first is the initial fiber 

(see Section 4.1.1.3). which is autornatically enabled when the procedure is invoked. 

Al1 other fibers must begin with a label of the form THREAD-i: (ending with a colon), 

where i is a positive i n t e g e ~ ~  Space between THREAD- and the fiber label i is not 

allowed . 
Each fiber but the last ends with a cal1 to the END-THREADO function. If the 

procedure is to be invoked with either the INVOKE or TOKEN operators (the 

Threaded-C operators corresponding to the invoke and token operators described in 

Section 5.1.4), then the last fiber ends with a cal1 to END-FWCTIONO. If the proce- 

dure is to be invoked with the CALL command (described in Section 6.1.3.2), the 

last fiber must end by calling RETü'RN ( 1. In either case, the procedure is terminated 

when the last fiber finishes executing. 

Thus, the body of a threaded procedure is partitioned into a set of fibers. Van- 

ables in the procedure's parameter list, and variables in the toplevel declaration-list, 

are part of the context of the procedure's frame, and are visible to al1 fibers in the 

procedure. Variables declared within compound staternents inside the procedure 

body obey normal C scoping rules. 

In general, a compound statement (below the top level), such as a loop or condi- 

tional, should be contained completeIy within one fiber. However, it is possible for 

a fiber delimiter to be in the middle of a compound statement. This might simplify 

the code structure in some cases. For instance, a for loop in which each iteration 

2This requirernent, and some other seemingly arbitrary ianguage requirernents, were imposeci 
to simplify the translators discussed in the next chapter- These are not inherently required by the 
needs of EARTH and will probably be relaxed in future versions of the language. 

3The terms "fiber" and "threaded proceduren did not corne into use until after Threaded-C 
was first defined. For this reason, the terms "thread" and %nctionn are used as keywords in this 
version of the language. 



fetches remote data using a split-phase transaction could put the fiber boundary 

(corresponding to the split phase) inside the loop. However, like gotos, such con- 

structs should be used sparingly, if at  ail. In the loop example, the processor would 

jump from one fiber to an earlier fiber when the end of the loop body is reached. 

This bypasses the normal fiber scheduling mechanism (taking fibers from the Ready 

Queue), and some implementations may not be able to handle a jump into the mid- 

dle of a fiber. In such cases, it would be necessary for the compiler to split fibers at  

these locations. 

6.1.3 EARTH Operators in Threaded-C 

Most of the EVM-A operators in Tables 5.1, 5.3 and 5.4 have corresponding 

Threaded-C functions with the same names and argument types, except that the 

function names are in upper case. However, many of the operators in EVW-4 are 

overloaded, which is not allowed in C. To maintain consistency with C semantics, 

the argument types of EARTH operations in Threaded-C are limited, and separate 

typed functions are provided in some cases. In particular, 

1. In EVM-A, some operators, such as datasync, dlow an address argument to 

be local or global. In Threaded-C, al1 such addresses must be global. 

2. The further overloading of operators in EVM-A, in which different data types 

are allowed (e.g., short or double), is not allowed in Threaded-C. Instead, dif- 

ferent operators for each data type are provided, distinguished by extensions: 

A3 for char (byte), S for short, L for long, l? for float, D for double, and -G 
for global addresses. 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the structure of Threaded-C code and the use of EARTH 

operators in a parallel version of "hello world." The MAIN function invokes, on each 

node, an instance of the print-hello procedure, which prints a message identifying 

the location (node number) of each instance. The folIowing describes the actions a t  

each staternent: 

Line 3: The pr in the l lo  procedure takes a reference to a sync slot as argument 

(SPTR) . 



THREADEù print-hello (SPTR done) /* line 3 */ 
E 

printf("He1lo Vorld from %d!\nW, NODE-ID); /* line 5 */ 
RSYNC(done); /* line 6 */ 
END,FUNCrION 0 ; 

1 

THREADED MIN (int argc , char** argv) 
i 

SLOT SYNC-SLOTÇ C t] ; /* line 12 */ 
int 1; 

INIT-SYNC (O, NUM-NODES, NU)(-NODES , 1) ; /* line 15 */ 
for (i = O; i < NUII-NODES; ++i) 

INVOKE(i. print-hello, SLOT,ADR(O)); /* line 17 */ 
END-THREAD ( ) ; /* end of initial fiber */ 

/* line 20 */ 

Figure 6.1: Parallel Hel10 World 

Line 5: Sequential functions are called from threaded procedures in the same way 

they are called from other C functions. NODE-ID is a built-in constant identi- 

fying the node number. 

Line 6: When p r i n t h e l l o  finishes printing, it sends a sync signal to the sync 

dot. This is the "remote" fonn of synchronization, corresponding to the rsync 

operation in Table 5.1. Note that in this context, "remote" does not necessarily 

mean "on a different node," but merely "in a different frame" (though it also 

means the former in this example). An SPTR is needed to refer to a sync slot 

in a different frame, even if that procedure invocation happens to be running 

on the same processor. 

Line 12: Only a single slot is needed, but SYXCSLOTS is still declared an array. 

Line 15: The first argument to INITSYNC indicates which slot is being initialized 

(slot O). Since we expect a sync signal from each node, we set the initial sync 

count and reset count to NUMIVODES. The last argument identifies the fiber 

(THREAD-1) to execute when NUMBODES s p c s  have been received. 



Line 17: SLOTADR(ï) is a built-in macro generating a pointer to sync slot i (type 

SPTR). This is what gets assigned to done in iine 3. SLOTADR corresponds to 

the slotadr function in Table 5.4. 

Line 20: THREAD-1 plays the role of a bamer. It won't run until ail nodes have 

finished t heir printing. 

If line 17 in Figure 6.1 is replaced nrith the line 

TOKEN (print-hello , SLOT,ADR(O) ) ; 

the same number of lines would be printed. However, the node numbers output 

would probably be different, because the system is making its own decisions about 

where to run each procedure. It is highly unlikely that each node would run exactly 

one procedure invocation. Indeed, many of the procedures would probably run 

on node 0, for these procedures are tiny, and some of them may finish before al1 

the TOKEN commands have been executed. Furthermore, some load balancers 

(depending on implementation) weigh the cost of sending something to  another 

node against the benefit of sending work to an unloaded node. 

There is one restriction on E-4RTH operators, which is that they cannot be 

performed within normal sequential functions: with the exception of the POLL() 
command (described below). This is another artifact of the simplified compiler 

implementation, and may change in the future. 

6.1.3.1 Polling 

Implementations of EARTH on nodes without a second processor or hardware to 

support communication have to perform both the EU and SU functions in the same 

processor. -4 problem arises when a node issues a request for data on a remote 

processor (getsync or biock move) and the remote processor is executing a fiber. 

For efficiency reasons: the incoming message should not necessarily interrupt the 

running fiber. Polling is much more efficient than interrupts, so the processor should 

finish the fiber, and then poll the network for incoming messages. 

Therefore, on single-processor-node implementations without special hardware 

support, the EU will poll the network every time it switches to a new fiber. However, 

if the fiber is long, the processor which issued the request may have to  wait a long 

tirne for the data it requested, which could cause it to stall if that data is on a 



critical path. Some Threaded-C compilers may try to  insert polls into the code that 

it generates if it determines that a fiber may be long. However, the compiler may 

not always guess correctly, and is likely to be conservative in order not to impede 

the normal mnning fibers. 

Therefore, Threaded-C provides a POLL() operation, which takes no arguments. 

The POLL command has no effect on the semantics of the Threaded-C code. It 
is merely a hint to the compiler (a pragma) suggesting that that location would 

be a good place to poll the network. Some cornpilers may choose to make their 

own decisions about where to put polls. On machines which can automatically 

address incoming messages without EU intervention (e-g., the MANNA), the POLL 

command is simply ignored. But programmers rnay wish to insert them into long 

fi bers for portability. 

POLL commands can be used inside of both threaded procedures and sequential 

functions. They are currently the only Threaded-C command which can be used 

inside a sequential function. 

6.1.3.2 The CALL Operation 

The TOKEN and INVOKE commands are the normal operators used for invoking 

threaded procedures. Each gives the name of a threaded procedure and zero or more 

arguments to that procedure; in addition, the INVOKE command specifies a node 

number. With each of these, the calling fiber continues esecution, and the initial 

fiber of the specified procedure begins execution a t  an indefinite time in the future. 

Threaded-C also provides a special procedure invocation operator C-4LL. A 

CALL command takes the same arguments as a TOKEN command: the proce- 

dure name followed by the arguments to the procedurc. Like a TOKEN command, 

a CALL command creates a frame for the indicated procedure, and begins running 

the initial fiber of that procedure. The differences between C.4LL and the other two 

invocation commands are: 

1. The specified procedure always runs on the same node as the fiber that exe- 

cuted the CALL. 

2. The fiber that executed the CALL is imrnediately suspended, and control 

passes to the start of the initial fiber in the called procedure, even if there are 

fibers waiting in the Ready Queue. 



3. When the called procedure terminates, the calling fiber resurnes execution at 

the statement after the CALL. Again, the RQ is bypassed. 

Thus, the control flow of a CALL is similar to a standard sequential function 

call. The difference is that if the called procedure has multiple fibers, thea these 

fibers obey the normal fiber scheduling rules. This means that if there are fibers 

outside of this procedure in the RQ, then these fibers may run before the called 

procedure terminates. 

In general, the linkage involved in a CALL is different from that in an INVOKE 

or TOKEN. For instance, when the procedure terminates, t h e  EU must remember 

to jurnp back to the statement after the CALL, rather than taking the next fiber off 

the RQ. Thus, the code rnay be different for a procedure invoked with CALL. For 

this reason, procedures which are invoked with CALL must end with RETURNO 

rather than END_FUNCTION() in order to tell the compiler which type of linkage 

to use. 

6.1.4 Non- Automatic Variables 

As previously mentioned, the executable code is replicated on al1 nodes, so that any 

procedure can run on any node. A function or threaded procedure has the same 

local address on al1 nodes, as described in Section 5.1.1. Automatic variables and 

parameters, on the other hand, reside in procedure frames? whose addresses are 

specific to the nodes where they were invoked. 

For consistency with C semantics, non-automatic variables have scoping rules 

similar to procedure and function addresses. These variables include global-scope 

variables, which are variables declared not within any sequential functions or 

threaded procedures, and static variables declared within functions or procedures. 

Such variables are replicated over nodes without explicit coherence mechanisms. 

Therefore if we declare such a variable, the address of this variable will be the same 

on al1 nodes. However, each node will have its own independent copy of the vari- 

able. Such variables obey normal C scoping rules; static variables declared within 

a procedure are accessible only within that procedure, and variables not within any 

function or procedure are either accessible within the module (if static) or anywhere 

(if external). 

Global-scope variables can be useful in some situations. For instance, suppose 



a program generates many tokens, each of which may read data fiom a read-only 

array (for instance, a lookup table of pre-computed values). Each procedure could 

fetch individual data it needs from a common source using getsync operations, or 

could load the entire table using a block move. However, the former might introduce 

too much latency, and the latter would be wastefully redundant if each node were to 

run many instances of the sarne procedure. fnstead, it would be better to  rnake one 

copy of the table on each node, and put each copy in a place where any procedure 

knows where to find it. 

While global-scope variables can be useful, they, like global variables in general, 

shodd be "considered harmfuln and used only when necessary. 

6.2 Threaded-C Examples 

This section presents several examples of applications written in Threaded-C. ,911 

but the 1 s t  are used in the experimental studies in the next two chapters. In 

these cases, the sequential C code is shown for cornparison. In most cases, the 

Threaded-C code borrows some of the functions used in the sequential version, either 

without modification or with only slight modification. This demonstrates that it is 

possible, in many cases, to port existing sequential C code to parallel Threaded-C 

code without having to rewrite everyt hing from scratch. 

6.2.1 Fibonacci 

The first example cornputes Fibonacci numbers using the naive recursive algorithm 

used throughout Chapter 4. The sequential code is listed in Figure 4.2. While 

this is not an efficient way to compute Fibonacci, it is a simple illustration of how 

divide-and-conquer can be implemented on EARTH. 
The parallel implementation was discussed in Chapter 4. The linkage of one 

procedure instance with its children is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The diagram shows 

each procedure instance as a light box, with two darker boxes representing the two 

fibers. Box O in each procedure represents the initial fiber, which is not explicitly 

numbered; the other box is fiber 1. Each fiber (except initial fibers) shows the init 

count and sync count for the sync slot that controls that fiber. (It is assumed here 

that each fiber is controlled by a single sync slot. This is usually true in practice, but 



Figure 6.2: Fibonacci Code Structure 

it zs legal to have more than one sync slot control the same fiber, and Section 6.2.3 

show an example of this.) 

It is hard to determine a priori how to distribute the procedure instances evenly 

across the nodes, especially in this case where the cal1 tree (see Figure 4.3) is not 

perfectly balanced. In fact: a perfect static distribution of the procedure instances 

in a parallel Fibonacci (such as in Figure 4.4) would require knowing ahead of time 

the number of children of each node. Since this information is related to the anstver, 

knowing this at  compile time would eliminate the need to run the program! 

Therefore, we use tokens to take advantage of E-4RTH:s load balancer. The code 

for the Fibonacci recursive implementation is shown in Figure 6.3. The resulting 

code looks simiIar to the pseudocode in Figure 4.7. 

Since threaded procedures don't return values, the f i b  procedure must be called 

"by reference" in order to return its result to its caller. The variable result 

is a global reference for this purpose. In the recursive invocations, the macro 

TO-GLOBAL converts the local addresses &rl and &r2 into global addresses so 

that the two instances of f i b  can send their results back properly even if they are 

not executed on the same node as their parent. 



THREADED fib (SPTR done, int n, int* GLOBAL result) 
E 

SLOT SYNC-SLOTS Cl] ; 
int rl, r2; /* Intermediate results */ 

INIT,SYNC(O, 2, 2, 1); /* 2 children => count of 2 */ 
if (n < 2) C /* This is a leaf - no recursion */ 

rl = 1; r2 = 0; /* Set up result of 1 */ 
SPAüN(1) ; /* Vil1 "return" value of 1 */ 

) else ( /* Binaxy recursion: results go to ri, r2 */ 
TOKEN (f ib , SLOT,ADR(O) , n- 1, TO~GLOBAL(Pr1) 1 ; 
TOKEN<f ib, SLOT,ADR(O) , n-2, TO-GLOBAL(tr21 1 ; 

1 
END-THREM)o ; 

THREAD, 1 : 
DATA-RSYNC-L (rl + r2, result , done) ; 
END-NNCTION O ; 

1 

.1 
SLOT SYNC-SLOTS Cl] ; 
int N, res; 

N = atoi(argv[l] ) ; /* No checking for bad args */ 
INIT,SYNC<O, 1, 1, 1); 
INVOKE(NODE,ID, fib, SLOT,ADR(O), N, TO,GLOBAL<O~~S)); 
END-THREADO ; 

Figure 6.3: Threaded-C Code for Fibonacci 

The N-Queens code is also a divide-and-conquer program, but ,  unlike Fibonacci, it 

is not contrived. The N-Queens code counts the number of ways in which n queens 

can be placed on an n x n chessboard so that no queen can attack any other queen 

(under normal chess rules). The code uses a recursive divide-and-conquer strategy. 

A queen is considered to be in a valid position if it cannot attack any other 

queen in the chessboard. A partial solution is represented by a 1-dimensional array. 



#indude Cstdlib.h> 
sinclude Cstdio . h> 
tdef ine MX-QUEENS 24 

int saf e (int boardU , int row , int col) 
C /* Return 1 if neu queen can go 

int rovchk, colchk; 
in (rov,col) on board */ 

for (rouchk = O; rowchk < rov; rovchk-) ( 
colchk = board [rouchk] ; 
if ((col =5 c01chk) I I  (row - rowchk == col - colchk) I l  

(row - rovchk - colchk - col) /* Conflict? */ 
return O; 

1 
return 1; /* No conflicts */ 

int sequeens (int n , int row , int start-col , int board U ) 
i 

int col, num; 

if (rov >= n) return 1; /* Board full => this is 1 solution */ 
for (col = start-col; col < n; col++) < 

if (saf e(board, row, col) C /* Queen fits in this col */ 
board [rov] = col; 
num = sequeens(n, rou+l , 0, board) ; 
return (nwn + sequeens(n, rov, col+l, board)); 

3 
1 
return O; /* Reached right end of board and no cols match */ 

main (int argc , char *a.gv C l  1 
C 

int n, result , board [MAX-QWEENS] ; 

n = atoi(argv Cl] ) ; /*  No check for bad args */ 
printf("queens (%dl running on %d processors\n", n, 1); 
result = sequeensb, 0, 0, board) ; 
printf("Number of solutions: %d\nw, result); 

> 

Figure 6.4: Sequential C Code for N-Queens 

Each element of this array corresponds to a row of the chess board and contains the 

column in which a queen is positioned in that row. 

Sequential code is shown in Figure 6.4. As with the Fibonacci program, code to 

check for correct command-line arguments has been omitted for brevity. A search 

procedure is called with a row number row, a column number start-col, and a 



Figure 6.5: Recursion in N-Queens 

partial solution array, in which rows O through rou-l have been filled with queens 

in valid positions. The procedure returns the nurnber of complete solutions in which 

rows O through row-1 match the initial configuration, and in which the queen in 

row rou  is somewhere between columns start-col and n - 1 (inclusive). It tvorks 

by trying the queen in al1 positions from columii start-col to the right side of the 

board. If it finds a valid position, it splits the search into two sub-searches, as shown 

in Figure 6.5: 

m -4dd the new queen to the chessboard and start searching the next row. 

rn Keep trying positions to the right of the current position. 

The top-level procedure calls the search procedure with an empty board. 

The cal1 structure is similar to our Fibonacci example, suggesting that a code 

structure similar to Figure 6.2 is appropriate. But there is a problem. The state of 

the computation is represented by a one-dimensional array. In a sequential imple- 

mentation, this array can be continually updated in place, but parallel procedure 

instances would interfere with each other. Furt hermore, procedure instances on dif- 

ferent nodes can't share the same array, since EVM-A assumes a distributed memory 

machine. Instead, we need to replicate the state whenever we start a new procedure. 

However, since arrays can't be passed "by value" in C, the partial solution can't be 

directly passed to the next level in the parameter list. 



Figure 6.6: Data Trônsfers and Synchronization in the N-Queens Solut ion 

The solution is for a procedure to fetch a copy of its parent's state. Since this 

may involve fetching from a different node, a split-phase transaction is used. We 

need to split the initial fiber in Figure 6.2, which performs the recursion, into two 

fibers: one to initiate the fetch and one to perform the recursion once the fetch has 

completed. The caller passes a global address which points to its copy of the partial 

solution. The callee then fetches the block with a block-move. Since the destination 

is local, this block move is similar to getsync operators (which copy remote data 

to local memory in a split-phase transaction), except that more than one datum 

is moved. Since we are syncing a local sync slot (O), we use BLKMOVSYNC, 
whose last argument specifies a local slot number. In our implementation, the 

initial fiber issues the block move request, and fiber THRE-AD-1 processes the data. 

This fiber then invokes the new search procedures (using TOKEN commands), and 

the results must synchronize THREAD-2. The structure is illustrated in Figure 6.6, 

where dashed lines indicate data transfers that are performed autornatically by the 

EARTH runtime system (as a consequence of the EARTH operations used in the 

code). 

Figure 6.7 lists the recursive search routine. The threaded code uses the sequen- 

tial function safe (see Figure 6.4) to verify the validity of a partial solution. The 

MAIN routine, which makes the initial call to queens, is listed in Figure 6.8. 

The recursive routine in Figure 6.7 fully traverses the call tree. The number of 

procedure instances grows exponentially as n increases. The number of instances can 



THREADED queenscint *GLOBAL result, /* ühere t o  send result 
SPTR done, /* Slo t  t o  sync when sen t  
int n, /* Size  of board 
kt rov , /* Current row (f ixed above) 
int s tar t ,col ,  /* Check from here t o  end 
int *GLOBAL previous) /* C a l l e r  ' s board state 

SLOT SYNC-SLOTS [SI ; 
in t  co l ,  /* Column index 

oun-board [W,QUEENSl , /* Local copy of board 
sols,this,col, /* # solutions v i t h  t h i s  pos i t ion  
sols,other,cols; /* # solut ions t o  r i g h t  s i d e  

INIT,sYNC(O, 1, 1, 1 ) ;  
INIT-SYNC(1, 2, 2 ,  2) ; 
BLKMOV,SYNC(previous, TO,GLOBAL(ovn,board), rov*sizeof (ht) , 0 )  ; 
sols,this,col = so ls~other ,co ls  = O;  /* Preset  sub-solutions 

THREAD-1: /* Activated uhen block move is complete 
f o r  ( co l  = s t a r t - c o l ;  co l  < n;  col++) { /* Here t o  r i g h t  end 

i f  (safe(oni,board, rou, co l ) )  ( 
om-board [rowl = col ; 
i f  (row+l == n) { /* Board f u l l ?  This is a solut ion!  

sols,this,col = 1; /* Set  t he  partial result 
SYNC(1) ; /* Sync d i r ec t l y  i n s t ead  of TOKEN 

3 else i /* Hov many solns v i t h  t h i s  p a r t i a l ?  
TOKEN(queens, TO,CLOBAL(&sols,this,col),  SLOT,ADR(l), 

n, row+l, O ,  TO,GLOBAL(ovn-board)); 
3 
i f  (co l+ l  == n) C /* Last column? No more so lu t ions  

SYNC(1) ; /* Sync di rec t ly  i n s t ead  of TOKEN 
) else ( /* Hou many solut ions t o  t h e  r i g h t ?  
TOKEN (queens , TO,CLOBAL(&sols,other,cols~ , SLOT,ADR( 1) . 

n, row, col+l ,  TO,CLOBAL(ovn,board)); 
1 
break; 

> 
> 
i f  (col  == n) /* No safe position found? Then r e tu rn  O 
SPAüN ( 2 )  ; /* Sub-solns already O ;  start f i n a l  thread nov 

END-THREAD ( ; 

THREAD-2 : /* Activated vhen both sub-solutions computed 
DATA~RSYNC,L(sols , this ,col  + so l s~o the r , co l s ,  r e s u l t .  done); 
END-FüNCTION <) ; 

> 

Figure 6.7: Threaded-C Code for N-Queens (Recursive Procedure) 



THREADED M I N  (int argc, char *argvC]) 
C 
SLOT SYNC,SLO'IS Cli ; 
int n, reeult , place ; 

n = atoi (argvC11) ; 
INIT,SYNC(O, 1, 1, 1) ; 
INVOKE(0, queens , TO-GLOBAL (Lresult) , SLOT,ADR<O) , 

n, O, O, T0,GLOBAL(Oplace)); 
m,THRWDo ; 

THREAD-1: 
printf("Number of solutions: %d\nw, result); 
-0 ; 

3 

Figure 6.8: Threaded-C Code for N-Queens (MAIN Procedure) 

if (safe(oun,board, rov, col) < 
own-board [rov] = col ; 
if (row+l 5= n) { /* Board full? This is a solution! */ 
sols,this,col = 1; /* Set the partial result */ 
SYNC(1) ; /* Sync directly instead of TOKEN */ 
else if (rou >= ïHRESHOLD) C 
sols,this,col = sequeensb, row+l , 0, oun-board) ; 
SYNC(1) ; 
else { /* Hou many solns vith this partial? */ 
TOKEN(queens , TO-GLOBAL (&sols,this,col) , SLOT-ADR( 1) , 

n, rov+l, 0, 10-CLOBAL(oni,board)); 

if (col+l == n) C /* Last column? No more solutions */ 
SYNC(1) ; /* Sync directly instead of TOKEN */ 

3 e lse  if (rov >= THRESHOLD) C 
solç,other,cols = sequeens (n , rov, col+l , ovn-board) ; 
SYNC(1) ; 

) else C /* Hou many solutions to the right? */ 
TOKEN(queens, TO,GLOBAL(Bsols,othe~~cols), SLOT,ADR(I), 

n, rou, col+l, ~O,CLOBAL(ovn,board)); 
1 
break ; 

> 

Figure 6.9: Threaded-C Code for N-Queens (Throttled Version) 

be reduced by "throttling" the growth of parallelism. If the body of the for loop in 

fiber THREAD-1 of Figure 6.7 is replaced by the code in Figure 6.9, then recursion 

can be halted after going down THRESHOLD levels, after which the sequential 



#define rea l  double 

void iW(const real *A, const real *B,  real *C, int s i z e )  

int i ,  j ,  k ;  
real * C i  j , dAik ; 
const real *Aik = A, *Bkj; 

for  (i = O ;  i < size; i++) C 
for (k = O ;  k < s i z e ;  k++) C 

Ci j = &C [i*sizel; 
Bkj = &B[k*size] ; 
dAik = *Aik; 
for (j = O; j < size; j++) 

*Ci j++ += dAik *Bkj++; 
Aik++ ; 

> 

Figure 6.10: Sequential C Code for Matrix Multiply (Block Multiply) 

recursive routine in Figure 6.4 is called. Both the throttled and unthrottled versions 

of N-Queens are studied in the experïmental chapters. 

Other improvements are possible. For instance, if for a given partially-filled 

board, there are k positions in the next row in which a queen can be placed, then both 

the sequential and parallei programs can cal1 (or invoke) al1 k sub-problems from 

within the same for loop, rather than forking as soon as one legal position is found. 

For the parallel code, this would require allocating enough space to hold k separate 

return values. Since k varies from one instance to the next, one would have to use 

the INCRSYNC operator to change the sync count dynamically. Section 4.1.3.2 

describes one correct way to do this. 

6.2.3 Matrix Multiply 

Dense matrix multiplication is a highly-regular application, in terms of both data 

movement and control structures. -4 simple sequential version is shown in Fig- 

ures 6.10-6.12. This program uses blocking to irrlprove the cache hit rate, by keeping 

the working data set small enough to fit in the L1 cache. Figure 6.10 is a function 

which multiplies two square matrices of a given dimension, and adds the resulting 

product to a third matrix. Figure 6.11 uses the first function to multiply two larger 



#define real double 

void multiply(const r e d  *A, tonst real *B, reàl *C, int size, int block) 

int blocks = size/block; 
real *tmpA, *tmpB, *tmpC; 
int il, jj, kk, i, J ,  k; 

tmpA = (real *) mailoc(b1ock * block m sizeof (real)) ; 
tmpB = (real *) malloc(b1ock m block m sizeof (real) ) ; 
tmpC = (real *) malloc(b1ock a block 1. sizeof (real) ) ; 
for (i = O; i < blocks; i++) C 
for (j = O; j < blocks; j++) C 
for (ii = O; ii < block; ii++) 
for (jj = O; jj < block; jj++) 
tmpC [ii*block+j j] = C[(i*block+ii) *size+j *block+j j] ; 

for (k = O; k < blocks; k++) C 
for (ii = O; ii < block; ii++) 
for (kk = O; kk C block; kk++) 
t m p ~  [ii*block+kk] = A [(i*block+ii) *size+k*block+kk] ; 

for (kk = O; kk < block; kk++) 
for (jj = O; jj < block; jj++) 
tmpB[kk*block+jjl = B~(k*block+kk)*size+j*block+jj~; 

HH(tmpA, tmpB, tmpC, block); 
> 
for (ii=O; iicblock; ii++) 
for (jj = O; jj < block; jj++) 

Figure 6.11: Sequential C Code for Matrix Multiply (TopLevel Multiply) 

square matrices. The rnultiply function copies blocks from the large matrix to 

temporary blocks so that contiguous memory is used; othenvise, a large power of 2 

for the problem size would lead to cache line conflicts. On the platforms tested, this 

blocked multiplier runs 20-100% faster than using MM to multiply the entire matrix 

in one call. 

The main function in Figure 6.12 allocates and initializes the matrix, and com- 

putes a "magic number," or checksum, over the result. The matrix is initialized 

in place using a function (declared but not shown) which takes several seed values. 

The magicnumber function (also not shown) cornputes and returns the checksum. 

Again, command-line arguments are not checked for correctness; also, the blocks 



#inchde cstdlib . h> 
#inchde <stdio.h> 
tdefine real double 

externreai *initmatrir(int,real,real, real); /* Intis size*/ 
extern double rnagic,number(const real *, int); 

main (int argc,  char *argwn) 
€ 
int size, block; 
real *A, *B, *C; 
double magic ; 

sscanf (argv C l ]  , "Xdl' , Lsize); /* Dimension of big matrix */ 
sscanf (argv C21 , "%dW , kblock) ; /* Dimension of block */ 
printf ("Starting computation of %d x %d resuit\nW , size, size) ; 
A = initmatrix(size, 1.0, -2.02, 3.0); 
B = initmatrix<size, -5 .5 .  .82, 10000.0); 
C = (real *) calloc(size I. size, sizeof (real)) ; /* Assume al1 */ 
multiply(A, B, C, size, block); /* zero bits = 0.0 */ 
magic = magic-aumber (Cs size) ; 
printf ("Hagic # is %f \nW , magic) ; 

1 

Figure 6.12: Sequential C Code for Matrix Multiply (Main Routine) 

returned by mailoc are not checked for validity. 

The parallel version of matrix multiply uses Cannon's algorithm [ZO]. In this 

algorithm, the A, B and C matrices are blocked and distributed among the nodes in 

a grid fashion. The blocks of the result matris C remain in place, while the blocks 

for multiplicands -4 and B are shifted after each block multiplication. In order for 

the blocks of A and B to be in the right place at the right time, they must begin in 

a staggered state- 

Figure 6.13 shows the initial state of the blocks if the main matrix dimension 

is 4 times the block dimension. In each phase of the computation, corresponding 

blocks of -4 and B align at each grid point to contribute a partial sum to the block C 

kept at that point. Al1 16 block multiplications can run concurrently, after which al1 

blocks of A are passed to the left and al1 blocks of B are passed upward. After 4 such 

computation-communication stages, the distributed C blocks contain the product 

of A and B. 

The Threaded-C implementation of Cannon's algorithm is listed in Figures 6.14- 

6.17. Figure 6.14 contains declarations of data types and external functions. The 



Figure 6.13: Block Rotation in Cannon's Algorithm 

#inchde <stdlib.h> 
tinclude <stdio.h> 
tdefine real double 

void JM(const r e d  *, const real *, real *, int); 
void initmatrix(int , real, real, real, int , int , real *) ; 
double magic,number(const real *, int, int, int); 

typedef struct ptr-and-sync C 
real *GLOBAL ptr; 
SPTR slot; 

3 ptr-sync; 

tdef ine S Y N C , N O M  O /* Halloc f ailed (out of memory?) */ 
#def ine SYNC-INIT 1 /* Al1 procedures have been invoked */ 
Xdefine SWC-READY 2 /* Perform one communicate/compute stage */ 
Xdefine SYNC-READY2 3 
tdefine SYNC-UAGIC 4 /* Compute magic number */ 

Figure 6.14: Threaded-C Code for Mat rix Multipiy (Declarations) 

block multiplier is identical to the sequential code in Figure 6.10. The rnatrix initial- 

ization function and magic number generator are modified somewhat to  account for 

the fact that the matrices are distributed and aren't initialized in one place. Both 

now take additional arguments to indicate the position of the block within the larger 

matrix, because the initial values and checksum are dependent on this information. 

The initializer also now writes to a block already allocated, rather than allocating 

a block itself. The ptr-sync data type has fields pointing (via global addresses) to  



a block and to a sync slot. These are combined into one struct because they are 

often sent bundled in a single block-move. Finally, the end of Figure 6.14 contains 

symbolic definitions for sync slots, used by both threaded procedures. 

Each block of C is computed by one instance of procedure block. It is perhaps 

best to understand this kind of threaded program by first considering the steady 

state, which in this case is fiber THREAD2 of block (see Figure 6.16). This fiber, 

which is executed k times per procedure instance (where k is the number of blocks 

per row or column of the whole matrix, e-g., 4 in Figure 6-13), does the following: 

1. Send the block of -4 to the neighbor on its left. 

2. Send the block of B to the neighbor above. 

3. Multiply the blocks (the same blocks that were just sent) and add the product 

to the resident block of C. 

4. Inform the neighbor to the right and the neighbor below that they are free to  

send new blocks. 

5. Inform itself that i t  is free to start the next iteration. 

This Threaded-C program achieves good performance (as will be shown in the 

next chapter) because the communication (steps 1-2) are initiated before the compu- 

t ation starts, allowing communication and computation to be overIapped. However, 

this kind of overlap can be dangerous if not implemented correctly, because one of 

the block-moves in step 1 or 2 can ovenvrite a block in one of its neighbors before the 

neighbor has finished using the previous data, which would lead to erroneous results. 

The following features of this Threaded-C code prevent this from happening: 

1. When memory is aliocated for A and B, each block is large enough to hold two 

blocks. The block-moves send blocks to alternating haives. An odd iteration 

of THREAD2 uses the lower halves of the buffers holding A and B, while 

sending those same halves to the upper halves of the buffers in its neighbors. 

2. Two sync slots (symbols SYNCREADY and SYKCREADY2) are used to 

control altemate executions of THREAD2, This is essential because other- 

wise, sync signals corresponding to different iterations could arrive a t  the sanie 

sync slot a t  the same tirne, leading to premature enabling of a fiber before the 



data is actually ready. Note that the sync slot semantics allow more than one 

sync slot to enable the same fiber. 

3. The sync signals sent downward and rightward (step 4) aren't sent until the 

computation (step 3) has been completed. 

4. Each procedure instance sends a sync to itself, ensuring that a fiber won't be- 

corne enabled while the same fiber in the same procedure instance is currently 

running. 

The remaining parts of Figures 6.15-6.17 are there to set up this steady state 

and to clean up when it is over. There are k2 instances of block. The first instance, 

corresponding to the upper left block in the matrix, is invoked by MAIN, and each 

instance invokes the next instance. INVOKE is used to place the distribution under 

program control, and nodes are assigned cyclically, ensuring the most even distribu- 

tion possibIe. Each instance of block invokes its neighbor to the right; the rightmost 

block in each row invokes the leftmost block in the row below. 

For THREAD2 to work, each procedure instance must have a global reference 

to: 

1. Its left neighbor's buffer for A blocks; 

2. Its upper neighbor's buEer for B blocks; 

3. The sync slots of al1 four neighbors. 

Linking a procedure to its left neighbor is easy in most cases, since it is invoked by 

that neighbor, who can send i t  the appropriate global addresses. A special provision 

must be made for the leftmost block in each row, since its "left" neighbor is at  the 

right end of the row. Linking a procedure to its right neighbor's sync slots can 

be done by passing to that neighbor (in the argument List) a reference to a global 

address, which the invoked neighbor then fills with a reference to its own sync slots; 

this is done by fiber THREAD-1. Again, connecting a right-end block to its "right" 

neighbor at the other end is handled as a special case. 

What is more difficult is connecting to neighbors above and below, since there 

may be many instances in between. A straightforward way to do this is for each 

instance to send references to its own B block and sync slots to a central table, 

allocated by MAIN. This occurs a t  the end of the initial fiber. When MAIN receives 



a pair of references from each of the k2 instances, i t  (in fiber THREADS) sends 
a sync signal to the rightmost block in each row, which starts a wave of synchro- 

nizations propagating to the left (THREAD-1 in block). Each instance of that 

fiber fetches the references from the appropriate entries in the central table, using 

a BLKMOVSYNC and a GETSYNC-G. 
Once these 1 s t  two fetches have completed. a procedure instance has al1 data it 

needs to begin the first block multiplication. From the preceding description of the 

steady state, one can see that each instance will receive 5 sync signals per iteration, 

which rneans that the counts for sync slots SYNCREADY and SYNCREADY2 
should be 5. However, the initial count for the former should be 2 rather than 5. 

This is because for the first iteration, the buffers already have their data, and only 

the two fetches initiated by THREAD-1 need to be completed. 

The remaining code mainly has to do with error detection and the computation of 

the magic nurnber. Both use the original chain of communication from a procedure 

to  its caller, which eventually propagates back to MAIN. This sequential c h a h  is used, 

rather than a more advanced parallel communication, because the error handling 

(THREAD-4) is an excep tional occurrence, and the magic number computation 

(THREAD-3) is only for checking the correctness of the result. Both cause "clean" 

termination, Le., by the time MAIN executes the RETURN command, a11 other 

procedures have been terminated. 

In a real application using matrix multiply, it will probably be useful to multiply 

matrices many times in one run. Once the function linkage has been performed 

(THREAD-1 and the initial fiber of block), the procedure instances can retain 

their connections. The code can be easily modified so that completing the multiply 

leads to the distribution of new matrices rather than termination of the procedures. 

This program also illustrates the use of conventional (malloc) function calls. 

Each procedure instance's buffers for -4 and B are allocated from the node's heap. 

They are made accessible to other procedure instances via E-4RTH operations by 

using TO-GLOBAL to convert the address returned by malloc into a global address. 

Two more small points need to be made about this code. First, the use of the first 

argument to block to pass two separate values is merely an artifact of the MANNA 
implementation (see Section 7.1), which allows only ten integer arguments. Second, 

this program does not work if there is only one block in the matrix, but a slight 

modification to the code can accommodate this special case. 



THREMID block (long 
int 
ptr-sync *GLOBAL 
S m  
reai *GLOBAL 
SPTR 
SPTR *GLOBAL 
ptr-sync *GLOBAL 
SPTR 
double *GLOBAL 

C 
SLOT SYNC-SLOTS [SYNC-MGIC + 

block-and-size , /* 
blockcnt , /* 
main-t able, /* 
dot-main, /* 
A-lef t , /* 
slot-left , /* 
slot-lie, /* 
A-map, /* 
slot-vrap , /* 
magic-left) /* 

Dimensions */ 
Position */ 
Put B, slot here */ 
Main slots */ 
Send A here */ 
and sync here */ 
Put ovn slot here */ 
Rightmost A here */ 
Let tmost slot */ 
-> Left magic # */ 

int blocks, size, blocksize, rov, col, count, odd, 
offset-nev, offset-old, slot-num; 

real *A, *B. *C; 
double magic-num. local-magic; 
ptr-sync A-ptr , B-ptr ; 
SPTR slot-right, slot,dovn; 

blocks = block,and,size & Oxffff; size = block-and-size >> 16; 
blocksize = size * size; 
A = (real *) malloc(blocksize * 2 * sizeof (real) ; 
B = (real *) malloc(blocksize * 2 * sizeof (real)); 
C = (real *) calloc(blocksize, sizeof (real)); /* Init C to al1 Os */ 
if (A == NULL I I  B == NULL I l  C I= NULL) i 
SPAUN (4) ; /* Out of memory */ 

3 else (: 
int nextblock = blockcnt + 1; 
row = blockcnt / blocks; col = blockcnt % blocks; 
INIT-SYNC (SYNC-NOME!! , 1, 1, 4) ; INIT-SYNC (SYNC-i4AGIC , 1, 1, 3) ; 
if (col == O) C 
INIT-SYNC (SYNC-INIT, 3, 1, 1) ; 
A-vrap = TO,CLOBAL(&A,ptr); slot-urap = SLOT-ADR(0); 

1 else (: 
INIT-SYNC (SYNC, INIT , 1, 1, 1) ; 
A,ptr.ptr = A-left; A,ptr.slot = slot-left; 

1 
if (nextblock < blocks * blocks) 
INVOKE((NODE,ID + 1) % NUn,NODES, block, block-and-size, nextblock, 

main-table, slot-main, TO,CLOBAL(A), SLOT,ADR(O), 
TO,GLOBAL(&slot,right) , A-urap, slot-vrap, TO,GLOBAL(bnagic,num)); 

INIT,SYNC(SYNC,RWDY, 2, 5, 2) ; INIT-SYNC (SYNC-READY2, 5, 5, 2) ; 
B-ptr . ptr = TU-GLOBAL (BI ; @-ptr . slot = SLOT,ADR(O) ; 
initmatrix(size, 1.0, -2.02, 3.0, rou-size, ((rou+col)%blocks)*size, A); 
initmatrix(size, -5.5, .82, 10000.0, ((row+col)%blocks)*size, col*size, B); 
BLKPIOV,RSWC(TO,CLOBAL(OB,~~~), main-table + blockcnt, 

sizeof (ptr-sync) , slot-main + SYNC-INIT) ; 
END-THREAD (1 ; /* Initialize A and B in staggered form */ 

Figure 6.15: Threaded-C Code for Matrix Multiply (Block Procedure Initial Thread) 



THREAD-1: /* Spanied after global table ready */ 
if (col != 0) 
DATA,RsYNc,C(SLOT,ADR(O), slot-lm, slot-left + SYNC-INIT); 

if (col == blocks - 1) < 
DATA,RsYNc,C(TO,CLOBAL(A), &A-vrap->ptr, slot-vrap + SYNC-INIT); 
DATA,RSYNC,G(SLOT,ADR(O), LA-urap->dot, slot-vrap + SmC-INIT); 
slot-right = slot-vrap; 
magic-num = 0.0; /* Init needed if louer right corner */ 

> 
BLKnOV,SYNC(nrain,table + (blockcnt - blocks + (ro-O ? blocks*blocks : O)), 

TO,CLOBU(kB,ptr), sizeof (ptr-sync) , SYNC-READY) ; 
count = O; 
GET,SYNC,C(& (main-table [rov == (blocks-1) ? col : blockcat+blocks] . slot) , 

TO,CLOBAL(&slot,dovn) , SYNC-READY) ; 
END-THREAD 0 ; 

THREAD, 2 : /* Uultiply local blocks and add to C */ 
odd = count t 1; 
if (odd) ( 
offset-nev = 0; offset-old = blocksize; slot-num = SYNC-FEADY; 

1 else .E 
offset-old = 0; offset-nev = blocksize; slot-num = SYNCJEADY2; 

I 
BLKHOV,FSYNC(TO,GLOBAL(A + offset-old), A,ptr.ptr + offset-nev, 

blocksize * sizeof (real) , A-ptr . slot + slot-num) ; 
BLKHov,FSYNC (TO-GLOBAL (B + off set-old) , B-ptr . ptr + off set-new , 

blocksize * sizeof(real), B-ptr-slot + slot-nud; 
M n ( A  + offset-old, B + offset-old, C, size); 
if (++count == blocks) /* Multiply is finished */ 
RSYNC(slot,main + SYNC-READY) ; 

else 
SYNC<slot,num) ; /* Enable next iteration of same location */ 

RSYNC(slot,right + slot-nu); /* Tell ovners of next A & B itls OK to send */ 
RSYNC(slot,doni + slotsum); 
END-THREAD 0 ; 

THREAD-3 : /* Compute local part of magic t and pass */ 
local-magic = magic,number(C, size, rov m s i z e ,  col * size); 
~ ~ ~ ~ , F S Y N ~ , ~ ( l o c a l , r n a g i c  + magic-num, magic-left, slot-left + SYNC-MGIC); 
SPAUN(5); 
END-THREAD ( ) ; 

THREAD-4 : /* Spauned vhen someoneJs malloc fails */ 
RSYNC(slot,left + SYNC-Nom); 
SPAWN(5) ; 
END-THREADO ; 

THREAD-5 : 
END,FIRJCTION (1 ; 

I 

Figure 6.16: Threaded-C Code for Matrix Multiply (Block Procedure Continued) 
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THREADED M A I N  (int argc  , char *arp [J ) 
t 

SLOT SYNC-SLOTS CSYNC-wCIC + 11 ; 
int size, blocksize,  blocks,per,rov, i, total-blocks;  
p t r - s ~ n c  *main,table ; 
double ma&-num = 0 .O; 

SSC& (argv Cl1 , "%da', Csize) ; 
sscanf (argw [2] , '*%d", Itblocksize) ; 
blocks,per,rov = size / blocksize;  
to ta ï ,b locks  = blocks,per,rov a blocks-per-rov; 
main-table = (ptr-sync *) malloc(total,blocks r sizeof(ptr ,sync));  
INIT-SYNC (SYNC-NOHEM , 1 ,  1, 1) ; 
INIT,SYNC(SYNC,INIT, total-blocks , tota1,blocks. 2 )  ; 
INIT,SYNC(SYNC,READY, to ta l -blocks ,  to ta l ,b locks  , 3) ; 
INIT,SYNC(SYNC,IUCfC, 1, 1, 4) ; 
if (main-table == NULL) { 

SPAW (4) ; 
) e l s e  C 

INVOKE(NUn,NODES>l ? 1 : 0 ,  block,  (b locksize  << 16) I blocks,per,row, 0, 
TO-GLOBAL (main-table) , SLOT,ADR(O ) , NULL , SLOT,ADR(O) , MILL, 
MILL, NULL. TO,GLOBAL(Ihnagic,num)); 

p r i n t f  ("Starting computation of %d x %d r e s u l t \ n N  , s i z e  , s i z e )  ; 
> 
END ,THREAD ( ) ; 

THREAD, 1 : /* Spavned vhen someoneJs malloc f a i l s  */ 
p r i n t f  ("Nat enough memory\nl*) ; 
SPAWN (4) ; 
END-THREAD ( 1 ; 

THREAD, 2 : /* Spavned a f t e r  al1 blocks i n i t i a l i z e d  */ 
f o r  (i = blocks-per-row - 1; i < to ta l -blocks;  i += blocks-per-rou) 

RSYNc(rnain-tableCi1 - s l o t  + SYNC-INIT); /* Sync r i g h t  end in  each r o v  */ 
END-THREAD ( ; 

THREAD-3 : /* Spawned a f t e r  multiply f in i shed  */ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( r n a i n - t a b l e  [total,blocks - 11 . s l o t  + SYNC-UAGIC) ; /* Cet magic # */ 

Figure 6.17: Threaded-C 

/* Spavned a f t e r  magic number computed */ 
magic-num) ; 

Code for Matris Multiply (MAIN Procedure) 



6.2.4 Mutual Exclusion in Threaded-C 

The 1 s t  example of Threaded-C shows one way that new primitives caa be made 

available to the programmer even if they are not currently supported in Threaded- 

C. Currently, Threaded-C does not provide direct support for the implementation 

of mutual exclusion based on atomic ~ ~ e r a t i o n s . ~  However' there is a straightfor- 

ward implementation of mutual exclusion using the currently available primitives in 

Threaded-C. This irnplementation assumes that the procedure containing the mu- 

tua1 exclusion computation consists of a single fiber, and that the shared variables 

used in the mutual exclusive computation are not modified by any other procedure. 

The mutual exclusion code presented in this section also assumes that the 

Threaded-C implementation adheres to the following assumptions: 

1. Fibers are non-preemptive. 

2. Only a single fiber can run on a node a t  a time. 

Observe that while condition 1 is inherent to the EARTH model, condition 2 

might not be valid in future implementations (in SMP clusters for example). How- 

ever, it is true for al1 current implementations of EARTH systems. 

We illustrate the use of mutual exclusion assuming a "black boardn multipro- 

cessing organization in which each individual node performs its computation and 

occasionally reports its intermediate results to a shared data structure. The report- 

ing node receives an answer with the best value reported so far. If a node reports 

the best value, it will receive its own value back. The mutual exclusion is necessary 

to ensure that the updating of the shared value is an atomic operation. 

We choose to use static variables to store the shared memory values that  must 

persist throughout the computation. The drawback of this implementation is that 

the address of this variable needs to be passed as an argument to al1 procedures that 

interact wit h the corresponding mutual exclusion region. .4lternative implementa- 

tions could use dynamic aIlocation in the heap of the node that is in charge of the 

mutual exclusive computation or variables in global scope. 

The miitual exclusion is based in the fact that a single node, called the MU- 

TEXBODE in our code, is chosen to process al1 the mutual esclusive computation. 

'However, atornic operations on shared variables are supported in EARTH-C [52]. 



#dei ine 

THRWDED 
i 

SLOT 
int  
i n t  
int  

MIN (int argc, char** argv) 

SYNC-SLOTS C31; 
i ;  
f inal ; 
*GLOBAL shared-value; 

/* Line 1 */ 

INIT,SYNC(O, 1 .  1,  1 ) ;  
INIT-SYNC (1, NUILNODES, m-NODES , 2) ; 
XNIT-SYNC (2, 1, 1 ,  3) ; 
INVOKE(pfUlZX,NODE, initialize,shared,value, 0 ,  /* Line 13 */ 

TO-GLOBAL (lrshared-value) , SLOT,ADR(O) ; 
END ,THREAD ( ) ; 

THREAD, 1 : 
f o r ( i  = O ;  i < WH-NODES; ++il 

INVOKE(i, produce-value, HUTEX-NODE, shared-value, SLOTJDR(1));  
EN I)-THREAD ( ; 

Figure 6.18: Threaded-C Code for Mutual Exclusion (MAIN Procedure) 

Because u7e assume that at most one fiber can be active in each node, rnutual ex- 

clusion is guaranteed. -411 the nodes that need to interact through mutual exclusion 

must invoke the corresponding fiber in the mutex node. 

Figures 6.18-6.20 present the code that implements a mutex synchronization 

mechanism for a black board architecture using standard Threaded-C primitives. 

The first figure shows the MAIN procedure, which illustrates use of the mutex 

procedures (Figures 6.19-6.20) : 

Line 1: This specifies that node 4 is in charge of the mutual exclusion region pro- 

cessing. 

Line 13: This invokes a fiber to initialize the shared value in the node that is 

the bookkeeper of the shared value (mutex node). We have to pass to the 

procedure the address of our pointer that will store the global address of the 



THREADED produce,value(int mutex-node, int *GLOBAL shared-value, 
SPTR produced) 

f 
SLOT SYNC,SLOTS Cl1 ; 
int loca1,value ; 

INIT-SYNC (O, 1,1, 1) ; 
local-value = NODE-ID; 
INVOKE(mutex,node, mutex-update, local-value, shared-value, 

~~,~~O~AL(&local,v~ue), SLOT,ADR(O) ) ; 
END -THREAD ( ; 

Figure 6.19: Threaded-C Code for Mutual Exclusion (Produce Value) 

shared variable. The initializing procedure d l  write to our pointer. Therefore, 

we can p a s  this global address to al1 the procedures that use the mutual 

exclusion region. 

Fiber THREAD-1: This invokes the procedure that produces new values in each 

node in the system, this procedure receives the number of the mutex node, 

and a sync slot to be synchronized at the end of the computation. Remember 

that shared-value contains now the global address of the shared value. 

Fiber THREAD2: This is spawned when al1 the nodes have reported (through 

synchronization of slot 1) that they have finished performing their computa- 

tions. VVe now ask the mutex node to print the final shared value. 

Fiber THREAD-3: This ensures the computation does not terminate before the 

final value is printed. 

The procedure produce-value (Figure 6.19) illustrates how a new local value is 

reported to the node that keeps the shared value. We are assuming that we also want 

a reply with the current shared value before we proceed with the cornputation. When 

fiber THREAD-1 is spawned, the variable local-value has the most recent shared 

value reported by the mutex node. We could uow proceed with local computation 

using this new value, though in this example: we simply report to the node that 

invoked this procedure. 



THREADED mutex,update(int new-value, in t  GLOBAL *shared-value, 
int GLOBAL *reply,address, SPTR reply-dot )  

C 
printf (ttValue %d vas reported . " , nev,value) ; 
if(*shared,value < new,value) 

*shared,value = new,value; 
printf("Mutex node replied with %d.\ntl, *Cint *)TO,LOCAL(shared,value)); 
DATA,RSYNC,L(*shared-vdue, reply-address, reply-s lot);  
END-FUNCTIONO ; 

> 
THREADED initialize,shared,value(int in i t ia l -va lue ,  

in t  GLOBAL **sha.ed,value, 
SPTR init i a l i z ed )  

E 
s t a t i c  my-shared; 

my-shared = ini t ial -value;  
DATA-RSYNC-C (TO-GLOBAL (hy-shared) , shared-value , i n i t  ia l i zed)  ; 
E N I ) , ~ C T I O N O  ; 

> 
THREADED print,shared,value(int *GLOBAL shared-value, SPTR printed) 
C 

printf ("Final maximum value : %d. \nW , ( i n t  *)TO-LOCAL (shared-value) ) ; 
RSYNC(printed) ; 
END-FUNCTION O ; 

> 

Figure 6.20: Threaded-C Code for Mutual Exclusion (Ot her Procedures) 

The mutex-update procedure (Figure 6.20) contains the computation t o  be done 

in the mutually-exclusive region. In this simple example we just maintain the max- 

imum value reported by al1 the nodes in the stiared variable. We report the new 

maximum value to  the node that invoked this procedure. 

The initialize-shared-value procedure (Figure 6.20) must allocate al1 the 

static variables necessary for the computation in the mutual exclusion region. The 

address of the allocated variable is returned to  the main procedure using the 

DAT..A_RSYNC-G primitive. These addresses will be passed to ail the nodes that  

interact through the mutual exclusion region. 



Chapter 7 

Implementation of EARTH on 

Off-t he-Shelf Mult iprocessors 

The first step in the evolution of EARTH tow-ard a full-custom implementation is 

i ts  emulation on an elcisting multiprocessor. Most such machines have commodity 

microprocessors Mth minimal support for parallelism, and no special support for 

the kinds of operations needed by EARTH. Therefore, EARTH operations must be 

emulated in software. This chapter describes several systems implemented in this 

manner. 

To implement EARTH on an off-the-shelf multiprocessor, we begin with the 

following: 

1. -4 collection of nodes, each with one or more processors, and each with its own 

memory (if a distributed-memory or distributed shared-memory machine). 

2. A communications network. E-4RTH operations involve their o m  special 

messages, which are usually quite short, so it is better if the EARTH imple- 

rnentation can get access to Ioiv-level networking commands rat  her than try 

to use a higher-level communications layer. However, implementations have 

been done both ways. 

3. .4 uniprocessor compiler for the processors. Since writing an effective com- 

piler for modern processors takes considerable effort, E-4RTH can be imple- 

mented far more quickly by wrapping translators around existing compilers. 

Unfortunately, compilers written expressly for conventional multiprocessing 



are not very useful because their programming models are not compatible 

with EARTH's. 

From this, a complete implementation of EXRTH should provide: 

1 .  A compiler for translating high-level code based on EARTH (such as 

Threadd-C) into an executable form which includes the EARTH operations. 

Our compiler is known as the EARTH Threaded-C Compiler. 

2. Software for emulating the SU tasks and other EARTH operations (the 

EARTH Runtime Systern or RTS). This is generally fixed and runs alongside 

the cornpiled applications code. 

3. Utilities for downloading and starting the executable); 

The bulk of our research has involved a multiprocessor called the MANN14. The 

first section describes this machine and two implernentations of EARTH (based 

on EVM-A and Threaded-C). These are called EARTH-M-4NNA-D and EARTH- 

MANNA-S, though they are so similar that the label EARTH-MANNA is used 

when discussing their common elements. This section also presents experimental 

results showing the performance, on both systems, of individual features of the sys- 

tem and of a set of benchmarks The second section presents a simulator for the 

MANNA called SEhIi: used for performing further experiments, including increas- 

ing the number of processors and improving processor performance. Experimental 

results for these imp!ementations are given as well. The final section briefly Iists 

implementations of E-4RTH on other multiprocessors. 

7.1 Implement at ion of EARTH-MANNA 

The MANNA 2.0 (Massively parallel Architecture for Non-numerical and Numerical 

Applications) was developed a t  GMD-FIRST in Berlin: Germany in the early 90s 

[17]. -4 MANNA node, shown in Figure 7.1, contains two 50-MHz Intel i860XP RISC 
processors [66], each with 16 Kbytes of on-chip data cache and 16K of instruction 

cache.' The two processors share 32 Mbytes of DRAM on a common bus, and 

'The i860dW is part of a small family of processors. In this writing, the label "i860n is used 
when describing properties common t o  ail rnembers of the family, while "i860XPV refers specifically 
to the chip used in the MANN.4. 



Figure 7.1: One MANNA Node 

stay coherent with this memory and each other using bus snooping and the MES1 
protocol. The bus also runs at 5OMHz. and memory access is fast compared to  the 

processor; a cache miss takes 12 cycles (240x1s) to load the line (a ioad followed 

immediately by a use of the loaded register imposes a 9-cycle penalty.) There is no 

L2 cache. The bus also connects to serial I/O devices and, on node O? an Ethernet 

port for outside communication only. 

Each node has a custom-designed link chip providing an interface between the in- 

terconnection network and the memory bus through memory-mapped 110 addresses. 

The link chip can transfer a byte to a n d  from the network every bus cycle, a t  the 

same time if necessary, giving it a total unidirectional bandwidth of 50 megabytes 

per second (100 MB/s bidirectional). The  bus interface to the link chip is 64 bits 

wide, and the link itself has internal buffering, making it possible to transfer blocks 

to and from the network interface in bursts. The link chip has 9 cycles (180ns) 

internal delay in each direction. 

MANNA computers with more than 2 nodes are connected using custom- 

designed 16 x 16 packet-switched crossbars. Each input port can accept one data 

byte per 20ns cycle, and the input is buffered by a FIFO. The bandwidth of the 

crossbar is 800 MB/s if al1 16 inputs a re  in use and each transmits to  a different 

output port. The latency through the crossbar of a new packet is between 10 and 

25 cycles, provided the  requested output  node is not in use. For machines with 

more than 16 nodes, the network can be organized as a hierarchy of crossbars. The 

most common configuration available, the one used for most of Our experiments, 

is a 20-node MANNA consisting of two crossbars with 10 nodes apiece and two 

bidirectional Iinks between t hem. 

The MANNA is a standalone system intended for dedicated single-user parallel 

applications. There is a small operating system for this machine, but the  EARTH 
system doesn't use it. Instead, system functions are linked with the executable. 



Executables are downloaded from a host machine which also acts as a file server 

to the MANNA. The M.4NNA system includes a commercial uniprocessor compiler 

(written by the Portland Group, Inc.) which can exploit some of the more complex 

features of the i860, such as explicitly-pipelined floating point instructions and a 

switchable VLIW mode known as Dual Instruction Mode. This compiler is a t  the 

heart of Our Threaded-C compiler. 

7.1.1 Dual-Processor-Node Version of EARTH-MANNA 

The two-processor structure of MANNA closely matches the EARTH architecture 

model, pennitting an efficient emulation of EARTH on the M-ANN-4 system. This 

is called EARTH-MANNA-D, and was the first working implementation of EARTH. 
One processor (called the Application Processor or AP in the MANNA) is assigned 

the task of emulating the Execution Unit, the other (the Communication Processor 

or C P )  r u s  the RTS, Le., emulates the Synchronization Unit. The CP regularty 

polls the link chip for incoming messages, and sends outgoing requests to  this Iink. 

The Event Queue and Ready Queue are stored in memory shared by the two CPUs. 
The SU'S tasks are well-defined (see Section 4.2.5) and fixed; they don't change 

from one application to the next. Therefore, the RTS code is the same no matter 

what runs on the AP. While most of the RTS runs on the CP, some of the tasks 

belonging to the SU (according to the architecture model) are actually performed 

by the AP. Frame allocation/initialization is one example. This simplifies code 

generation. 

To repeat from Section 4.2.5, the functions of the RTS are: 

EU and network interfacing, 

Event decoding, 

Sync slot management, 

Data transfers, 

Fiber scheduling, 

Function invocation and load balancing. 



Most of the RTS is a straightforward implementation of EVM-A and the semantics 

of the EARTH operations. Sync dots are stored in the frame (actually, they are 

declared as local variables in Threaded-C) a t  a known offset from the base address 

of the frame. The queues between the EU and SU are stored in memory- They are 

implemented as linked lists, and enqueueing and dequeueing are made atomic by 

changing single pointers, eliminating the need for iocked access to  the list. 

Fibers are placed in the RQ in the order in which they are enabled. When the 

EU finishes a fiber, it reads the next ( F I D ,  I P )  pair from the RQ, copies the FID to 

the register norrnally used for the frame pointer (normally r3 in the i860), and jumps 

to the instruction address. If the RQ is empty, the EU continues to check the queue 

periodically (there is nothing else for it to do). -4 procedure invocation is represented 

by a special record in the RQ. This record has a pointer to an invocation handler 

instead of an  IP, and a pointer to an argument list instead of a frame identifier. The 

special hand1er copies the arguments to the local registers and then jumps to the 

initial fiber, whose address is included in the argument list. The initial fiber handles 

the frame allocation for that procedure. Deallocated frames are kept on special free 

lists for efficient reuse. 

Because there is no operating system in the E14RTH-MANNA, the RTS has 

control over the Memory Management Unit and the page tables of the virtual mem- 

ory system. EARTH-MANNA takes advantage of this to make translation between 

global and local addresses automatic. The 32 megabytes of physical memory are 10- 

cated a t  the end of the physical address space. The virtual address space is divided 

into 128 32-megabyte blocks, numbered 0-127. In each node, two virtual blocks 

are mapped to the same physical block: the block with the sarne number as the 

node, and block 127. The latter is used for the replicated address space (the code, 

the stack, and the "global scope variables" of Threaded-C are located there) . The 

former is used for dynamically-allocated memory including procedure frames. The 

heap boundaries are set so that the two areas avoid using the sarne physical space. 

Figure 7.2 illustrates the memory mapping for node 2. This figure aiso shows that 

some physical addresses in the bottom 256 Mbytes are reserved for the 1/0 and link 

chips. This means EARTH-MANNA can have no more than 120 nodes with this 

rnapping scherne. 

One important task of the SU is choosing where to run procedures that are 

invoked with the TOKEN operator, since that operator doesn't specify a node. 
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Figure 7.2: Memory Mapping for Node 2 

This is an opportunity to improve runtime efficiency by balancing the workload 

evenly among the nodes. Once a procedure has started execution on a node, it is 

nearly impossible to rnove it or its frame, because other procedures rnay have global 

addresses pointing to the frame. Bejore the frame begins esecution, however, the 

SU tries to move the TOKEN operator to a lightly-ioaded node. Our method of 

load balancing is derived from the method of token management used in the ADAM 

dataflow architecture [82, 841. 

Each SU has a queue of outstanding TOKEN operators? called the Token Queue 

(TQ). When the EU executes a TOKEN operation, the SU forms a "token" encap  

sulating the procedure call with its arguments, and puts it  on top of the local TQ. 

When the RQ becomes empty, the SU removes a token from the top of the TQ and 

invokes the procedure locally. Note that putting locall-generated tokens on top of 

the queue and then removing tokens from the top results in depth-first traversa1 of 

the call graph. This generally leads to better control of functional parallelism, Le., 

it diminishes the likelihood of parallelism explosion which can exhaust the memory 

resources of a node.' 

If both the RQ and TQ are empty, the SU sends a message to a neighboring 

processor requesting a token, in effect performing work stealing. The neighboring 

processor, if it has tokens in its queue, takes one from the bottom of its queue and 

Z~ sirnilar tedinique was first used-in the Concert system [49]. 
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sends it back t o  the requestor. In this manner, breadth-first traversal of the call 
graph is implemented across procesors, hopefully resulting in a better spreading 

of tasks. If the neighboring processor does not have any tokens to satis& a token 

request, the neighbor's neighbor is queried, and so on. Either a token will be found, 

or the request cannot be fuifilled. Idle processors periodically query their neighbors 

for work. 

Our subsequent experiments show that the quality of the load balancer can have 

a significant impact on the performance of divide-and-conquer programs such as 

N-Queens. However, there is a tradeoff, for the performance benefits of making an 

optimal choice where to run a token must be balanced against the costs of getting 

the information necessary to make that decision. Load balancing has been explored 

more thoroughly in some of the other EARTH implementations [19]. 

7.1.2 Single-Processor-Node Version of EARTH-MANNA 

Since most multiprocessor systems have only a single CPU per node, a n  obvious 

question was whether the EARTH model can be implemented with cornpetitive 

performance and efficiency on such machines, and what key issues and challenges 

must be addressed. To answer these questions, ive did another implementation of 

the E-4RTH model on M-4NN-4, called EARTH-MANNA-S, which uses only one of 

the two CPUs to perform the functions of both the EU and SU. 

With only a single CPU to execute both the program code and the multithreading 

support code, i t  is necessary to find an efficient way to switch f'om one t o  the 

other. For perforrning synchronizing operations, initiating esternal requests, and 

even context switching this is not too much of a problem, for these occur where 

the EARTH operations are performed. Thus, it is only a question of replacing the 

EARTH operations with inline code to carry out the operations directly, rather than 

inline code to send the request to the EQ. For some simple operations, doing them 

inline in the EU rnay even take less of the EU'S time than sending the request to  

the SU. Other aspects of the implementation are identical to the dual-CPU version, 

such as  address rnapping. 

The biggest challenge with single-CPU nodes is external messages, such as remote 

function invocations, token requests, and SYNC-WITHJETCH requests initiated 

remotely. Asynchronous reception of such messages has to be merged into the flow 



of control dynamically, a t  run-time. (Others besides EARTH have encountered 

similar difficulties [108].) On most single-CPU machines, one of two mechanisms is 

used to handle incoming messages. Either there are explicit polls in the application 

code (added by the user or compiler), or incoming messages generate interrupts in 

the CPU. However, using either polling or interrupts exclusively can be inefficient, 

especially when message traffic is high and its irregular pattern is not statically 

analyzable. If polling is used, but the message frequency is much lower than the 

polling frequency, the polling overhead will be incuned many times for each message. 

If the poIling frequency is too low, the CPU may take too long to respond to remote 

requests which may be on the criticai path of the computation. If, on the other 

hand, interrupts are used and the message frequency is high, the interrupt costs 

can be significant, even if the interrupt handler is able to service al1 outstanding 

messages when it is invoked. 

Our single-CPU version of EARTH-MANNA is implemented two ways. In the 

first irnplementation, the link is polled whenever the EU reads a new fiber from 

the RQ. This is a good time to poll the link since the EU already is switching 

contexts a t  this time, so there are no extra costs for saving registers as would be 

the case if the poll occurred in the middle of a fiber. However, the frequency of 

network events can Vary dramatically from program to program and even during 

one program's execution, which means the response time to remote messages can be 

unpredictable. An alternative implementation augments this scheme with a polling 

watchdog [83], which interrupts the EU if it has gone too long without polling the 

link. Although the polling watchdog is not a standard part of the MANNA, it would 

be simple to build in hardware and can, in factr be emulated using the second CPU 

of the MANN-4. 

7.1.3 Compiling for EARTH-MANNA 

In order to minimize the design effort required, the code generator uses the PGI C 

compiler to do most of the actual compilation and code generation. There are code 

generators for both the dual-processor and single-processor versions, but these are 

alrnost identical, nlth differences only in the RTS libraries, some include files, and 

some of the inline code substitutions. Code is generated for EARTH-MANNA in 

stages, as shown in Figure 7.3: 



Figure 7.3: Compiling for E-4RTH-hL4NNA 

1. The source code is either Threaded-C, or another high-levei language which is 

translated into Threaded-C. 

2. Threaded-C code is passed through a regular C pre-processor to expand 

rnacros, delete comments, etc. Also, some EARTH operations defined in 

Threaded-C are not implemented in the RTS, but simply are macros that cal1 

other EARTH operat ions. These substitutions are made here, using standard 

C include files. 

3. The next stage uses a custom Threaded-C pre-processor. The main task here 

is to preparc the C code for processing by the standard C compiler. Threaded- 

C constructs must be converted into ordinary C constructs so that they can 

be recognized by the compiler. EARTH operations are converted into func- 

tion calls. Fibers are converted into individual cases of a switch statement 

at the top level of a procedure. This makes it necessary to  insert extra C 
statements to "fool" the compiler into not performing certain optimizations, 

such as common subexpression elimination, which would otherwise move code 



from one fiber to  another. Also, pragmas are inserted at  various places in the 

code, inciuding fiber boundaries, to "annotate" the code for the benefit of the 

post-processor. 

4. The source code is now legîtimate C code (albeit with annotations) and can be 

sent to the regular C compiler. The PGI compiler makes whatever optimiza- 

tions i t  can nrithin a fiber, including minimizing register use. The output is 

assembly code. Some of the assernbly code consists of non-existent instructions 

produced by the pragmas. 

5. The assembly code is read and interpreted by a post-processor, which recog- 

nizes and removes the illegal instructions and other false code stemming from 

the Threaded-C pre-processor, and replaces the function calls representing 

EARTH operations with inline code (e-g., to insert a request into the Event 

Queue in the case of the dual-processor version). 

6. The final, pure assernbly code is linked wïth other modules in the program 

and with the RTS. 

One of the most important tasks of the post-processor is generating spi11 code. 

When the Threaded-C pre-processor converts the fibers into switch statement cases, 

the C compiler will naturally assume sequential execution when it performs def-use 

and liveness analysis. It doesn't understand that when the EU reaches the end of 

a fiber, the next fiber in the RQ may be in a completely different procedure, which 

might ovenvrite the live registers. The EU needs to save whatever registers are live 

in the current frame. The post-processor anaiyzes the code to determines exactly 

which registers are "live" a t  the beginning and end of each fiber, and inserts code 

for reading or writing these registers at  the beginning or end, respectively, of a fiber. 

The number of registers needing to be saved between fibers is actually quite small, 

usually only 2 or 3 registers per fiber [85]. Optimizing in this way helps tremendously 

to produce faster code. 

7.1.4 Performance of EARTH-MANNA 

This section presents the main results of extensive performance studies involving 

both implementations of EARTH on the MAXNA. The first part measures and 

compares the performance of individual EARTH operations using simple programs 



designed to isolate specific costs. This is follouved by a study involving applica- 

tion benchmarks written in Threaded-C and compiled for EARTH-MANN.4. The 

following are Our major observations: 

1. The EARTH operations can be dispatched and executed reasonably quickly. 

The latencies and bandwidth achieved with EARTH-M-WNA compare favor- 

ably with other parallel systems (Section 7.1.4-1). 

2. Multithreading operations can be added without imposing large overheads on 

the code, provided the granularity of the code is not too fine. This is confirmed 

by comparing multitbreaded code running on a single node to sequential code 

(Section 7.1.4.3). 

3. This performance scales well as one moves from single processors to small- 

scale parallel systems. Al1 benchmarks achieved near-linear speedups in the 

range of processor counts available on the MANNA (Section 7.1.4.4). (Larger 

configurations are considered in Section 7.2.2.) 

From t his we can conclude t hat the goal of effective parallel processing using off-the- 

shelf technology is achieved mith the EARTH PXM and the hL4NNA implementa- 

t ion. 

7.1.4.1 Performance of Individual Operations 

The case has been made that effective use of large-scale parallel machines requires 

exploitation of fine-grain parallelism [22, 541. Unfortunately, most conventional 

parallel systems discourage fine-grain code by imposing large overheads that can 

dorninate such code. In many systems, multithreading is only supported a t  the OS 
level, and programmers must endure large OS overheads. In other machines, the OS 

guards access to the communications network, again imposing its extra costs on the 

programmer. If fine-grain parallelism is to be exploited well, it is crucial to reduce 

the costs of small operations, such as individual synchronization operations, small 

data transfers and procedure invocations. 

The following tests measure the following characteristics of EARTH-MANNA: 

1. Simple communication latency and bandwidt h, 

2. Latency and throughput of EARTH operations, 



Figure 7.4: Measuring Latency on EARTH-MANNA 

3. EU overheads of EA4RTH operations. 

The first test is a simple measurement of raw latency and bandwidth. Two 

tests were perforrned on a 20-node MANNA using two nodes connected to  the same 

crossbar (so that a message from one to the other passes through only one crossbar). 

Latency is measured by invoking a simple procedure on both nodes. Each procedure 

has a small fiber, which sends a sync signal (using the RSYNC operation) to  a sync 

slot on the other node, whose IP field refers to the same fiber in the other procedure 

instance. The slot in each instance bas a reset count of 1, so that the sync signal 

imrnediately enables the fiber. The nodes have no other work during this time, and 

are therefore idle when not running these fibers. 

This is illustrated in Figure 7.4. Latency is measured by running the "pingpong" 

back and forth many times and dividing the total tirne b j  the number of iterations. 

-4s the figure shows, this measures not only the transmission time of the sync signal, 

but aIso the time it takes for the sync to have its effect, i.e., for the remote sync 

count to be updated, the fiber enabled, and the fiber read from the RQ. Thus, it is a 

practical measure of latency as  seen by the program. This latency also includes the 

code at the start of the fiber, but this only consists of loading the remote sync slot 

address in preparation for the RSYNC operation; the address should be in cache 

and hence cost only 1-2 cycles. The end of the fiber tests the Ioop count, but this 

is overlapped with the transmission of the sync signal over the network, and hence 

does not contribute to the latency. 

The latency costs for both the dual-processor implementation (separate proces- 

sors for EU and SU) and the single-processor implementation (one processor for 

both) are listed in Table 7.1. TO put this in perspective, these latencies can be 

compared with the measurements from a survey of parallel machines [28] in which 

messages were sent between neighboring processors (minimizing network delay). The 



1 Parameter 1 Duai-processor 1 Single-s roc essor 1 
1 Latency (ns) II 1091 1 2450 1 

Table 7.1: Latency and Bandwidth on EARTH-MANNA 

Latency (cycles) 
Bandwidth (MB/s) 
Bandwidth (% of peak) 

only machine in the survey with a lower latency than the EARTH-M.4NNA-S is the 

shared-memory Convex SPP1200 ( 2 . 2 ~ ) .  This machine nuis a t  120MH2, so its la- 

tency is 264 processor cycles, more than both versions of EARTH-MANNA. Even the 

slower EARTH-MANNA-D is surpassed only by the Convex and the shared-memory 

Cray T3D ( 3 p ) ,  but the Cray runs a t  15OMHz. The fastest distributed-memory 

machine in the survey has a latency of 10ps. 

Note that this test measures latency that immediately affects the other node. 

Sync signals to slots with higher counts take less time. AIso note that  most of 

this 2-4ps can be gainfully utilized if other enabled fibers are waiting in the Ready 

Queues. 

Bandwidth is measured with a similar pingpong technique, but the sync signals 

going from node 1 to node O are replaced with block rnoves (BLKMOVRSYNC) 
of 1 million bytes apiece. Thus, the overhead of sending the acknowledgrnent sync 

signal back is insignificant to the total calculation. Table 7.1 shows high bandwidth 

utilization by both implementations. EARTH-M-4NNA-D beats EARTH-MANN-4- 

S because the extra processor can work full-time on the block transmission. -Most 

of the rather small loss (16%) is due to packetization overhead; large blocks are 

split into manageable packets, but each packet has a header. Furtherrnore, a new 

packet reaching the crossbar may incur a variable stall (200-500ns) due to  the cross- 

bar's arbitration scheme. Even so, both systems achieve a much higher fraction of 

their theoretical bandwidth than the low-latency systems in the survey (37% for the 

SPP1200 and 43% for the T3D)). The only systems with comparabie bandwidth 

utilization rates have much higher latencies, such as the Meiko CS2, with a band- 

width of 43 MB/s out a possible 50 (almost identical to EARTH-MANNA) but a 

latency of 83ps. 

204.5 
42 .O 
83.9 

122.5 
28.8 
57.5 



Table 7.2: EARTH Operation Latencies (nsec.) on EARTH-MANNA 

Operation 

( r ) sPc  
(r) spawn 
get ~ y n c  
data-(r)sync 
invoke (1 arg) 
invoke (5 args) 
invoke (9 args) 
invoke (18 args) 

These simple tests were followed by a more comprehensive set of experi- 

ments measuring the Latencies of specific EARTH operat ions. Measurements were 

made using the same technique of repeating the operation many times and di- 

viding the total time by the loop count. Latencies were measured for four 

basic synchronization operations: sending a sync signal, spawning a fiber di- 

rectly, data read (SYNC-WITHTETCH or split-phase transaction), and data write 

(SYNC-WITHDAT-4). The data transfers were of single words. h/leasurements 

were also made for procedure invocations with four different argument counts. Like 

the previous experiments, these tests used only two nodes. However, these tests 

were made on a 2-node "MiniMANNA" in which the link chips of the two nodes 

are connected to each other directly, rather than to a crossbar. This removes the 

uncertainty of the crossbar delay. 

Table 7.2 lists the latencies measured. For each operation, there are four values. 

Both local and remote versions of each operation are performed. Local operations 

stay entirely on node O, while remote operations are executed on the EU of node 

O but  involve some interaction with node 1. For example, "remote invoke" means 

invoking the procedure on node 1 using the INVOKE operation. 

For both local and remote versions of each operation, there are two measure- 
ments, one for sequential latency and one for pzpelined latency. Sequential latency 

is similar to the pingpong latency experiment; the code is designed so that the EU 
which executes the operation stalls until the operation finishes. Pipelined latency 

rneasures throughput; the EU executes the operation repeatly as quickly as it can. 

Dual- processor nodes Single-processor nodes 
Sequent i d  

Loc. 
2327 
2252 
2824 
2767 
5011 
6217 
6826 
8192 

Sequent i d  Pipelined 
Rem. 
3982 
4266 
6968 
6667 
9011 

10240 
10727 
12552 

Loc. 
1000 
920 

1440 
1280 
2300 
2460 
3060 
3220 

Loc. 
841 

N/A 
1137 
1060 
3188 
3879 
4260 
5529 

Pipelined 
Rem. 
2290 
2500 
4666 
4340 
5360 
5640 
6500 
7620 

Rem. 
994 

N/A 
1880 
1814 
2794 
2984 
3504 
4436 

Loc. 
380 

N/A 
700 
560 

1611 
1768 
2368 
2528 

Rem. 
668 

N/A 
1502 
1200 
2165 
2231 
3165 
3537 



The pipelined latency figures show the ability of the EARTH implementation to 

overlap long-latency operations with useful work (in this case, other EARTH ops). 

(Spawning is not pipelined because the immediate enabling of fibers would interfere 

with the pipelining of the SPAWN operations, making the timing rneaningless) 

The results in Table 7.2 show relatively low latencies for EARTH operations. 

More importantly, they demonstrate the ability of the multithreading system to 

pipeline EARTH operations for greater t hroughput. Synchronizing operations (the 

most frequent EARTH operations as seen in our benchmark programs) have a 

pipeline throughput typically 3-4 times higher than pure sequential latency for re- 

mote operations, and 2-3 times higher for local operations. The pipeline depth is 

somewhat greater when there are separate processors for EU and SU, because there 

can be more "stages" in the pipeline. Nevertheless, even the EARTH-MANNA- 
S exhibits some pipelining for local operations, mainly because the RTS effectively 

combines the SU components of several EARTH operations into one unit, amortizing 

the costs of switching between the EU and SU contexts. 

The tables show EARTH-MANNA-S consistently outperforming EARTH- 
MANNA-Dl but this is partly due to the nature of the experiment, in which the EU 

doesn't do any computations except for the E-ARTH operations. The ne-* experi- 

ment mesures the costs to the local EU of various operations, meaning the amount 

of time taken by the EU to execute each operation. For E-4RTH-MANNA-D: this 

is the cost of forming a request message and writing it to the EQ in memory; for 

EARTH-MANNA-S, this is the cost of stopping and performing the entire operation 

(if local) or forming a request message and writing it to the Link chip (if remote). 

The results in Table 7.3 show that for remote ops, EARTH-MANNA-D can take 

advantage of a separate processor by having that processor send messages to the 

network, freeing the EU for other tasks. Overall, if most operations are local to 

the node, EARTH-MANN.4-S should run faster. But this outcome should not be 

used to rejec t dual-processor configurations ent ireiy. The i860XP is not designed for 

efficient processor-t O-processor t ransfer of short messages, hence the software- based 

queues are cumbersome. -4 processor with better support for direct interprocessor 

communications should produce a dual-processor node that runs faster than a single- 

processor node in al1 operations. (The next chapter shows the simulation of a custom 

hardware SU producing significantly reduced latencies in transferring requests be- 

tween EU and SU.) Furthemore, a separate SU processor has other benefits: its 



Table 7.3: EU Costs (nsec.) of EARTH Operation on EARTH-MANNA 

Operation 

( r h n c  
( r ) s ~ a m  
endAiber 
incr-( r)sync 
dat a-(r)sync 
getsync 
invoke (1 arg) 
end-procedure (1 arg) 
invoke (5 args) 
end-procedure (5 args) 
invoke (9 args) 
end-procedure (9 args) 
invoke (18 args) 
end-procedure (18 args) 

ability to monitor the network independently improves performance for applications 

with widely-varying fiber lengths, as shown in the next section. Also, stress tests 

have shown that an independent SU can handle large increases in network traffic 

without significantly slowing down programs [58, 591. 

7.1.4.2 Benchmarks Used 

The remaining studies use real application programs written in Threaded-C and 

compiled for both versions of EARTH-M-4NN-4. Table 7.4 lists the sequential run- 

ning time of each benchmark under Tseq. This denotes the execution time of an 

optimized sequential version of the program running on one i860XP processor of 

the MANNA, i.e.; without the execution of rnultithreading instructions (and their 

overheads). The code is compiled using the same PGI sequential C compiler as the 

core of the Threaded-C code generator. 

Several programs representative of traditional scientific applications are tested to 

demonstrate that EARTH can handle large data-parallel applications. These al1 use 

static work distribution directed by the program (using the invoke operator) rather 

Dual-processor nodes 
Local 

504 
721 

Single-processor nodes 
Remote 

504 
580 

Local 
300 
323 
441 
300 
480 
620 
479 

Remote 
588 
640 

N/A 
620 
660 
700 
806 

530 
561 
580 
580 
760 

1 794 
1039 
1203 
1223 
1372 
1766 
1728 

N/A 
554 
606 
620 
620 

N/A 
907 

N/A 
1210 
N/A 
1512 
N/A 

760 
599 
800 
960 

1040 
1099 
1060 

N/A 
936 

N/A 
1406 
N/A 
1670 
N/A 
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Table 7.4: Benchmarks and Sequential Performance 

Tsq (sec.) 1 Description 
0.866 ( Regular; frequent data moves 

I 

30 
512 x 512 
12 queens 
12 queens 
.lV = 23 

shapes (256)2 

than the automatic load-balancer. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a regular appli- 

cation which requires frequent exchanges of data between distant points. Our FFT 

is a decimation-in-time algorithm written in a datafiow-like producer-consumer style 

in which elements involved in butterfiy exchanges also exchange pointers to  their 

neighbors, setting up the next butterfly (whose interval is twice the interval of the 

previous butterfly) . Matria: multiply multiplies two 3 13 x 512 matrices using the code 

presented in Section 6.2.3, with a block size of 33. The time measurements, for both 

sequential and parallel code, excludes the time needed to initialize the matris and 

compute the checksum. SLT-2D uses a semi-Lagrangian time discretization scheme 

to simulate a global atmospheric mode1 in twvo dimensions; these experiments use 

80 x 80 meshes. In Tomcatv, a floating-point benchmark from the SPEC89 and 

SPEC92 suites, each iteration updates a pair of 257 x 257 meshes, using indepen- 

dent nearest-neighbor calculations and calculations with horizontal loop-carry de- 

pendencies. Iterations continue until the maximum change drops below a threshold; 

this involves a global reduction and barrier (discussed in Section 4.3.1). Separate 

rowvs synchronize with each other and the top-level function using a dataflow-like 

paradigm. 

The  Fibonacci program is the code used for illustration in Chapters 4 and 6. 

While this is a contrived application, it is a useful benchmark for parallel systems 

because very little computation is done within the function body. Almost al1 the 

code is involved with function linkage. Sirice many of the overheads in parallel 

SLT-2D 
Tomcatv 

' 0.969 
36.6 
17.2 

7 y  

3.69 
69.4 
7.43 
2.60 
48-6 

80 x 80 
1V = 257 

- 
' Recursive; h&h overheads 

Regular, data-parallel 
Fully para. recursive enurneration 
Partidly sequentialized 
Recursive enurneration 
Task-parallel 
Recursive search 
Regular, data-parallel 
Regular , data-parallel, barrier 



programs involve interactions between different functions, this benchmark gives a 

good upper bound on the overheads encountered by a parallel system. 

The N- Queens problem, a familiar benchmark that  typifies searching problems, 

was presented in Section 6.2.2. Two versions are used in this study. N-Queens-P is 

the maximally parallel version presented in Section 6.2.2. N-Queens-T is a modified 

form of N-Queens-P in which the parallelism is '% hrot tled'' algorit hmically, as shown 

in Figure 6.9. When the number of queens successfully placed on the board reaches a 

threshold (4 in this case), the program switches from parallel execution to sequential 

execution. Comparing the performance of these two benchmarks allows us to explore 

the t radeoff between expressing maximal parallelism in a program and rest raining 

parallelism through program modifications. The latter is generally more difficult for 

the programmer (especially if good performance across a large number of machine 

sizes is desired) but generally yields better speedups by reducing overheads. 

Parafins is one of the four "Salishan problems" from the 1988 Salishan High- 

Speed Computing Conference, regarded as being challenging to parallelize [93]. This 

application enumerates al1 distinct isorners of each paraffin (molecule of the forrn 

Cn H2n+2) of size up to  a given maximum (23 in Our experiments). The total number 

grows exponentially with this maximum. -4 paraffin is equivalent to an unrooted 

4-ary tree; thus the problem is essentially the same as the problem of detecting iso- 

morphisms in labeled free trees. The program generates lists of paraffins in a pointer 

data structure and returns an array filled with the number of distinct paraffins of 

each size up to and including the maximum. Parallelism is exploited by invoking 

functions on al1 the processors to compute the radicals (basic reaction units to form 

larger molecules) and then forming tokenized functions which compute the paraffins 

for the required sizes? 

The Persistence Of Vision Ray Tracing (Povray )  program reads in a text file 

that describes the objects and lighting in a scene and generates a three-dimensional 

256 x 256-pixel image using the ray-tracing rendering technique. This program has 

a t  its core a doubly-nested loop which iterates over each pixel. The Threaded- 

C implementation performs this loop in parallel. As the arnount of work needed 

for each pixel can va- widely, this implementation takes advantage of EARTHYs 

dynamic Ioad-balancing mechanism. 

The Protein folding chemistry application finds al1 possible polymers of a 3 x 3 x 3 

3The algorithm is explaineci in greater detail in the programmer's MasterYs thesis [30]. 



cube, where a polymer is defined as a chah  of monomers and each monomer may 

represent a nurnber of arnino acids. It is assumed that each monomer is situated on 

a lattice point (Le., a point on a 3-D grid). Each possible folding of the polymer 

can then be described as some path dong the set of lattice points. Two kinds 

of parallelism are exploited in this program. The first is the looplevel parallelism 

exploited for al1 possible start paths provided in the original data-set using a dynamic 

token-driven mechanism. h o t  her is the token-level medium-grained parallelism 

exploited at  each lattice point for finding possible foldings using tail-recursive and 

token mechanisms. 

For the Traveling Salesman Problem ( TSP), a graph with 10 vertices is used. 

Branch-and-bound is used to  exploit two types of parallelism in this program. The 

first is the looplevel parallelism exploited for al1 possible paths described in the 

original path-set, using EARTH7s dynamic load-balancing mechanism to get good 

processor utiiization. Another form of parallelism is the token-level medium-grained 

parallelism exploited for al1 arrived cities to find a minimal-cost Hamiltonian tour 

using a threshold-controlling mechanism. 

7.1.4.3 Single-Node Performance 

To measure the cost of multithreading in the E-IRTH-MANNA platform (and thus 

the EARTH model) , the following experirnents run the compiled rnultithreaded 

(Threaded-C) code on one processor, and compare this to the speed of the sequential 

code in Table 7.4. The ratio is the Uni-Node Support Eficiency, or "USE factor," 

of the platform, defined as 

USE = Tseq/Tl (7.1) 

where T,,, as previously defined, is the best sequential running time, and Tl de- 

notes the execution time of a program written for the EVM (Le., in Threaded-C) 

running on one processor node with multithreading support. Measuring this pa- 

rameter guages how much processing power is lost due to multithreading overheads, 

while excluding losses which may be due to load imbalances among multiple nodes. 

When running E.ARTH code on EARTH-hL\NNA, one may choose how rnany 

nodes to run. Of course, one may produce code which checks the number of pro- 

cessors assigned to the task and then simply branches to a sequential version of the 

program if only one node is used. However, these programs d o n t  do this. They 

utilize multithreading operations as  if they were run on multiple nodes; thus, the 



( Benchmark 1 USE factor (%) 1 
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1 FFT 59.8 1 75.6 1 
1 Fibonacci 
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Table 7.5: Uni-Node Support Efficiencies on EARTH-MANNA 

99.9 
52.5 
98.8 

1 

version running a single node would execute the same number of multithreading 

91 -4 
94.0 
95.0 

operations no matter how many nodes are ~ s e d . ~  -4 USE value close to unity for 

99.4 
100.0 
98.8 

such programs can be attributed to many factors: 

1. There are enough parallel threads to hide the latency of rnultithreading oper- 

ations, i.e., there are enough fibers for execution while multithreading opera- 

tions in other fibers are performed by the SU; 

2. The total overhead for performing multithreading operations as seen by the 

EU is minimal (this can occur if the parallelism is sufficiently coarse-grained 

to keep the number of multithreading operations to a minimum); 

3. The support for multithreading operations is not intrusive on sequential code. 

The eleven benchmarks running on one processing node of the EARTH-MANNA 

platforrn produce the USE factors listed in Table 7.5. The results show that in most 

cases, executing multithreading instructions in a uniprocessor does not degrade per- 

formance very much. In some cases, they do not degrade a t  a11!5 One could suggest 

4Some programs deviate frorn this slightly. In Povray, for instance, a single block of data is 
initialized on one node and then copied to every node: each copy takes one EARTH operation. 
However, this is insignificant cornpareci to the total number of multithreadiig operations executed 
in that program. 

5This does not mean there are no multithreading overheads. Modem compilation is so complex 
that even minor code changes can lead to unexpectedly large changes in code performance due to 



t hat the Threaded-C versions of the prograrns were well-written to minimize the use 

of multithreading operations, but what it also indicates is that the multithreading 

support does not have a huge negative impact on sequential code within a thread 

as in machines which require the interleaving of threads. 

Only the Fibonacci benchmark does poorly. Its low USE factor is to be expected. 

The overheads of recursion far outweigh the actual computation performed even in 

the sequential code (one test per instance, and three adds per non-leaf instance). 

But function linkage is efficient in sequential code, especially if the compiler is aware 

of how little context there is in each function call (reducing the number of registers 

saved each call). The synchronizing operations of EARTH have to be more flexible 

than simple stack frame linkage, and consequently are far more expensive. When 

the dominant part of the code increases in cost? the USE factor suffers. 

The fully-parallel version of N-Queens does moderately well, though on EARTH- 
MANNA-D it runs only half as fast as the sequential code. The throttled version 

achieves almost full performance. A count of procedure instances shows that the 

fully-paralle1 version generates over 1.6 million threaded procedure instances, though 

it takes less than twice as much time as the throttled code, which generates fewer 

than 10,000 such instances. (Of course, the use of a dequeue for the Token Queue, 

as described in Section 7.1.1, ensures that in both cases, not many of these instances 

are active a t  the same time.) 

A cornparison of the two N-Queens cases gives a glimpse of the tradeoff between 

expressing parallelism at a fine grain versus investing extra effort into programming 

to "coarsen~' the threads. The throttled code represents how programmers can 

boost performance by controlling parallelism directly in the code, if they are willing 

to spend more time with the code (see Section 1.2-4). In this case, the modification 

is trivial and yields large improvements, so the outcome clearly justifies the extra 

effort. But the results show that letting parallelism "run wild" doesn't drag down 

performance too m ~ c h . ~  This suggests that in cases where coarse-grain parallelism 

is more difficult to  express without sacrificing scalability, the fine-grain alternative 

may run almost as well. 

optimization anomalies. When the first Threaded-C version of Torncatv was tested, it had a use 
factor of 1.07 [59]. Later analysis showed this was due to high register pressure in the sequential 
version (Tomcatv is notorious for tbis) which was relieved when the code was threaded. Subsequent 
rewriting of the sequential code reduced the USE factor to its current value. 

6The next chapter shows that a hardware SU reduces the ciifference between the two 
considerably. 



One final observation to make is t hat the implementation wit h single-processcr 

nodes does consistently better than the dual-processor-node system. This could 

be predicted from Table 7.3, because al1 operations are local to the node (there is 

only one). That table also suggests that on multiple nodes, applications with many 

remote operations may run faster on EARTH-MANN.4-D. This is verified in the 

next section. 

7.1.4.4 Parailel Performance 

The final experiments with the actual MANNA hardware involved running the mul- 

t it hreaded benchmarks from Table 7.5 on mu1 t ip1e processors and measuring the 

gain in speed over one processor. Two different measurements can be made. The 

relative speedup on k nodes is the speedup relative to the same multithreaded version 

running on a single node: 

Rk = Ti/Tk (7-2) 

If the USE factor for this program is poor, then Rk can be a misleading measure 

of the inultiprocessor's speed, though one that is often used [13]. An ideal linear 

speedup (Rk = k) would indicate that the work is distributed evenly. However, if 

multithreading the program has high overhead costs, the benefit would be much 

smaller. That is why we also report the absolute speedup, which compares the speed 

to the sequential version: 

A k  = Tseq/Tk (?-3) 

Relative and absolute speedup are related by the USE factor: 

Ak = OSE x Rk (7-4) 

Figures 7.5-7.10 show both absolute and relative speedups for the variants of 

EARTH-MANNA discussed in this chapter. The first twvo give relative and ab- 

solute speedups, respectively, for the MANNA with dual-processor nodes (EARTH- 
MANNA-D). The next two show the same for the single-processor-node version 

(EARTH-MANNA-S). The 1 s t  two are also for EARTH-MANNA-S, but use the 

second CPU to emulate the watchdog timer (see Section 7.1.2). 
The large amount of data necessitated using a %dimensional representation be- 

cause many speedup curves would be superimposed in a 2-dimensional graph. One 

can best understand each curve by looking a t  the right endpoint, from which one 
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Figure 7.5: Relative Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-D 

can read the speediip for 20 nodes. From there. the shape of the curve gives a good 

impression of the performance over the rest of the node counts. 

For instance, it can be seen in Figure 7.5 that most of the benchmarks have 

relative speedups very close to 20 on 30 nodes on EARSH-MANNA-D; only SLT- 
2D and FFT has much performance loss at 20 nodes (Rzo = 16.7). Also, the 

curves are almost completely linear, again with the exception of SLT-2D and FFT.7 

When multithreading overheads are factored into the picture (Figure ?.6), speeds for 

some of the benchmarks decline, especially for the worst-case Fibonacci example. 

Nevertheless, 7 of the 11 benchmarks still have speedups greater than 17 on 20 

nodes. This means that for these benchmarks, each EU processor in a 20-node 

configuration is utilized 85% as much as a single processor running sequential code.' 

7The dip at 12 nodes with SLT-2D is due to the static task distribution; the 80-row array is 
divided by rows, but 12 does not divide 80 evenly. The FFT code uses round-robin distribution of 
the elements, which works much better with powers of 2 because that causes many butterfiies to 
be completely local (both elements in the exchange are on the same node). 

course, this ignores the second CPU, which doesn't contribute to this utilkation figure. 
However, the use of a processor equal to the EU for SU functions is somewhat wasteful. Most of 
its capabilities, including built-in floating point, go unused. A small, cheap integer-only processor 
should work just as well. 
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Figure 7.6: Absolute Speedups on EARTH-MANN-4-D 

Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show declines in performance for most of the benchmarks on 

single-processor-node machines with larger numbers of processors, even though the 

USE factors reported in Table 7.5 were better for MANN.4-SPN across the board. 

While a single processor on a node may be sufficient for handling multithreading 

operations locally, i t  can slow down multiprocessors in several ways: 

1. If there is a lot of interprocessor traffic (e.g., many small messages due to a 

large number of invocations, or some large messages due to large block moves), 

the traffic may be a heavy burden on the single processor, which must stop to 

read al1 of it. rather than letting the other processor respond to the messages. 

2. If fibers are long, requests from other nodes may go unfulfilled for quite a 

while. The EARTH-MANNA-S RTS only checks for incoming messages when 

one fiber terminates and another is about to begin. Remote requests that are 

on critical paths could stall the entire computation. 

The second problem, a t  least, can be ameliorated somewhat with a watchdog 

timer. The timer is supposed to monitor the link chip and interrupt the EU if an 
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Figure 7.7: Relative Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-S 

incoming message has waited a t  the link chip for more than a specified thresbold 

(5Ops in these experiments). Lacking the interna1 hardware needed for this function, 

the EARTH-MANNA-S implementation does the next best thing by using the second 

CPUI now unused, to monitor the link and generate the interrupt. This is more 

coarse-grained than an ideal timer, for the CPC' can't monitor the link continuously 

without tying up the system bus. Nevertheless, it gives a good approximation to  

what a real watchdog timer can do.' Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the benefits of 

faster response to messages, particularly for the coarse-grained applications Povray, 

Protein and Tomcatv. 

"ee the original polling watchdog paper [83] for more details. 
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Figure 7.8: Absolute Speedups on EARTH--MANN,4-S 

7.2 Simulation of Alternate EARTH-MANNA 

Comput ers 

This dissertation has proposed a series of design extensions to an off-the-shelf mul- 

tiprocessor representing an evolutionary progression toward more customized ma- 

chines executing EARTH programs. To demonstrate the benefits of each step in 

the series without actually building the custom hardware requires a simulator which 

can mode1 each proposed niachine. For this purpose, we have developed an accurate 

simulator for the MANNA hardware called SEhlli (Simulator for EARTH, MANNA 

and the 860) [58, 112, 1151. SEMi is mainly intended for measurïng the benefits of 

adding new modules to the basic MANNA configuration (e.g., a hardware SU), and 

these experiments are discussed in the next chapter. 

However, we can also make modifications to SEMi's default MANNA configu- 

ration that don't involve adding new hardware. In this section, we use SEMi to 

simulate two extensions to the MANNA hardware that do not exist, but still repre- 

sent conventional multiprocessors a t  the beginning of the evolu tionary pat h. These 
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Figure 7.9: Relative Speedups on E.4RTH-kI.ANN.4-S with Polling Watchdog 

machines run the same applications code as the E-4RTH-MANNA machines covered 

in the previous section. The first modification extends the existing MANNA ma- 

chine frorn 20 nodes to 120 nodes. With this, the speedup curves from Section 7.1.4 

can be extended to see if the EARTH mode1 is scalable into the range of large-scale 

machines. The second modifies the performance parameters of the i860 to reflect 

some of the improvements in processor design made since the i860 was made. This 

is to test whether the good results obtained for EARTH on the MANNA may be 

applicable to other multiprocessors or are dependent on some specific performance 

characteristics of the i860. 

The first part of this section describes S E M ,  and the modified MANNA machines 

simulated using SEMi. The second part presents the experimental results. 

7.2.1 The SEMi Simulation Testbed 

SEMi (Simulator for E-ARTH, MANNA and the i860) is a functional simdator for 

i860-based uniprocessors and multiprocessors. It was originally inspired by DLXsim 
[53], and uses a similar interface. SEMi currently has modules for simulating the 
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Figure 7.10: Absolute Speedups on EARTH-hIANN.4-S with Polling Watchdog 

i860XP processor, the MANNA bus and memory system, the 1/0 and link chips, 

and the crossbars, i.e., al1 components of the MANNA, as well as extensions to the 

base MANNA (described in the next chapter). 

SEMi is primarily a "functional" simulator. meant to product correct program 

results and a cycle count equivalent to a real AIANNA. Therefore, S E M  only sim- 

ulates the details needed to mode1 the interactions between components that affect 

the program state or timing. The real behavior of individual circuits are not simu- 

lated (this simulation is not intended for synthesis). For instance, SEMi models the 

fact that instructions are fetched 2 cycles before they are executed. This is necessary 

for the correct modeling of delay slots and bus interactions. The order of operations 

in a pipeline affects the latter because bus cycles can be generated from both the 

fetch stage (1-cache miss) and the cache load stage (D-cache miss). However, the 

write-back stage isn't modeled since it doesn't affect the timing behavior (due to 

bypass logic) . 
The benefit of this approach is that SEMi is far faster than a logic simulation. 

A S E M  simulation of a MANNA uniprocessor takes about 300 processor cycles 

for each cycle in the simulated machine. If clock frequencies are normalized, a 



dual-processor node runs about 500 times slower. -4s nodes are added, the ratio 

grows slightly more than linearly, as extra crossbars are added and the expanding 

simulation state overwhelms the cache. Nevert heless, even a large sirnulated machine 

with n nodes (n > 100) runs no worse than 200072 times slower. Thus, we are able 

to simulate realistic problem sizes in which Tseq is around one minute.1° 

One criticism commonly leveled at  simulators is that they are inaccurate and 

only reflect the wishes of their programmers SEMi was designed for accuracy to 

avoid this objection. SEMi carefully models actual processor behavior in terms of 

cycle counts, and accounts for resource hazards, load stalls, and bus delays. SEMi 

hàs been m n  side-by-side with a real MANNA to  measure its accuracy, in terms 

of the number of clock cycles reported, and its timing figures are typically within 

0.2% of the timing rcported by a real MANNA for sequential uniprocesor code, and 

within 5% for dual-CPU and multiprocessor runs." This proven accuracy of our 

simulator makes us confident that if we make small modifications to the M-4NNA 
architecture, the timing measurements will be close to what we could expect if such 

modifications were made to a real MANNA. 

One of the options of SEMi selects a topology from a file of predefined config- 

urations. An arbitrary network of n x n routers, based on the MANNA's crossbar 

chip, can be defined. To extend the speedup curves of the E-4RTH benchmarks, 

we created several extensions of the standard topology. Figure 7.11(a) shows the 

20-node topology which is standard in the MANNA. Two crossbars connect to ten 

nodes apiece, with two bidirectional connections running between the crossbars. If 

a node sends a packet to a destination that is not attached to the same crossbar, 

the route through the network is deterministic and determined by a static routing 

table, even if there are multiple paths to that destination. Figure 7.11(b) shows a 

40-node network formed by tying two 20-node MANNA'S together. (This topology 

has actually been constructed by GMD although it is never maintained very long 

and always subsequently broken back into 20-node machines.) Figures (c) and (d) 

show further extensions to 80 and 120 nodes, respectively. (120 nodes is the upper 

limit of EARTH-MANNA without a substantial rewrite of the RTS and compiler, 

l0A near-linear application speedup mostly offsets the growth in simulation time as more nodes 
are added. 

"The greater error for multiple-CPU simulations is due in part to the greater complexity and 
unpredictability of these systems. Also, some non-detcrminism is to be expected from the real 
machine. However, repeated experiments on the real machine with a given benchmark and input 
show very little variance in running times. 



Figure 7.11: Large-Scale Topologies 

for reasons given in Section 7.1.1.) Al1 routing tables are deterministic and designed 

to be deadlock-free. (ln parts (b)-(d), the 10 nodes connected to each crossbar have 

been omitted for clarity.) 

Ot her options to  SEMi change various parameters of the system (e.g., cache sizes, 

mernos- delays) or rnake smdl changes to the behavior of the processor, which by 

default emulates the i860XP as closely as possible. Although the i860 was a big step 

fonvard in RISC processing a t  the time it was released, some design compromises 

had to be made due to the lower level of integration a t  that time. ,4mong these: 

0 There is no scoreboard logic for the float.ing point unit. Instead, there is a 

simple lock, which blocks access to the unit until a scalar FP op is finished, 

even if succeeding FP ops are independent. 

0 The L1 on-chip cache is blocking. If the CPU misses the L1 cache and starts 

loading a cache line, subsequent accesses to the cache are blocked until the 

load is finished, even if they woulci hit the cache. 

There is a simple form of dynarnically-switchable VLIW processing called Dual 

Instruction Mode, but no other form of multiple-instruction issue. 

Changes selected in the SEMi command line may alter the number of clock cycles 

needed to execute a given program, but normally do not change the functional 

behavior of the processor. Generally, a sequentiai program compiled for MANNA 

runs the same on both the base configuration and a modified configuration. A 

parallel program may run differently if the program is inhcrently non-deterministic, 

since the options may affect the relative order of two events on different processors. 

For our last set of experiments we want to configure the MANNA and its under- 

lying i860 processors to look more like the systems used today. The i860XP dates 



back to the early 90s and only runs a t  50MHz. To bnng the i86û-based experiments 

a bit closer to  the processors of today, we configured SEMi to simulate s MANNA 
wit h the following processor and system changes: 

O Processors have increased in speed faster than memory chips and buses. To 

account for this effect, we have slowed down the memory system and bus, 

but we have also added an L2 cache. The performance parameters of the 

new memory and cache are taken from the PowerblANNA, a successor to  

the MANNA also built by GMD. The PowerMANN-4 is based on a 200MHz 

PowerPC 620 processor iastead of the i860. 

0 The limitations of the i860 have been removed where possible. The options 

make the cache non-blocking, add hazard detection Iogic to the FP unit, and 

allow multiple-instruction issue [though only in-order issuing is allowed a t  this 

t ime) . 

7.2.2 Performance of Larger EARTH-MANNA Systems 

The first use of SEMi to enhance the existing MANNA architecture is extending 

the speedup curves of Section 7.1.4.4 to see hou* scalable are the current programs. 

Five of the benchmarks were chosen for further study. To measure how well E-4RTH 
scales for smaller problems, we ran simulations for smaller problem sizes for each 

of the benchmarks, as well as the problem sizes used in the real MANNA studies. 

Table 7.6 lists the benchmarks used, the problem sizes for each, the sequential 

running time, and the USE factors for EARTH-MANNA-D and EARTH-MANNA- 

S under these simulations. 

Speedup curves for the five benchmarks are shown in Figures 7.12 through 7.24. 

The data from these experiments are s h o m  in separate graphs for each bench- 

mark/implementation combination, with each graph displaying relative and absolute 

speedups for al1 input sizes. This allows the impact of problem size on scalability 

to be viewed. Results for EARTH-WANNA-S are shown both without a polling 

watchdog (Figures 7.17-7.21) and with a watchdog (Figures 7.22-7-24), except that 

watchdog results are not shown for Fibonacci and N-Queens-P. Since the EARTH- 

MANNA-S polls the network at the end of each fiber, and the maximum fiber length 

in these two programs is far less than the watchdog timeout interval, the watchdog 



Benchmark Input T,,, USE factor (%) 
(sec) Dual- processor Single- processor ---- 

Fi bonacci 15 0.000831 8.6 15.7 

I paraffins 
I 1 1 

1 18 1 0.0394 1 82.1 1 97.6 

Table 7.6: Uni-Node Support Efficiencies on SEMi Simulation of EARTH-MANNA 
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Figure 7.12: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-D for Fibonacci 
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never generates an interrupt and the results arc identical.12 

Comparing these results with the timings from the real MANNA in Section 7.1.4 

leads to several observations. 
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I2This is not aiways true for the implementation on the real MANNA, due to the inexact nature 
of the timing as explained at the end of Section 7.1.4.4. 
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Figure 7.13: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-D for N-Queens-P 

Figure 7.14: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-D for N-Queens-T 

, , . . . . . . 

Load Balancing: First, some of the speedups 'that looked so promising in Fig- 

ures 7.5-7.10 fail to extend much beyond 20 nodes, particularly for the fine-grained 

applications (Fibonacci and N-Queens-P). This appears to be due to poor load 

balancing. This was determined by measuring the total time spent by al1 proces- 

sors in different parts of the program. This breakdown is shown for N-Queens-P 

(10 queens) running on EARTH-MANNA-D (Figure 7.25) and EARTH-MANNA-S 
(Figure 7.26). 

Five components are shown: the three fibers (fibers 1' 2, and the initial fiber), 

the sequential function safe( ), which is called from fiber 1, and idle time. Any time 

when an EU is not actively mnning a fiber (e.g., it reads the RQ when nothing 

U 12(rel) 
- e- 12 (abs) - 10(rel) 
- +- 1 0 (abs) + 8 (rel) 
- O -  8 (aW 

. ... . . . . . 
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Figure 7.15: Speedups on EARTH-bfANNA-D for Paraffins 
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Figure 7.16: Speedups on E-ARTH-AIANNA-D for Tomcatv 
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is there) is counted as idle time. Each graph shows the time totals for each node 

count in the experiments. For cornparison, an analogous breakdown is given for the 

sequential code a t  the left side of each graph. In this case, since there are no fibers in 

the sequential code, the times shown for these three components are for the sections 

of the recursive function which correspond to the three fibers. 

The graphs show that the safe() function (which is identical in the sequential 

and threaded codes) is used about the same amount of time in al1 runs. Each of the 

three fibers takes longer in the parallel code than the corresponding code fragment in 

the sequential code. This graphically shows the source of the USE factors observed 

for this benchmark. Once this overhead is paid, the total time spent in the fibers 
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Figure ?. 17: Speedups on EARTH-MANN.4-S for Fibonacci 
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Figure 7-18: Speedups on EARTH-bf .WN-4-S for N-Queens-P 

stays fairly constant for al1 node counts. If these were the only costs, then the code 

should enjoy a linear relative speedup. Thus, the only cause of the poor speedups 

is the idle time, which grows rapidly, especially for dual-processor nûdes. 

This suggests there are shortcomings in the load balancer. The runtime system 

was originally developed for real MANNA machines, which have at most 40 nodes. 

These simulations used the same RTS, without any attempt to tune i t  for a larger 

number of nodes. More research vil1 be needecl to see if the load balancer can be 
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Figure 7.19: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-S for N-Queens-T 
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Figure 7.20: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-S for Paraffins 

optimized for larger node counts, and whether this tuning can be done automatically 

at runtime or should be accomplished by using different load balancers for different 

configurations. 

The much better performance of N-Queens-T shows the benefits of reducing the 
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Figure 7.21: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-S for Tomcatv 
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Figure 7.22: Speedups on EARTH-MANN=\-S/Watchdog for N-Queens-T 
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Figure 7.23: Speedups on EARTH-M.4NX.k-SIWatchdog for Paraffins 

number of fibers executed at runtime. On the other hand, the Paraffins application 

is even more coarse-grained, and does only moderately well for the largest problem 

size. Sorne effort was spent by the programmer to keep the number of threads low, 

in order to get a high USE factor by reducing multithreading overheads. The code 

was not modified for this set of experiments, so as the number of nodes increases, 

the number of procedure instances per node correspondingly drops. Since the work- 

stealing algorithm can't predict the running time of a token before the procedure 

begins execution, it does not work well when there are only a few tokens per node, 

because t here are fewer opport unities for load imbalances to be corrected. 
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Figure 7.24: Speedups on EARTH-MANN.4-S/Watchdog for Tomcatv 

Figure 7.25: Breakdown of EU Use on EARTH-MANNA-D for N-Queens-P (10) 

Benefits of Multithreading: The most coarse-grained application in tbis set is 

Tomcatv, in which the N x N matrix is divided into N - 2 procedures, one for each 

row (excluding the top and bottom). For each row, three fibers are run in sequence 

for each of the 100 iterations in the program. The load is the same in each row, 

so the r o m  are distributed among the nodes statically and evenly. This places an 

upper bound on the speedup, and leads to uneven loads if the number of rows is not 

an even multiple of the number of nodes. For instance, Tomcatv with N = 257 (Le., 

255 active rows) should get a speedup of a t  most 85 (255/3) on 120 nodes, since a t  



Figure 7.26: Breakdown of EU Use on EARTH-MANNA-S for N-Queens-P (10) 

least some of the nodes rnust have three rows instead of two. 

The curves in Figure 7.16 show Tomcatv achieving close to its theoretical 

speedups for the larger problern sizes. The results for the two smaller sizes 

((N = 33and65) show the benefits of multithreading by demonstrating what h a p  

pens when there is only one thread. When the number of nodes equals the number 

of rows, there is only one procedure per node. When a fiber sends a block of data to 

another fiber and then terminates, there is no work to be done while the block is be- 

ing moved, and no work can become enabled until the block move is finished. Thus, 

there is excess idle time, and Tomcatv achieves only about 3/4 of its theoretical 

relative speedup for these two sizes. 

Dual-Processor Nodes Versus Single-Processor Nodes: It was shown pre- 

viously that EARTH-MANNA-S generally has better USE factors; the overhead 

of communicating between processors outweighs the costs of performing the o p  

erations on one processor. Comparing Figures 7.17-7.18 with Figures 7.12-7.13 

show that for the fine-grain applications, the single-processor implementation gives 

better speedups for larger node counts. Once again, this may be due to  better per- 

formance of the load balancer, and tuning of the balancer on each irnplementation 

might change this advantage. However, the trend seen in Section 7.1.4, in which 



programs with longer threads suffer on EARTH-MANNA-S due to long network re- 

sponse delays, is seen even more clearly as the node count gets large. In fact, in this 

case the fully-parallel version of N-Queens outperforms the throttled version! As in 

the earlier experiments, adding a watchdog timer improves t hings considerably, as 

seen in Figures 7.22-7.24. 

7.2.3 Performance of Updated EARTH-MANNA Systems 

The final experiments performed with simulated off-the-shelf hardware i n v o l d  a 

simulated "modernized" i86û-based multiprocessor. IJSE factors and speedup curves 

were obtained for the 13 benchmark/platform combinations, using a simulated sys- 

tem with processor and memory parameters improved to levels corresponding to 

the PowerPC 620-based PowerMANNA, as described at the end of Section 7.2.1. 

While the improvements in speed varied from application to application, the rel- 

ative performance of the various irnplementations, and the speedup curves, were 

not significantly different from the results in the previous section, except for a few 

anomalies. Thus, our main conclusions from the previous sections still hold true, 

and the EARTH multithreading model will benefit modern processors just as well 

as the i860. The data from these experiments are therefore placed in Appendix D. 

7.3 EARTH on Ot her Multiprocessors 

The MANNA was the first off-the-shelf platform on which E-4RTH was implemented. 

The first working version of EARTH-MANN-4-D, including the runtime system de- 
scribed at the beginning of the chapter and the compiler outlined in Section 7.3: \vas 

completed in four months by a single designer. Since then, the EARTH team has 

successfully implemented EARTH on other off-the-shelf platforms. Although these 

systems are not the focus of this dissertation, they are discussed in this section to 

demonstrate the generality of the EARTH model and to draw conclusions from the 

results obtained. 

The first non-MANNA platform running EARTH was the IBM SP-2 multiprocessor. 

This platform is a little more "off-the-shelf' than the MANN-4, which was a research 



machine specifically intended for multithreading and whose production was limited. 

The SP-2 is widely used in large research laboratories and is thus a good bench- 

mark for testing the portability of the EARTH PXM. Furthemore, IBM generously 

assisted us by providing proprietary low-level information on the communication 

layer in their system, allowing us to make interprocessor communication far more 

efficient. 

There are two major differences between the SP-2 implernentation and the orig- 

inal MANNA version. First, changes to Threaded-C were mandatory. In EARTH- 
MANNA it is possible to reference the entire global address space with 32 bits (the 

largest MANNA implemented having only 1.28 G bytes). Therefore, the original im- 

plementation of Threaded-C on EARTH-MANNA stored global addresses in regular 

pointers, and there was no GLOBAL keyword. However, a larger SP-2 machine has 

more memory than will fit into the address space of a single processor (4Gbytes), 

so regular pointers won't be big enough to accommodate global addresses. 

Therefore, explicit support for global addresses had to be added to Threaded-C. 

The netv type specifies (internally) both a processor-node number and an address 

within that node. It is necessary to distinguish between global and local addresses 

explicitly, for the EU may only access local addresses; the EU must send global 

addresses to the SU for processing. This distinction was achieved by introducing a 

GLOBAL type qualifier for pointers and by providing explicit conversion operations 

between local and global pointers. (Support for GLOBAL handles has been added 

to E-4RTH-MANN.4, but this is only for code compatibility; the EARTH-MANNA 

compilers ignore the keywords and use the original MMU-based translation scheme.) 

The other change was to the methods used for compilation. Although the 

EARTH-MANNA compilers have a processor-specific C compiler a t  their core, the 

pre- and post-processors in Section 7.3 are finely tuned both to this compiler and 

the i860 instruction set. To reduce further the development time of the implemen- 

tation on a given platform, it was decided to make the Threaded-C compiler more 

generic by expanding the source transformation of the pre-processor and eliminating 

the post-processor entirely. Any processor-specific post-compilation tuning of the 

object code must be done at runtime by the runtime system, which is stiIl tuned to 

the specific platform. 



7.3.2 EARTH-Beowulf and Ot her Networks of Worksta- 

t ions 

The SP-2 is built of tightly-coupled off-the-shelf uniprocessors. An even more generic 

approach to building inexpensive multiprocessors is the Network Of Worhtations 

(NOW) approach, exemplified by the Beowulf system [15]. Beowulf-class systems are 

forrned quickly and easily by connectiiig ordinary microcornputers (e-g., Pentium- 

based PCs) together with fast Ethernet (100BASE-T) switches. These systems 

typically run a standard operating system such as Linux. 

Because the Beowulf is gaining in popularity as a low-cost alternative to tightly- 

coupled multiprocessors, E-ARTH was ported to this system to make it available for 

experimental use. (The Beowulf implementation was first publically demonstrated 

a t  CalTech in January, 1998, with 60 nodes running the Povray application.) The 

compiler is the same as the portable compiler used for the SP-2. Like the SP-2 
implementation, EARTH-Beowulf uses inlined code for EARTH operations as in 

EARTH-MANNA-S. The user code and the runtime system (Le., the EU and SU) 

run as separate OS processes, but the EU runs as a single process, and al1 switching 

between fibers is the responsibility of the runtime system. FinaUy, the internode 

communication uses TCP/IP, since the low-level communication primitives of the 

SP-2 are unavailable here. 

The Beowulf system is the most generic version of E-ARTH available, though 

this portability cornes a t  the price of performance. It was recently ported to  a 

PowerMANNA (the PowerPC 620-based successor to the MANNA), requiring only 

a few hours of effort. (This system was first demonstrated, again using Povray, at 

Supercomputing '98.) The TCP/IP layer on the PowerMANNA uses the M.4NN.4 
link chips and crossbars, rather than a standard Ethernet system, and is thus much 

faster, but it still incurs the OS overheads associated with TCP/IP. (There are plans 

to make a more finely-tuned implementation specifically for the PowerMANNA, 

similar to the MANNA implementations.) 

7.3.3 Clusters of SMP Workstations 

Tightly-coupIed mult-iprocessors and networks of single-processor workstations r e p  

resent the endpoints on a line representing the distribution of processors and mem- 

ory. Some researchers have suggested the benefits of systems between these two 



extremes, in which small multiprocessors with local shared memory are intercon- 

nected, but two different clusters either do not share memory or have much higher 

latencies for shared-memory access than two processors in the same cluster. The 

EARTH Architecture Model already accounts for this possibility; Section 4.2.1 al- 

1 0 ~ s  the EU to have multiple processors. 

EARTH has been ported to a network of 16 workstations at the University of 

Delaware [80]. Each machine has 4 25OMHz UltraSPARGII processors, shared mem- 

ory connected to the processors through a local crossbar, and a high-speed Myrinet 

network interface. The  implementation of EXRTH is based on the generic EARTH- 

Beowulf system with TCP/IP, but the runtime systern has been modified to handle 

multiple EU processors. Each CPU is a separate single-processor node, but the load 

balancer favors local processors when distribut ing tokens, on the assumption t hat 

the invoked procedure is likely to access data stored on the originating processor. 

The Delaware team is currently investigating an implementation more like EARTH- 

MANNA-D, with separate EU and SU, except that the EU consists of three of the 

four processors. 

7.3.4 Observations 

This chapter has presented several implementations of the EARTH EVM-A on off- 

the-shelf multiprocessors~ The main focus of this dissertation is the MANNA-based 

implementations, and a repeating of the experiments on ail the additional platforms 

discussed in this section would lead to an overwhelming amount of data to present. 

Rather than present al1 the data, this chapter will conclude with a general empirical 

cornparison of the systems and some conclusions which can be drawn. 

One important lesson is the importance of removing as many overheads as pos- 

sible from the synchronization and communication operations. Unfortunately, these 

are the areas in which traditional multiprocessing systems often place the most over- 

heads. Of al1 the EARTH implementations, the MANNA platform is the fastest, if 

clock speeds are normalized. Al1 essential multi t hreading operations (t  hread gener- 

ation, thread synchronization, and passing of data bettveen threads) are performed 

at the user level, eliminating the overheads of interacting with the operating system. 

The systems discussed in this section ail require OS intervention to communicate 



between procesors, and performance varies iaversely wit b the amount of interven- 

tion needed. The generic system, which uses separate processes for EU and SU, 

and uses TCP/IP for communications, does the worst, especially for fine-grained 

programs, while the SP-2 does much better, thanks to the low-level access that the 

EARTH RTS bas. From this it can be inferred that OS-level threading wouId be 

even less appropriate for an EARTH-like system. 

Of course, one reason for requiring OS intervention for certain operations is 

to keep access to certain essential resources under the protection of the kernel, 

especially in multiuser environments. A dual-processor system such as EARTH- 

MANNA-D provides an opportunity for such a protection scheme without sacrificing 

performance. In EARTH-MANNA-D, only the Communication Processor (emulat- 

ing the SU) needs to access the network. The SU can therefore run as a privileged 

process while the EU only runs user code, interacting with the SU only through the 

EQ and RQ (which also can have access restricted for greater protection). 

Another observation is that it is difficult to develop a single systern which works 

optirnally for al1 applications. The experimental results in Sections 7.1.4 and 7.2.2 

show that some implementations work better for fine-grain parallelism, but worse 

for coarse-grain programs. Since different levels of granularity are appropnate for 

different applications, it is important to find a system that  works reasonably well 

for most applications rather than working best for only a few. 

Our experiences with "generic" implementations of E-4RTH that rely entirely 

on native compilers for code generation show that portable versions of EARTH are 

possible, and can be brought up quickly on new multiprocessors so long as they 

support the standards on which the portable implementations are based. This is 

rnuch more in line with the idea of EARTH as a programming mode1 rather than 

an architecture. However, such generality cornes a t  the price of performance. For 

best performance, both the runtime system and the compiler need to be tuned to 

the specific characteristics of the architecture. Higher-level abstractions such as 

EVM-A and Threaded-C are sufficient to ensure portability of applications across 

platforms, provided they are well-planned. Portable systems, however, may be ideal 

for one-of-a-kind systems where the effort of a fine-tuned implementation cannot be 

supported. 

Our final observation is that parallel cornputers based entirely on off-the-shelf 

processors can go only so far without specialized hardware support. Such parallel 



machines offer a quick and low-cost means to get started in general-purpose parallel 

programming, but they have limitations. LVhile al1 implementations of EARTH 
were able to exploit modest amounts of parallelism in al1 applications, none were 

able to extend this to a larger nurnber of procesors (a hundred or more) on enough 

applications to be considered a general solution to the problem of attaining such 

levels of parallelism. 

Therefore, it is time to start moving along the evolutionary path toward rna- 

chines specifically built for multithreading and parallelism. The next chapter takes 

up the issue of specialized hardware support for machines still primarily based on 

commodity processors. Experimeots there show that such hardware goes a long way 

toward addressing the performance concerns raised here. 



Chapter 8 

Toward a Custom EARTH 

Implement at ion 

The previous chapter demonstrated that a viable EARTH system could be emulated 

on an off-the-shelf multiprocessor and achieve good absolute and relative speedups 

on many applications. 

Nevertheless, our experimentations with the EARTH-M4NNA system, the most 

efficient of the EARTH implementations so far, showed that there are limitations to 

this approach. The system works quite well when threads are coarse and synchro- 

nizations are not too frequent, for the overheads of fiber switching and interacting 

with the Event and Ready Queues take a small fraction of the total computation 

time. But as threads become smaller and more numerous, these overheads start to 

dorninate and drag down total performance. 

One result of this is that programmers have to spend extra time thinking about 

how to coarsen their programs without sacrificing parallelism (or rely on compil- 

ers, such as the EARTH-C translator (521, to do this for them). When members 

of the EARTH team were writing applications in Threaded-C (some of which are 

used in this study), some found that a large part of their effort was spent in such 

coarsening. For divide-and-conquer programs tliis may involve simply writing both 

a parallel and a sequential version of the same routine, and switching from parallel 

recursion to sequential execution after descending enough levels in the cal1 tree (as 

in the N-queens program in our study). In other cases, coarsening might be more 

complicated, requiring algorithmic changes to achieve the same results with fewer 

threads, or figuring out ways to combine finer threads into larger units to amortize 



synchronization and communication costs. 

In either case, this effort goes against Our stated goal of programmability. In 

our cornparison of hypothetical architectures in Section 1.2.4 (see Figure LI), we 

said that architecture A was the ideal vehicle for quick implementations of parallel 

programs with acceptable performance. Yet for some applications, our EARTH- 
MANNA programmers followed a curve more like B due to the extra effort of coars- 

ening. Furthermore, such efforts are even more difficult to program into a high-level 

translator t hat is targeting Threaded-C code. 

Reducing the number of threads to improve speedup for a small number of nodes 

may end up harming the program's scalability on larger machines. Coarsening a pro- 

gram reduces the supply of tokens available for load balancing, while enlarging the 

machine increases the need for tokens. Furthermore, as the number of tokens per 

node decreases, the variability of token execution times becomes a bigger factor in 

the success of the load balancer, as there will be fewer tokens to "average out" the 

running times. The programmer may compensate for these problems, by making 

the number of tokens generated proportional to the node count (NUM-NODES in 

Threaded-C, for example), and by trying to make sure the threads have roughly 

equal running times. But these added burdens merely exacerbate the programma- 

bility problem. 

Our goal, therefore, is to lessen the need for programming effort (and transla- 

tor/compiler complexity) by making the machine better able to support fine-grain 

parallelism. The architectural mode1 for EARTH describes the SU as a separate 

unit wit h specialized functions. The first section in this chapter demonstrates t hat 

a module specialized to the SU'S tasks can support smaller grain sizes effectively, 

leading to improvements in both absolute and relative speedups. The second section 

Iooks a t  further benefits in combining and partially integrating the EU and SU cores, 

which is the next step in the ewlutionary path. The final section considers some of 

the ramifications these findings may have for future high-end processor design. 

8.1 An External Synchronizat ion Unit 

Implementing the SU functions in a custom unit would produce a machine with 

many advantages over the multiprocessor platforms in the previous chapter. Overall, 

a specialized SU wouId be able to perform E-4RTH operations much faster than 



a general-purpose processor executing RTS code. -4 node based on a hardware 

SU would retain the advantages of a dual-processor system, such as removing the 

burden of network interaction from the main processor, while eliminating the speed 

disadvantages that  made some of the benchmarks run slowver on the dual-CPU nodes 

than on the single-CPU nodes. 

First, communication between the EU and SU would be faster. Typical proces- 

sors are not designed to act as simple slave devices on a bus. It is difficult for one 

processor to communicate with another without incurring a lot of overhead. The 

software queues between the -4P and CP in EARTH-MAXNA are about the best 

that can be done with such a system. 

-4 hardware SU wouid perform its specialized tasks much faster than a general- 

purpose processor executing RTS code. Even a simple operation such as a synchro- 

nization operation involves fetching a sync count, decrementing, testing for zero and 

writing back, which can take more than a dozen instructions in the i860. Logic built 

for this purpose, with sync slots stored in a speciai cache, should be able to do this 

in a few cycles a t  most. This would decrease the latency of EARTH operations, 

which would reduce idle time in cases where these operations are on a critical path. 

Furthermore, a haidware SU could have several semi-independent modules o p  

erating in parallel, since it isn't constrained by the semantics of a single sequential 

Stream. For instance, one part could be receiving messages from the EU, another 

part polling the link chip, and a third module making load balancing decisions, al1 

at  the same time. This would further decrease the latency of EARTH operations, 

for interactions on one interface would not be stalled while the CPU is working on 

the other interface. 

Both the faster execution of SU functions and their execution in parallel would 

increase the throughput of the SU, rnaking it better able to handle higher workloads. 

Preliminary experiments with an EARTH implementation on 4-CPU workstations 

suggest that, for fine-grain applications, a single CPU emulating an SU can become 

overioaded if it tries to support the other three CPUs a t  the same time. A hardware 

SU would be better able to handle a multiple-PE Execution Unit. 

The faster and parallel execution of SU functions would allow greater complexity 

in the tasks performed. The operations on an emulated SU must be kept simple to 

avoid overloading the CPU. Thus? some components are implemented in the most 

straightforward way. The Ready Queue, for instance, is a simple FIFO queue in the 



off-the-shelf EARTH emulators. However, the EARTH mode1 allows events in the 

RQ to be reordered, and this could be done to optimize for iocality, for instance. 

Load balancing is another area for improvement. The load balancer on EARTH- 

MANNA has to avoid using too much network bandwidth in distributing workload 

information, since t r a c  between the SU and liak competes with the EU for bus 

access. Furthetmore, the RTS c a d t  spend much time processing token requests 

or making an optimal decision where to send tokens. Consequently, the RTS load 

balancer often makes suboptimal choices, and some nodes take a iong time to  receive 

any work. Our speed-up curves in Section 7.2 often show performance leveling off 

as the number of nodes increases, mostly reflecting the worsening effectiveness of 

the load balancer. 

Finally, if produced in sufficient volume, a hardware SU would be much cheaper 

than a state-of-the-art microprocessor of comparable performance. Major sections 

of the typical microprocessor are irrelevant to the SU and could be eliminated, such 

as the floating point logic and instruction cache. Other components of the modern 

superscalar processor, such as the reorder buffer and register renarning logic, would 

not be needed by a hardware SU because it would not be trying to extract maximum 

parallelism from a piece of sequential code. 

This section proposes an SU interface and toplevet design, and performs SEMi 
simulations to measure the benefits of this design compared to the multiprocessor 

versions. The SU proposed here is designed specifically for the MANNA system. 

However, with minor modifications it should be equally suitable for a node based 

on another processor, or can be made more portable by having an interface for a 

common bus standard such as PCI. 

8.1.1 An SU-Based EARTH Node 

The EARTH architecture in Figure 4.11 shows separate modules for the EU, SU, 
and queues (EQ and RQ), and separate paths to memory. However, a MANNA- 
based SU would need to read and write program data on the same bus as the EU, 
because the i860XP's cache coherence is based on bus snooping. However, if the SU 

hardware and memory system can support dual ports, a separate bus can be used 

for SU-specific traffic, as shown in Figure 8.1. This traffic would include al1 link 

traffic (since the EU no longer needs to access the link) and any memory which is 
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Figure 8.1: Node with Hardware SU (Separate Bus) 
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Figure 8.2: Node with Hardware SU (Integrated Link) 

specific to the SU (since coherence with the EU'S cache is not needed). The latter 

includes sync slots (which are uot be rnanipulated directly by the EU) and any extra 

buffering needed because it doesn't fit in the S U  chip. 

An alternative design is to integrate the link and SU into a single chip. A major 

part of the link chip's logic is occupied by a general interface to the MANNA's 64-bit 

data bus and 32-bit address bus, including special control and status registers used 

by the processors. This logic is no longer needed if a regular processor is not using 

the link. It should be possible to integrate the link's FIFO queues and crossbar 

interface into the SU, especially since the SU in Figure 8.1 requires its own driver 

for the general-purpose link chip, and this driver could be eliminated as part of the 

integration. The alternative configuration is shown in Figure 8.2. Here the SU bus 

is shown merely as an option because, given a sufficiently large cache in the SU, 

there should be so little need for accessing the main memory from the SU that using 



the EU bus should not hurt performance significantly. 

In these configurations, the EQ and RQ are included in the SU. Aithough there 

are off-the-shelf FIFO units that could be used for the queues, they are not expected 

to be 'ery large, and integrating them into the SU allows random access to the 

qu&es by the SU, making possible the reordering of ready fibers, as previously 

described. Furthermore, direct contact between the EU and SU allows for auxiliary 

information to be passed from the EU to the SU through the address lines, as 

explained in the next section. 

8.1.2 The SU Interface 

How do the EU and SU communicate in a node such as Figure 8.2? The link chip 

in the lMANNA currently allows data written to the link7s FIFO to be tagged by 

writing to difTerent addresses in the link chip's address space. This idea can be 

extended to create different addresses for each of the EARTH operations. It would 

not be necessary to send an operator tag on the data bus, meaning that E,4RTH 
operations could be sent over the bus more quickly. 

Use of tagged addresses can be extended even further by using some of the 

address bits to  send small pieces of data. There are not many EARTH operations, 

so they should require only a small number of bits. On the other hand, many 

EARTH operations have operands which in most cases are very small integers. Local 

synchronizing operators typically select a small sync slot or fiber number (less than 

10 in al1 our benchmarks). Block moves of structs and arrays of fixed size often have 

small byte counts which are compile-time constants, and procedure invocations have 

short argument lists of fixed length. 

In this implementation, the address space of the SU covers a region of the memory 

address space reachabie using a single immediate offset from a base address. The 

i860 has l&bit immediate offsets which may be used in load and store instructions. 

The EU has a base address which is permanently stored in a register set aside for 
addressing the SU (or which can be regenerated in a single instruction). From this 

base, a range of 216 addresses can be specified in a single mernory access using a 

constant offset. 

This 16 bits can be divided into a basic tag field and a number field for passing 

short integers, e-g-, small sync slot numbers. There can be two variants of each 



operation, a "compressed form" using the number field and a "long" form using the 

data bus to pass this information. The long form is used if the value that would go 

in the number field (e.g., the sync slot number) is too large, or unknown a t  compile 

time. 

Most EARTH operations have more than one operand (particularly when the 

long form is used) and consequently will require writing to the SU more than once. 

Thus, each EARTH operation requires a particular sequence of reads or wrïtes. The 

first access in a sequence identifies the operation; from there the SU knows the 

identity and purpose of each subsequent field read or written so that the transfers 

can occur without any additional tagging. Some operations may allow tagging of 

some additional fields to permit more options, and may allow additional address 

fields to be used to transmit small integers. 

With synchronizing operations that specify local slot or fiber numbers, siich as 

SYNC or SPAWN, the slot and fiber numbers are only meaningful in the local 

frame context. Therefore, the SU must know the current frame when it  receives 

these events from the EU. The SU keeps a register with the current frame identifier 

so that it can produce the proper sync sIot locations and instruction pointers. This 

register is updated whenever a new fiber is removed from the RQ. 

Remote sync and spawn always require using the data bus, because they must 

pass global addresses to the SU (sync dots or instruction pointers). Remote spawn 

passes both an IP and an FID to the SU. Thcy may be passed one a t  a time or 

together in a single double-word store (the system bus includes bits to indicate the 

data size, which can be seen by the SU). The latter may be useful if register pairs 

are used to hold (FID,ID) pairs, since register pairs may be used in double-word 

store instructions. 

Most of these operators are executed by writing to addresses in the SU ad- 

dress space. Two operators, however, use load instructions rather than stores. The 

NEXTTIBER operation reads an entry from the RQ and returns the (f id, ip) pair. 

Either the two addresses can be read simultaneously (as a double-word), or the 

IP is read first, in which case the next load r a d s  the frame address. The opera- 

tion also copies the pair read from the RQ into the SU'S context register, so that 

slot and fiber numbers from the new fiber are matched to the right frame. The 

ENDPROCEDURE operation also fetches the next fiber from the RQ. It also tells 

the SU to terminate the current procedure and deallocate the current frame. 
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Figure 8.3: Synchronization Unit Block Diagram 

Finally, some addresses are reserved for configuration. The simulated SU in 

the next section doesn't need this, for it has been tuned to the MANNA and i860. 

However, the SU can be made more portable if the system c m  configure it by 

writing to certain memory-mapped registers to set system parameters. For instance, 

if the SU is used with a Sparc-based system, the data fields should be reduced by 

three bits because Sparc processors only have 13-bit immediate offsets in load/store 

instructions. 

8.1.3 SU Design and Simulation 

While an actual hardware design is beyond the scope of this dissertation, a basic 

top-level design was done in order to guide the construction of the simulator. A 

block diagram is shown in Figure 8.3. 

The SU has the following storage areas: 



The core of the SU is the internal Event Queue, which is a pool of uncom- 

pleted events waiting to be finished or fonvarded to  another node. There may 

be times when many events are generated a t  the same time, which will fil1 the 

queue faster than the SU can process them. For practical reasons, the SU can 

work on only a small number of events simultaneously. The others wait in a 

substantial overflow section. 

The internal Ready Queue holds the list of enabled (fid, 2p) pairs. 

An outgoing message queue buffers messages that are waiting to go out 

over the network- 

The Token Queue holds al1 tokens (generated by the TOKEN instruction) 

on this node that have not yet been assigned to a node. 

The FID/IP section stores the frame identifier and instruction pointer for 

each PE. 

An internal cache holds recently-accessed sync slots and data read by the 

SU (e-g., during data transfers). 

These storage units are controlled by the following logic blocks: 

The EU interface handles loads and stores coming from the system bus. For 

a load, the EU interface either reads an entry from the Interna1 RQ and puts 

it on the data bus, or puts the FID left over from a previous load on the data 

bus. In the former case, it identifies the PE from the address and updates 

the corresponding entry in the FID/IP table. Writes are forwarded to the EU 

message assembly area. 

0 The EU message assembly area collects sequences of stores from the EU 

and converts slot and fiber numbers to actual addresses. Completed events 

are put into the EQ. 

The Network interface drives the link chip (if the iink is external) or the 

link interface (if the link is internal). Outgoing messages are taken from the 

outgoing message queue. Incoming messages are fonvarded to the remote 

message assembly area. 



0 The Remote message assembly area is like the EU message assembly area. 

It injects cornpleted events into the EQ. 

0 The Internal Event Queue has logic for processing al1 the events in the EQ. 
It accesses al1 the other storage areas of the SU. 

To compare the performance of an EARTH cornputer with hardware SUS to  an 

off-the-shelf multiprocessor emulation of EARTH Fvithout actually building an SU 
requires an accurate simulator. The SEMi simulator, described in Section 7.2, was 

primariiy built for this purpose. After SEMi was able to simulate the base MANNA 

machine successfùiiy at an acceptable level of accuracy, a module simulating the 

behavior of a hardware SU was added. This module (2,400 lines of C code, including 

statistics-gathering and error-checking) was modeled after the design in Figure 8.3. 

In keeping with Our goal of realistic simulations, the parameters of the module 

are based, whenever possible, on hardware already existing on the MANNA. The 

speed of loads and stores to the SU, for instance, are the same as loads and stores 

to the MANNA'S link chip. Internal operations in the SU are programmed with 

conservative timing assumptions. 

The final step needed in order to make realistic experiments is to modify the 

Threaded-C compiler so that the executable accesses the SU'S memory-rnapped 

addresses rather than the software queues. This required small changes to the 

Threaded-C pre-processor (see Figure 7.3): and slightly more substantial modifica- 

tions to the Threaded-C post-processor. However, the changes amounted to less than 

10% of the source code lines in both modules, for the basic conversion techniques 

are the same. 

8.1.4 Experimental Results 

The beginning of Section 8.1 gave a list of reasons why an EARTH computer based 

on a custom SU should perform much better than a system based on a stock proces- 

sor emulating SU functions. To validate the performance claims, the experiments 

from Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 were repeated using the hardware-SU incarnation of 

SEMi, described in the previous subsection. The experimental results demonstrate 

the following benefits of a hardware SU: 

Faster operations: The basic EARTH operations are faster, many considerably 

so, both in the dispatching of operations from the EU to the SU and in the 



processing of these requests within the SU itself. This decreases message 

latency substantially and brings bandwidth close to the network maximum 

(Section 7.1.4.1). 

Singlenode gains: Single node performance, as measured by USE factors (see 

Section 7.1.4) increases for al1 benchmarks. The improvement is most dra- 

matic for benchmarks with poorer USE factors in the EARTH-MANNA sys- 

tem (Section 8.1.4.2). 

Improved scalability: Speedups (even relative speedups) are higher for al1 bench- 

marks. For most benchmarks, the "knee" of the curve occurs at a much higher 

number of nodes for the hardware-SU system than for EARTH-MANNA (Sec- 

tion 8.1.4.3). 

Simpler programmability: Speedups were respectable, if not optimal, for 

"naive" programs in which no programmer effort was made to control paral- 

lelism. This suggests that less programmer effort is required to achieve a given 

level of performance on a hardware-SU system than on a software-emulation 

platform (Section 8.1.4.3). 

8.1.4.1 Performance of Individual Operations 

First, the performance of individual operations was measured using the same pro- 

cedures as in Section 7.1.4.1. Table 8.1 shows the results of the pure latency and 

bandwidth tests (see Figure 7.4) applied to an SU-enhanced system, with the results 

from Table 7.1 included for comparison. The hardware SU shows a dramatic drop 

in raw latency (42% lower than the faster of the two off-the-shelf systems), making 

EARTH-M.4NNA-SU faster than all the commercial systems surveyed [28]. This is 

due to an across-the-board drop in delays for al1 parts of the synchronization opera- 

tion except the network delay itself, which is not affected by the node architecture. 

(Indeed, our analysis shows that almost a quarter of the remaining latency is caused 

by the network.) 

The bandwidth achieved is slightly higher than EARTH-MANNA-D, though the 

latter already does a good job of using available bandwidth. Most of the improve- 

ment is due to smaller packet headers in the block move. The hardware SU only 

needs a few bits to identi& the type of the block, because it can use an interna1 



Table 8.1: Latency and Bandwidth on EARTH-MANNA-SU vs. EARTH-MANNA- 
D/S 

Parameter 
Latency (ns) 
Latency (cycles) 
Bandwidth (MB/s) 
Bandwidth (% of peak) 

Table 8.2: EARTH Operation Latencies (nsec.) on EARTH-MANNA-SU vs. 
EARTH-MANNA-S 

SU [ Dual-processor 1 Single-processor 1 

Operation 

hardware lookup table to dispatch the incoming block. The software emulators in 

EARTH-MANNA-D/S send the 32-bit address of the handler for the block move 

because that is more efficient than looking up the tag in software. 

The experiment measuring the latencies of individual EARTH operations, in 

both sequential and pipelined modes, was repeated for the SU. The results are 

in Table 8.2, with the results for single-processor nodes included for comparison. 

(EARTH-MANNA-S is faster than EARTH-MANNA-D in al1 cases.) The table 

shows that al1 EARTH operations are faster on the hardware SU than on the emu- 

lated systems, 2 to 3 times faster in many cases. Especially important to note is the 

improvement in the pipelined cases, which givcs an indication of the performance 

benefits which can be realized if the code effectively overlaps communication and 

comput ation. 

2450 
122.5 
28.8 
57.5 

1414 
70.7 
44.4 
88.8 

4091 
204.5 
42 .O 
83.9 

Nodes with hardware SU 1 
Sequent i d  
Loc. 1 Rem. 

Single-processor nodes 
Pipelined 
Loc. 1 Rem. 

Sequential 
Loc. 1 Rem. 

Pipelined 
Loc. ( Rem. 



1 2. Local SU reads event Erom EQ 1 80 1 500 1 
Operat ion 

1. Local EU sen& GETSWC to EQ 

1 3. Local SU determines location of source. sends request there 
1 4 7  Network-transfers message 

SU 
120 

1 5.- Remote SU reads message from network (+ polling delay) 

Dual 
780 

1 6 .  Remote SU reads value from source reference in its memorv 
7. Remote SU sen& message to network 
8. Network transfers message 
9. Local SU reads message from network (+ polling delay) 

10. Local SU mites value to destination reference in its rnemory 
11. Local SU decrements local sync count, places fiber in RQ 
12. Local EU reads fiber from RQ 

1 Tot ai 

Table 8.3: Component Latencies (mec.) for GETSYNC on EARTH-MANNX-SU 
and E-4RTH-MANNA-D 

The sources of the improvements can be seen by analyzing. using SEMi, the num- 

ber of cycles taken in each step of an EARTH operation. Table 8.3 breaks down the 

time taken by each phase in a remote GETSYXC operation on EARTH-MANNA- 

SU and E-4RTH-hL4NN-4-D. The twelve phases listed are the twelve phases shown 

in Figure 4.12, which illustrate GETSYNC in an architecture with separate EU 

and SU.' 
The final test of individuaf EARTH operations in Section 7.1.4.1 measured the 

time taken by the EU to execute specific operations (either by dispatching them 

to the SU, or perforrning the operations within the EU itself in single-processor 

nodes). Table 8.4 shows the data from Table 7.3 along with the times achieved 

by the hardware-SU simulation. The table lists only the time needed by the EU 

to initiate the operation on E.4RTH-M-4NN-4-SU and EARTH-MANNA-D, not to 

finish them. They are therefore relevant only if there is other work which can be 

done while the SU is completing the operation, e-g., the operation is executed in 

the middle of a fiber or there are other fibers waiting in the RQ. If this is not the 

case, and the EU stalls until the operation is completed, then the costs will more 

resemble the numbers in Table 8.2. 

'The siight discrepancy between the total time for EARTH-MANNA-D and the sequentid 
latency for GETSYNC reported in Table 7.2 reflects the inaccuracy of the simulator. 



Table 8.4: EU Costs (nsec.) of EARTH Operation on EARTH-MANNA-SU vs. 
EARTH-MANNA-D/S 

end-procedure (9 args) 
invoke (18 args) 
end-~rocedure (18 args] 

Once again, the hardware SU is significantly faster for al1 operations. The im- 

provement is greatest for the smaller operations such as SYNC and DATASYNC. 
This is important, because the EARTH PXM was specifically designed to support 

a style of multithreading in which small threads (fibers in Our lexicon) synchronize 

and exchange data with each other frequently. The results in Table 8.4 show that 

these types of operations can be made to operate very quickly on an off-the-shelf 

processor with only a small hardware extension. This means that this programming 

paradigm can be supported efficiently, encouraging its use. 

8.1.4.2 SingleNode Performance 

312 
877 
312 

The superior performance of the hardware-SU system for individual operations nat- 

urally suggests that complete programs will run faster too. The benchmarks used in 

Section 7.1.4.3 were therefore run on E.4RTH-h4ANN.4-SU. The results for a single- 

node machine are s h o m  in Table 8.5, with the numbers from Table 7.5 included for 

corn parison. 

L\s expected, the improvements in latency for individual operations translates 

into improved performance for al1 benchmarks. Most significant is the fact that 

- 
820 
- 

1372 
1766 
1728 

1040 
1099 
1060 

' - 
1512 
- 

- - 
1670 
- 



Benchmark 1 Input USE factor (%) 1 

Fibonacci 

Table 8.5: Uni-Node Support Efficiencies on E-ARTH-bIANN-4-SU vs. EARTH- 
MANNA-D/S 

Paraffins 

Tomcatv 

the poor performers on the off-the-shelf machines showed the greatest improvement. 

Fibonacci, a worst-case scenario for multithreading overheads, runs nearly twice 

as fast with a hardware SU as  on EARTH-M-4NN-4-S. N-Queens-P, in spite of its 

unthrottled parallelism, achieves better t han t hree-quarters the processor utilizat ion 

of the sequential version. The ot her benchmarks show smaller improvements, since 

they were already doing rveil on the off-the-shelf machines, but the reduction in 

multithreading overheads helps these applications as well. Thus, a customized SU 

is not mereiy a special tool to help fine-grained applications only. 

Furthermore, two benchmarks show USE factors above unity for some cases. 

The USE factor obtained for Paraffins is similar to the USE factor on EARTH- 
MANKA-S, which could be a compiling anomaly as suggested in Section 7.1.4.3. 

The superunity USE factors for the larger Tomcatv runs seem to be partially due 

to the large block moves; the SU is effectively providing the same benefit as a DMA 
chip. 

15 
20 

18 
20 
23 
33 
65 
129 
257 

. . 
Hardware SU 

25.5 
23.1 

98.9 
101.5 
100.5 
96.8 
98.9 
101.0 
101.9 

Dual-processor 
8.6 
7.7 

I 

82.1 1 97.6 

Single-processor 
15.7 
14.1 

85.4 
84.7 
89.3 
91.4 
93.2 
93.7 

101.4 
100.6 
92.2 
93.7 
95.6 
96.5 
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Figure 8.4: Speedups on EARTH-M-ANNA-SU for Fibonacci 

8.1.4.3 Parauel Performance 

It  is to be expected that the improvement in USE factors provided by the custom 

SU will automatically boost absolute speedups by a corresponding factor. However, 

it was argued in the beginning of Section 8.1 that such an  SU would improve relu- 

tive speedups as well, because it could interact with the SUS on other nodes more 

effectively than a software-based SU. Tables 8.2 and 8.3 show that remote fetching 

is faster on EARTH-MANNA-SU, which can affect computations on critical paths 

(as can be seen in Sections 7.1.4.4 and 7.2.2,- comparing the performance of ma- 

chines with single-processor nodes with and without polling watchdogs). Section 8.1 

claimed that load balancing would also be more efficient, because the network could 

be polled without interfering with local memory access, allowing more frequent ex- 

change of load information, and because specialized hardware could afford to make 

better balancing decisions. 

Figures 8.4-8.8, which show absolute and relative speedups on MANNA- 
EARTH-SU for the benchmarks tested in Section 7.2.2, confirm this prediction. 

(Appendix C shows experimental results in a different format, allowing a direct 

cornparison of different implementations on the same benchmark.) Al1 benchmarks 

on EARTH-MANNA-SU show considerable improvements in absolute speed over 

bot h the dual-processor-node and single-processor-node emulated systems. Almost 

al1 benchmarks show better relative speedups as well, the only exceptions being the 
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Figure 8.5: Speedups on EARTH-M4NNA-SU for 3-Queens-P 
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Figure 8.6: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-SU for WQueens-T 

largest input case of Tomcatv, in which is 4% less on EARTH-MANNA-SU 
than on EARTH-MANNA-D (nevertheless, A120 is still higher) . 

Both factors mentioned above, improved load balancing and faster interaction, 

have an effect on the improvement of the relative speedup. In rnost cases, the former 
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Figure 8.7: Speedups on E-4RTH-MNNA-SU for Paraffins 

is the dominant factor. This is especially true for the first three benchmarks, which 

have enough parallelism to avoid critical paths. 

The effect of poor balancing can be seen in Table 8.6: which shows the evenness of 

Ioad distributions for the first two benchmarks on intermediate problem sizes running 

on the largest simulatable configuration (120 nodes). In each of these benchmarks, 

procedure instances have the same running time, within a factor of 2 or 3, making 

the number of instances a reasonable approximation of the amount of work assigned 

to a node. The table lists, for each combination of benchmark and platform, the 

total number of procedure instances, the minimum load (number of instances on 

the lest-used node), maximum load (number of instances on the most heavily-used 

node), and the standard deviation of the load distribution. Each of the last three is 

expressed as a percentage of the average; a minimum and maximum of 100% would 

indicate the work is perfectly balanced. 

Faster responses to remote requests play less of a role in improving relative 

speedups for these benchmarks, but are still a factor. This is particularly true 

at  the beginning of program execution, when only node O is e m u t i n g  the MAIN 

procedure and al1 other nodes are idle- Here, the MAIN function is clearly in the 

critical path, and the faster tokens and invokes can be sent to other nodes, the 

higher the speedup will be, especially for smaller problem sizes. 

The benefits of faster responses can be seen most clearly in the Tomcatv bench- 

mark, which uses static partitioning rather than dynarnic load balancing. In Sec- 

tion 7.1.4.4, Tomcatv uras shown to lose some performance when each node has only 
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Figure 8.8: Speedups on EARTH-hL4NNA-SU for Tomcatv 

Benchmark Total proc. 
instances 

Table 8.6: Cornparison of Load Distributions on 120 Nodes in EARTH-MANNA 
Implementations 

one procedure instance, because corn pu tation and communication can no longer be 

overlapped. This fact is not changed by a custom SU, but speeding up the com- 

munication reduces the performance loss. Switching from a processor-emulated SU 
(EARTH-MANNA-D) to  a custom device raises the relative speedup for N = 33 

from 24.2 to 27.9, and for N = 65 from 47.8 to 55.3; each cuts the distance to its 

theoretically maximum soeedup (31 and 63, respectively) by about half. 

These improvements have corollary effects both on scalability and programma- 

bility. First, by comparing the speedup curves of different problem sizes for one 

benchmark, one can see the relationship between problem size and scalability. In 
al1 tests in this study, scalability improves as the problem size increases. But this is 



true in general for more parallel programs, so it is more interesting to see how well 

a given program scales with smaller sizes. 

In each case, the hardware SU produces a curve with a much higher limit of 

parallelism then the software SU. This holds true for the smaller problem sizes as 

well, though their limits are lower. In some cases, the software SU'S curve peaks a t  a 

fairly low level of parallelism while the hardware SU'S curve continues growing a t  the 

high end of the curve. The Paraffins benchmark (size 20) is one notable example: the 

software-SU versions (Figures 7.15, 7.20 and 7.23) reach their maximal parallelism 

before reaching 32 nodes, above which speed actually declines, while the hardware 

SU continues on an upward sbpe at 120 nodes (Figure 8.7). 

The final observation concems the impact of the SU on programmability. At the 

beginning of this chapter, it was argued that  reducing the overheads associated with 

finegrain parallelism would allow programmers to expose parallelisrn freely rather 

than make extra efforts to constraint it, which is sometimes difficult to do without 

losing performance. While we have not made any systernatic study of this issue 

(the focus here being on mauimizing parallelism) , the two versions of N-Queens can 

be viewed as represent a t  ive of the two alternat e approaches. The algorit hmically- 

constrained N-Queens-T clearly outperforms the unconstrained N-Queens-P on the 

software-ernulated platforms. The difference is much smaller when a custom SU is 

used; in fact, for 8 queens, the fully-parallel version has a higher absolute speedup! 

This suggests that going to a custom SU will reduce the programmers' need to write 

coarse-grain code to maximize performance. 

8.2 An Interna1 Synchronization Unit 

The preceding section demonstrated positive results for taking the first evolutionary 

step away from pure off-the-shelf computers. A system containing custorn SU hard- 

ware perforrns much better than a system with the same processor that emulates 

the SU functions in software. The guideline in Section 1.3 suggests that the next 

logical step would be to add the SU logic to an existing EU core. This would be 

an intermediate stage between an external SU and a complete integration of the 

SU functions into the EU (e-g., adding new opcodes to the EU'S instruction set). 

It would be a more conservative jump, one that could use an existing processor 

core design without significant design changes, and use any cornpihg technology 



developed for the external SU version of EARTH. 

In this phase, the SU would be placed on the periphery of the core of an off-the- 

shelf processor. The EU would still trigger the EARTH operations by loading or 

storing special memory addresses; thus, no changes to the SU'S instruction pipeline 

would be required. There would need to be modifications to the bus interface, since 

the loads and stores would need to be redirected to the SU hardware. 

Similarly, it would be usefd if the SU were to share the data cache of the EU, 
for data could be transferred between the two without invoking cache coherence 

mechanisms. For instance, if the EU mites to an array and then tells the SU to do  

a block move of that array, an external SU will likely trigger cache writebacks by 

the EU'S data cache when the SU starts to load the array into its interna1 buffer. 

Sharing the cache would avoid the extra cycles needed for these writebacks. 

Thus, there would be two primary benefits in taking this step: 

1. Operations would be dispatched to the SU even faster, further reducing laten- 

cies. More importantly, fiber switching times would decrease, because the EU 

would be able to read the next fiber address from the RQ without the latency 

of going off-chi p. 

2. Bus traffic would be reduced. This is most important for applications that 

use EARTH operations frequently. Statistics gathered by SEMi show that 

fine-grain applications often saturate a node's local bus, causing the EU stall 

not because there is no work to do, but because the SU is using the bus. 

The benefits of this next evolutionary step can be tested by making rninor mod- 

ifications to the SEMi simulator with its external SU module. An option was added 

to this version of SEMi to enable dispatching of EARTH commands directly to the 

SU and the sharing of caches between the EU and SU. No changes to the compiler 

(for the external SU) were needed. 

Experimental results demonstrate the benefits of this next evolutionary step. 

Table 8.7 shows USE factors for the five benchmarks studied, and compares the re- 

sults obtained from an interna1 SU to the external-SU results from Table 8.5. While 

al1 applications show improvements, except for the largest cases for Paraffins and 

Tomcatv, the most significant improvement is seen by the fine-grain applications. 

These programs make the most use of EARTH operations, and hence suffer the 

most from their overheads. The overheads of the fully-parallel version of N-Queens 



Benchmark Input 
Intemal SU 

F ibonacci 15 1 56.8 

1 

12 94.2 
N-Queens-T 8 95.1 

10 98.8 
12 99.6 

Paraffins 18 100.2 
20 101.8 
23 100.5 

Tomcatv 33 98.1 
65 102.5 

129 101. i 
257 101.9 

USE factor (%) 
External SU 1 Net Improvement 

25.5 
23.1 t31.6 

t31.7 
22.9 t31.7 

Table 8.7: Uni-Node Support Efficiencies with Internal and External SU 

Figure 8.9: Speedups on EARTH-MANN-\-SU (Internal) for Fibonacci 

. . . . . . . . 

drop below 10% for al1 sizes tested, cornpared to the sequential recursive code. Even 

Fibonacci now loses l e s  than half of its performance to rnultithreading overheads 

even though these operations make up such a dominant part of its code. 

The benefits of fast interna1 sharing between EU and SU carry through to paralle) 

performance. Figures 8.9-8.13 repeat the experiments of Section 8.1.4.3 wit h the 
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Figure 8.10: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-SU (Internal) for N-Queens-P 
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Figure 8.1 1: Speedups on E.4RTH-MAXNA-SU (Internal) for N-Queens-T 

new configuration. Most of the absolute speedups show improvements over the 

external SU. However, in this case most of the irnprovement is attributable to the 

gains in the USE factors. This makes sense, as the primary benefit of combining the 
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Figure 8.12: Speedups on EARTH-MANNA-SU (Internal) for Paraffins 
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Figure 8.13: Speedups on EARTH-M.4N3-A-SU (Internal) for Tomcatv 

EU and SU is improving local interaction between the two; the speed of external 

access is the same as before. In fact, some of the relueue speedup curves actually are 

worse when the EU is internal, though the absolute speedups still show improvement. 

In these cases, the intemal connection enables Execution Units to  start new fibers 

more quickly, which causes them to grab more work from the SU before the load 

balancer has had a chance to distribute the tokens to  other nodes. 



8.3 Future Directions 

This dissertation bas presented a program execution model for parallel multithread- 

ing, and outlined an evolutionary path by which this model can be introduced to 

parallel machines based on off-the-shelf processors, which are then improved by the 

gradua1 introduction of hardware customized for this model. The progression of 

experimental studies from the previous chapter and t his chapter demonstrate the 

improvements which can be expected by following such an evolutionary path. But 

what are the implications of these results for future architecture development? 

In the short terrn, cornputer designers may wish to consider starting down the 

path outlined by this work, supporting the EARTH PXM or a similar model. The 

risks are minimal, because the EARTH architecture features are eztensions to a 

conventional machine. They do not affect the performance of programs that already 

run on that machine (sequential programs, or parallel programs using an off-the- 

shelf system such as MPI), which is not the case if one immediately jumps to a 

custom parallel machine. 

The next step after combining the EU and SU cores, as outlined in Section 1.3, 

is to integrate the PXM fully into a processor. This would mean, for instance, 

supporting EARTH operations directly using special opcodes rather than accesses 

to memory locations. This would make fine-grain code even more efficient. For 

instance, a get rsyncl  operator takes three full addresses (not slot numbers) as 

arguments, which means that an i860 processor driving an external SU would need 

three store instructions. Such a sequence might look like the following: 

where it is assumed that 

O Register r15 contains the base address of the SU unit; 

O Register r16 contains the sync slot address; 

0 Register r17 contains the source address; 

O Register r 18 contains the destination address; 



The immediate offsets encode tag information for the SU. 

This could be replaced by a single instruction, such as 

which can easily fits into the format of 3-register instructions in the i860 and most 

other RISC processors. Further experimentation will be needed to see how much 

improvement is possible. 

There are other possibilities for improvements to the base architecture. Sec- 

tion 4.3 proposed e-xtensions to the EARTH PXM to simplify programming the 

EARTH, and some of these work best if supported in hardware. Adding intelligence 

to the Ready Queue to prioritize fibers to exploit locality was ais0 recommended In 

Section 4.2.5. These can be added to an external SU, though t heir incorporation into 

an internai SU would provide even greater benefits. Other potential improvements 

primarily affect the architecture and are transparent to  the PXM. For instance: just 

as the Register Use Cache (proposed in Section 4.2.5) could enable an EU with 

multiple register sets to use these efficiently, an analogous module could speculate 

menrory accesses, based on the state of the RQ, and try to manipulate the L2 or 

L1 cache accordingly. For instance, if the SU sees that a particular fiber is about to 

be read from the RQ, the SU could ensure that certain parts of that fiber's frame 

are in the L2 or L1 cache (depending on whether the SU is external or internal) 

on the assumption that the fiber is likely to access them soon. Another possible 

improvement, appropriate for an SU which is fully integrated into a processor with 

multiple register sets, is for the SU to preload a register set with values from the 

frame before a fiber begins execution. 

In the Iong terrn, there will be fundamentai changes in processor design as chips 

continue to get larger and denser. The question often asked during the past decade 

by architects who expect conventional ILP methods to yield diminishing returns is: 

how can the extra transistors brought by increasing integration be exploited? It is 

generally assumed that there will be more thari one processing element on a single 

chip, though there are many ways these can be organized. 

For instance, the simplest organization scheme is to buiId independent processor 

nodes on a single chip, as s h o w  in F i y r e  8.14. In this abstract architecture, it is 

assumed t hat each of the "execution pipelines" fetches and dispatches instructions 

from a separate thread, and has its own memory, registers and functional units. 
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Figure 8.14: Simple Multiple-CPU Organization on Single Chip 

"Memory" is used here in a generic sense; some have proposed placing large RAM 
blocks on the processor chip [72], but this could also be a second-level cache. 

Most other proposed organizations can be viewed as a variant of this structure 

with some components shared between common elements: 

1. Functional units can be shared among the execution pipelines, provided that 

the latency of the interconnections can be kept low. This can increase uti- 

lization of the functional unit hardware: as functional units driven by single 

instruction streams tend to be underutilized due to unevenness in the mix of 

instructions performed. 

2. The preceding structure can be enhanced by giving each execution pipeline 

a superscalar-like multiple-issue capability, and by sharing register sets and 

rnemory. This is the Simultaneous Multithreading architecture [126], whose 

simulation has demonstrated efficient use of the functional units, leading to a 

high instruction issue rate, provided there are enough independent threads. 

3. Either of the preceding two can have separate cache/memory units, possibly 

connected internally for maintaining some coherence, or c m  share the same 

cache lines and memory through a fast interconnection network. 



Arguments have been made for many of the possible multiple-CPU organizations, 

and it is difficult to predict which will prevaii, because the tradeofk mostly depend 

on details of the implementation, many of which are unknown at this tirne. Yet al1 

of these architectures require multiple streams of instructions in order to achieve 

t heir potential, and EARTH provides the means for programmers to generate t hese 

threads easily. EARTHYs two-level thread hierarchy allows different fibers to run 

with different contexts, so the simpler organizations above would support EARTH 
adequately, meaning that the EARTH model does not mandate one organization or 

the other. Synchronization Units could be incorporated into one of these chips, and 

programmed to exploit whatever sharing is providecl. 

In conclusion, these multi-CPU designs could al1 benefit from supporting the 

EARTH PXM. This would complete the last Iink in the evolutionary chain frorn 

off-the-shelf hardware to full-custom support for our execution model. We have 

shown in the last two chapters that efficient parallel programs can be written in 

a language based on the EARTH PXIM, and that they can be run with increasing 

levels of efficiency as the architecture evolves. While this chapter has presented, in 

a fair amount of detail, possible designs for some of the intermediate points in the 

path, only time (and much continued research) will tell the best way to incorporate 

this model into the high-performance chips of the future. 



Chapter 9 

Ot her Related Work 

Chapter 3 surveyed dataflow machines and multithreaded machines whicb are bas& 

on dataflow principles. Other models of multithreading also have long and rich 

traditions of research and innovation. This chapter covers some of the work which 

is most relevant to EARTH. 
As with the datdow-style multithreaded systems in Section 3.2, there are two 

basic approaches to implementing a multithreaded system. The first is to  design 

custorn hardware and the software to drive it, and the second is t o  focus on software 

systems for existing multiprocessors. The first approach, covered in Section 9.1, has 

the potential for greater performance in the long run, but has high short-term costs, 

especially for academic research projects- Software systems, described in Section 9.2, 

define a programming model, often in the form of a language or a library of functions, 

and provide a means of translating the user's application to code which can run on 

an  off-the-shelf system. This is the approach taken by EARTH a t  the beginning of 

the evolutionary path (see Section 7.1)- Most of the programming models discussed 

in this section make no reference to specific architecture features, or to hardware 

support, but it is clear that many could benefit from specialized hardware support 

for their specific program execution models, as does EARTH. 

9.1 Multit hreaded Architecture Developments 

This section primarily focuses on the thread models of the vanous machines rather 

than performance issues. A thread model is mainly concerned with how a program 

is divided into threads, how threads are created and terminated, how they share 



data, and how they are coordinated. Many of the multithreaded machines discussed 

herein have multiple active threads, each with its own set of registers, allow some 

sharing of these registers among different threads, and use variations of full/empty 

bits to  synchronize the producers and consumers of data. 

In this scheme, a register or memory location is tagged with an extra bit which 

is set when a value is written into that location. A location with an unset tag is 

considered "empty." If the consumer attempts to read an empty location or write 

a full location, the transfer is aborted. In some cases, the consumer must keep 

t rying the same operat ion ( "busy-waiting" ) , while ot her machines have mechanisms 

for suspending and automatically restarting such threads (a lumiry not available to  

EARTH) . 
Threads are typically initiated by special instructions contained within other 

threads and terminated by special instructions within the same thread. This allows 

various kinds of scheduling mechanisms, such as fork-join, to  be impIemented. In 

some cases, these mechanisms are made explicit in the programming language. 

Since off-the-shelf processors are designed for executing only single threads effi- 

ciently, with no provision for switching to other threads quickly, the focus in EARTH 

has been on running threads quickly and without stalls, which means running a 

thread only when it is ready. Custom processors can employ hardware to switch 

between threads rapidly, allowing multiple threads to be active a t  the same time. 

This ability to schedule from multiple t hreads addresses the latency problem 

(see Section 1.2.1). Long-latency operations won't cause the functional units to lie 

idle: as in a single-thread processor, because the processor will be able to  fil1 up 

the idle space ivith work from other threads. Exactly how the processor chooses 

tvhich thread(s) to execute varies from machine to machine. The two most common 

approaches are interleaving ("round-robin") and switch-when-needed. Examples of 

machines using interleaving include HEP (Heterogeneous Element Processor), Hori- 

zon, MTA (Multi-Threaded Architecture), M-ASA (Multilisp Architecture for Sym- 

bolic Applications), and the M-Machine. Machines which only switch threads when 

the current thread stalls include Alewife and the J-Machine. 

HEP [73] has a simple form of interleaving. There are sixteen tosk queues, eight 

for user tasks and eight for supervisor tasks. Each queue can hold up to 64 activity 

specifiers. When the execution pipeline needs work to do, it dequeues the activity 

specifiers a t  the heads of al1 the queues, and then feeds them one by one into the 



execution pipe. The other end of the pipe generates updated activity specifiers that 

are put back into the task queues. The execution pipe itself has eight stages, and 

has no logic for checking for hazards. If fewer than eight task queues are non-empty 

when the pipeline fetches activity specifiers from them, then there will be bubbles 

in the pipeline. 

One problem with this arrangement is that at  least eight threads must be present 

on a processor in order to get full use of that processor. This may not always be 

possible, particularly when executing a sequent i d  port ion of the program. Horizon 

[75] and MT.4 [4] have a more sophisticated form of interleaving. There still is 

no hazard-checking logic in the execution pipe. However, a special field in each 

instruction is set to n to indicate that the nest n instructions in the same thread 

are guaranteed not to have any hazards with the current instruction. Therefore, it 

is not necessary to have as many threads as pipeline stages, so long as the existing 

threads have enough independent instructions among them to prevent bubbles in 

the pipeline. Because instructions in a thread are executed in sequential order, the 

compiler can analyze the code and calculate the value of n for each instruction. 

This form of interleaving makes scheduling more flexible. For instance, if the 

sequential section of code is short, it is easier to keep the operations in one thread 

than to create separate parallel threads. Howet-er, it still requires that the number 

of independent instructions that can run in parallel be at least equal to  the number 

of pipeline stages. 

Processors which perform extensive thread interleaving demand compilers capa- 

ble of finding this parallelism. Tera, which builds the MT.4, the most ambitious 

rnultithreaded project to date, has put as much effort in compiler development as in 

hardware, 6 t h  the result that they can extract, from many application programs, 

enough parallelism to support this interleaving, even when there are high memory 

latencies. 

MASA [50] employs a HEP-like interleaving of threads, with each thread (called 

a task) having a separate register set. MASA was intended primarily for parallel 

syrnbolic computations, and was designed to support the language MultiLisp [49], 

which uses a form of lazy evaluation called futures. Because tbis language involves 

heavy use of recursion, MASA allows parent and child functions to share register 

sets, improving efficiency of function calls. 



The M-Machine (331 is an advanced successor to the J-Machine (descnbed be- 

low). The M-Machine has a sophisticated hierarchy, both of threads and of pro- 

cessing units. The processor is called the Multi-ALU Processor (MAP) [68], which 

contains three execution clusters, each of which can issue up to three instructions 

per cycle (two integer, one FP) in a VLIW-like manner. 

An instruction stream is partitioned into horizontal threads (H-Threuds) and 

vertical threads ( V- Threads). Each H-Thread runs on a specific cluster and instruc- 

tions are grouped in triples to exploit the Sinstruction-issue capability of the cluster. 

H-Threads are then grouped into V-Threads (up to 3 per V-Thread) and when a 

V-Thread runs, each of its H-Threads runs on a separate cluster. H-Threads can 

communicate with other H-Threads in the same V-Thread and synchronize with 

them through registers. Up to five V-Threads may be active at  the same time. In 
each cycle, each cluster chooses one of the five H-Threads (the H-Threads on that 

cluster belonging to the active 1'-Threads) and issues al1 three instructions. The 

H-Threads are interleaved cycle-by-cycle. 

The Alewife machine [l] only interleaves when necessary. Alewife is based on the 

Sparcle chip, a modified Sparc processor [2]. This processor can use the bypass logic 

that comes wit h a normal sequential processor. Therefore, the processor execu tes 

one thread sequentially until the thread encounters a long-latency operation, such 

as a remote fetch, and then switches to another thread. Sparcle takes advantage 

of the multiple register windows present in the normal Sparc processor by creating 

separate thread contexts. Since the Sparc already has logic for rapid switching 

hetween register windows, thread switching is very fast. Since the Sparc has only 

enough registers for four independent contexts, software tries to stay within one 

group of threads as much as possible, because it is much faster to switch register 

windows than to load in a new context. 

The J-Machine [95] is based on a processor supporting efficient message passing. 

Context-switch times are kept low by only having four registers per context, allowing 

contexts to be switched in 10 cycles. A second register set allows the processor to 

handle two priority Ievels without switching. 

Machines such as EARTH must adapt to nlhatever instruction set cornes with 

the off-the-shelf processors on which they are based. With a custom processor, 

designers have the ability to support a speciEc multithreading program execution 

mode1 more fully in hardware, which gives them more flexibility in choosing such a 



model. Therefore, when comparing one of these machines with EARTH, one should 

remember that the two architectures ivere built for different purposes. EARTH is 

intended for off-the-shelf processors, with at most only rnoderate hardware augmen- 

tation, and is thus necessarily kept simple. It is also useful to keep in mind that 

many of the machines described in this section, as well as most of those in Chapter 3, 

have never actually been built, while other machines that were constructed had such 

a large lag time that their single-node performance lagged behind state-of-the-art 

microprocessors. This does not mean that the designs are impractical, but they 

do suffer the problems of competing with the "killer micros" as mentioned in the 

Introduction. 

RecentIy, there has been a flurry of research in the use of multithreading to 

boost the performance of a single processor rather than to drive a large parallel 

machine. These proposais don't provide programming models for exploitation of 

large-scale parallelism, but rather a framework for improving the speed of programs 

executed according to ordinary sequential semantics. Nevertheless, the ideas may be 

applicable to EARTH and could be used to increase the speed of Execution Units on 

an EARTH machine. Since they are intended for conventional sequential programs, 

it is possible that one or more of these ideas could find their way into off-the-sheif 

processors in a few years. 

Simultaneous Multithreading [126], which was discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 

8.3, combines the moderate levels of ILP within individual threads exploitable by 

superscalar units with the parallelism and latency-tolerance of running multiple 

threads concurrently. Up to eight threads may Lie active (meaning that they are al- 

located registers) a t  one tirne. In each cycle, the instruction fetch unit chooses two 

threads that are not currently stalled (e.g., due to an 1-cache miss) and fetches eight 

instructions from each. It  then narrows this group down to a total of eight indepen- 

dent instructions, and sends these to the functional units. Simulations show that 

high functional unit utilization rates can be achieved with this organization. Simul- 

taneous Multithreading is not designed specifically for single applications which are 

multithreaded for speed, but is intended for merging separate task streams together, 

such as in database programs [81]. 

Thread-level speculation can also be used to get higher performance out of a 

mult it hreaded processor. In Multiscalar Processors [107], a program is divided into 

tasks, where a task is a section of the control flow graph (CFG) whose execution 



corresponds to a contiguous region of the dynamic instruction sequence (e-g., a Ioop 

body). There is a sequential order among the tasks defined by the program seman- 

tics, and tasks are speculatively sent to processing units for execution by a global 

sequencer in this order. Hardware continually checks for dependences between in- 

structions in different tasks. If the hardware determines that a data or control 

dependence was violated (e.g., a later task consumed a value before that value was 

properly produced by the consumer), then the later task, and any tasks following 

that task that were speculatively started, are squashed. -4 similar form of specu- 

lation, used for speeding up single-thread programs, is found in the Superthread 

Architecture [lZ5]. 

A more restricted form of task speculation is done by the Single-Program Spec- 

ulative Multithreading (SPSM) architecture [29]. -4t certain points in a program, 

fork instructions may be added to start another stream of execution a t  a specified 

address later in the instruction stream. Execution simultaneously continues a t  the 

instruction following the fork. The new thread stops when it executes an explicit 

suspend instruction, and is merged with the original thread when the latter catches 

up to the address where the new thread started. -4s with the previous two machines, 

there are mechanisms to squash the new thread if hardware subsequently detects a 

dependence that was violated. 

9.2 Software Multithreading Systems 

One of the premises of the EARTH project is that it is possible to implement an 

efficient multithreading system using off-the-shelf hardware, rather than building 

specialized procesors. Other projects have also demonstrated this. The TAM 
project, which is based on dataflow principles, is discussed in Section 3.2.2. There 

are other software systems, not based on dataflow, which we cover here. 

One popular approach is adding support for multithreading as a library or ex- 

tension to a normally non-multithreaded system. This can be done with a threads 

package such as POSIX Threads or Solaris Tlireads [Tg]. These provide libraries 

of functions which can be called from user programs. These functions provide 

for the creation, termination, and synchronization of "lightweight" threads with 

much less state than a typical OS-level process. Most libraries provide a diverse 

set of functions supporting many different types of communication patterns, such 



as divide-and-conquer and producer-consumer, and provide most of the well-known 

synchronization techniques such as fork-join and mutual exclusion. Threads have 

also been included as a basic part of the Java language [96]. 

With such systems, it is possible to implement coarse-grain multithreaded pro- 

grarns much more efficiently than if conventional OS processes were used. Unfortu- 

nately, these systems are typically built on top of kernel-level threads, and rely on 

the kernel for thread interaction. These make the overheads of calling these func- 

tions much higher than for an implementation such as EARTH. Furthemore, the 

state of a lightweight thread, though much smaller than the state of a process, is 

stilI considerably larger than the state of a procedure instance or fiber in E-4RTH. 
These systems, t herefore, are not prac t ical for fine-grain parallel programming. 

The Cilk -stem [35] solves this problem by taking the OS out of the picture. 

Cilk is a programming language in which standard C is augrnented with special key- 

words for supporting parallel function calls and synchronizations between a function 

and its children. I t  has been implemented on several uniprocessors and symmetnc 

multiprocessors with shared memory. 

The primary source of parallelism in Cilk programs is parallel function invoca- 

tion. Functions spawn other functions, much like the token operator in EARTH, 
except that Cilk functions have an explicit return value. Barriers are used to block 

execution of the function until the child function(s) have returned their values. 

One of the unique features of Cilk is the elision property: if al1 Cilk keywords 

are removed from a semantically correct Cilk function without race condztions, the 

result is a sequential function which is equivalent to  the original parallei function, 

producing the same results. The advantage of this is that the compiler can generate 

two versions of the code for each f'inction, called the fast clone and the slow clone. 

The fast clone is simply a sequential version of the function (made by ignoring the 

Cilk keywords), and the slow clone is the parallel version with al1 of its overheads. 

Function calls are placed in a dequeue pending invocation, much as EARTH places 

tokens in the Token Queue, and both systems use work-stealing to distribute work 

among nodes. The difference between the two is when the Cilk runtime system re- 

moves a function instance from the top of its local dequeue, it invokes the fast cione, 

avoiding the overheads of a parallel function call. The use of a dequeue prevents the 

number of simultaneously-active instances from growing exponentially in recursive 

programs, much as it does in EARTH. More importantly, however, it causes most of 



the funct ion instances to be execu ted sequentially, improving efficiency considerably. 

-4 Cilk system running small, highly-recursive functions (such as N-Queens) does 

not need to rely either on special hardware (such as an SU) to reduce the overheads 

of multithreading or on efforts by the programmer to restrain pardlelism (as with 

the EARTH irnplementation of N-Queens-T) . 
This makes Cilk highly effective for divide-and-conquer programs. The utility of 

Cilk in this area has been demonstrated; chess programs written in Cilk have won 

awards at several international computer chess tournaments. There are, however, 

two disadvantages to Cilk: 

1. In its current form, it can run efficiently only on shared-memory machines. 

Execution on distributed-memory machines would conflict with the elision 

property. Consider the N-Queens problem, described in Chapter 6. Each 

procedure instance needs to make a private copy of the data structure hold- 

ing the cunent state of the board, in order to avoid interfering with other 

procedures running in parallel. To maintain elision, this would have to be 

written as a plain copy (e-g., assignment of array elements within a loop). 

On a shared-memory system, this simply reads from shared memory. On a 

distributed-memory system, if the child and parent function are on different 

nodes, tben the copy might be disallowed, or copy from a local address rather 

than the desired remote address, or trigger a remote load which would stall 

the processor. 

2. Maintaining the elision property limits the types of programming paradigms 

which are supported. Communication is normally between parent and child 

only. Peer communications, such as in a producer-consumer relationship or 

bidirectional data exchange (as used in some of the applications coded in 

Threaded-C, such as Tomcatv) are difficult to express in Cilk. 

Figure 9.1 compares the performance of threaded implementations of Fibonacci 

running various problem sizes on one processor, The runtimes for Cilk, Java and 

P-Threads were reported in a multithreading workshop in 1998 [113] and were taken 

from a 167MHz UltraSPARC processor. The runtimes for EARTH are taken from 

the MANNA, with its 50MHz i860 processor (the EARTH-MANNA-SU results were 

obtained using SEMI). 
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Figure 9.1: Cornparison of Multithreaded Systems 



Chapter 10 

Conclusions 

This dissertation has presented EARTH, an Efficient Architecture for Running 

Threads, which is a multithreaded system based on dataflow principtes, but de- 

signed to be efficiently implemented using off-the-shelf processors. 

For years, cornputer architects have been drawn to the promise of parallel corn- 

puting, only to  be disappointed by the results. The problem with parailel computing 

in the 90s is primarily economic; custom processors designed to support special par- 

allel paradigms can't command the same resources as mas-market microprocessors 

in a fiercely-cornpetit ive market. Most parallel systems, therefore, have been built 

around t hese "killer micros," only to suffer problems wit h latency, synchronization, 

and programmability because off-the-shelf processors haven't had the need t o  ad- 

dress t hese issues. 

In order to penetrate the market successfull~, parallel systems need two things. 

First, they need a prograrnming model which allows programmers to express par- 

allelism easily, but efficiently. Second, there must be an evolutionary path which 

allows a gradua1 migration from a simple multiprocessor based on off-the-shelf corn- 

ponents to a custorn hardware implementation specifically designed to support the 

programming model. The programming model should enable most programs to  be 

implemented reasonably efficiently on off-the-shelf rnultiprocessors a t  the beginning 

of the evolutionary path, while permitting performance gains as custom hardware 

support for the model is added little by little. Such custom improvements should not 

hinder ordinary sequential code in any way, for that would simply cause a rejection 

of such improvements by most of the market. 



EARTH is a multithreaded machine based on d a t d o w  principles. Multithread- 

ing solves the problem of latency in multiprocessors, because a processor can switch 

to another thread whenever there is a long-latency operation such as a remote fetch. 

Dataflow provides an effective method of synchronization, based on the simple prin- 

ciple that a thread should not commence until its operands are ready. Combining 

the two yields a machine with the strengths of both. 

The requirement for efficient execution on off-the-shelf processors imposes con- 

straints on the types of threads that can be used on EARTH. The EARTH Program 

Esecution Model (PXM) is based on a two-level hierarchy of fibers and procedures. 

The former are non-preernptive, elirninating the need to sufitch threads in mid- 

stream, which can be costly on commodity processors. Fibers in the same proce- 

dure instance share data in a frame seen by al1 these fibers. Fibers synchronize 

their activities with each other through special EARTH operations, which enforce 

the dataflow principles on which EARTH is based. 

The EARTH Architecture Model describes the components and behavior of a 

generic machine implementing the EARTH PXM. In this model, an EARTH node 

consists of an off-the-shelf rnicroprocessor for esecuting fibers (Execution Unit) and 

a second unit for synchronizing between threads. This second unit (the Synchro- 

nization Unit) can be implemented in custom hardware as a small, simple ASIC 

chip (its functionality is not cornplex) or by an  off-the-shelf CO-processor running a 

software emulator of the SU'S functions. 

For the first step in the evolutionary chain. the PXM was implemented on the 

MANNA multiprocessor, which is based on the i860 processor. First, the abstract 

PXM was fleshed out more fully, in a form called the EARTH Virtual Machine, which 

serves as a specification of the EARTH data types and operations while leaving nor- 

mal processor-dependent components unspecified, for maximal flexibility. Then the 

Threaded-C language was constructed based on the EVM. Finally, a runtime systern 

was constructed to emulate the behavior of the SU on the second processor of each 

,VANNA node. Results showved good speedups up to 20 nodes on most applications, 

and reasonably low overheads for the multithreading operations, provided they do 

not dominate the code. 

Extending the speedup curves out to 120 nodes using a simulator with accu- 

rate timing revealed limitations in the load balancer and other components of the 

emulated-SU system. Use of the same tool to simulate a custom SU with special 
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Figure 10.1: Comparison of EARTH Implementations for N-Queens-P (10) 

support for the EARTH operations demonstrated that moving dong the evolution- 

ary path, first by constructing a separate hardware SU extemal to the EU, and then 

by placing the SU on the same chip as the EU: would further reduce multithread- 

ing overheads, reduce the latencies between fibers in different nodes, and improve 

load balancing dramatically. (Figure 10.1 shows a sample cornparison between four 

implementations on the path running the fully-parallel version of N-Queens for 10 

queens, showing that a custom SU improves both the overall speed and the scalabil- 

ity, i.e., the speedups are far more linear at the high end.) Moving along the path 

would therefore reduce the penalties for having excess parallelism in a program, 

which would spare the programmer the effort of having to reduce the number of 

threads in a program through algorithmic changes. 

We can conclude that the EARTH mode1 does provide the basis for efficient 

parallel programming using off-the-shelf technology, even for the machines at  the 

near end of the evolutionary path, and that the costs and risks of moving along the 

path are fairly small, since the bulk of the costs, as measured by design time, are 

still represented by the core Iogic of the off-the-shelf processor. 



10.1 Future Work 

This dissertation bas defined an  abstract programming model, specified a virtual 

machine implementing the model, developed a programming language with which 

one can write code for this machine, and presented implementations of this virtual 

machine on various platforrns along the evolutionary pat h. Although this research 

has achieved its goals by demonstrating the viability of this evolutionary approach, 

the topic is not closed by any means. There are many directions for future research, 

some of which have already been discussed in previous chapters or which can be 

inferred from t heir contents. 

One obvious continuation of the current work is to continue to fil1 in data  points 

along the evolutionary path. This means, for instance? building a hardware SU 

according to the specifications in Chapter 8 or something similar. The far end of the 

path mapped out in Section 1.3, integrating an SU into the logic of a microprocessor 

and adding EARTH operations to its instruction set, was discussed in Section 8.3 

but not carried out. Clearly this step would improve the speed of an EARTH 

node but it would be interesting to see by how much. -4nother interesting area to 

explore would be EU design, constructing an EU which can execute multiple threads 

simul taneously. Can such processors, such as Simultaneous Multit hreading, work 

with the EARTH model, as claimed in Chapter 8? What about Multiscalar and 

other multithreaded processors discussed at  the end of Section 9.1? 

Several previous chapters have discussed possible improvements to the PXM and 

the EVM. Section 4.3 Iisted several features which would be desirable additions to 

the EARTH PXM, such as support for mutual exclusion and speculative execu- 

tion. Section 5.2 proposed an alternate EARTH Virtual Machine based on abstract 

frarne identifiers rather than absolute addresses. Some benefits were listed, such as 

enhanced error detection. 

Another, more useful benefit of EVM-F would be the possibility for dynamic 

procedure migration, i.e., moving a procedure instance to another node after the 

procedure has started execution. This would be difficult with global addresses, 

because other procedures which have references to objects in the frame being moved 

would have to be given new addresses, but easy if the mapping from FID to node 

number could be changed dynamically. Of course, changes to the SU or runtime 

system would be required to  support such migration, and further research would 



need to determine if migration should be automatic or controiled by the program. 

This feature would be most useful for applications in which fibers in a procedure 

are executed and exchange data with other procedures repeatedly,' especidly if the 

work load changes unpredictably over time. One important class of problems with 

these characteristics is the class of adaptive mesh applications, in which an irregular 

mesh changes over time to adapt to changes in the objects being modeled by the 

mesh [51]. 

One important issue affecting parallel systems is deadlock. Up to now, deadlock 

has not been addressed in the EARTH project. While the pure dataflow mode1 un- 

derlying EARTH is deadlock-free, EARTH gives more flexibility to the programmer, 

and it is possible t o  write Threaded-C programs that reach a deadlock state because 

two or more fibers are waiting for sync signals from the other. EARTH programs 

can also deadlock because system resources are exhausted during program execu- 

tion. Further reçearch should be done in both areas. First, programming tools can 

be developed to detect deadlock, or the programming language can be restricted to 

make it impossible to write deadlocking programs. Second, the resource limitation 

problem should be addressed by adding mechanisms to detect resource constraints 

at runtime. 

Another area where improvements would be quite useful is the Threaded-C lan- 

guage. Historically, Threaded-C was seen primarily as a target for translation from 

a language which hides threading details from the programmer, so the mapping 

from Threaded-C to EVM-A was made very direct to simplify compiling and allow 

the use of C compilers native to the target processors. However, for many appli- 

cations, programmers can produce more efficient code if given explicit control over 

the threads. For these uses, Threaded-C shouId be restructured and made more 

programmer-friend1y. For instance, mechanisms could be added to count synchro- 

nizations and set the initial and reset counts of sync dots automatically (wrong 

counts are a common bug in Threaded-C code). Another possibility is creating 

a library of communication templates (e-g., the nearest neighbor communication 

pattern used in Section 6.2.3) and allowing the programmer to express the data 

dependences in terms of these templates. 

Other languages could also be given support for EVM-A or EVM-F. C++ and 

Java, which have become popular since the introduction of Threaded-C, corne to 

'It would be useless for one-time fibers like those in Fibonacci or N-Queens. 



rnind. Even Fortran could be threaded. It would be another interesting research 

project to see if library-baseci parallel prograrnming systems, such as P-Threads and 

MPI, can be converted to EARTH through translation of the library c d s .  

Another interesting topic to explore is the addition of improved multiproces- 

sor memory models to EARTH. Section 4.1.2 states that the EARTH PXM does 

not include a memory model, since that would limit its portability across off-the- 

shelf platforms. However, t bis essentially limits EARTH to a distributed-memory 

model, though EARTH could be m n  on a shared-memory machine as pointed out 

in Section 4.1.2. Recent research in memory rnodels has shown that the Location 

Consistency model [43,44] addresses problems with traditional shared-memory s y s  

tems and can lead to a highly-efficient cache-coherence implementation. It would be 

interesting to see if this model can be integrated with the EARTH PXM to simplify 

writing code for EARTH by reducing the need for programmers to include explicit 

split-phase transactions in t heir code- 

EARTH was primarily designed for support ing off- t he-shelf processors. However, 

this does not mean the EARTH PXM is not useful for non-commodity processors. 

Several ongoing projects involving custom-designed processors have program execu- 

tion models based on EARTH. 
The Superstrand Architecture [87] shows t hat the adoption of EARTH-style 

fibers (synchronized and non-preernptive) can reduce the hardware requirements of 

modern uniprocessors substantially, without losing performance. In this architec- 

ture, strands are similar to E-4RTH fibers, but do not allow conditional branches, 

avoiding the need for branch prediction. Flow control is handled by conditional 

synchronizations, and sync slots are handled efficiently by a unique hardware mech- 

anism similar to  scoreboarding. Automatic thread-partitioning techniques c m  be 

used to convert ordinary sequential code into threaded code with a moderate amount 

of parallelism, enough to take advantage of a Superstrand uniprocessor. 

The Hybrid Technology Multi-Threading (HTMT) project [39] is a long-term 

study of the feasibility of achieving a sustained speed of 1 petaFLOPS (1015 FLCPS) 

by combining high-speed superconductor processors, semiconductor memories with 

built-in processors, high-speed opt ical interconnects, and high-density holographie 

storage. Roughly a dozen research groups across the United States are involved. 

Memory latencies are expected to range from a few clock cycles for processor regis- 

ters to the order of a million cycles for the largest memories, so latency tolerance is 



crucial for HTMT. Therefore, its Program Execution Mode1 [45] builds on the knowl- 

edge and experience gained from EARTH. The HTMT PXM is partiaiiy bas4 on 

the EARTH PXM, but adds a stringent requirement that before a fiber can begin 

execution, the data it needs must be not only present, but also physicully close to 

the processoc to avoid huge miss penalties- HTMT's Processor-In-Memory modules 

[72] collect data and contexts and "percolate" them to and from the processors. 

This dissertation bas shown that the EARTH mode1 leads to efficient parallel 

systems which can be built from off-t he-shelf processors intended for the uniprocessor 

market. The preceding two projects show that the basic principles of EARTH go 

beyond its original intended domain, and that many applications which face the 

challenges of large-scale multiprocessing can benefit from the ideas in this thesis. 
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Appendix A 

Previous St udies of Parallelism 

Most previous studies on the limits of program parallelism have taken one of two 

approaches. One approach is to analyze a benchmark a t  either the source-code 

or object-code level, usuaIly with a special interpreter that is based on a specific 

parallel machine model. The other approach, used in Chapter 2, is to  schedule 

machine instructions from a trace generated by an actual run of the executable 

code. 

An early experimental tool, designed by Kuck, Muraoka and Chen [74], com- 

piled small Fortran programs to run on an abstract parallel machine. By recogniz- 

ing parallelism at the source code level (e-g., parallel iterations of DO-loops) and 

by aggressively reordering complex expressions. they were able to speed up most 

programs by a factor of 2-7, and speed up some by as much as 25. Tjaden and 

Flynn built a simulator based on the superscalar model [123]. Their simulator could 

execute ordinary IBM 7094 machine code, but attempted to reschedule operations 

dynamically using a look-ahead window of between 2 and 10 operations. They ob- 

tained speedups of up to 3 on a suite of 31 library routines. Both studies got modest 

results because they only looked for parallelism within small blocks, and could not 

execute independent instructions from separate blocks. These blocks are typically 

separated by conditional branches, and if the decision whether to execute one block 

is controlled by the outcome of a conditional branch in another block, the first block 

can't begin execution until the branch has been resolved. 

Nicolau and Fisher wrote an interpreter for intermediate code generated by a 

compiler front-end, and a tool to  analyze the  instruction trace generated by the in- 
terpreter [go]. They addressed the shortcomings of the previous studies by allowing 



operations from many parts of the prograrn to execute concurrently. They intro- 

duced the oracle model, which they added to their analysis tool. The analyzer also 

ignored any dependence which was not a '%rue'? data dependence. They were able 

to obtain respectable speedups from small scientific routines. 

Kumar [76] developed a tool that automatically added statistics-gathering state- 

ments to Fortran code. By running the modified programs, he was able to measure 

parallelism in scientific applications. The tool also performed control-dependence 

analysis, so that independent statements separated by barriers codd  still run concur- 

rently. Kumar found the potential for high levels of parallelisrn in regular numerical 

code. 

Wall [128] analyzed benchmarks (SPEC89 programs, system utilities, and toy 

benchrnarks) in which the number of executed operations ranged from 1 million to 

2 billion. He developed a series of models representing various levels of optimism 

about what the hardware and compiler could do. He then ran the benchmarks on 

a MIPS R3000 processor, and analyzed the instruction traces in a manner similar 

to Tjaden and Flynn, and Nicolau and Fisher. Even under bis "perfect" model, 

with oracle-like branch prediction, parallelism rarely exceeded 40. This is because 

his scheduler used only 64 processors, a finite (2K) input mindow from which to fil1 

parallel instructions, and no memory renaming (register renaming only). 

Two recent studies measured the effects of limiting the size of the scheduling 

window, which determines how broad the search for parallelism in the sequential 

trace can be, on the parallelism available in SPEC89 benchmarks. Butler, et al [18], 

ran each trace for 10 million instructions on an hi88000 processor, while Austin and 

Sohi (121 ran each trace for up to 100 million instructions on a MIPS processor. 

Both assumed perfect (oracular) branch prediction, but limited how far apart two 

instructions could be in the sequential trace and still be scheduled in the same 

parallel instruction. They both concluded that instructions must be drawn from 

regions far apart in order to achieve significant amounts of parallelism. 

Wilson and Lam studied the way control flow limits parallelisrn [77]. They 

demonstrated that substantially higher parallelism can be achieved by relaxing the 

constraints imposed by control El ow on parallelism using control-dependence analy- 

sis, executing multiple flows of control simultaneous1y, and performing speculative 

execution. They tested six SPEC89 programs and 4 other programs, running each 

program on a MIPS R3000 for up to 100 million instructions. 



Appendix B 

Definit ion of Threaded-C 

This appendix gives a complete list of al1 the EARTH Threaded-C operations and 

briefly explains how they are used. 

B.1 Fibers and Procedures 

THREADED 
Keyword for a threaded procedure deciaration. 

THREAD- 
Marks the beginning of a fiber. The fiber label within a procedure, n, is an 

integer greater than O. 

void END-THREAD(void) 
Marks the end of a fiber. When an END-THREAD is found, the control 

switches to another ready fiber. 

int NUMNODES 
Run-time system variable set to the number of nodes available in the system. 

int NODEID 
Run-time system variable set to the number of the local node. This number 

ranges from O to NUM-IODES - 1. 

void POLL(void) 



Poils the network and handles any available messages. Along with the 

NUMDODES and NODEJD constants, this is one of the only Threaded- 

C components that can be used in non-threaded functions. Inserting POLL 
statements into long fibers can significantly improve overall performance be- 

cause it allows for the faster handling of externai requests. 

void CALL(func-name, ...) 
Calls function func-name sequentially and blocks until that function termi- 

nates. Functions invoked with CALL must terminate with RETURN instead 

of ENDTUNCTION. 

void RETURN(void) 
Ends a procedure that is called with the CALL operation. This tells the 

compiler to generate sequential entry/exit code. 

void INVO KE(int node, funcmame, . . . ) 
Starts the execution of funcsame on the node specified by the pro- 

grammer without blocking. Procedure func-name must terminate with 

ENDPUNCTION. 

void TOKEN(funcmame, ...) 
Starts the execution of f uncname on a node selected by the runtime system. 

The node is selected trying to optimize the distribution of the workIoad in 

the machine. Procedure func-narne must terminate wvith ENDJUNCTION. 

void ENDJWNCTION (void) 
Marks the end of a threaded procedure that is called with INVOKE or TO- 

KEN. 

B .2 Fiber Synchronization 

Fibers are often associated with a synchronization dot .  The sync count in that slot 

represents how many signals the fiber has to wait for before it can be activated. 

The programmer can initialize the sync count and update the count to control the 

firing of a fiber. We use thc following EARTH operations to operate on the sync 



slots: 

SLOT 
A pre-defined type used to allocate the synchronization dots  that will be used 

in the procedure. 

SLOT SYNCSLOTS[N] 
This is the declaration of synchronization slots using the pre-defined type 

SLOT. This declaration must appear at  the beginning of a procedure. 

S P T R  
A pre-defined type for global sync slot addresses. It is defined as: typedef 

SLOT *GLOBAL SPTR. 

void "GLOBAL FRAMEADR(void) 
Returns the global address of the current frarne. 

void *IPADR(int fibermum) 
Returns a (local) pointer to the first instruction of fiber fiber-num. Notice 

that the pointer returned does not need to be a global address because each 

node has a copy of the program code loaded a t  the same address. 

SPTR SLOTADR(int s lo tmum)  
Returns the global address of sync slot dot-num. 

void INITSYNC(int slotnum, in t  init-cnt, int reset-cnt, int fibernum) 
Initializes sync do t  dot-num with the initial counter value init-cnt, the reset 

value reset-cnt, and the ip corresponding to fiber fiber-num. 

void SYNC(int slot num) 
Decreases the sync count of slot dot-num by one. If the count reaches zero 

the corresponding fiber is scheduled for execution. 

void RSYNC(SPTR slotadr) 
Same as SYNC(), but the sync slot is specified by a global address. 



void INCRSYNC(int slotnum, int val) 
Increases the sync count of slot dot-num by val. If the count becomes zero 

the corresponding fiber is scheduled for execution. 

void INCH_RSYNC(SPTR slotadr, int val) 
Same as INCRSYNC(), but the sync slot is specified by a global address. 

void SPAWN(int fibernum) 
Schedules local fiber fiber-num for execut ion. 

void RSPA\NN(void *GLOBAL FP, void *IP) 
Schedules local fiber fiber-num for execution. The fiber is specified through 

its frame and instruction pointers. 

Implicit sync operation 
Al1 data transfer operations also perform a sync operation after the data has 
reached its destination. 

B.3 Data Transfer Operations 

The data transfer operations support remote memory accesses and block data trans- 

fers. Short data t r a d e r s  of single bytes or words of memory are supported by the 

GETSYNCx and DATASYNCx. Several versions of these operations exist, which 

are distinguished by their su&. For example, the suffix _L is used for 32-bit (long 

word) values. Here is the complete list of suffixes: 

A3 (char): Single byte (8 bits). 

S (short): Short word (16 bits). 

-L (long): Long word (32 bits). 

E (float): Float size (32 bits). 

D (double): Double size (64 bits). 

-G (void *GLOBAL): Global address (either 32 or 64 bits, depending on imple- 

rnentation) . 



In addition, the sync slot that should be signaled when the operation terminates 

can either be specified as a (local) slot number (SYNC- variants), or as a global 

address (RSYNC- variants). Here are the basic communication operations: 

void DATASYNC-x(T datum, void *GLOBAL dest, int slotnum) 
Sends a value to the destination address and then update the specified sync 

dot. The type of the value has to be either a byte, a short, a long, a float, a 

double, or a global address. 

void DATARSYNCx(T datum, void *GLOBAL dest, SPTR slotadr) 
Sarne as  DATASYNC-x(), but the sync slot is specified as a global address. 

void GETSYNCs(void *GLOBAL src, void *GLOBAL dest, 
int slotnum) 

Reads a value from the source address and copies it to the destination address, 

then updates the specified sync slot. 

void GETRSYNC-x(void *GLOBAL src, void 'GLOBAL dest, 
SPTR slotadr) 

Reads a value from the source address and copies it to the destination address, 

then updates the specified sync dot. The sync dot is specified as a global 

address. 

void BLKMOVSYNC(void *GLOBAL src, void *GLOBAL dest, 
long length, int slotnum) 

Copies length bytes of data from the source to the destination address and 

updates the specified sync slot. 

void BLKMOVRSYNC(void *GLOBAL src, void *GLOBAL dest, 
long length, SPTR slotadr) 

Same as BLKMOVSYNC(), but the sync slot is specified as a global address. 



B.4 Global Address Support 

GLOBAL 
Type qualifier used to  distinguish global addresses (64bit  entities) from local 

(normal) pointers. 

T *GLOBAL TO-GLOBAL(T *ph)  
Turns a local pointer into a global address that points to address p t r  on the 

local node. In the portable implementation the type of the result depends on 

the type of the argument. On MANNA, the result is of type pointer to void. 

T *TO_LOCAL(T *GLOBAL gptr) 
Turns a global address into a local pointer (extracts the address part of a 

global address). Note tha t  it is possible to dereference a global address with- 

out first turning i t  into a Iocal pointer. On MANNA, the result is of type 

pointer to void. 

T *GLOBAL MAKE-GPTR(T *ph,  int node) 
Takes a node nurnber and a local address and returns the corresponding global 

address. On MANNA, the result is of type pointer to void. 

int OWNER-OF(T *GLOBAL gptr) 
Returns the node pointed to by gptr (extracts the node part of a global 

address) . 

int 1s-OWNER(T *GLOBAL gptr) 
Returns true if gptr points to  the local node. 

B.5 Differences Between Threaded-C and ANS1 

The programmer shouid be aware that some standard C features are not supported 

in the current version of Threaded-C. Many of these features are related to the static 

and eztern keywords. This section Iists the unsupported features. 

A threaded procedure cannot be static. 



THREADED f oo () 
THREADED foo ( int  y); /* NO */ 

.I 
s t a t i c  int i = 1; /* not allowed */ TEfREADED foo (int r); /* Yes */ 

i n t x = O ;  / * n o t a l l o v e d * /  
THREADED f oo ( in t  x) 
C 

1 
... 

3 
(a) Static and Initialized Variables (h) Prototypes 

Figure B.l: Esamples of Illegal Use 

In the declaration of a threaded procedure, the extern specifier must be omit- 

ted. 

When defined within the scope of a threaded procedure, a static variable 

cannot be initialized. For example, in Figure B. 1 (a), the initialization of static 

variable i is illegal. 

A threaded procedure is not allowed to initialize variables in their definitions. 

-4s shown in Figure B.l(a), initializing variable x is forbidden. 

m Forward declarat ions of t hreaded procedures (prototypes) are supported, but 

in a limited fashion. If the programmer wants an ANS1 prototype declaration, 

the parameter names must be the same as the original procedure declarations. 

For example, in Figure B.l(b),  using a different parameter name y is not 

allowed. However, using the same parameter name x is OK. 

In the current version, the Threaded-C compiler does not check for the "illegal" 

usages above. It is up to the programmer to avoid using them. 



Appendix C 

Summary of the Experiments 

The following figures (C. 1-C. 17) show the absolute speedups achieved with EARTH- 
M ANNA-D, EARTH-MANNA-S, and the two hardware-SU platforms, for the five 

benchmarks fully studied. Unlike the graphs in Chapters 7 and 8, these graphs 

place al1 experiments corresponding to one benchmark and input in a single graph, 

allowing an easy cornparison of the different implementations. 
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Figure C.1: Absolute Speedups for Fibonacci (15) 
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Figure C.2: Absolute Speedups for Fibonacci (20) 
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Figure C.3: Absolute Speedups for Fibonacci ( 25 )  
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Figure C.4: -4bsolute Speedups for Fibonacci (30) 
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Figure C.5: Absolute Speedups for N-Queens-P (8) 
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Figure C.8: Absolute Speedups for N-Queens-T (8) 
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Figure C. l l :  Absolute Speedups for Paraffins (18) 
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Figure C.12: Absolute Speedups for Paraffins (20) 
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Figure C.13: Absolute Speedups for Paraffins (23) 
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Appendix D 

Performance of EARTH-MANNA 
Systems with Updated Hardware 

This appendix presents the data from the enhanced-CPU experiments, first de- 

scribed in Section 7.2.1. In these experiments, experiments from Chapters 7 and 

8 (recapituiated in the previous appendix) are repeated on the SEMi simulator 

with different pararneters for the processor and memory system. These parameters 

are listed, along with the original parameters of the i860XP and MANNA, in Ta- 

ble D.1. The parameters for the faster "MANIVA?' are mostly taken from the new 

PowerMANNA, which is based on the PowerPC 620 processor. Other differences 

are discussed in Section 7.2.1. 

The sequential running times and USE factors for al1 benchmarks and inputs on 

the four simulated systems are listed in Table D.2. The sequential running times 

are computed assuming a 200MHz processor. To see how the modifications affect 

the instruction issue rate of the i860, the Tseq times should be multipled by 4 and 

compared with the Tseq times in Table 7.6. 

The remaining figures (D.1-D.17) show the absolute speedups for the seventeen 

benchmark/input cornbinations. As in the previous appendix, they are grouped by 

benchmark and input, so that different implementations can be compared. 

While some differences in performance can be seen between the two versions 

of the machine, there is no definite trend; sometimes the speedups are better on 

the faster machine, and sometimes they are worse. Speedups drop considerably for 

Fibonacci. This is because the multiple-issue capabilities of the modified processor 

work very well on the sequential code (it is more than 50% faster on the modified 
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Table D.2: Uni-Node Support Efficiencies on SEMi Simulation of Faster E-4RTH- 
MANNA 
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Figure D.3: Absolute Speedups on Fast EARTH-MANNA for Fibonacci (25) 
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0.000126 
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0.0182 
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0.117 
0.479 
1.96 
8.45 

processor in terms of cycles), while the multithreaded codes require frequent bus 

transfers, which we assume cannot be run in parallel. (Fully integrating the SU 
with the EU, as described in Section 8.3, may improve the issue rate on the faster 

CPU.) 

Some anomolous results can also be seen with the last two benchmarks. With 

Paraffins, the extemal-SU speedups for the largest problem size become much worse, 
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Figure D.1: Absolute Speedups on Fast EARTH-MANN-4 for Fibonacci (30) 
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yet the internai-SU speedups become much better, where both the absohte and rel- 

ative speedup become almost linear (compare Figures C.13 and D.13). The behavior 
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Figure D.9: Absolute Speedups on Fast EARTH-MANNA for N-Queens-T (10) 
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Figure D.10: Absolute Speedups on Fast EARTH-MANNA for N-Queens-T (12) 

of the SU module, as coded in SEMi, was not tuned for the new performance pa- 

rameters; a more detailed analysis could be used to adjust the load balancer. The 

most unusual results came from Tomcatv. The USE factors for Tomcatv on the 

software-based SU platforms drop sharply as the problem size increases, and the 

problem is compounded by relative speedups that level off far below their theoreti- 

cal maxima. Cache statistics gathered by SEMi showed that the large block moves 

inherent in this application are the cause; there is significant contention in the EU 

on-chip caches between the fibers running in the EU and the SU copying or transfer- 

ring entire rows, and a high volume of cache-coherence traffic on the memory bus, 

exacerbated by the lower relative performance of the main memory. Tuning the 

SU'S runtime system could help, but it is also interesting to note that this problem 

disappears in both of the hardware-SU-based platforms. 

The results from these experiments suggest that the main conclusions of this dis- 

sertation, the ability to  support multithreading on off-the-shelf systems and the ben- 

efits of custom hardware to support the mu1 tithreading program execution model, 

apply not only to older processors such as the 860, but to higher-performance su- 

perscalar processors with multiple-instruction issue and higher clock speeds. 
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Figure D.15: -4bsolute Speedups on Fast EARTH-MANNA for Tomcatv (65) 
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Figure D.17: Absolute Speedups on Fast EARTH-MANNA for Tomcatv (237) 




